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This is the first English translation of 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat in its en
tirety along with other major works 
of Matsuo Basho (1644-1694) and his 
school that represent a peak in the 
evolution of premodem Japanese po
etry. Basho is Japan's most loved 
poet, and his haikai was one of the 
two kinds—with renga—of linked 
poetry in Japan. The present work 
offers both an extension of Earl 
Miner's earlier book, Japanese Linked 
Poetry (Princeton), and a new inter
pretation of The Monkey's Straw Rain
coat as an anthology modeled in 
various ways on the canons of linked- 
verse sequences.

Three earlier sequences and one 
later one are included with the whole 
of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat to 
demonstrate the variety and the ide
als of the Basho school. An introduc
tion and detailed commentary eluci
date the nature of the art of haikai. 
Also provided, in addition to maps 
and other illustrative material, are an 
index of critical terms and a bio
graphical index of poets, bringing to
gether for the first time in any lan
guage information about all the poets 
involved. 6

- Quoting the title poem:
The first winter drizzle 

the monkey too seems to desire
a little straw raincoat

the authors write that it "excellently 
shows Basho's metaphysical relation 
of nature and humanity, or of hu
manity in nature. It is not only that 
monkeys resemble us in longing for 
protection, since everyone knows 
them to be imitators. It is rather that

(Continued on back flap)
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PREFACE

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the poetic genius of Japan 
found its most popular expression in various kinds of writing going under 
the name of haikai. One symptom of such flowering is the fact that the 
favorite poet of Japanese is Matsuo Basho (1644-94), who is of course 
familiar to many Western readers. Among the several collections of poetry 
by Basho and his school, the most esteemed is The Monkey's Straw Rain
coat (Sarumino), the chief constituent of this book. To it we have added 
a goodly sample of poetry from earlier years and a smaller sample from 
later. We have been guided in our selections, and interpretation of them, 
by recent Japanese criticism, and have advanced some interpretations of our 
own. In these prefatory remarks we aim to describe our subject, explain 
certain features of reading, account for various details, and say a bit about 
our method.

Something of the history of the emergence and development of haikai 
is given in the general Introduction to this book. (Those seeking more 
detailed information can consult Makoto Ueda's Matsuo Basho, cited at the 
head of the Bibliography.) It has been common in the West, as it has been 
in Japan until recently, to speak of Basho as a haiku poet. “Haiku" is, 
however, a word he never used. To be sure, he wrote many opening stanzas, 
or hokku, that might stand independent like haiku. But he identified haikai 
with sequence composition, what is now called renku. He made this very 
clear in many remarks, including this: “Among my followers, there are 
many who are at least as gifted as I in composing hokku. But this aged 
man knows the true spirit of haikai." Since the “marrow" or “true spirit" 
is not found in hokku, Basho can only be thought to imply that he under
stood the essence of haikai to lie, not in hokku, or other isolated stanzas, 
which others wrote no less brilliantly than he, but in sequences. He may 
have been a compulsive reviser of his hokku, but he always regarded the 
basis of his art to be sequential composition. Once this is recognized, the 
way is clear to recognizing a whole range of features—and problems— 
associated with his mature art, which is to say the sequences and collections 
thought canonical for his style of haikai.
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We have sought to supply the minimal information, and somewhat 
necessary for understanding Basho and his style of haikai. Readers inter
ested in pursuing matters beyond what is offered here may be referred 
again to Makoto Ueda's Matsuo Basho for biography, career, and numerous 
details of poetic practice. Readers who wish to have more information about 
the ideals and canons of haikai, along with discussion of its development, 
may consult Miner's Japanese Linked Poetry. (Both works are cited in full 
in the Bibliography.)

Following usual Japanese practice, we have referred to our poets by their 
usual pen names or styles (go). The Biographical Index gives the surnames 
of the poets (when known) along with some alternative pen names. In other 
words, we speak of Basho rather than of Matsuo Basho. We omit his proper 
given names, and we sometimes mention alternative "styles" or pen 
names—Tosei, Okina. But we refer to him as Basho, as Japanese do.

We have extended the normalizing to the romamzed texts of the poetry. 
We give as "ume" what may be either "mume" or "ume" in a given text. 
The romanizations give verbal inflections as parts of one word but particles 
as separate words.

We present dates in terms of numbered months and days according to 
the lunar calendar which, by the seventeenth century, had fallen behind 
our solar equivalents by about a month and a half. We have altered Japanese 
calculations of age to the extent of deducting one year from those given 
in standard reference works.

Readers who know haikai well will understand that it is very difficult 
to find a full text with modern commentary for all six parts of The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat, and that the texts of the parts other than the fifth are not 
only rare but by no means fully agreed upon as to reading. From time to 
time in our discussion or notes we point to problematical matters. Such 
instances are to be taken as representative rather than exhaustive, but 
anything further would have been pedantic for what is after all a translation 
and discussion.

Most features of our method of translation will be clear, but a few things 
may be said by way of emphasis. We have tried where possible to follow 
in English the line order of the original, to indicate by breaks or pauses 
where caesuras (or cuts) fall and, by avoiding punctuation, to give some 

of the ambiguity of the original. In translating sequences, we give 
the opening stanza by itself, and then it and each successive stanza with 
its successor. In short, the added stanza (tsukeku) makes a poetic unit
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PREFACE — xiii

by itself but by connection (tsukeai) with its predecessor. Such connection 
often requires reinterpretation of the preceding stanza. A different time 
may be implied, a place may be introduced or taken away, characters may 
change in sex or condition—in short one reads for the pleasure of constant 
variety, seeing what one poet could make of what another had posited.

We have included three sequences earlier than The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat, sequences varied in nature but all of great interest, as also one 
later sequence that is also uncommonly interesting. "Sequences" is a word 
referring in each case to the kasen, or thirty-six-stanza sequence, that Basho 
and his followers made their favorite medium for linked poetry. In other 
words, this book includes four kasen or sequences in addition to the four 
in Part Five of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. Besides their intrinsic im
portance, these sequences show features of haikai that The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat may only imply or not show at all. The nature of the haikai 
humor in the collection should be much clearer after one has read Poetry 
Is What I Sell, the first sequence included. The kind of rhythm, adjusted 
poise, and integrity possible will be better understood from In the Month 
of Frosts. And inclusion of three earlier as well as one later kasen will give 
some notion of how remarkably the Basho style could vary over a period 
of little more than a decade.

There is a yet more important reason for us to include three earlier 
sequences—and for the reader unused to haikai to read them before turning 
to The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. This is simply that the hokku of Parts 
One to Four must also be read sequentially. Each is discrete in the sense 
of being a hokku rather than an attached stanza (tsukeku), so that none 
completes a poetic unit begun by its predecessor. It is therefore unnecessary 
to repeat the previous stanza. In other respects, however, many features 
of kasen sequentiality are put into play, and the point of the compilers will 
be lost if the 382 hokku are read simply as discrete poems.

In reading the hokku sections, we should keep certain expectations in 
mind. As we move from hokku to hokku, we should expect some degree 
of likeness with the preceding hokku, and some degree of difference. As 
we move, we should also expect that individual hokku or individual runs 
of hokku will be more or less impressive than others. Some of the hokku 
are very weak productions, stanzas composed in certain cases by people of 
whom we know nothing, and perhaps for good literary reasons. In the art 
of linked poetry, however, we read with expectations of lows as well as of 
highs, finding that the less impressive leads us to esteem more highly what
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is fine. By reading the three earlier kasen first, a reader will get bearings 
in this very different art of reading poetry. And just as the earlier sequences 
have joint authorship, so the choice and arrangement of the 382 hokku has 
an authorship apart from that of the individual stanzas. Everything about 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat points to extraordinary care and extraor
dinary means. No earlier collection of waka, renga, or haikai had ordered 
poems on the seasons in the sequence of Winter, Summer, Autumn, Spring. 
Such deliberate shifting to the odd by Kyorai and Boncho, the compilers, 
represents what is known as haikai change (haikaika), of which there is 
abundant other evidence in the last kasen in Part Five and in all of Part 
Six. The need to adjust from Winter to Summer (and so on) illustrates 
another haikai principle of gaps or intervals (ma), which emphasize the 
continuities found elsewhere.

Once a reader has found the habit of reading sequentially, a new world 
of literary possibility is opened. We shall not dwell here on this matter 
much further, nor will we talk of the finer points of reading The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat sequentially. But we should say that we have argued certain 
large and certain fine points that are new to discussion of The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat, and that our thesis has aroused respectful interest from 
Japanese critics consulted.

Those very Japanese critics often divide on the issue of what a given 
word, line, or stanza may mean, and in fact there are rival kinds of inter
pretation of haikai. Anyone at all acquainted with literary history in any 
country—or with the Japanese language—will know that there is no cause 
for surprise in such variance. But haikai does present (along with its serious 
counterpart, renga) an extreme instance in which ambiguity and uncertainty 
are very often part of the pleasure. At one moment the translator encounters 
a stanza without any of those Japanese personal nouns that could be used 
in lieu of English pronouns. In such circumstances, who is doing what to, 
or with, whom may be quite clear. It may also be very unclear. At another 
moment, the translator may discover that two readings make good but 
different sense, or that traditions of interpretation provide altogether dif
ferent signification in a given run of stanzas. Apart from our own inad
vertent introduction of ambiguity or uncertainty, we have had to translate 
with, as it were, a single main interpretation in mind, although by omitting 
punctuation and other breaks we also seek to convey something of the 
quicksilver nature of the originals.
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PREFACE — xv

Fun is also to be found in haikai. It is a quotidian world in which doors 
often do not fit, trunks will not close, and Basho sits on a cliff, dangling 
a leg as he calmly picks off lice. It is also a world of lasting beauty, of 
moments memorable for vistas of rich rice plants, of cherry blossoms prized 
because they fall so soon, of moons filling autumn with light, of a startling 
voice crying out to ask if one is so-and-so, and of a majestic blue heron 
asleep at noon. As long as such moments can be seen to exist in a sequential 
art, they can be understood to make artistic integers that answer to the 
variable but integral nature we posit subjectively as our own lives. So 
although this poetry may seem novel or odd to some readers, we have the 
utmost confidence in the choices we have made, as well as in the art of 
haikai. The examples provide the basis for discovery of a new kind of 
poetry, a new way to read literature, offered by gifted poets in seventeenth- 
century Japan. Also, if it is true, and it is, that this book has no current 
counterpart in Japan in completeness and range, we hope that such inclu
siveness may compensate for whatever defects will be found in our work.

Princeton and Kamakura, 1978-79
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INTRODUCTION

Basho (1644-94) is the poet most eagerly claimed by the Japanese as their 
own.1 Schoolchildren recite his verse, tourists visit his birthplace at Ueno 
in Iga (present Mie Prefecture), and each year new books tell much the 
same story of this great poet. Like Shakespeare and Goethe, he is idolized, 
and like them he is presumed to have no flaws. The full human truth—for 
all three—is at once subtler and more satisfying. This is the truer once we 
get beyond the familiar examples. Japanese schoolchildren learn that Basho 
was what he is for the most part taken to be in the West, a haiku poet. In 
fact, he never knew what haiku is in the sense that it came to be defined 
by the distinguished modern poet and influential critic, Masaoka Shiki 
(1868-1902). Yet simple conceptions need to be recognized, being part of 
literary history and the history of human taste.

We may begin, then, with the boys and girls in Japanese schools. For 
them, the two most famous examples of "haiku" include one by Basho that 
is not included in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. Of course schoolchildren 
are not made aware of its earlier versions, nor are most of the poet's 
Western admirers. The "haiku" is nearly untranslatable, but in its familiar 
form it reads:

The old pond is still 
a frog leaps right into it 

splashing the water

This illustrates a principle found in many of Basho's writings—and in much 
of Japanese literature—that the addition of sound intensifies the sense of 
stillness. The Japanese schools offer these verses as an example of the 
slightly comic dimension of "haiku." The other traditional example is in 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, one by Boncho (d. 1714; Part One, 73):

1 Many readers are likely to wish for more information about Basho and the history of 
haikai than would be in place here. For Basho, the standard book in English is that by Makoto 
Ueda, Basho (New York: Twayne, 1970). For a literary history of this period, we are fortunate 
to have Donald Keene's excellent account. World within Walls (New York: Holt, Rinehart 
& Winston, 1976; see chs. 3-6 and 14-15 on haikai)

Furuike ya 
kawazu tobikomu 

mizu no oto
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On and on it goes 
the river making one dark line 

across snowy fields

Naganaga to 
kawa hitosuji ya 

yuki no hara

Schoolchildren are given this as an example of the serious dimension of 
"haiku/' and in fact it is a splendidly realized conception, as visual as 
Basho's frog stanza is aural.

Basho and Boncho alike wrote with haikai in mind, a far more complex 
A good deal is involved in explaining, or understanding, such

offer explanation of a number of difficult
com-matter.

plexity. In what follows, we 
conventions and seek to make clear the grounds for understanding and 
appreciating haikai. If at times our explanation tries the endurance of read
ers, they may take comfort in the fact that Japanese themselves are not 
well acquainted with the terms on which one of their great classics needs 
to be understood. We begin with general matters, go on to particulars, and 
end with appreciation.

1
I
I
1

Basho and Haikai

The two great periods of haikai occur in the seventeenth and the eight
eenth centuries. Basho of course led the first period and lived during a very 
repressive regime. Yosa (or Yoza, or Taniguchi) Buson (1716-83) led the 
second, "The Haikai Revival," an age of liberalizing, new ideas, and exciting 
experimentation with the limits allowable. It is remarkable how things fell 
apart after the death of Basho and how quickly the Haikai Revival sputtered 
out when Buson died. In each instance the theory of individual genius 
seems to have some proof. Yet differences exist between the two ages (and 
of course between the two poets). For one thing, Basho had two contem
poraries who were greater as literary figures than any of Buson's. One was 
the dramatist Chikamatsu Monzaemon (1653-1714), who wrote for the 
puppet stage (joruri) and for kabuki. The other was that extraordinary 
figure, Ihara Saikaku (1642-92), who would compose more haikai stanzas 
in twenty-four hours than Basho, so given to revising, did in a lifetime. 
But Saikaku is best known as a writer of prose fiction for urban readers of 
Osaka, a brilliant prose stylist in many veins. To be the greatest among 
such a remarkable triumvirate is to be a great writer indeed. "Half priest 
and half secular," he is a fascinating figure, one represented in The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat as master poet. A complete view would require much more

1n
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INTRODUCTION — 5

by way of biography and translation—especially of his distinguished 
prose—than is feasible here. Yet something can be said of his age and his 
development.

The repressive government referred to was that of the Tokugawa Sho- 
gunatc in Edo (now Tokyo), a fact giving the historical period, ca. 1600 to 
1867, the alternative names of Tokugawa or Edo. Throughout this period 
there were two principal artistic and financial centers: Edo and the Kyoto- 
Osaka area, which was called kamigata or the upper region, and from which 
one still "went down" in every direction because of the presence of the 
ritualized sovereign in Kyoto. Between these two centers there was a good 
deal of artistic intercourse, but in Basho's time the kamigata was the center 
of greater originality. Basho established himself in Edo, but he was always 
impatient to leave, not so much from distaste as from a desire to travel by 
foot to famous places and to meet with the many poets who adhered to his 
ideals.

He was the second son of a provincial samurai, and at the age of nine 
he went to serve the son of the lord of Ueno castle. This young man, Todo 
Yoshitada, had studied haikai. A good deal of speculation—much of it no 
doubt well founded—deals with the young Basho's connection with Yo
shitada and his grief when the lord died in 1666, Basho then a man of twenty- 
two. His next stage—a move to Kyoto—was a most likely one for a young 
provincial with literary ambitions. In Kyoto he studied haikai and other 
subjects, which no doubt included life as most of us know it in our earlier 
years. Thereafter he moved to Edo, perhaps because he believed he would 
have greater freedom to develop in a newer social order. In any event, his 
name as a poet became known as he gradually defined an independent style. 
Various dates are given for his acquisition of fame and the devising of his 
mature style, the Shofu as it is called (the "Sho" of course being the second 
character for "Basho"). Some might see his true genius or style in the 
twenty haikai sequences he had published in 1680, since by then he could 
show that his writing had became distinctive enough to attract a band of 
gifted followers. (The sequences are thirty-six-stanza works or kasen, such 
as those included here.) Others would date "the real Basho" from about 
1684, when he set out from Edo to visit his home and other places, writing 
poems of new seriousness, partly because of a narrow escape from death 
when his Bashoan or Banana-Plant Hermitage went up in the Great Fire 
of Edo in 1682—a time from which yet others date his mature work.

Whatever the precise date, Basho's years of greatness were at most
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fourteen, or perhaps ten, terminating at his death in 1694. When he changed 
simpler style in the last three or so years of his life he also lost his 

greatness in the eyes of some of his followers and in the view of many 
modern critics. These may praise the late style but they pay most attention 
to the poems written before the stylistic change. In 1692 Basho took up 
residence in Edo again at a rebuilt Bashoan, where he was much visited by 
many writers and would-be writers who sought acquaintance with the 
renowned poet. It will be obvious that he took his poetic style, or name, 
from this Edo hermitage. Among the other pen names, or styles, the two 
best known are Tosei, the name attached to the 1680 collection, and Okina 
or Old Man. Sometimes he was called Okina, or Basho-o, and those who 
gathered around him thought of him as their Old Master, as after his death 
they spoke of their Former Teacher.

Basho's haikai has some clear and some widely misunderstood features. 
Specific canons will be discussed later, but haikai is a variety of linked 
poetry, the stanzas being thought of as potentially linked even when not 
actually joined to others. Stanzas widely known as Basho's haiku are all 
but invariably joined to other stanzas or to prose. In fact, some of them 
do duty in more than one sequence or context, especially since Basho was 
so compulsive a reviser that he produced not much more than a thousand 
stanzas.

The actual linking involves connecting to an initial upper stanza (kami 
no ku) in 5-7-5 syllables a lower stanza (shimo no ku) of 7-7 syllables. 
(Then another upper was connected, then lower, etc.) These terms derive 
from waka, in which the tanka consists of an upper and lower unit. For 
haikai, numerous stanzas were feasible, depending on how many upper and 
lower stanzas were alternated, joined.. The shortest conceivable sequence 
was obviously of tanka-length, consisting of an opening and a second stanza 
(hokku-waki), but differing from waka in that for haikai the different parts 
are composed by two different people. At the other extreme, sequences 
might run to a thousand (senku) or even ten thousand (manku). These 
very long sequences are, however, really multiples of one-hundred stanza 
sequences (hyakuin). Basho himself favored whatever length seemed ap
propriate, including a number of ad hoc lengths (lisute). But he settled on 
the thirty-six stanza sequence (kasen) as the ideal for his most serious 
haikai. Of course it must be understood that these sequences are composed 
jointly with other poets. Such sequences might involve Basho and just
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other, as with Poetry Is What I Sell, or many others, as with Beneath the 
Boughs, both included here. These deserve the name Basho-style haikai 
because his conceptions give coherence to this body of literature. Yet the 
individual sequences differ enormously, as the magic of personal interplay 
changed from group to group of poets or from time to time of composition.

Some stanzas were given special names, and of these the most important, 
historically at least, is the hokku, the opening stanza of 5-7-5 syllables. 
The prominence of the hokku has led many people to confuse haikai w'ith 
haiku (with its same prosodic form), and something should be said both 
to show how natural the confusion is and why it is confusion. Poets liked 
writing hokku as a kind of practice. If one turned out especially well, it 
might not only be used to begin a sequence but might also be written out 
on a poem strip (tanzaku) like a modern haiku. In fact modern haiku 
emerged by poets making an individual hokku independent of further in
tegral development. The confusion is therefore quite natural. But it remains 
an error, as will become clear from looking at the first four books of The 
Monkey's Straw Raincoat. Each book contains hokku on a different season, 
a rule for hokku and haiku alike. We shall later discuss the integration of 
these, in one sense, separate hokku into wholes within The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat. For now it is enough to point out two other features of the hokku 
included there. Many of them were in fact the foundations of sequences 
of whatever length. What is yet more telling is that, although all are on 
seasonal topics, not all are hokku in the stricter sense of stanzas that may 
begin a sequence. A great many are technically disqualified. To take the 
most obvious examples of disqualification, there are some too low or comic 
in tone to begin a sequence. In other words, there is a wider sense of hokku 
that includes stanzas in 5-7-5 syllables on a seasonal topic, whether or not 
the given stanza would be seriously considered as a hokku in the strict 
sense of an opening stanza. But whatever else haikai may be, it is an art 
presuming connection. In all six Parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat 
there is not a single stanza that is not connected with another or with a 
prose context. Such connection is the basic feature of haikai of the Basho 
school and of other schools of haikai writers (haijin) in his time.

Haikai in Japanese Literary History

Basho's art is of course the result of his genius, but it also belongs to 
a centuries-old tradition of poetry. Its place will be clearer if we divide
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Japanese literary history into three lengthy periods based on 
poetry in which a given age discovered its genius.

Period
Prehistorical to 

13th century 
13th to 19th centuries 

13th-16th 
16th-19th 

Late 19th-20th 
centuries

As this over-simple periodization indicates, haikai is at once heir to centuries 
of poetic development and an offshoot of renga, even while being something 
quite distinct.

Some poets wrote in two or even three of the premodern forms. But for 
haikai to exist, there must first be renga, since '■'haikai” means nothing 
other than haikai no renga (or haikai renga, just as haiku abbreviates haikai 
no ku). The crucial word is therefore "haikai.” From centuries before, the 
word designated the nonstandard, the not-quite-serious, or even the comic. 
In the first of the twenty-one royally commissioned collections of waka, 
the Kokinshu (ca. 905), certain poems are designated "haikai" because of 
some assumed excess or divagation. Since abnormality implies normality, 
haikai implies the non-haikai, either waka or renga. To use other Japanese 
terms, we can say that poetry might include the ushin, that which possesses 
heart and is serious, standard; and the mushin, that without heart and 
therefore nonserious, nonstandard like haikai.

Renga follows waka in using words solely of Japanese origin, nonsinified 
diction. Yet in its beginnings, renga seemed nonstandard (mushin) by com
parison with the prized waka of the court tradition. To be thought worthy 
of serious consideration, renga had to acquire canons like those of waka.2 
In brief, renga chose from waka certain elements and ignored others.

Renga and haikai typify what Japanese call group art or group literature 
(za no geijutsu, za no bungei, za no bungaku), which is to say sequences

2 The ideals, canons, and historical development of literary features of both renga and 
haikai are dealt with in Japanese Linked Poetry, which also includes translations of four haikai 
sequences, including the first three from The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, given below with 
some revisions.

the kinds of

Kind of Poetry Most 
Flourishing 

Waka, or court poetry

Renga
Haikai

j

1 Haiku; later free verse
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made up of parts composed by more than one poet at a single or sustained 
"sitting."

The counterpart in waka that determined this development will be found 
in integrated anthologies such as the Kokinshu. Instead of being ordered 
by single-author canons or historical order of composition, the royally 
commissioned anthologies were compiled by topic. Following the example 
of the Kokinshu, most of the other twenty royal collections had twenty 
books (two had ten). These were divided into two halves, each begun by 
a series of books on the most valued topics: the four seasons and love. A 
given collection would have an order somewhat like this:

1-2 Spring 
3 Summer 

4-5 Autumn 
6 Winter

9-10 Various (Travel, etc.)

11-14 (more or less) Love
15-17 (more or less) Various (Grievances, etc.)
18-20 (more or less) Miscellaneous (no single topic dominant)

The crucial seasonal and Love books seemed naturally to fall into orderly 
progression. The seasons moved on their ways, and within a given season 
the Japanese sense of relation to nature was such that close observation and 
the stylized rites of the court led to a very carefully worked out sequence 
of events from the beginning of spring to the end of winter. Plum trees 
were the first to blossom (and most esteemed by the court). The court 
ritual of picking young greens came later but before cherry trees came into 
bloom. The other seasons had their orderings. As for Love, its conception 
derives from the social fact that in early Japan women inherited property 
matrilineally and marriage was therefore matnlocal. The woman was first 
heard of from a distance by the man, who then visited her. Since marriage 
was more a social arrangement than a sacrament, and since a man might 
be polygamous—or in any event have more than one arrangement—the 
experience of love implied a further part of a sequence. After the man's 
first interest, after inquiry, negotiation, consummation, and visits in the 
evening, he would (at least in usual poetic convention) tire of the woman. 
Much of what seemed central to love was therefore the woman's response
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ending in her suffering, resentment, or recollection. The centrality of the 
woman in Japanese courtly love tends to emphasize love as yearning or 
longing rather than as love happy or consummated, although joyful po 
do exist. By the time of renga and haikai, it is presumed (with some rare 
exceptions) that love means very strong yearning and not at all being loved.

A large collection would include many poems on topics deemed impor
tant: e.g., plum trees or male betrayal. Their number required that they 
be worked into subprogressions. After poems on the plum buds in snow 
would come others on plum flowers in snow, and thereafter yet others on 
warblers singing among plum flowers. Moreover, since any prized topic 
would be exemplified by a number of poems, the poems would be ordered 
by associational development of, or within, the progressions. Poems on 
plum trees in blossom might therefore be ordered by their location, "mov
ing" from the palace to another place in the capital, thence to a place nearby, 
to named mountains of the region, and finally to distant plains or hills.

Such complex techniques of ordering were not fully developed at once. 
The eighth of the royal collections, the Shinkokinshu (1206ff. in different 
versions), perfects the integration by association as well as progression, 
making it possible to read its almost two thousand poems as a single work 
of nearly ten thousand lines, even if the method of reading required differs 
from that for Paradise Lost.3 In addition to such official collections, others 
composed by a single individual might also be so ordered. The kind most 
influential for renga and haikai was the hundred-poem sequence (hyaku- 
shuuta) and its variants (e.g., the fifty-). These might be on a single topic 
such as Love. But more likely they would mirror all, or major parts (seasons 
and Love, perhaps), of a royal collection. In making up these shorter se
quences of waka a compiler might also use poems by other poets, as is the 
case with the most familiar of all Japanese collections: One Hundred Poems 
by a Hundred Poets (Hyakunin Isshu). This was compiled by Fujiwara 
Teika (or Sadaie, 1162-1241). His compilation has become familiar by its 
having been made into a pastime in which cards with just the upper unit 
(kami no ku) of a poem are matched with those containing as well the lower 
(shimo no ku). But Teika and his contemporaries also composed integrated

1 On the integration of waka in anthologies and other sequential arrangements, see Jin'ichi 
Konishi, Association and Progression: Principles of Integration in Anthologies and Sequences 
of Japanese Court Poetry, a.d. 900-1350," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 21 (1958), 67- 
127. This is a seminal article with no exact counterpart in Japanese.
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hundred-poem sequences of their own poems.4 The hundred-stanza se
quences of renga and haikai clearly derive from such earlier collections of 
waka.

Readers familiar with English literature will naturally recall sonnet se
quences by Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Donne. Yet the comparison 
does not hold. When the writer of a sonnet sequence adds one sonnet to 
another, something like a plot—an action involving the same characters, 
usually the same central speaker—is involved. In waka-sequences, however, 
whether those composed by a single poet or compiled from the canons of 
other poets, the speaker changes and the situations change from poem to 
poem: the topic has precedence. Plot is impossible to sustain, and the lyric 
narrative is grounded solely in a sequence integrated by means of pro
gression and association. As wre shall see, this distinction holds yet more 
strongly for renga and haikai.

A dispute divided the compilers of the Shinkokinshu. To one view, only 
the best poems should be included, and that standard accords most closely 
with Western conceptions. To another view, the collection held priority 
over individual poems, so that a less brilliant poem might be included for 
one of two aesthetic considerations: because it worked better in the sequence 
of association and progression, or because the best poems appear in full 
glory when set off by others that fit sequentially but that are less impressive. 
The second view prevailed, and it made possible the sequential art of renga 
and haikai. Yet another principle was introduced by two later collections: 
the very long Gyokuydshu (ca. 1313, almost 2,800 poems) and the Fiigashu 
(ca. 1345, over 2,200 poems). These fourteenth and seventeenth of the 
royal collections adapted a principle for integration of the two parts of the 
tanka, the dominant waka form of the court. As we have seen, a tanka was 
usually said to have an upper and a lower part. Poems in which the two 
parts (5-7-5 and 7-7) were clearly related were termed '■'close" (shin), 
whereas those whose connection required efforts of thought were termed 
"distant" (so). The two later collections used these principles to relate 
closely or distantly two successive tanka. A distant relation might involve, 
by the compilers' juxtaposition, an echo of an older poem that was not 
intended by the poet of either poem. The reader would have to ponder the

4 For a full discussion of a hundred-poem waka sequence with a translation, see Robert H. 
Brower, Fujiwara Teika's Hundred-Poem Sequence of the Shoji Era. 1200 (Tokyo: Sophia 
University, 1978).
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distant connection until the recollection of the poem alluded to (by the 
compilers) afforded a connection. This principle of varying closeness of 
relation proved crucial to renga and haikai.

Renga came into existence somewhat earlier than these late royal an
thologies. Teika and others would compose renga sequences in alternating 
authorship as a gamesome occupation regarded as something quite different 
from the serious vocation of waka. Such nonstandard or nonserious (mu- 
shin) renga developed into a serious or standard (ushin) kind with the 
participation of a very high born nobleman, Nijo Yoshimoto (1320-88). As 
the dates show, his ideas are indebted to late court poetry, but his recognition 
of serious possibilities for renga led him to posit rules and to compile a 
collection of renga stanzas, the Tsukubashu (1356), which arranges renga 
stanzas into twenty books, just like a royal waka collection. Thereafter 
renga had an assured reputation and was known as the Tsukuba vocation 
(Tsukuba no michi).5

I
■■:
:.•

5
:

a Some Canons of Haikai

After renga had developed into its serious (ushin) form from nonserious 
(mushin) origins, a nonstandard kind developed from it. This is none other 
than haikai (haikai no renga), which may use sinified diction, low imagery, 
surprising conceptions, etc. Such qualities make haikai a difficult or unstable 
achievement ever in danger of veering too far toward the proprieties of 
renga and waka or too far toward various indecencies, humor, and the 
humdrum.

In its usual form, haikai (like renga) also involves randomness and or
der—the randomness from rapid-fire composition in alternation by a few 
poets sitting together as a group (za).6 The thirty-six stanzas of a kasen 
would be set down on two sheets.

1-18 first sheet (sho-ori)
Front, stanzas 1-6 (sho-omote)
Back, stanzas 7-18 (sho-ura)

19-36 second sheet (nagori no ori)
Front, stanzas 19-30 (nagori no omote)
Back, stanzas 31-36 (nagori no ura)

5 See Japanese Linked Poetry, ch. 2.
6 For a more detailed account of the canons discussed here, see ibid., chs. 3 and 6.
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From renga, haikai adopted in its fashion the requirement that there be 
one Flower stanza per sheet and one Moon stanza per side. In terms of 
expected location, haikai is in fact more set than renga (although, with the 
exception of the second Flower stanza in thirty-six stanzas, almost anything 
may happen in practice). As the following chart shows, certain stanzas had 
specified names, and there were formally set locations (za) for a given Moon 
or Flower stanza.

Side 
Front

Sheet Number Name Other

First
hokku a unit; often with 

a cutting word, 
such as kana
commonly with a noun ending 
usually ending with a 
verb, commonly inflected 
"participally," as -te

1

waki
daisan

2
3

4

(first) Moon5
6

Back 1 (7)
2 (8)
3 (9)
4 (10)
5 (11)
6 (12)
7 (13)
8 (14)
9 (15) 

10 (16)
11 (17)
12 (18)

(second) Moon

(first) Flower

Second 1 (19)
2 (20)
3 (21)
4 (22)

Front
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OtherNameNumberSideSheet

i!
5 (23)
6 (24)
7 (25)
8 (26) 
9 (27)

10 (28)
11 (29)
12 (30)

..'

r.
!

(third) Moon

.

Back 1 (31)
2 (32)
3 (33)
4 (34)
5 (35)
6 (36)

.

i:

I (second) Flower
ageku

This seems to consume a lot of paper with more numbers than facts. But 
it shows in a way that no other can some features which must be understood 
if haikai is to be appreciated. For example, the named stanzas (hokku, etc.) 
require special care—or would perhaps not be named? (All others are hiraku, 
ordinary stanzas.) Further, in the kasen or thirty-six-stanza sequence, the 
formal place for a Moon or Flower is the last stanza but one on a side. 
Where, as on the back of the first sheet, there is a Flower as well as a Moon, 
the rarer Flower takes precedence in the penultimate position. In practice, 
the Moons and Flowers may be shifted about. The one that can almost 
always be counted on to appear in its formal position is the second Flower, 
as the last stanza but one (35, the fifth on the back of the second sheet). 
The point of the shifting depends on our knowing where a given Moon or 
Flower belongs. With that knowledge, we can appreciate the art of variation. 
It will be found that in a kasen as distinctly odd in other respects as Poetry 
Is What I Sell, these features are kept quite regularly.

The Moons and Flowers give a certain set of formal expectation to a 
sequence. In a similar, larger scaled fashion, each sequence inherited a so- 
called rhythm or movement from renga. This three-part “movement"

7 For the pattern of Moons and Flowers in a hundred-stanza sequence, see ibid., fig. 1. This 
pattern is not set forth here, because no examples of a hundred-stanza sequence are included 
in this book.
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consists of Introduction (jo). Development (ha), and Fast Close (kyu). These 
formally correspond to sides of sheets, as we have just seen in other terms.

Introduction (jo)
Development (ha)

1-6 (first sheet, front side)
7-30 (first sheet, back side, and 

second sheet, front side) 
31-36 (second sheet, back side)

Once again, practice may vary from formal requirements, usually by con
tinuing the Introduction a stanza or two into the Development, and by 
beginning the Fast Close a stanza or two early, i.e., at the end of the 
Development.

In haikai almost anything is possible, but for a rather careful observation 
(or satisfaction) of the formal expectations, one might well begin with Even 
the Kite's Feathers, which is irregular only in its Introduction. Usually 
those six stanzas consist mostly of runs of seasonal stanzas with one or 
two nonseasonal, that is Miscellaneous, stanzas between. A common ex
ample would run like this:

1 Spring
2 Spring
3 Spring
4 Miscellaneous
5 Autumn
6 Autumn

Now since Spring and Autumn stanzas should continue to a run of three, 
we expect that the seventh stanza—which starts off the back side of the 
first sheet—will also be an Autumn stanza. It is very common to bridge 
sides or sheets in this way, and that is one symptom of continuing the 
Introduction for a stanza into the Development. Seasonal stanzas are more 
apt to have greater beauty, repose, or purity than do Miscellaneous.

For such reasons, the Development section makes much more of Mis
cellaneous stanzas. There will be a higher proportion of them, and some
times in fairly long runs—up to five or more. In this section we also 
discover a more marked divergence from the world of waka and renga. 
Things, quotidian details, thicken. Low matters, poverty, humor, and often 
sudden jerks from this to that mark this section. For Basho-style haikai, 
this is also the section in which Moons and Flowers get shifted about most 
freely and in which is introduced a topic of crucial importance to the style,

Fast Close (kyu)
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Love. The usual conception of love devised in the later royal collections 
and in renga is maintained in haikai. That is, it involves yearning rather 
than fulfillment, loving rather than being loved. But the range of what 
constitutes Love is wider and less classy than in waka and renga. Samurai, 
townspeople, and rustics appear more often than do courtiers. From time 
to time (male) homosexual love is treated. Sometimes the treatment verges 
on downright comedy; sometimes it approaches waka or renga with allu
sions to perhaps The Tale of Genji or some famous waka.

If Basho was special among the haikai leaders of his time in the value 
he placed on Love stanzas, he used the other subtopics along with his 
contemporaries: Complaints, Evanescence, Buddhism, Shinto, Travel. Like 
Love these could heighten our sense of burgeoning life in the Development 
section. But for Basho and his followers, the agitation of human love was 
the crucial feature, and it will often be found to bring one kind of climax 
in the second half of the Development section (the front of the second 
sheet).

The Fast Close is hardest to describe, partly because of the numerous 
means used to achieve it. Moreover, it chiefly involves stanzas 31 to 34, 
or any earlier incorporated from the end of the Development section. On 
the other hand, the last two stanzas (the second Flower and the ageku) 
usually quiet down. One of the ways of giving a sense of speed is to do 
tricks with the run of spring poems necessary if there is to be a Flower 
stanza at all. That is, if stanza 35 is a Flower stanza, as it almost always 
is, it must also be a Spring stanza. And since Spring stanzas should go in 
runs of three, it is necessary to introduce spring at least by 33, so to have 
the Flower come in the last of three (35), or by 34 so to obtain three Spring 
stanzas by the last, 36. The Fast Close can be effected as well by starting 
off with Autumn stanzas, which also need a run of three, since it will take 
a bigger leap as it were from Autumn to Spring than from Winter to 
Spring. Sometimes the composer of 34 simply refuses to write a Spring 
stanza, and we are left with 35 and 36 as Spring stanzas, an imperfect run 
of two. Two other ways of obtaining "speed" involve considerations that 
lead us to other features of haikai. One is the introduction of place names. 
These can give a sense of order by, let us say, proceeding in a geographical 
line from Kyoto eastward toward Edo. Or they can give us "speed" by 
jumping around. Another way of obtaining speed is by extreme variation 
in degree of impressiveness or relation of the stanzas. These matters lead
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us to consideration of topics and motifs as well as of impressiveness and 
relation.

The general principles for both sets of criteria for stanzas is that there 
be connectedness or relatedness and that there be difference. If stanzas are 
too much alike, the result is insipid: the genius of linked poetry involves 
varying, not constant, impressiveness. If the stanzas are, however, too little 
alike, there is no integrity to the whole: the effect is more that of broken 
bursts in succession than of development in the temporal course of our 
understanding. In fact, the stress upon individual stanzas and the ignoring 
of connectedness mars some of Buson's finest haikai.8 In order to deal with 
this matter, it was necessary to be able to describe individual stanzas, to 
classify them easily and systematically. In fact, we have already introduced 
the major elements of classification. Renga and haikai adopted from waka 
certain categories of topics that were the basis for classification by book in 
the royal collections and for use elsewhere. But renga and haikai alike 
adapted what they took by changing the sense of Miscellaneous. In waka, 
that category had meant only that no one proper topic (Winter, Travel, 
Buddhism) was dominant. In linked poetry, however, if a stanza is not 
seasonal, it is Miscellaneous. As a result, there are only five possible topics: 
Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, and Miscellaneous. The other topics 
of waka become subtopics. Every stanza is either seasonal or Miscellaneous 
by definition, but a given stanza may or may not have a subtopic. We may 
have simply a Spring (haru) stanza, or it may be Spring Love (haru no 
koi). We may have a pure Miscellaneous (zo) stanza, or it may be Mis
cellaneous Travel (zo no tabi).

In addition to topics and subtopics, haikai inherited from renga, with 
modification, a number of motifs. These can be set out in groups.

Persons, Animals, Birds, Insects 
Residences, Clothes 
Plants, Trees, Cultivation 
Night, Daytime, Radiance 
Products 
Peaks, Waters
Nobility, Warriors, Peasants, 

Townspeople

8 See ibid., Part Three, for the sequence. Peony Petals Fell, by Buson and another poet.

Living Things 
Signs of People 
Growing Things 
Times
Things Made by People
Scenery
Social Class
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In detailing such motifs, we must confess to having adapted one major line 
of interpretation of renga. Such details will not be found in standard ac
counts of haikai. And even in using renga categories we have introduced 
novelties. Two of the chief of these are Products and Social Class. We 
include them, because everyone will be struck on sustained reading of haikai 
by the objects of quotidian life, and by the class structure introduced by 
the Edo government. The official scheme for the whole populace involved 
classes from the Warriors downward. We have somewhat modified this 
classification of social groups and added the Nobility, which was officially 
ignored but which continued to play a role in poetic conceptions. Purists 
may ignore such distinctions, but the categories seem to us to determine 
important features of haikai.

Another distinction involves whether or not something is a named in
stance of its kind. In the case of places, named ones (nadokoro) are thought 
more evocative. In the case of insects or flowers, unnamed ones are thought 
more evocative. In renga the rule was that unnamed insects (mushi or tada 
no mushi) were so evocative and precious as to be allowable only once in 
a hundred stanzas, that is, not at all in a sequence of shorter length, whereas 
named insects (na no mushi) might appear far more freely. Named flowers 
(na no hana) have much the same status; only an unnamed flower, that 
is, simply “hana," constituted a Flower stanza.

These matters assist us in understanding relation. If stanzas 12 and 13 
are both Autumn stanzas, and if 12 has Plants and 13 Insects, then there 
is a degree of closeness of relation, what Basho preferred to call Heavy 
(opposed to Light) relation. From renga criticism so adapted, we can derive 
four degrees of relation:

Heavy (ju)
Heavy-Light (jukei)
Light-Heavy (keiju)
Light (kei)

Two things must be said definitively about these categories. First, no one 
is better per se than another in linked poetry: it is the skillful variation or 
combination of degrees of relation that is important. To be sure, this formal 
feature of haikai involves specific, substantive thought: not just a stanza 
but a stanza on an 
Miyagi with dew falling. The next stanza, with whatever substantive fea
tures it has, must vary in ways involving some degree of formal relation;
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and that degree must itself involve the integrity of the whole sequence. 
The second crucial matter involves the fact that our estimations of stanza 
impressiveness and relation are just that, our estimations. Assessment is 
often difficult, and our aim is heuristic rather than infallible. But without 
some sense of what is going on the reader will lose participation in a major 
feature of sequencing.

For those of us who are not haikai poets, there is a useful principle to 
follow in judging relationship. The words (of course of the Japanese text) 
should be first attended to, particularly when one deals with so aberrant 
a sequence as Poetry Is What / Sell. After attending to the words (kotoba), 
one may turn to conception (kokoro). If the words of two stanzas closely 
resemble each other, and both are on spring, with one mentioning a famous 
place for flowers, and the next gives a Flower stanza, then one can decide 
on Heavy (or Heavy-Light, depending on other factors) and not inquire 
into metaphysics.

The same kinds of criteria hold for degrees of impressiveness. They have 
a similar range.

Design (mon)
Design-Ground (monji)
Ground-Design (jimon)
Ground (ji)

No one category is better than another for the sequence as sequence, al
though the first two are apt to characterize the Introduction (more than 
the other two parts), as also the Moon and Flower stanzas (all else being 
normal). But in renga and haikai alike the greatest practitioners—like Sogi 
(1421-1502) in renga and Basho in haikai—were masters of Ground and 
Ground-Design stanzas. A case can be made for the superiority of Shinkei 
(1406-75) to Sogi, or Buson to Basho, in terms of the number of impressive 
stanzas written. But Shinkei and Buson alike yield too readily to the temp
tation to write what is Design or Design-Ground, not varying enough. The 
result brings too great an evenness and insufficient sense of the whole 
because too much attention has been given individual stanzas. Buson com
pounds this fault with another. His extensive use of Light or Light-Heavy 
relation may stress too much individual stanzas, setting them apart, giving 
them priority over the integration of a sequence. Given a Shinkei or Buson, 
these are splendid flaws. Whatever the splendor, however, the flaws imperil 
haikai in its central feature: the art of integrated sequence.
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Examples from Thirty-Six Stanza Sequences

As the table of contents to this book shows, we include eight clear 
pies of kasen, the thirty-six stanza sequences that Bashd considered 

the pinnacle of haikai art. Three of the eight predate the kasen in The 
Monkey's Straw Raincoat, the fifth part of which contains four such se
quences. We add a later kasen to exemplify what is taken to be Basho's 
final stylistic development.

A few examples from these sequences will show more clearly things that 
our earlier remarks have implied or stated. The examples give us a chance 
to stress that each stanza forms a semantic unit with its predecessor, and 
therefore its successor, but with no other. The following sample from At 
the Tub of Ashes includes no commentary but offers the poem in romanized 
Japanese and translation, providing specification of the name of the poet 
of the new stanza, of impressiveness, of relation, of topic, of subtopic (if 
any), and of motifs (if any).

Akuoke no 
shizuku yamikeri 

kirigirisu 
Boncho

Design. No Relation. Autumn. Insects. Products. Waters.
Akuoke no 

shizuku yamikeri 
kirigirisu 

abura kasurite 
yoine suru aki 
Bashd

Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Night. Radiance. Products.
Abura kasurite 
yoine suru aki 

aradatami 
shikinarashitaru 

tsukikage m 
Yasui

Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Residences. Products.
Night. Radiance.

I exam
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■ At the tub of ashes 
dripping sounds yield to stillness 

as crickets chirp

1

i
i

1I
? -i At the tub of ashes 

dripping sounds yield to stillness 
as the crickets chirp 

in his lamp the oil grows low 
and autumn brings him early sleep

2

2

In his lamp the oil grows low 
and autumn brings him early sleep 

the floor matting 
freshly laid out in the chamber 

shines in the moonlight

- 3

1
1
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Aradatami 

shikinarashitaru 
tsukikagc ni 

narabcte urcshi 
to no sakazuki 
Kyorai

The floor matting 
freshly laid out in the chamber 

shines in the moonlight 
the host beams over ten sake cups 
set out neatly for his party

4

4 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Products.

The first stanza is highly esteemed because of its very Japanese aesthetic 
and certain details. The dripping of water from the tub (ashes were used 
for scouring) ends after some dry autumn weather. The melancholy quiet 
of the season is the more silent for the mention of sound. It is autumn 
because of crickets. The tub represents human Products, and the stilling 
of drops signifies Waters.

The next stanza is not quite as impressive but more original. It changes 
many details and so does not have a simply Heavy relation. But the sense 
of ending and of quiet makes this more Heavy than Light. Autumn is 
mentioned, as are Night and a lamp for Radiance. The lamp also belongs 
to Products.

The third stanza is a surprise of a sort, since it introduces the first Moon 
two stanzas ahead of its formal place. It is a lovely scene—the fresh, 
greenish matting on which the silvery moonlight pours—a stanza with 
Design features. The tone shifts, and there is no reference to people, but 
otherwise the relation is Heavy. This is an Autumn stanza because a moon 
designates autumn unless qualified. We see obvious Residences and Prod
ucts motifs. The moon clearly implies Night and Radiance.

For the next example we may take a run of stanzas from the Development 
section of Even the Kite's Feathers. It will be clear how much more agitation 
and urgency there is. We shall give the stanzas in the same fashion as those 
just presented.

All the hototogisu 
have finished their summer songs 

wasted to the bones 
he still cannot summon strength 

to rise from his bed

Hototogisu mina 
nakishimaitari 

yasebone no 
mada okinaoru 

chikara naki 
Fumikuni (following Basho in 22)

23
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23 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.

Yasebone no 
mada okinaoru 

chikara naki 
tonari o karite 
kuruma hikikomu 
Boncho

Wasted to the bones 
she cannot summon strength 

to rise from her bed 
her visitor finds the place is cramped 
and borrows carriage space next door

.
I!
1 24
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1 24 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Products. Residences.

He used to find my place so cramped 
he borrowed carriage space next door 

his neglect is heartless 
if only he would come again to see me 

through my mock-orange hedge

1 Tonari o karite 
kuruma hikikomu 

uki hito o 
kikokugaki yori 

kugurasen 
Basho

a
.
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25 Ground-Design. Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons. Cultivation.

His neglect was heartless 
but he went again to visit her 

through the mock-orange hedge 
now is the time of lovers' parting 
and she helps him put on his sword

&
•:i Uki hito o 

kikokugaki yori 
kugurasen 

ima ya wakare no 
katana sashidasu 
Kyorai

Design-Ground. Heavy-Light.,

Ima ya wakare no 
katana sashidasu 

sewashige ni 
kushi de kashira o 

kakichirashi 
Boncho

Ground-Design. Heavy-Light.

Sewashige ni 
kushi de kashira o 

kakichirashi 
omoikittaru

f
26!
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Miscellaneous. Military. Products.

At the time of lovers' parting 
she helped him put on his sword 

left all restless
with her comb she worried her hair 

messing its lines

26

27

27 Miscellaneous. Products.

In a restless state 
with his comb he worries his hair 

messing its lines 
summoning determination28s

I
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shinigurui mi yo 
Fumikuni

to hazard his life in battle

28 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Radiance. Night.

He summoned determination 
to hazard his life in battle 

in the chill blue sky 
the yet remaining moon dissolves 

in the light of dawn

Omoikittaru 
shinigurui mi yo 

seiten ni 
ariakezuki no 

asaborake 
Kyorai

29 Design. Light. Autumn. Night. Radiance.

As these examples show, linked poetry provides an example of contin
uously varying lyric narrative. It is lyric because of the nature of the stanzas 
and the waka from which linked poetry developed. It is narrative because 
of the continuous presence of a relating voice through numerous incidents, 
characters, and situations. We believe this to be a definition of narrative 
that cannot be rejected, although there are no doubt many kinds of narration 
for which it is not capacious enough. The only familiar feature of narrative 
that haikai and renga cannot have is plot in the sense of an action running 
from beginning to end. Yet they do have miniplots and an element of what 
plot is designed to provide: causation. More importantly linked poetry 
possesses what narrative requires even prior to plot, sequentiality. Without 
this plot is impossible. For that matter, plot can be reordered chronologically 
from its natural order (as Milton shows in Paradise Lost), and narration 
can present events that happen at the same time (as in The Tale of Genji). 
But if we reorder the sequence of Paradise Lost, we change it, no longer 
having eight books of retrospection bear on the climactic ninth. Narration 
of events happening at the same time is feasible if the events happen to 
different people in different places. But they cannot be narrated at the same 
time. One must precede the other. For these and many other reasons, haikai 
and renga are most valuable in showing us that sequentiality is the prime 
basis of narrative (indeed of all writing).

Such a common element in renga and haikai does not imply that they 
are otherwise wholly alike. The best way of representing the difference is 
in terms of that haikai change (haikaika) mentioned earlier. This principle 
can be exemplified in various ways. The use of sinified diction, of low 
images, the ordinary things of daily life—these and many other features

I
29
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mark the nature of haikai change. But there are also some of Basho's own 
pronouncements to refer to. Perhaps the central, if most general, one is 
this: "The basis of art is change in the universe."4 And what kind of change, 
we may ask, is therefore the special property of haikai? The poet Shiko 
(1665-1731) gave one answer: "Haikai broadens art to that which is below 
average, using a world lower in speech and conduct to guide the people of 
that lower road."10 In one of the many discussions reported from Basho, 
he described the nature of "haikai change" without such didacticism. "There 
are," he said, "three elements in haikai. Its feeling can be called loneliness. 
That plays with refined dishes but contents itself with humble fare. Its total 
effect can be called elegance. That lives in figured silks and embroidered 
brocades but does not forget a person clad in woven straw. Its language can 
be called aesthetic madness. Language resides in untruth and ought to 
comport with truth. It is difficult to reside in truth and sport with untruth. 
These three elements do not elevate a humble person to heights. They put 
an exalted person in a low place."11

If such statement of general principles seems rather abstract, examples 
can show what Basho means. Here is a little sequence from near the end 
of a renga, A Hundred Stanzas by Three Poets at Minase. It includes a 
Flower stanza (81), as will be apparent.

Sayo mo shizuka ni 
sakura saku kage 

toboshibi o 
somukuru hana ni 

akesomete
Sdgi (following Shohaku in 80)

Toboshibi o 
somukuru hana ni 

akesomete 
taga tamakura ni 
yume wa mieken 
Socho

Now let us consider the ending of Throughout the Town, one of our haikai

9 Ibid., p. 116.
11 Ibid., p. in
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i Even the brief spring night holds stillness 

and cherries blossoming in dim forms 
with my lamp dimmed 

the flowers grown paler in the dark 
take on the tint of dawn

81mi

With my lamp dimmed 
the flowers grown paler in the dark 

take on the tint of dawn 
on whose arm was I pillowed 
when that lovely dream appeared

82

ihmmM
10 Ibid., pp. 111-12.
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sequences, and one that ends with a Flower stanza in its proper place, stanza
35.

Orusu to nareba 
hiroki itajiki 

te no hira ni 
shirami hawasuru 

hana no kage
Bashd (following Boncho in 34)

Te no hira ni 
shirami hawasuru 

hana no kage 
kasumi ugokanu 
hiru no nemutasa.
Kyorai

The difference between the worlds of renga and haikai will be obvious.

While his lord is not in residence 
and the wide hall stands vacant 

under the shade of flowers35
he watches as the new spring lice 

crawl upon his palm

Under the shade of flowers 
he watches as the new spring lice 

crawl upon his hand 
the spring haze hangs motionless 
at the drowsy midday hours.

36

Hokku in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat

The initial stanza of each of the sequences from which we have just 
quoted is a hokku, beginning stanza. As every writer knows, the art of 
beginning is especially significant and especially difficult. Given the im
portance of hokku, haikai poets often practiced writing hokku. In principle, 
each was the basis of an ensuing sequence. In practice, hokku might be 
written to join with prose or to be written out as examples of one's artistry. 
They had to specify a season and were considered to be some manner of 
discrete unit, by virtue of ending with a "cutting word" (kireji) cr, more 
often in Basho's style, by a unit integrity difficult to specify.

The first four parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat consist of 382 
"hokku."12 Many of these stanzas are not truly hokku at all, having various 
irregularities or too little impressiveness to qualify. For example, here is 
stanza 329, written by Fumikuni (dates uncertain):

v We should mention that the proper, or alternative, title of the anthology is Sarumino 
Shu rather than simply Sarumino. Following the longer version, we should speak of The 
Monkey's Straw Raincoat Collection rather than of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. But 
Japanese normally use the shorter version, and the chief virtue of the longer is to remind us 
that this is an integrated anthology.
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The light spring rains 
Tamino Island comes to mind 

with this loach peddler

Harusame ya 
Tamino no shima no 

dojouri
The stanza is neither very impressive nor particularly intelligible. To 
derstand it, we must know that Tamino Island was famous in poetry for 
monsoon rains (not spring rains) and for cranes (rather than so humble a 
fish). By y/haikai change" Fumikuni effects a transformation or deterio
ration from standard conceptions such as are exemplified by this poem 
written by Saikaku.

un-
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The Bay of Naniwa,

The tide swells with the darkness;
And the fishers' clothes 

Mark Tamino Island where 
The cranes cry out as they pass.13

The contrast shows how far haikai change may bring alteration.14
Haikai change represents an important feature of the genius of the age. 

Just as Milton's heroic poetry was to yield in the eighteenth century to the 
novel's account of humbler lives, so in seventeenth-century Japan did the 
high and impressive yield to the humbler. The change is represented not 
only by haikai. The prose fiction of Saikaku offers an equivalent of haikai 
change from the earlier prose narratives (monogatari) such as The Tale of 
Genji (Genji Monogatari), or The Tale of the Heike (Heike Monogatari), 
just as Chikamatsu's great plays on contemporary subjects (sewamono) 
"lower" the world of no. Such a shift in attitude from what is more

- Naniwagata 
Shio michikurashi 

Amagoromo 
Tamino no shima ni 
Tazu nakiwatasu.

.
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13 Quoted by ltd, p. 224
14 This matter is very complex and leads to consideration of Basho's poetic ideals at various 

stages in his career. The usual explanation is that his mature style featured an ideal of sabi, 
and that late in his career he changed his preferences to an ideal of karumi. The discussion 
of both of these and the change has been voluminous in Japanese. In brief, sabi is taken to 
represent a style of deep beauty and karumi of a less tense beauty. But what is meant by sabi 
in particular has been much debated. For a discussion of two important theories (attenuation 
or deterioration on the one hand and stillness on the other), see Japanese Linked Poetry, pp. 
116-17. To simplify rival theones to their common elements, everyone would agree that 
haikai change is involved in Basho-style haikai, and that the change in the poet's late years 
involved some lessening of tension or of darker elements We have not made so much of this 
standard subject of discussion, because we believe this a matter chiefly relating to his later 
hokku, for reasons given in the introductory comments on If Fine while Still Green, the last 
work included in this book.b:
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awesome than the writer and reader to what is less prepossessing than they 
implies no diminution in human significance. The novels by Fielding, Aus
ten, and Dickens may not show the heroism of Paradise Lost, but they do 
show things that Milton's conceptions could not.

Haikai also presents something more complex than the merely low. That 
is, the genius of haikai traverses a narrow path between the purest waters 
and a brackish pond. On one occasion Basho remarked, "The profit of haikai 
lies in making vulgar speech right." He is also reported to have said of 
himself that he "resembles a priest but is soiled by the dirt of this world; 
and he resembles a layman but has a shaven head."15 In such fashion does 
haikai have a very strong tension between high and low, between dirt and 
grace, between secular and religious, between plainness and beauty.

Such tension resides both in individual stanzas and between stanzas in 
a sequence, whether the sequence be a thirty-six-stanza run (kasen) or the 
so-called hokku of the first four parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. 
In contrast to Fumikuni's humble scene, here is a hokku prospect by Kyorai 
(1651-1704), on "A full moon in mid-autumn at the funeral of my nephew" 
(237).

Such nights I know 
and the moon I have seen again 

farewell upon the moor

The diction and conception are all but indistinguishable from those of waka 
and renga. Numerous other hokku in the first four parts of The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat move us for being yet finer in language or more profound 
in conception. Some, by no means all or even most of these, possess religious 
elements. The religious elements include of course Shinto or Buddhist 
concepts. Since Zen Buddhism is so often, and so vaguely, attributed to 
Basho, it is worth attending to one of his most Zen Buddhist remarks, told 
to his grieving disciples as he lay on his deathbed: "Attain a high stage of 
enlightenment and return to the common human world."16

Because our introductions to the individual sequences (kasen) describe 
their versions of haikai change and haikai dignity, it is more important that 
we seek to give some general account of the almost four hundred hokku 
in the first four parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. As far as we know, 
there is no critical discussion of these hokku in terms of their providing

Kakaru yo no 
tsuki mo minikeri 

nobeokuri

16 Ibid., p. 113.15 See Japanese Linked Poetry, p. 112
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an articulated sequence. Given the lack of such commentary 
tried to offer systematic estimates of the impressiveness, the heaviness or 
lightness of relation, the topics, subtopics, and motifs of the hokku. But 

do believe that much else of importance can be ventured and that in 
years to come Japanese criticism will take into account far better than is 
possible today many important features of the hokku in Fhe Monkey s 
Straw Raincoat.

The collection is traditionally called "The Kokmshu of haikai. That 
implies both its importance and a degree of integration. Consideration of 
its ordering requires that we set forth its contents.

Part One. Winter Hokku (1-94)
Part Two. Summer Hokku (95-188)
Part Three. Autumn Hokku (189-264)
Part Four. Spring Hokku (265-382)
Part Five. Four Kasen 

Even the Kite's Feathers 
Throughout the Town 
At the Tub of Ashes 
Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots 

Part Six.
A Record of the Unreal Hermitage by Basho 
Chinese prose and verse by Shinken 
A Diary at His Side

In addition, there is a preface in Japanese by Kikaku and a Postscript by 
Joso (1662-1704) in Chinese prose.

Certain things immediately strike attention. The hokku are deliberately 
set forth in a nonstandard or haikai order. Everyone would have expected 
a natural progression of the seasons beginning with spring; or if winter 
was to be the first season, that the others would follow in natural order. 
Instead we are first given the two seasons least valued in Japanese poetry, 
and spring comes last. Because a centuries-old tradition has been violated, 
the purposiveness of this order cannot be questioned.

Deliberation implies some end. Looking at the rest of this unusual com
bination, we observe two things. One is that the Diary of Part Six is not 
a diary in a usual sense, although it does follow in the seasonal and chron
ological order of Parts One to Four.17 Yet it comes after Part Five with the 

17 Although "not a diary in the usual sense," this last part of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat

, we have not
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four kasen. It is very striking that after four of these sequences of thirty- 
six stanzas, we have a so-called diary that deliberately gives us thirty-five. 
It is and it is not like the kasen, just as it is and it is not like the main 
hokku books. With our attention drawn to the four kasen, we see that each 
of them treats a different season (by terms of the hokku, which deals with 
the season of the time composed). Not only that: the four kasen are made 
to follow the same order as Parts One through Four. Again it is Winter, 
Summer, Autumn, Spring. For the kasen, this required changing the order 
of their composition.

All signs point to our needing to read the hokku sections with the care 
that we would use in reading a sequence. There is nothing new in this, 
since, as we have seen, much longer waka collections had been integrated 
by progressive and associative means, by ever-varying impressiveness and 
closeness of relation between stanzas. The principle is the same: the com
pilers do not arrange by single-author canons but by what will make a 
whole that can be read with pleasure, from beginning to end, as an integrated 
sequence. Once we have been alerted to this, Kikaku's Preface begins to 
make more sense. Basho and his closest associates were not simply gathering 
human, poetic bones, They were creating "a vital spirit.” So he credits 
Basho. Moreover, "the same intention has been followed by Kyorai and 
Boncho in making this collection.”

Taking Kikaku at his word, let us look a bit more closely at the first four 
parts. They turn out to begin and to end with hokku by Basho. The first 
poem gives the collection its title. The last (4: 382) is an auspicious one 
that tells of specific purpose. Basho's headnote runs: "Regretting the pas
sage of spring while gazing out upon the lake.”

Yuku haru o 
Omi no hito to 

oshimikeri

The perfect aspect given to the verb tells of completion, a job that has been 
done—a collection completed. People had come considerable distance to be 
with Basho at Omi in the Unreal Hermitage—the site for the poems in the

The departure of spring 
along with the rest at Omi 

I have lamented its end

does in some manner run through the seasons (except winter) for a year or so at the Unreal 
Hermitage In this sequence of hokku, Basho's followers pay homage to him. On the wide 
and various meanings of "diary" in Japanese literature, see Miner, Japanese Poetic Diaries, 
"Introduction" (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1969).
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Diary of Part Six. We see that these poems include none by Basho, but are 
tributes by his followers to him.

There are some distinctly odd features to all this, and one must be 
acquainted with haikai humor fully to appreciate them. Let us take an 
example from the next century, Buson's collection, Peaches and Plums, 
with an odd-sounding Japanese title, Momosumonw, which in kana char
acters is a palindrome as well as strange to the ear. Momosumomo contains 
two kasen, one on summer and one on winter. Peaches and plums are 
spring fruits, so there is deliberate misnaming. Buson says in his preface 
that there were once other sequences on spring and autumn. There were 
not. He says that they were written some time ago and now showed up 
when he was asked to publish something. He had recently finished them 
and was now publishing them at his own desire. Naturally his friends knew 
all that. Of course this is a version of haikai change. Rather than take 
offense at similar things in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, we should smile, 
relax, and enjoy ourselves.

Let us consider Basho's first two hokku to be included: the first and then 
the twentieth.
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Hatsushigure 
saru mo komino o 

hoshige nan

Kogarashi ya 
hobare itamu 

hito no kao

The first winter drizzle 
the monkey too seems to desire 

a little straw raincoat

The cold winter wind 
something painful swells the cheeks 

of her lovely face

The title poem excellently shows Basho's metaphysical relation of nature 
and man, or of man in nature. It is not only that monkeys resemble us in 
longing for protection, since everyone knows them to be imitators (mon- 
omanezaru). It is rather that we see ourselves and our lives in the monkey. 
Basho is drenched with the cold rain and feeling terrible. The monkey's 
condition is the human condition; both are part of the general estate of all 
that live. If this stanza gives us haikai alteration, and it does, it raises what 
is lower. The other stanza alters into disfiguration and pain. Again Basho 
can feel the winter wind as keenly as anyone, and he shares in the sense 
of pain, even as he senses the comic potentialities in a distorted face or in 
imitating a monkey imitating him.
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Above all, however, we need to read the hokku in The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat from beginning to end. To do so will be disconcerting at first to 
readers unfamiliar with the integrated Japanese collections, and perhaps to 
many who do know them. The uninitiated will find what look like streaks 
of poems all on the same topic. So they are, but the point therefore becomes 
discrimination. Discrimination makes it possible to connect one to the next. 
People familiar with integrated Japanese collections will find some expec
tations thwarted and will soon come to see that this is the point. The end 
of the Summer hokku (Part Two) is at once what one might expect and 
what one would not expect. There is no regret over the passing of summer 
here any more than in earlier poetic collections. So the end of Summer is 
apt always to be lower keyed than the end of Spring and Autumn—or for 
that matter Winter, which leads into the festivities of the New Year. What 
is strange here is that Summer has some very difficult or obscure hokku 
toward its end. It is very unusual for a major unit to begin or end with 
difficulty. The issue this poses turns out to be rather important: is this 
gesture a merely local one, with Kyorai and Boncho saying in effect, "Here's 
a new end to Summer for you"? Or is it part of a larger scheme?

The larger scheme could be of one or two kinds. Either we are to consider 
each book on a season as a single kasen, or other sequence, written large, 
or we are to consider the whole four parts as answering to such a pattern. 
There are serious, clear obstacles to considering these nearly four hundred 
hokku as an elongated or magnified sequence. They are, after all, every 
last one of them, hokku, at least in being upper stanzas, and there is no 
way of joining them to each other as upper and lower stanzas can be joined. 
In addition, the hokku were not all composed at one sitting by a limited 
group of poets in concert. More importantly still, there are no Miscellaneous 
stanzas to interweave with the seasonal hokku. And finally, as might be 
expected, most of the Moons come in the Autumn section and most of the 
Flowers in the Spring (but see also 109, 110), so that dispersal as on sheets 
and sides is infeasible.

These considerations should guide us in our expectations, but in a work 
that begins with Winter and patterns its kasen on the order of its hokku, 
we are justified in believing that purpose governs the ordering. Let us 
consider the Spring hokku. Among the topics eight stand out for their 
importance. The numbers of the stanzas will make plain that gaps exist for 
stanzas on other topics.
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•j Spring Hokku: 265-382
265-79, 307Plum Blossoms 

The Warbler 
Willows
Shimmering Air 
Haze 
Camellias 
Cherry Blossoms 
Flowers (hana) 
Others

291-95
296-300
314-20
345g 351-54 
355-60 
361-74 
375-82

Certain things are surprising here. We begin in expected fashion as far 
as this set of topics is concerned. But the tone of some of the stanzas is 
very odd, not like the Spring we expect. A hokku in one vein of haikai 
comedy opens the series. Then Kyorai pictures himself fawning after a 
noble lord, just like a dog. In the fifth Spring poem (269), Hanzan introduces 
a hokku with "the first butterfly" and plum flowers. Butterflies are a spring 
phenomenon, but they should appear later than plum blossoms, which are 
often compared to the snow that may also fall on the branches. A major 
renga treatise, Ubuginu, says of butterflies: "To join Plums to Butterflies 
is to mistake the season. We have noted this earlier, also." Taking "earlier" 
to mean the Ubuginu entry for "plums," we discover: "To join Butterflies 
to Plums is to mistake the season."18 In violating convention, Hanzan is 
obviously having a good time. More surprisingly, perhaps, the hokku on 
plum blossoms outnumber those on cherry blossoms. This seems to be a 
return to the preference of the court rather than to be the taste of the 
generations preceding Basho. Of course "Flowers" (hana) also designates 
cherry blossoms, so perhaps (if we add flowers to cherry blossoms) the 
balance is more or less right. One thing that definitely does not fit is that 
there is only one stanza on haze. Haze is the single topic of spring that is 
considered so vernal that it may appear at any time. It provides a useful 
recurrence, a kind of melodic repetition to sequences. This omission is 
distinctly odd.

Two other matters possess rather greater importance. The last eight 
stanzas are almost renga-like in their positive character. Or put another

18 Yamada Yoshio and Hoshika Muneichi (or Soichi), eds., Renga Hoshiki Koyo (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1936), pp 220 and 133
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way, they have the positive character one expects in the last stanza or two 
of the thirty-six in a kasen. If these last eight provide the counterpart for 
a suitable last stanza (ageku), then the counterpart of the thirty-fifth should 
be Flower stanzas. That is in fact what we find in stanzas 361-74. In short, 
we discover that Kyorai and Boncho have undertaken—by using the model 
of a kasen for the whole of Parts One through Four—to remind us from 
time to time that haikai is a sequential art, and that they know how to 
order hokku so as to give us an intermittent sense of a sequence. We do 
not believe that they could exactly model all those stanzas on a kasen, and 
we do not believe that they would stay with the design exactly, even if 
they could have. But it was their model.

We may point out other kasen-like features. In the absence of Miscel
laneous stanzas to give variety, Kyorai and Boncho elected to include large 
numbers of Ground hokku and of hokku with headnotes. Ground hokku 
offer a kind of counterpart in impressiveness since, in general, Miscella
neous stanzas are less impressive than seasonal stanzas. Headnotes offering 
circumstances of composition introduce the poet (and sometimes others), 
giving a sense of agitation such as the use of Miscellaneous stanzas in a 
kasen often provides. What of Love? As hokku, however unimpressive at 
times, the 382 stanzas should stay with seasons and exclude Love as a 
subtopic.19 Yet on occasion the compilers perform a nice trick, three stanzas 
on cats in love (4: 303-305). The marked feature of this group is that the 
cat's love-yearning is overshadowed by that of the cat's owner, by human 
love-longing. In that sense, we do have a small run of Love stanzas, in fact 
a run of three, whereas two may suffice and one is often all we get in Edo 
linked poetry. (See If Fine while Still Green). They do not appear where 
we would most expect them, in the equivalent of the Development section, 
but in the Fast Close. On the other hand, there is one other, 105, a pure 
Love stanza, that does so fall.

If, then, we imagine these hokku to constitute a gigantic kasen, the 
divisions fall something like this:

Introduction 1-95
Development 96-285
Fast Close 286-382

19 "Love is not used in the first or last stanza." Ibid., p. 174.
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Moreover, Throughout the Town has its Fast Close begin with Love stanzas 
(31-32), at just about the comparable place these cats appear in The 
Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

It deserves stress that Kyorai and Boncho selected and connected the 
individual stanzas, as also the four particular kasen. Many others might 
have been chosen, A hokku by Kikaku (4: 271) is known to have been 
written as the last of eleven stanzas, none of the others of which was 
selected. In putting the collection together, they wisely chose a more con
sistent heaviness of relation than we would expect from a kasen. At times, 
however, they do vary the pace. The connection between 120 and 121 in 
the Summer section is unusually Light for this collection. Sometimes stan
zas are removed from their proper chronological order: see 248, 283, and 
particularly 264. At other times we observe exactly the kind of joining of 
stanzas that makes kasen so fascinating. Here are three from the Spring 
part: 336 by Uso (1669-1724), 337 by Ransui (dates unknown), and 338 
by Hanzan (1654-1726), the best known poet of the three.

The flowering peach trees 
at the border where no one can close 

the gateway through the hedge

Some man in the town 
seems to have dropped his navel 

here is a snail

A butterfly came
and has spent the whole night sleeping 

on top of a scallion

The warped gate, the undoseable box, the muddy clogs, the spilled water— 
these are the very stuff of one kind of haikai change. Ransui's hokku on 
the snail is essentially a stupid one, an anti-hokku in the strict sense. But 
Kyorai and Boncho seize on it for its provision of a splendid metamorphosis 
of the gate that won't shut into the navel that won't stay stuck. That 
comedy next eases into a lovelier image, a metamorphosis of the snail into 
a butterfly through the night and into dawn. And we appreciate it the 
after that crazy navel-snail.

The Diary at His Side is essentially praise of Basho by those Omi 
hito, the rest at Omi, whom he mentions in his hokku concluding Part 
Four. These people consist of three principal groups, as do the poets in the
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rest of the collection. The least distinguished although not the least nu
merous are those from Iga, Basho's province. There are a few from Edo, 
including the redoubtable Kikaku. The largest number of the best poets 
come from the Kyoto-Omi area. These include Kyorai, Boncho, Fumikuni, 
and Kyokusui (?-1717). Four other poets counted among the ten main ones 
following Basho are also represented: Etsujin (1656- ?), Joso (1662-1704), 
Ransetsu (1654-1707), and Shiko (1665-1731). Boncho, Fumikuni, and 
Kyokusui are not numbered in that league of ten, but in fact they should 
be. One of the surprises of the collection of hokku is poetry by two of the 
women: Chigetsu (d. 1708) and Uko (1716-35), both nuns. Uko, whose 
husband is Boncho, is a very welcome writer, and she is given considerable 
play, as she deserves.

In the end our translations must speak for themselves, but it may not 
be amiss to say what we have intended. Our intent has been accuracy, 
which often means selecting from a number of interpretations the one that 
makes best sense to us. Many haikai stanzas are extremely elliptical, and 
the authors themselves may not always have been sure of just which 
interpretation they would favor. For these instances our translations narrow 
the range of meaning. In our comments sometimes we say explicitly what 
another interpretation is, sometimes we say others exist, and sometimes 
we say nothing although others do exist. It may depend on our sense of 
how strong a rival those not followed may be, or on whether the issue 
arises from ambiguity in the original. We have tried, especially with the 
hokku parts, to translate in the line order of the original, although we have 
not usually commented when we depart, which may be some ten percent 
of the time.

Hokku are usually '■'cut," both by an internal pause and by a conclusive 
ending. A number of cutting words (kireji) exist, and by all odds "kana" 
is the most frequent for ending hokku. Its relative absence from the hokku 
parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat reflects Basho's belief that some 
hokku are naturally end-cut without kana, etc., as well as the fact mentioned 
before: many of these hokku are not hokku at all in the strict sense of 
stanzas that could begin sequences. The internal pause is much more im
portant and is normally designated either by a cutting word such as "ya" 
or, more frequently, by grammatical and syntactical means. A finite verb 
at the end of the second line provides an obvious cutting. Unfortunately, 
determining a cut is not always so easy, and critics may debate where it 
comes, often disputing the meaning of the stanza.
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It will also be noticed that we have used almost no punctuation. We
one meaning out of severalfollow this practice because, having chosen 

possible ones, we wished to preserve some of the sense of fragmentariness 
and ambiguity that the originals possess. By endeavoring to preserve the 
line order and cutting, we have sought to pay due tribute to the need of 
explicability. By avoiding punctuation, we have sought to preserve certain 
features of the original—those things that make us all look more than once 

stanza of unusual importance. These things can be illustrated 
by a Spring hokku by Kikaku (4: 289).

8
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at some new

1
Being hazed over 

the blackness of the pines in glow 
in the light of the moon

Oboro to wa 
matsu no kurosa ni 

tsukiyo kana

It seems fair to suppose that a reader without Japanese would wonder on 
seeing this where the cut came, whether at the end of the first or of the 
second line. As a matter of fact, readers with Japanese also have difficulty. 
We have tried to honor the problem but believe that we have related the 
second and the third lines more closely than the first and the second, so 
suggesting our decision that the cut comes after the first line.

The problems of translating kasen—in which situation and the sex of the 
speaker may change as a new stanza is added—have led us to greater 
freedom. We begin with Poetry Is What I Sell (1683), a mature but ex
perimental sequence in which Kikaku's high jinks play a great part. We 
then include two later kasen leading up to The Monkey's Straw Raincoat: 
In the Month of Frosts (1684) and Beneath the Boughs (1689). Already in 
this last there are signs of Basho's late style of Lightness (karumi). But we 
have felt it right to include at the end another kasen, If Fine while Still 
Green (1692), which is very much of the late period. With the four kasen 
in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, these make eight sequences, representing 
the ten years when Basho and his kind of poetry were at their height. For 
our tastes, as for those of centuries of Japanese readers, the first three kasen 
in Part Five of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat represent the apex of Basho- 
style haikai. But we would not wish to be without any of the rest.
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Three Earlier Sequences

The three sequences introduced here are: Poetry Is What I Sell (1682), In 
the Month of Frosts (1684), and Beneath the Boughs (1690). These three 
are earlier not in being from Basho's youth, but in antedating the devel
opment of that style for which he became most famous, and to which the 
name of sabi or sabishimi has been attached. In fact the two earliest of 
these three do not much resemble in style those following in this book. 
The third. Beneath the Boughs, was written just over four years before 
Basho died and offers a useful transition to The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

In 1682, the year in which the first of these three was composed, Basho 
lost his house in Edo, and nearly his life, in a sudden fire. (For Edo, now 
Tokyo, see figure 2.) Many think that that brush with death imparted an 
increased seriousness to his thought. Poetry Is What I Sell suggests that 
the seriousness at one major moment did not exclude wit and fun, and that 
it turned primarily on the nature of literature and the life of a poet. The 
sequence, the only duo (ryogin) in this book, is one of two duos composed 
by Basho and Kikaku in 1682. Both are included in a collection called The 
Hollowed Chestnuts (Minashiguri), which appeared the next year, edited 
by Kikaku. He also supplied the preface, as Basho did a postscript. The title 
refers to chestnuts partly or wholly hollowed by worms and derives from 
an initial stanza (hokku) by Kikaku:

Kogarashi yo 
yo ni hirowarenu 

minashiguri

Kikaku's collection has considerable importance, but it is not included 
among the seven representing Basho-style haikai, the Basho Collection in 
Seven Parts (Basho Shichibushu or simply Shichibushu). The reason for

You winter wind 
in this world no one picks up 

the hollowed chestnuts
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i* Kikaku and "B"for a two-poet sequence (ryogin). Here "K" represents 
Basho:

2i K B B K K B.

In the counterpart last six stanzas of the back of the second sheet (nagori 
no ura), a somewhat different pattern is followed:

B K B K K B.

Above all, an order was needed to have Kikaku's last contributed stanza 
(35) correspond to his opening stanza (the hokku), and Basho's concluding 

(ageku) correspond to his second (waki). Such correspondence (which 
is quite unusual) heightens our sense of art. And we must observe that as 
the poem's first word is "shi" or "poetry," its last is "gin" or "haikai." 
These become in effect synonymous, the controlling words for the whole 
poem.

The epigraph for the sequence is a couplet by Tu Fu. It can be set forth 
here by romanizing the Japanese version of the Chinese which the poets 
offer and in translation.

Shusai jinjo yuku tokoro ni ari 
Jinsei shichiju korai mare nari
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! I leave debts for drink wherever I go 

Since few in any age live to be seventy.

Kikaku's famous tippling leads us to suspect who chose the couplet. But 
in the usual Japanese reading of the second line ("koki" for "korai") we 
have an expression so famous that "koki" has come to mean the age of 
seventy. Perhaps the two poets added their ages and imagined themselves 
to be a Tu Fu. In more serious terms, drinking represents composition of 
linked poetry by virtue of the fact that both are group (za) occupations with 
a friend or two to mitigate the troubles of human life.

The second kasen included here, In the Month of Frosts, was composed 
a couple of years later, 1684, with the title designating the Eleventh Month 
in the old calendar. Basho had left Edo on a walking journey that took him 
home to Ueno in Iga and back toward Edo through Mino (Gifu) and Owari 
(the present Nagoya area)—see figure 2. This journey, which ended back 
in Edo the next year, led to Basho's first poetic travel diary, The Moor- 
Exposed Skeleton Travel Account (Nozarashi Kiko). Also known as The
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Poetic Journey of 1684 (Kasshi Ginko), this is, in literary terms, apprentice 
work compared to his later poetic diaries of travel, but in artistic terms it 
is celebrated in one of the finest examples of the poet's painting and cal
ligraphy, The Poetic Journey of 1684 Picture Scroll (Kasshi Ginko Emaki)— 
see figures 1, 7. The travel account reveals him groping toward integrating 
philosophical prose narrative and poetic lyric into the single expression he 
later called a diary of the road (michi no nikki). In his haikai as well he 
was seeking a breakthrough, and it came in the poetry he composed in 
Nagoya late in 1684.

He arrived there in the Tenth Month of 1684. Thriving as always on a 
favorable reception, he worked with Kakei and others on sequences that 
they and their contemporaries recognized to be qualitatively distinct from 
previous haikai. Kakei later compiled five kasen and one six-stanza fragment 
(iisute) into The Sun in Winter (Fuyu no Hi), a collection so esteemed as 
to become the first of the Basho Seven-Part Collection (Basho Shichibu 
Shu), the so-to-speak canonical poetry of the school. In the Month of Frosts 
appears at the end of this Nagoya collection. In the Month of Frosts at once 
relates to Poetry Is What I Sell and differs from it. It relates by virtue of 
beginning and ending with attention to haikai. It differs in that the con
ception is more explicitly Japanese and devoted to the personalities of par
ticipating poets rather than long-since dead Japanese and Chinese writers. 
The witty, explorative, rhetorical experimentation of the poems in The 
Hollowed Chestnuts has now been altered into a graver, more realistic, and 
less obvious art. It is easy even today to observe the striking, important 
features of Poetry Is What I Sell. The important elements of In the Month 
of Frosts are less evident but basically truer to the genius of haikai as Basho 
and his followers were to practice it in the decade that remained of the Old 
Master's life. One symptom and determinant of this is quite simple: the 
other earlier sequence given here is composed only by Basho and Kikaku. 
The later involves six-poet composition (rokugin), in which no single point 
of view can predominate so extensively. To put it another way: Basho 
matters more, not as poet of individual stanzas, although that certainly, 
but as a poet of sequences. That is to say that he is not only a great poet 
but the kind of catalyst that only the greatest poet of the age could be. 
This is shown negatively by the poetic decline after his death and positively 
by the kind of group achievement represented by this book. For if great 
poets always affect their contemporaries, they do so most in a poetry that 
is by a group (za no geijutsu).
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In judging the literary achievements of another age, we must do so in 
full awareness that it is another age and that we judge as ourselves. Basho 
and his followers certainly thought in retrospect that something decidedly

now think

!?

£ important began with The Sun in Winter. Japanese critics even 
so. The excellent editors of haikai in the Rengci Haikaishu, Teruoka Ya- 
sutaka and Nakamura Shunjo, remark that the sequences in this first of 
the seven main collections attempted to modernize medieval concepts of 
"sabi" and so produced distinguished results. That is another way of saying 
that the collection is as radically revisionist of native traditions as the hokku 
(opening stanzas) and sequences in The Hollowed Chestnuts are evidently 
Chinese in their terms of departure. The new return to native sources for 
revision entails (the editors say) a style permeated with art or elegance, 
what they term "fukyo," And of In the Month of Frosts they remark that, 
"this kasen may be said to corner the market and make huge profits."

In regarding the sequence from our vantage point, inadequate as that 
may be, we observe a degree of experimentation less obvious but no less 
real than that of Poetry Is What I Sell. There are gestures of haikai humor 
in the way in which poets (especially Yasui and Kakei) sign their names 
to stanzas. More importantly, there is a certain strain put on conventions, 
as if they did not matter so much. The initial stanza or hokku is not the 
complete syntactic unit called for by the rules. It ends in a participle-like 
"-te." The second stanza, waki, and the third stanza, daisan, are similarly 
out of bounds as far as rulebooks are concerned. The most radical gesture 
of all is the displacement of the second Flower stanza from its all but 
inviolable position in stanza thirty-five to thirty-two. Most other conven
tions are followed according to custom, so that the beginning and ending 
are the chief locations of radical departure.

To modern readers such details of unconventionality are apt to seem no 
more significant than near rhymes or cacophony in modern Western poetry. 
Something more significant to the modern mind must therefore be 
phasized, and it is readily available in the extraordinary performance of 
Tokoku. No small part of the genius of Basho lies in his ability to bring 
out genius in others. Tokoku died not long after Basho met him, in 1690, 
at the age of thirty-three or thirty-four, a very young age for a poet of 
linked poetry. That the aegis of Basho should have allowed this
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Nagoya poet to do so brilliantly in a few sequences written during a single 
winter says all that needs saying about the charismatic effect that Basho 
had on his contemporaries.
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The order of stanzaic composition involves Kakei's beginning as host, 
and Basho as guest following. (This is usual but not universal.) The larger 
order involves six groups of six stanzas to make up the thirty-six of a kasen. 
The order changes within each set of six by reversing the order of each 
poet in the three pairs of the six. In other words the first six stanzas take 
the order of

Kakei, Basho; Jugo, Tokoku; Uritsu, Yasui

and the next six take the order of

Basho, Kakei; Tokoku, jugo; Yasui, Uritsu.

The first, third, and fifth sestiads have the order of the first given here; 
the second, fourth, and sixth the order of the second given. Since this—or 
another—ordering could only be arranged in advance, it emphasizes that 
haikai is a group art. In the other terms of convention and novelty there 
is a great deal to appreciate in this sequence. For if this kasen does not 
achieve the greatness of the sequential art of Basho-style haikai as we 
discover it in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, it may be said to provide 
adequate preparation for it. The high spirited brilliance of Poetry Is What 
I Sell is something no reader would wish away. But In the Month of Frosts 
has greater human normality, thereby providing some auspice to that prime 
achievement of Basho-style haikai, The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, a fact 
recognized by Basho's contemporaries and ever since. This second “early" 
sequence justifies the statement of our editors that in these years Nagoya 
was, in many ways, the second urban site of culture in Japan.

The Monkey's Straw Raincoat and other productions of those years 
(about 1685 to 1690) are traditionally taken as an achievement represented 
by Basho's ideal of sabi. Perhaps the term is finally as protean as “realism" 
or “modernism." Perhaps, like them, it cannot be rigorously defined to 
general satisfaction. Two of the most convincing, and clearest, explanations 
posit quite different elements, which may be considered with respect to two 
famous hokku by Basho: one on the crow stopping on a withered branch 
in an autumn twilight, the other on the frog jumping into the old pond 
to produce the sound of the splash. Kuriyama Riichi posits that sabi entails 
alteration, particularly for the worse, in other words attenuation, deteri
oration (Haikaishi, Hanawa Shobo, 1963). If the crow's branch were not 
withered, but fresh with green leaves, clearly there would be no sabi. If 
the frog jumped into a fresh spring, it would not be the same as the old
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pond. Konishi Jin'ichi posits that the central element in sabi is stillness: 
“The better poems of Basho composed in his forties all contain this element 
of 'quietness/ and this is what he terms sabi" [Image and Ambiguity: The 
Impact of Zen Buddhism on Japanese Literature, Tokyo University of Ed
ucation, 1973). This also makes real sense. If the crow was loudly cawing 
on its branch, or if one frog after another was splashing into the water, 
there would be no sabi. We may add another element, that of an addition 
or a qualification heightening what it supplements, alters, or even contra
dicts. The withered tree in the autumn dusk is not enough: a crow must 
be said to have stopped there. The silence at the old pond is made yet 
quieter by a momentary sound of a splash. This principle of addition or 
asymmetry is basic to most classical Japanese aesthetics.

The poising of qualities can be found further in Basho's adding to sabi 
or sabishimi another quality, okashimi. This element of the odd, the hu
morous, the low—of the diverting in a general sense—is fundamental to 
haikai and to haikai change (haikaika), which alters the world of waka and 
renga to a lower sphere. The severity and complexity of sabi must be seen 
in the context of the diverting and simplifying of okashimi. That such 
polarities affect Basho's thought can be shown from remark after remark, 
as for example in the following: “Newness is the flower of haikai," he said. 
And, “The old is not a flower but something that gives the aged sense of 
a clump of trees" (from Kuriyama, p. 146). The old pond and withered 
branch are like a clump of trees. The flower of haikai requires the newly 
arrived bird or the addition of that frog's splash.

No such fully developed aesthetic informs the first two of our earlier 
sequences. But by moving from In the Month of Frosts in 1684 to Beneath 
the Boughs in 1690, we find ourselves close to the border if not yet wholly 
in the country of sabishimi. Perhaps the one thing that prevents our easily 
associating it with the sabi idea is the rather simple optimism of the In
troduction (jo, here taken as running through stanzas 1-7, beyond the 
formal 1-6). Only stanzas 3 and 4 bear comparison with the tone of the 
Introductions we find in the kasen of Part Five of The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat. Once we get beyond, into the Development (ha) and Fast Close 
(kyu), we find Basho's mature art, both in his practice and that of his fellow 
participants, especially Kyokusui.

In 1689, after finishing his long walking trip so memorably described in 
The Narrow Road Through the Provinces (Oku no Hosomichi), Basho 
visited his native part of Japan, including the Great Shrines at Ise, his town
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of Ueno in Iga, and Nara. From Nara he went to Kyoto toward the end of 
the year, showing up at Kyorai's place, and then seeing the new year in 
at Zeze near Lake Biwa. Early in 1690, he was off again to Ueno, and 
sometime in the middle or toward the end of the Third Month he was back 
in Zeze at Chinseki's place, where Beneath the Boughs was composed by 
him, Chinseki, and Kyokusui, who lived not far away. In this trio (sangin), 
Basho styles himself Okina, the Old Man; he was, however, merely forty- 
six (our count) in this year.

Although as host Chinseki might have been expected to compose the 
opening stanza, Basho does so. His hokku for this sequence is, however, 
one that he had brought with him some two to four weeks earlier from Iga 
Ueno. In fact, he had used it twice at Ueno, once for a forty-stanza sequence 
labeled "haikai no renga" and once for another kasen. Both are dated on 
the second of the Third Month. Our version, probably done two or three 
weeks later, is entitled "Flower-viewing." Perhaps Basho felt that the poets 
at Iga Ueno were not really capable of measuring up to his hokku, even 
on a second try. Clearly, he was satisfied at last when he sat down with 
Kyokusui at Chinseki's place and composed our sequence.

The sequence can be described in many ways. Its specificity is exemplified 
by its frequent use of the class of named things. We have Named Places, 
Named Insects, and Named Flowers as well of course as unnamed places 
and flowers (hana, for the Flower stanzas). There is a high proportion of 
seasonal to Miscellaneous stanzas (twenty to sixteen); on the other hand. 
Winter is not represented at all, and Summer but twice (21, 27). Moreover, 
Spring, the season of the sitting, has but eight stanzas to the ten of Autumn. 
The Miscellaneous stanzas are in general deployed in a common pattern, 
appearing (as is usual) most fully in the Development section. But it is 
striking that two-thirds of the Miscellaneous stanzas come in two runs (five 
in 8-13, six in 22-26). The Love stanzas that Basho considered so necessary 
for the Development section appear in two runs of two (12-13, 20-21). 
They appear very much where we expect them to come and in each instance 
but one (21) as subtopic of a Miscellaneous stanza.

As such details may imply. Beneath the Boughs is about as regular a 
sequence as one can find in Basho's best work. The use of a hokku composed 
for earlier sequences is slightly unusual, and there is one little wrinkle in 
the even alternation of composition. The order throughout simply repeats 
that of Basho (i.e., Okina), Chinseki, and Kyokusui—except that in the last 
two stanzas the order is reversed: 35 Kyokusui, 36 Chinseki. This little
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5
: change allowed the more accomplished Kyokusui to write the second Flower 

stanza.
The Moons and Flowers are unusually regular in falling at their formally 

designated places. The first Moon comes in 5, the second in 14, just as we 
expert. The first Flower comes in 17, and the second in 35, perfectly ac
cording to formal plan. The only departure is that of the third Moon, which 

late, in 30 rather than 29. In stanza impressiveness and

'
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I appears a stanza
relation this is also a fairly normal sequence. Here are the totals (presuming 
our assessments correct).

£
13

I Design 4 
Design-Ground 8s (12)

:
si Ground-Design 13 

Ground 11

There is an unusually high proportion of Ground stanzas, and since Basho 
composed five of the eleven, this reflects his example. On the other hand, 
he also composed three of the four Design stanzas (even if his hokku fails 
to reach that expected standard for an opening stanza). The spread for 
Relation is yet closer to the norm.

Heavy 3 
Heavy-Light 16

(24)1
:38!
:;:i

■I

(19)

Light-Heavy 12 
Light 4 (16)

As for Basho, he composed none of the stanzas of Light relation and two 
(10, 13) of those of Heavy. The pleasures of following the stanzaic con- 
neaions in substantive ways cannot be gained from mere statistics. Yet 
reading the sequence itself bears out the impression that these details pro
vide.

In its rather careful adherence to the rules of a kasen, Beneath the Boughs 
resembles Even the Kite's Feathers more closely than all the other thirty- 
six-stanza sequences included in this book. The progress in these three 
earlier sequences is from abnormality to normality, but that is an accident 
of our selection, which has involved us to be sure in considerations of 
quality as well as illustrative merit. Readers may follow any order they 
choose in this, as in any book. But if they follow the chronological order
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we have employed, these three earlier stanzas will lead to increasing nor
mality, culminating in Beneath the Boughs. As we shall have cause to see. 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat leads to the ordering of disorder in subtle 
ways.

In all three of these earlier sequences, Basho seems to have reached 
maturity as a haikai poet, to have gained full command of his art, but not 
yet to have been able to communicate it fully to those who compose with 
him. Of course Kikaku was beyond anyone's power to control, so that 
Poetry Is What I Sell appeals to us largely for its abnormalities and high 
spirits. In the Month of Frosts often suggests that in the precocious Tokoku, 
Basho found someone who knew what Basho and haikai were about and 
who was able to show it in his stanzas. Beneath the Boughs takes us even 
closer to the art of later kasen, but we miss that full exertion in group art 
which brought Basho's achievement to its apogee in the years following 
immediately upon this third of our "earlier" examples.
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3
1 Ground-Design. No relation. Winter.

This relates to the couplet by Tu Fu given in the introduction. Kikaku was a 
famous tippler, but here we have mixed pride and shame over a drinking- 
poetry life. Economic associations hover in "akindo," "musaboru" (also 
ing excessive enjoyment), and "sakate" suggesting "sai" (debt).

2 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Winter. Animals. Waters.
The capitals here and later indicate Japanese given as Chinese by one means 
or another. Japanese would carry fish in baskets; this change continues the 
Chinese flavor. It is remarkable that the second stanza (waki) should be more 
impressive than the first (hokku), but this is no ordinary sequence.

::
s mean-:

i

3 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
More Chinese atmosphere. "Nibuki" (dull) applies both to "hoko" (spear, 
halberd) and "ebisu" (barbarian). Since taking great fish out of water by the 
hooked spear is also implied with 2, it may be, as some interpret, that “Ebisu" 
also designates the fisher (although for marine fish) among the seven gods of 
happiness. "Yurusu" chiefly means "destroy" but also “allow."

4 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
For reasons not evident, Kikaku stresses the first word by putting a period after 
it to mark a cut line (kireku). The rest echoes Tsurayuki's preface to the 
Kokinshu (ca. 905), the most famous comment on Japanese poetry, about the 
effect of poetry on hearers. We have now moved to a Japanese ambience, and 
the subject of art has been renewed.i

5 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Insects. Clothes. Night. Radiance. 
Against the sound of 4 is posed quiet—although the point of crickets in Japanese 
poetry is that they cry. The tears of sensibility recall Tsurayuki on poetic 
effect. The first moon stanza comes in its proper place.

I
£
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Poetry Is What I Sell

(SHI AKINDO NO MAKI, 1682)

Shi akindo 
toshi o musaboru 

sakate kana 
Kikaku

Poetry is what I sell 
short life not my debts concerns me 

so I drink the year out

1

Poetry is what we sell 
short life not our debts concern us 

so we drink the year out 
as the sun sets on the wintry lake
AND HORSES BEAR AWAY THE CARP

Shi akindo 
toshi o musaboru 

sakate kana 
toko hi kurete 
UMA NI NOSURU KOI 
Basho

2

The sun sets on the wintry lake
AND HORSES BEAR AWAY THE CARP 

they let the barbarian 
dull both in spear and head destroy 

the barrier-guard post

toko hi kurete
UMA NI NOSURU KOI

hoko nibuki 
ebisu ni seki o 

yurusu ran 
Kikaku

3

They let the barbarian 
dull both in spear and head destroy 

the barrier-guard post 
The shamisen playing. It would 
calm the hearts of fiercest warriors

Hoko nibuki 
ebisu ni seki o 

yurusu ran 
Samisen. Hito no 
oni o nakashimu 
Kikaku

4

The shamisen playing. It would 
calm the hearts of fiercest warriors 

on my sleeve the moon 
glistens as a cricket sleeps 

upon my lap

Samisen, Hito no 
oni o nakashimu 

tsuki wa sode 
korogi nemuru 

hiza no ue ni 
Kikaku

5
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6 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn Birds. Night.

Basho alludes to Kokinshu, 15: 761: "When you fail to come, / I spend the 
whole night in counting / The longbill's feathers, / Counting all its many 
feathers / Until at last a new day dawns." But fettering it for silence appears 
to be his own idea. So the first side ends, and so it seems does the Introduction 
(jo), at the formal place for ending.
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xi 7 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Plants.

With 6, the commandment broken is that against eating flesh—the bird's. For 
Basho's inclination to personify pampas grass, see Beneath the Boughs, 31

Si

&
■ 8 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Winter. Products.

Yamazaki, south of Kyoto, was once a theatrical, pleasure district. Now the 
priest's offense is sexual. The dance is "Narihira odoriuta," recalling the poet 
and renowned lover. Originally a "Chinese umbrella," "karakasa" here sug
gests theatre; by itself the stanza suggests young-men's kabuki. Perhaps the 
stanza is Ground-Design. Yamazaki gives the stanza a named place (nadokoro), 
and drizzle is a Falling Thing in renga.

*5
8m

m

9 Ground-Design. Heavy-light. Miscellaneous. Products. Plants.
A dotera is a padded lounging kimono (tanzen), not meant for outdoor dancing. 
The color is an Edo favorite considered smart, but inelegant by Kyoto standards. 
The characters for "dotera" have a Chinese association.

(

10 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons.
Male homosexual love enters haikai from time to time, Kikaku recalls a poem 
(Shikashu, 8:viii: 233) with the word "aisomete," beginning to love/dyed blue, 
making a superb connection with 9. Clouds are a Rising Thing in renga. They 
suggest the lord's high rank, beyond the reach of the love-stricken older man.
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Tsuki wa sode 
korogi nemuru 

hiza no uc ni 
shigi no ha shibaru 
yoru fukaki nari 
Basho

On my sleeve the moon 
glistens as a cricket sleeps 

upon my lap
the Iongbill's wings are fettered 
to silence it in late night hours

6

■=

:Shigi no ha shibaru 
yoru fukaki nari 

haji shiranu 
so o warau ka 

kusasusuki 
Basho

The Iongbill's wings are fettered 
to silence it in late night hours 

would not the pampas plants 
laugh at a priest who breaks the rules 

utterly shameless

!;!
7

if!

;, ::
Haji shiranu 

so o warau ka 
kusasusuki 

shigure Yamazaki 
karakasa o mau 
Kikaku

Would not the pampas plants 
laugh at a priest who breaks the rules 

utterly shameless 
winter drizzle at Yamazaki 
he joins in the umbrella dance

■:.

8

Winter drizzle at Yamazaki 
he joins in the umbrella dance 

a bamboo grass design 
figures his lounging kimono 

dyed a classy blue

Shigure Yamazaki 
karakasa o mau 

sasatake no 
dotera o ai ni 

somenashite 
Basho

9

:
:A bamboo-grass design 

figures his lounging kimono 
dyed a classy blue

under clouds at the hunting grounds 
he yearns in vain for the young lord

Sasatake no 
dotera o ai ni 

somenashite 
kariba no kumo ni 
wakatono o kou 
Kikaku

1i
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1 11 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons.
The rearing or adoption implies something such as the girl's illegitimacy. The 
allusion to "Wakamurasaki" in The Tale of Genji assists in a Love classification. 
Basho perverts the last character, moving the top radical to the left side: a 
haikai gesture.

s

B 12 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.
Kikaku's humor leads him to imagine a poetic topic (dai) for so-called mad 
waka (kyoka), also explaining in a crazy way why her high-placed family had 
to farm out an eldest daughter. "Na ni tatsu'' implies by itself getting notoriety 
for love, but the love association arises only with 11, and this is not a Love 
stanza. The bizarre poetic topic assists in keeping the sequence's concern with 
poetics alive: see Basho's handling in 13. Both lines have extra syllables.

■

M

%
I 13 Design-Ground. Light. Summer. Birds.

As a poetic topic (see 12), "hototogisu" requires that one long nearly in vain 
to hear it sing. Chinese associations: Basho recalls the Chinese story that the 
bird had been a king defeated in battle, who died, and was transformed. This 
echo mollifies his break of the topic's requirement and raises the impressiveness 
of the stanza.

I(«
:::

14 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Grievance.
Kikaku recalls another Chinese legend telling how a faithful retainer of a prince 
saved his lord from starvation by offering his own flesh Later, when the prince 
assumed power, he slighted the retainer, who went into seclusion. The prince 
sought out his retainer, at one point setting fire to a mountain, where the 
retainer was found, burnt while still grasping a tree. The chagrined ruler 
decreed that thereafter the day should be observed by the prohibition of fire, 
and therefore by eating cold food.

\

15 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Products. Trees.
For all his poverty, this is a man of sensibility, an idea some Chinese verses 
on Basho's mind serve to strengthen. The stanza is a "pulled forward flower" 
(hikiage no hana) from 17, a slight irregularity.
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Under clouds at the hunting ground 
she yearns in vain for the young lord 

the house's first daughter 
is being brought up in the care 

of the village headman

Kariba no kumo ni 
wakatono o kou 

ichi no hime 
sato no shoka ni 

yashinaware 
Basho

11

The lord's first daughter 
has now grown up in the household 

of the village headman 
"The Gossip Is She Snores Like Thunder" 
was ordered as the poetic topic

Ichi no hime 
sato no shoka ni 

yashinaware 
ibiki na ni tatsu to 
yu dai o semekeri 
Kikaku

12

"The Gossip Is She Snores Like Thunder" 
was ordered as the poetic topic 

the wood thrush claims 
"I come as an avenging spirit" 

and cries and cries and cries

Ibiki na ni tatsu to 
yu dai o semekeri 

hototogisu 
urami no ryo to 

nakikaeri 
Basho

13

The wood thrush claims 
"I come as an avenging spirit" 

and cries and cries and cries 
bending to the grim world's customs 
he ate cold food and lost much weight

Hototogisu 
urami no ryo to 

nakikaeri 
uki yo ni nazumu 
kanjiki no yase 
Kikaku

14

Bending to the grim world's customs 
he ate cold food and lost much weight 

his sandals tread flowers 
but since his poverty is great 

a sack is his hat

Uki yo ni nazumu 
kanjiki no yase 

kutsu wa hana 
hin omoshi kasa wa 

sandawara 
Basho

15
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■s-• 16 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Persons. Insects.

On Chuang Tzu's dream, see Beneath the Boughs, 19, a favorite passage of
favor that holding that the

5*
8

Basho's at the time. Among interpretations, we 
butterfly dream represents Basho as ideal, yet also haikai and Chinese poetry.

7.)

:: 17 Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Animals.
The dog is between the butterfly and Basho as a living creature. The old haikai 
eaten by the dog-poet (Basho) is of course his style From Yamazaki Sokan's 
lnu Tsukubashu (ca. 1539). Basho takes the idea of haikai as dog-renga.

Jl:
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1
; 18 Ground-Design. Light. Autumn, Night. Radiance.

Kikaku modestly suggests his own incapacity, but he chiefly means that the 
rival "new" Teimon and Danrin schools have no idea of true poetry. Since the 
moon appears a stanza late it is a "spilled moon" (koborezuki). The first sheet 
ends as it began, with attention to poetry.

8i
ll11

i 19 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Love. Persons. Products.
Usually the beating (to clean clothes for autumn storage) was thought pathetic. 
Kikaku seems to take it to represent the woman's rising excitement. His last 
line's distant sounds resembles Basho's technique of joining stanzas by en
largement of a scene.

1
i!

20 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy, Autumn. Love. Plants.
The echo of Kokinshu, 15: 823 shows that "kuzu urami" plays on grieve / the 
back of an arrowroot; another echo—to the preface to a Chinese poem—recalls 
a situation like that in 19, making an excellent connection. Such poetic emphasis 
is accompanied by Basho's radical treatment of Love as something other than 
unhappy yearning.
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Your sandals tread flowers 
but since your poverty is great 

a sack is your hat 
your butterfly Master Basho 
we must chase that poetic dream

Kutsu wa hana 
hin omoshi kasa wa 

sandawara 
Basho aruji no 
cho tataku miyo 
Kikaku

16

"Your butterfly Master Basho 
we must chase that poetic dream" 

it is said to be rotten 
is there no other dog to eat 

the old haikai with me

Basho aruji no 
cho tataku miyo 

kusaretaru 
haikai inu mo 

kurawazu ya 
Basho

17

It is said to be rotten 
there is no other dog to eat 

the old haikai with you 
our tossing and turning brings us 
a sleepless night and sleepless moon

Kusaretaru 
haikai inu mo 

kurawazu ya 
hochihochi to shite 
nenu yo nenu tsuki 
Kikaku

18

Tossing and turning brings her 
a sleepless night and sleepless moon 

the time draws near
when her bridegroom will join her house 

fulling blocks start to beat

Hochihochi to shite 
nenu yo nenu tsuki 

mukoiri no 
chikazuku mama ni 

hatsuginuta 
Kikaku

19

The time draws near 
when her husband will rejoin her 

fulling blocks start to beat 
the battles have all ended now 
and she need grieve for him no more

Mukoiri no 
chikazuku mama ni 

hatsuginuta 
tatakai yande 
kuzu urami nashi 
Basho

20
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21 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love. Products.
Although a Chinese story helps Kikaku revise Basho's idea, a story in Saikaku 
is also involved. "Little Lavender" is a Yoshiwara courtesan's name. To buy 
her out, as much gold as would make her statue is required. The sinified 
original uses the numbers (2 after iru, 1 after OGON, which is two characters 
joined by a line) and other features for reading Chinese in Japanese prose 
syntax. To follow this method would require reading the stanza as prose or 
nonprosodic verse: "azakeri ni ogon wa Komurasaki o iru." This extreme 
haikai humor plays off the sinified against the native. Basho's even darker 
humor follows.

::
£:

1:•
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•; 22 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons.

The color contrasts with the yellow gold of 21. The grimly humorous misogyny 
is perhaps lessened by the haikai atmosphere (e.g., see 7 and 15). But this 
stanza is as unpleasant as it is meant to be.

•-

iii
23 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Insects.

If the sin of the woman of 22 is being too dark, this shell-diver's hair is bleached 
from its proper blackness. The idea of tough hair breaking mollusk spines is 
far-fetched and Kikakuesque. Because of the Chinese character used here, the 
shellfish are classed as Insects.

111II
i! 24 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Waters. 

A mage-ascetic commands demons to work his will.

25 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
Kikaku seems to call for a wonder-working hero with a special bow to set to 
rights a world like that of the Sengoku period (ca. 1482-1538), when Japan 
was torn by civil strife.
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Tatakai yande 
kuzu urami nashi 

AZAKERI NI 
OGON WA IRU

Komurasaki
Kikaku

The fights over her have ended 
and he will grieve for her no more 

THE WORLD WILL GOSSIP 
THAT TO GET HIS LlTTLE LAVENDER 

HE PAID HER WEIGHT IN GOLD

21

=
=

:AZAKERI NI 
OGON WA IRU

Komurasaki 
kurodai kuroshi 
otokume ga chichi 
Basho

THE WORLD WILL GOSSIP 
THAT TO GET HIS LlTTLE LAVENDER 

HE CAST HER IN GOLD 
and after all her breasts turn out 
to be like blackfish in their hue

22
■:

i
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iifKurodai kuroshi 

otokume ga chichi 
karemogami 

sazae no tsuno o 
makioran 

Kikaku

After all her breasts turn out 
to be like blackfish in their hue 

weathered her hair may be 
but tough enough to wrap the shells 

and break their spines

!
ill23 S; ■
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Weathered his hair may be 
but tough enough to wrap the shells 

and break their spines 
using his evil demons' power 
on a cape by the wild sea

Karemogami 
sazae no tsuno o 

makioran 
majin o shi to su 
araumi no saki 
Basho

24

irievil demons' powers are used 
on a cape by the wild sea 

with your iron bow 
o brave good man come forth to help 

in this warring world

majin o shi to su 
araumi no saki 

kurogane no 
yumitori takeki 

yo ni ide yo 
Kikaku

k-»i
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?
26 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Animals. Clothes.

To dream of a tiger presages the birth of a son—who will answer to the call 
of 25. "Futokoro" designates the overlapping upper part of a kimono (here the 
one worn by the woman asleep). Such expression for a dream brings phan
tasmagoria. The sixth Miscellaneous stanza in a row, a long run.

27 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Winter. Peaks.
From Chinese pictures of three men who rode a tiger (Feng-kan, Han-shan, 
and Shih-te), Kikaku invents this extraordinary scene. "Yama samuku" des
ignates both Han-shan and "Cold Mountain" in China, famous for its poets 
living there. All in all, Kikaku outdoes himself. Impressiveness and relation 
are almost impossible to judge here.

28 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Winter. Grievance. Night-
One explanation holds that the ascetic actually lets his finger burn. Another 
that he uses it to light a lamp, probably consisting of a wick in oil poured into 
his hand. The winds of 27 have blown out his ash-banked fire. A winter poem 
in Shinkokinshu, 6: 689 uses the extinction of the covered fire as metaphor 
for a hopeless world. Here, too, impressiveness is hard to judge.
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29 Ground. Light. Autumn. Night. Radiance.
Her low origins are betrayed by her lack of sensibility for the autumn moon. 
It is like Kikaku to imagine a queen of low birth

30 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Plants.
The shutting-covering relates the stanzas. Also, watermelons were for long 
not considered fit food in Japan, certainly not for a queen. "Aya ni" plays on 
"it is strange" and "with such fine cloth." There is a fine assonance in "aya 
ni . . ayaniku." So the front of the second sheet (nagon no omote) ends and,
with it, this extraordinary Development (ha) section.
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 59

with your iron bow 
o brave good man come forth to help 

in this warring world 
a tiger there within her breast 
she pregnant with a son at dawn

Kurogane no 
yumitori takeki 

yo ni ide yo 
tora futokoro ni 
yadoru akatsuki 
Basho

26

Tora futokoro ni 
yadoru akatsuki 

yama samuku 
shisui no toko o 

fuku arashi 
Kikaku

A noble tiger in her dream 
she pregnant with a son at dawn 

the mountain is cold
THREE MEN WITH A TIGER in bed

as high winds blow

27

Yama samuku 
shisui no toko o 

fuku arashi 
uzumibi kiete 
yubi no tomoshibi 
Basho

The mountain is cold 
THREE MEN WITH A TIGER in bed 

as high winds blow 
the priest's charcoal fire gone out 
a finger serves him as a wick

28

Uzumibi kiete 
yubi no tomoshibi 

gesu kisaki 
ashita o netami 

tsuki o toji 
Kikaku

The banked charcoal fire gone out 
her finger sets alight a lamp 

the queen of low birth 
wishes to sleep late each morning 

and shuts out the moonlight

i

29

Gesu kisaki 
ashita o netami 

tsuki o toji 
suika o aya ni 
tsutsumu ayaniku 
Kikaku

The queen of low birth 
wishes to sleep late each morning 

and shuts out the moonlight 
it is strange that she should cover 
watermelons with such fine cloth

30
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=:
- 31 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn.

Miyagino had long associations with hagi, a reedy plant usually called "bush 
clover." Basho drops the tone with the dialect "bota," while alluding to Saigyo's 
poem (Shinkokinshu, 4: 300): "How it moves the heart: / On all the plants 
the drops of dew / Seem about to spill / As the autumn wind arises / On the 
fields of Miyagi Moor." A named place (nadokoro).

32 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
Stone mortars worked by hand (to grind the bug clover seeds of 31) were out 
of use in central Japan but not yet known in this remote place. The place on 
"ezo shiranu" (the aborigines do not know / cannot know) echoes a poem by 
the shogun Minamoto Yoritomo (1147-99) in Shinkokinshu, 18: 1785. Michi- 
noku, or Mutsu province, lay to the far northeast on the main island.

■
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¥! 33 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
With 32, the pillow is thought of as the mortar the natives do not know how 
to use. We follow the interpretation holding that behind 32 and 33 hovers the 
figure of Sakanoe Tamuramaro (758-81), who commanded a force to subject 
the northern natives, and here merges with Yoritomo, echoed in 32.

1
i

1 34 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Winter. Animals.
Kikaku imagines with 33 that the horses of the encampment wake early, 
neighing over dawn like cocks.i3

35 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Cultivation.
Kikaku obviously returns to his first stanza (hokku), altering one word. Now 
he represents himself more 
all else. As here, "hana" or cherry blossoms 
whether as Cultivation or Trees. But he seems to contrast some wild scene 
with his own garden.

as a man of sensibility, loving the flowers above 
are often difficult to classify.
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 61

Suika o aya ni 
tsutsumu ayaniku 

aware ika ni 
Miyagino no bota 

fukishioru ran 
Basho

How strange that one should cover 
watermelons with such fine cloth 

how it moves the heart 
that the wind on Miyagi Moor 

withers the bug clover

31

Aware ika ni 
Miyagino no bota 

fukishioru ran 
Michinoku no ezo 
shiranu ishiusu 
Kikaku

How it moves the heart 
that the wind on Miyagi Moor 

withers the bug clover 
Michinoku where barbarians 
know nothing of stone mortars

32

Michinoku no ezo 
shiranu ishiusu 

mononofu no 
yoroi no marune 

makura kasu 
Basho

Michinoku where barbarians 
know nothing of stone mortars 

that ancient hero 
just took sleep in his full armor 

borrowing his pillow

33

Mononofu no 
yoroi no marune 

makura kasu 
yakoe no koma no 
yuki o tsugetsutsu 
Kikaku

That ancient hero
just took his sleep in his full armor 

borrowing his pillow 
the horses neigh at dawn like cocks 
announcing freshly fallen snow

34

Horses may neigh at dawn like cocks 
announcing freshly fallen snow 

poetry is what I sell 
flowers not my debts concern me 

so I drink all the time

Yakoe no koma no 
yuki o tsugetsutsu 

shi akindo 
hana o musaboru 

sakate kana 
Kikaku

35



62 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES

5: 36 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Night. Waters.
Basho similarly returns to his second stanza (waki), turning the carp into the 
very poem just now completed. So ends a sequence more remarkable for 
experiment and attention to poetry than for splendid stanzas or inquiry into 
those other features of human life more common in haikai and other kinds 
of Japanese poetry.
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 63

Shi akindo 
hana o musaboru 

sakate kana 
shunko hi kuretc
KYO NI NORU GIN. 
Basko

Poetry is what we sell 
flowers not our debts concern us 

so we drink all the time 
as sun sets on the springtime lake
AND PLEASURE HAS BROUGHT HOME 

OUR POEM.

36
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1
L-i
::: Design-Ground, No relation. Winter. Birds.

The speaker expresses the grounds of the lonely feeling the scene gives him. 
There are perhaps half a dozen birds: that is, there is something of an allegory 
for the six poets writing this sequence. Haikai poets usually sat in a ring— 
something like the way in which the birds are aligned. The indistinctness offers 
a kind of modesty.

1=1
£
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El 2 Design. Heavy, Winter. Day. Radiance.
Basho the guest replies to Kakei the host, using an auspicious, general stanza 
(no longer related to the "view from a rural house" except as in connection 
with 1). In the opening of her Pilloiv Book (Makura no Soshi), Sei Shonagaon 
treats the first light of day (tsutomete) as the finest time of the day for winter. 
Basho probably has a later time in mind, in typical haikai fashion.

T:

1
1 I

1 3 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Winter. Residences. Trees. Peaks. Peasants. 
The rude cottages of those who struggle to maintain existence in the mountains 
are here and there on the slope, among the evergreens mentioned. From some 
higher place deciduous trees continue to drop their leaves, the word for falling 
here (furi) suggesting more continuousness than do its alternatives (ochiru, 
otsuru).

I

4 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Animals.
The ox pulls a two-wheeled cart. The mountain situation of 3 suggests the 
animals' exhaustion, as "hikizuru" suggests a certain resistance. Not only are 
people not mentioned, but we are left with a finely observed, depressing image 
of a slight stream of salt continuing to leak as the ox slowly makes its way.
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In the Month of Frosts

(SHIMOTSUKI YA NO MAKI, 1684)

Denka chobo

Shimotsuki ya 
ko no tsukutsuku 

narabiite 
Kakei

A view from a farmhouse

In the month of frosts 
the storks stand making a design 

otherwise indistinct

1

Shimotsuki ya 
ko no tsukutsuku 

narabiite 
fuyu no asahi no 
aware nankeri 
Basho

In the month of frosts 
the storks stand making a design 

otherwise indistinct 
when morning comes in winter 
the sunlight moves the heart

2

Fuyu no asahi no 
aware narikeri 

kashi hinoki 
sanka no tei o 

ko no ha furi

When morning comes in winter 
the sunlight moves the heart 

live oaks and cypresses 
surround the group of mountain huts 

on which leaves fall

3

Jugo

Live oaks and cypresses 
surround the group of mountain huts 

on which leaves fall 
as the ox pulls along its load 
salt trickles from the laden cart

Kashi hinoki 
sanka no tei o 

ko no ha furi 
hikizuru ushi no 
shio koboretsutsu 
Tokoku

4



66 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES

5 Design. Light. Autumn. Clothes. Night. Radiance. Warriors.
An excellent Moon stanza in its appointed place. By the connection with 4, 
we imagine a battle from which the warrior has retired to take off his armor 
for rest. But the stanza also implies a contrast between human struggle and 
the enduring beauty of nature. Our deficient endeavors nonetheless gain from 
the moon a beauty that they lack in themselves.

6 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy, Autumn. Persons. Cultivation. Warriors. 
“Ran" here designates not orchids but fujibakama, one of the seven autumn 
plants (aki no nanakusa). “Wappa" is not a court but a later expression for 
young men. The war implied by 5 seems to have ended, and very highly 
positioned warriors are to have a banquet. The "YAsui" stresses the fact that 
Yasui uses here a first character for his name that is abstruse. This is haikai 
fun, but also suggests some of Yasui's special or decadent tastes. The end of 
the first side.

!
j

7 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Travel.
The honorific (gorenga) suggests courtiers or military aristocrats. Some peace
ful moment in the war-torn age of the renga master Sogi (1421-1502) is perhaps 
meant. “Aki no koro" suggests some general time in autumn, as if the travel 
took enough time not to be identified as early or late in the season. See Basho's 
somewhat similar conception in Beneath the Boughs, there also stanza 7.

!;!
;
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8 Design-Ground. Heavy, Miscellaneous. Buddhism. Peaks.
With 7, this suggests that the travelers turned to renga because bad weather 
kept them from other occupations. Both stanzas share an auspicious character. 
Only the diction, especially the "ydyaku,“ prevents this from being a Design 
stanza. The introduction (jo) seems to end here.

;
9 Design. Heavy-Light, Spring. Cultivation.

Now the mountain temple of 6 seems emptied of visitors, peopled only by 
monks in meditation. Only such stillness would allow one to hear the soft 
sound. One of a number of outstanding and varied stanzas by Tokoku, who 
excels in this sequence.
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 67

Hikizuru ushi no 
shio koborctsutsu 

oto mo naki 
gusoku ni tsuki no 

usuusu to 
Uritsu

As the ox pulled along its load 
salt trickled from the laden cart 

without a sound 
the moon faintly shed its light 

on armor laid aside

5

Oto mo naki 
gusoku ni tsuki no 

usuusu to 
shaku toru wappa 
ran kiri ni ide 
YAsui

Without a sound 
the moon faintly sheds its light 

on armor laid aside 
the young lad who will serve sake 
has gone out to cut some asters

6

The young lad who will serve sake 
has gone out to cut some asters 

it was in the autumn 
their lordships relaxed in travel 

with impromptu renga

Shaku toru wappa 
ran kiri ni ide 

aki no koro 
tabi no gorenga 

ito kari ni 
Basho

7

It was in the autumn 
their lordships relaxed in travel 

with informal renga 
at last the clearing sky reveals 
the temple has a Fuji view

Aki no koro 
tabi no gorenga 

ito kari ni 
yoyaku harete 
Fuji miyuru tera 
Kakei

8

At last the clearing sky reveals 
the temple has a Fuji view 

this is solitude
the sound of a camellia flower 

dropping to the ground

Yoyaku harete 
Fuji miyuru tera 

jaku to shite 
tsubaki no hana no 

otsuru oto 
Tokoku

9
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68 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES

i 10 Design-Ground. Light. Spring. Cultivation. Day. Radiance.
The considerable verbal magic of the stanza conceals problems of interpretation. 
Ceremonial tea (the tea assumed by the commentators) has no such fragrance. 
Either the fragrance of the tea here is the result of its being heated in leaf for 
curing (see // Fine while Still Green, 6) or the synaesthetic imagery is a product 
of Jugo's fancy.

i:
.
:
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■1 11 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Persons. Birds Clothes.

Editors cite a number of occasions, including one on which Kiso Yoshinaka 
(1154-84) had women act out roles normally performed by men. The "go 
sanju" ("five thirty") is a puzzler. It may mean "fifty or thirty," "what first 
seemed five and then seemed thirty," "thirty-five" in unusual syntax—or, as 
it is taken here, a haikai witticism such as Yasui favors in this sequence.

Sim

I 12 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Summer. Love, Persons. Residences.
Uritsu seems to regard 11 as an allusion to Yoshinaka. The garden must be 
extensive to model the mountainous Kiso area. Usu- (light) modifies both 
koi (love) and -ginu (clothes).

I&te •
■

i

13 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Summer. Trees.
The word "fukaki" applies both to summer and the profusion of flowers: the 
scene is well advanced in time and blossoms. Since we have (two) Named 
Flowers (na no hana), this is not a Flower stanza (hana no ku). In general, 
such yoking is more typical of renga, whose diction this stanza closely emulates.

=:i

ii

14 Design-Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.
In keeping with the agitation of the development (ha) section, Basho rein
troduces people after the natural scenery of 13. Flax was cut in summer, but 
since that plant is only in the anthology's title, this stanza is Miscellaneous. 
In good haikai fashion, this stanza poses an activity and a (merely suggested) 
plant, elements at variance from Kakei's grand scene.

i
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 69 1
Jaku to shite 

tsubaki no hana no 
otsuru oto 

cha ni itoyu o 
somuru kaze no ka 
I “go

This is solitude 
the sound of a camellia flower 

dropping to the ground 
light shimmers above the tea 
dyeing the breeze with its fragrance

■M
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Light shimmers above the tea 
dyeing the breeze with its fragrance 

chasing the pheasants 
there are some five thirty women 

wearing men's court caps

Cha ni itoyu o 
somuru kaze no ka 

kiji oi ni 
eboshi no onna 

go sanju 
Yasui

i it11

‘If
Chasing the pheasants 

there are some five thirty women 
wearing men's court caps 

light in clothes and love the women 
see Kiso modeled in the garden

Kiji oi ni 
eboshi no onna 

go sanju
niwa ni Kiso tsukuru 
koi no usuginu 
Uritsu

; ‘ 
sS

lliS!
12

Light in clothes and love the women 
see Kiso modeled in the garden 

summer is deep 
in wealth of mountain roses 

looking like cherries

Niwa m Kiso tsukuru 
koi no usuginu 

natsu fukaki 
yama tachibana ni 

sakura min 
Kakei

13

si’-iSummer is deep 
in wealth of mountain roses 

looking like cherries 
and I am collecting waka 
for the Flax-Reaping Collection

Natsu fukaki 
yama tachibana ni 

sakura min 
Asakari to yu 
uta no shu amu 
Basho

u
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15 Ground-Design, Light. Miscellaneous. Grievance. Waters.
The first line is haikai diction for "e ni chikaku." It is not clear, and probably 
not meant to be, whether the inlet is one of the sea or of a large lake, such 
as Biwa. But the name of the hermitage is clearly meant to be read "allegor
ically" as the commentators say—that is, in terms of the meaning of the 
Chinese characters.

ii

h
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16 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Buddhism, Night. Radiance.

The moon is clouded over because of the speaker's darkness of the heart (kokoro 
no yami), as waka poets put it. Another fine stanza by Tokoku This Moon 
stanza is "spilled over" from its appointed place in 14. As a "moon of the 
heart" (kokoro no tsuki) it is a feigned (nise no) moon in renga categorizing 
and would not constitute a Moon stanza there. "Oboro" determines that this 
is a Spring stanza, rather than an Autumn, as is otherwise suggested by moon 
(tsuki).

x>
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:$ 17 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Travel. Clothes. Trees,
This elegant traveler may recall that of Fujiwara Teika (1162-1241) in a snowy 
scene (Shinkokinshu, 6:671—"There is no shelter / Where I can rest my weary 
horse / And brush my laden sleeves"). But the flute is reminiscent of Taira 
Atsumori (1169-84), so that neither a Court nor a Military classification is 
possible.

•ii
■’i

ii:ii
18 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Plants. Peaks.

The translation follows but one of several interpretations for an obscure sit
uation. If not the prisoner being borne, the action may involve someone else's 
freeing the man or giving the litter-bearers a moment of rest in their arduous 
task of bearing a man up and down slopes. In any event, the first sheet ends, 
combining the human and the natural.

■'

i 19 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous, Evanescence.
Two problems here. Some interpretations insist that the bones are human, 
some insist not. If human, the terms are very recognizable to Western readers. 
If not, a Buddhist (and Basho-like) concern for all living things is involved. 
This relates to interpretation of "sozoro ni." Are the tears shed without reason, 
with some reason, or in spite of himself? We can regard the tears as useless 
in the religious sense that we must all pass from this world of illusion but as 
real in showing human feeling nonetheless. The second line has two extra 
syllables.
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 71

Asakari to yu 
uta no shu amu 

e o chikaku 
Dokurakuan to 

yo o sutete

Me is collecting waka 
for the Flax-Reaping Collection 

and near the inlet 
his hut is named Solitary Joy 

to renounce the world

15

Jugo

E o chikaku 
Dokurakuan to 

yo o sutete 
waga tsuki ide yo 
mi wa oboro naru 
Tokoku

Along the inlet 
my hut is named Solitary Joy 

to renounce the world 
my moon of enlightenment 
O shine forth from my clouded heart

16

Waga tsuki ide yo 
mi wa oboro naru 

tabigoromo 
fue ni rakka o 

uchiharai 
Uritsu

My moon of enlightenment 
shine forth from my clouded heart 

as using my flute 
I brush away the fallen petals 

from my travel clothes

17

Tabigoromo 
fue ni rakka o 

uchiharai 
rogoshi yurusu 
boke no yamaai 
Yasui

Using his flute
he brushes off the fallen petals 

from his travel clothes 
and freed from the prisoner's litter 
he finds wild rose shrubs in the hills

18

Freed from his prisoner's litter 
he finds wild rose shrubs in the hills 

seeing weathered bones 
he wipes his tears again and again 

scarcely aware of it

Rogoshi yurusu 
boke no yamaai 

hone o mite 
sozoro ni namidagumi 

uchikaeri 
Basho

19
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r: 20 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Clothes. Night.
Once again, rival interpretations exist. One line holds that the beggar gives 
his raincoat to someone like a pious priest who ignores the giver's humble 
condition. The translation follows what seems a more likely human situation. 
In renga dawn has a Night classification as being "nightbreak" (yoake) rather 
than daybreak.

21 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous,
In the Chuang-Tzu (Japanese, Soshi) Chuang-Tzu compares the chance to 
administer the realm to being a dead and boxed sacred turtle. He would rather 
be alive, dragging his tail in the mud. Tokoku's fine stanza uses haikai change 
to shift from a turtle to a carp.

E
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22 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Court.

This royal progress takes place in a season of hot, dry weather when springs 
or streams have run low and there is danger in drinking water from them It 
is difficult to isolate words in the telegraphic last line, which may consist of 
three words or just possibly of one (although then it would probably have to 
be mizunomigusuri). But the conception is clear.

t

1

23 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Summer. Cultivation. Day. Radiance.
As so often in a haikai sequence, this is the single Summer stanza to appear 
by this point. "Koto ni" (especially) modifies "moroshi" (turn fragile and 
wither), but also has some effect on the rest of the stanza.

i’

24 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light, Miscellaneous. Residences. Products.
In the heat of summer (with 23), residents of the hamlet busily turn to readying 
charcoal for winter. Such a genre scene, combining work and a rural air, greatly 
appeals to Japanese. Here we move indoors from the outside of 23, and find 
people—a nice shift for haikai. The assonance and consonance are lovely.&
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 73

Seeing weathered bones 
he wipes his tears again and again 

scarcely aware of it 
in dawn's chill light the beggar 
accepts a straw raincoat

Hone o mite 
sozoro ni namidagumi 

uchikaeri 
kojiki no mino o 
morau shinonome 
Kakei

20

Kojiki no mino o 
morau shinonome 

doro no ue ni 
o o hiku koi o 

hiroiete 
Tokoku

In dawn's chill light the beggar 
accepts a straw raincoat 

he is able to pull out 
the great carp whose tail swishes 

the mud of the pond

21

They are able to pluck out 
the great carp whose tail swishes 

the mud of the pond 
retainers give the traveling prince 
antidotes to brackish water

Doro no ue ni 
o o hiku koi o 

hiroiete
miyuki ni susumu 
mizunomi kusuri 
Jugo

22

Retainers give the traveling prince 
antidotes to brackish water 

in this bright dry year 
the cowpea flowers especially 

turn fragile and wither

Miyuki ni susumu 
mizunomi kusuri 

koto ni teru 
toshi no sasage no 

hana moroshi 
Yasui

23

In this bright dry year 
the cowpea flowers especially 

turn fragile and wither 
in scattered twig-thatched houses 
mortars grind briquet charcoal

Koto ni teru 
toshi no sasage no 

hana moroshi 
kayaya mabara ni 
tadon tsuku usu 
Uritsu

24



74 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCESI
■

25 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons.
"Keshiama" or "poppy-heads" are girls nine and under, their heads being 
shaved except for a round knot of hair on the top, boys' heads being shaved 
bald like priests'. These were measures no doubt taken against lice. The bobbing 
in and out of these heads makes a charming scene as the mortars of 24 grind 
away.

-

■

:1 26 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Cultivation
On the 10-15 cm. (4-6 in.) style of the lotus flower there develop small edible 
fruit, at first soft, later hard. Solely in juxtaposition to 25, the scene implies 
that the children have been after the plants, breaking off the tops of some, 
leaving the rest as they scamper off elsewhere. Apart from 25, this is a stiller, 
bleaker scene

ji

:: 27 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn Night. Radiance.
Temples have lotus ponds, so giving a fairly Heavy connection with 26. It is 
still not late but quiet, lonely, since the monks have left their refectory for 
the night. The personified moon well suits haikai and is a "pulled forward 
moon" (hikiage no tsuki) from 29.

I
1

:: 28 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Animals.
The stanza is not complex, although the association of foxes with old temples 
is perhaps not obvious. The combination of the haikai imagery and the waka 
or renga diction with a fully realized conception makes this fairly "low" or 
Ground stanza one of the finest in the sequence. Dew is a Falling Thing in 
renga.

i

29 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Residence. Cultivation.
The house, with just one roof-side (no gable), is little more than a hut. In fine 
weather the single roof-edge well serves for hanging food to dry. This completes 

of four Autumn stanzas, and contributes to this highly interesting front 
of the second side, with its fluctuations in the Development (ha) section.

:
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 75

In scattered twig-thatched houses 
mortars grind briquet charcoal 

as young girls and boys 
shaved up the sides of their heads 

mingle in their games

Kayaya mabara ni 
tadon tsuku usu 

keshiama no 
kobo majiri ni 

uchimurete 
Kakei

25

Keshiama no 
kobo majiri ni 

uchimurete 
oruru hasu no mi 
tateru hasu no mi 
Basho

Young girls and boys 
shaved up the sides of their heads 

mingle in their games 
leaving some nodding lotus fruits 
and some upright ones as well

26

Some nodding lotus fruits lie here 
and some upright ones as well 

the monks' dining table 
stands silent in the evening hours 

under the peeping moon

Oruru hasu no mi 
tateru hasu no mi 

shizukasa ni 
handai nozoku 

tsuki no mae

27

Jiigo

The monks' dining table 
stands silent in the evening hours 

under the peeping moon 
the fox drenched by the autumn dews 
shivers forlornly in the wind

Shizukasa ni 
handai nozoku 

tsuki no mae 
tsuyu oku kitsune 
kaze ya kanashiki 
Tokoku

28

The fox drenched by the autumn dews 
shivers forlornly in the wind 

persimmons hanging 
along the one-sided roof-edge 

beneath the thatch

Tsuyu oku kitsune 
kaze ya kanashiki 

tsurigaki ni 
yane fukaretaru 

katabisashi 
Uritsu

29
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1
30 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Buddhism. Persons.

The survivors show filial piety in staying in and adhering to a vegetarian diet 
for a time. We presume, after 29, that dried persimmons will figure large in 
their diet.I

£
Ji!• ' 31 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Grievance. Persons. Clothes. 

"Fukakusa" Gensei (1623-66) was famous not only for learned accomplish
ments but for filial devotion to his aged mother, whom he carried about The 
robes are those of a recluse, or perhaps those worn three years to mourn for 
a parent. His tears of grief for his mother have caused his sleeves to rot. The 
Fast Close (kyu) appears to begin with 30, to which this stanza is rather heav
ily joined.

::

I
I

32 Design. Heavy-Light. Spring. Evanescence.
Kohata is not far from Gensei's Fukakusa, both being in the southeast Kyoto 
area. Echoing an earlier poem, Kakei presumes that the sound of the bell causes 
the flowers to fall—a conceit but an effective one. Temple bells are sounded 
by being struck by a log from the outside, making a low-pitched but rever
berating boom that travels great distances, "ka-ke-i" represents use of kana 
instead of Chinese characters for the poet's name. Cf. 6 and 36. Like the Moon 
stanza in 27, this Flower is "pulled forward" (hikiage no hana) from its due 
place in 35.

Pi!
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33 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Animals.
Spring is the season for toms to love, autumn for tabbies. Cats' love does not 
qualify in renga for Love. We omit the classification here, although it may 
well have been intended. Reminded by the temple bell that it is getting dark, 
the speaker misses the cat. Does some Buddhist compunction for living things 
argue against doing away with it? Such human issues and complexities play 
with haikai wit.

\

34 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Persons, Court.
Snow has accumulated on a stretch of light sand in the garden. The fastidious 
lady is modeled on Onna Sannomiya in The Tale of Genji. Jugo has made 
marvelous use of Tokoku's cat in 33, since the princess's cat led Kashiwagi into 
a disastrous love affair with the princess, who was Genji's official principal 
wife. This stanza looks very different with 35, in true haikai style, especially 
in a Fast Close (kyu).Ii
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Tsurigaki ni 
yane fukaretaru 

katabisashi 
tofu tsukurite 
haha no mo ni iru 
Yasui

Persimmons hanging 
along the one-sided roof-edge 

beneath the thatch 
they hold to vegetarian meals 
secluded for their mother's death

30

Tofu tsukurite 
haha no mo ni iru 

Gensei no 
kusa no tamoto mo 

yarenu beshi 
Basho

They hold to vegetarian meals 
secluded for their mother's death 

the tear-soaked sleeves 
of Gensei's grass-colored robe 

must themselves have frayed

31

The tear-soaked sleeve 
of Gensei's grass-colored robe 

must also have frayed 
at Kohata in Fushimi 
the temple bell booms down the flowers

Gensei no 
kusa no tamoto mo 

yarenu beshi 
Fushimi Kohata no 
kane hana o utsu 
ka-ke-i

32

Fushimi Kohata no 
kane hana o utsu 

iro fukaki 
oneko hitotsu o 

sutekanete 
Tokoku

At Kohata in Fushimi 
the temple bell sounds on the flowers 

even though my tomcat 
is far gone in caterwauling 

I cannot reject him

33

Iro fukaki 
oneko hitotsu o 

sutekanete 
haru no shirasu no 
yukihaki o yobu 
Jugo

Even though her tomcat 
is far gone in caterwauling 

she cannot reject him 
she calls for one to sweep away 
spring snow fallen on the sandbar

34
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78 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES15
S 35 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Clothes.

In lieu of a Flower stanza (see 32), Yasui praises Basho, who is visiting him 
in Nagoya. The compliment, where we expect a Flower stanza (sec 32), must 
have been agreed on in advance, as we see from what follows. If we take 34 
and this to emphasize purity, the relation is Heavy-Light. "Shuku" may also 
be read more generally to mean "outstanding stanzas," but given its penul
timate position, the stanza may well refer to Basho's second stanza, or waki.

5i
£
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i 36 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Winter. Clothes. Cultivation.
Uritsu (name in kana syllables) compliments Yasui as well as Basho by begin
ning with imagery from the end of Yasui's waki (second stanza) and the 
beginning of Basho's hokku (opening stanza) in In the Winter Wind (Kogorashi 
no no Maki), the first sequence of A Day in Winter (Fuyu no Hi), as this is 
the last. So the whole collection rounds off, much as does the sequence in 
Poetry Is What 1 Sell.
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 79

One was called to sweep away 
spring snow fallen on the sandbar 

wearing formal dress 
our master of seasonal stanzas 

shows his vitality

Haru no shirasu no 
yukihaki o yobu 

suikan o 
shuku no hijiri 

wakayaka ni 
Yasui

35

Suikan o 
shuku no hijiri 

wakayaka ni 
sazanka niou 
kasa no kogarashi. 
u-ri-tsu

Wearing formal dress 
our master of seasonal stanzas 

shows his vitality 
bright with winter camellias 
his rain hat survived cold winds.

36
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Design-Ground- No relation. Spring. Cultivation.
The "Flower-viewing" is a note to the first stanza, something sometimes seen 
in haikai. Namasu is a fish-vegetable salad. Usually the opening stanza is 
Design in status. Here, the impressive flowers arc depreciated by the plain 
food.

1

2;g
Cl

I Design. Heavy. Spring. Day. Radiance.
To the concern with people in the first stanza is added a second entirely of 
natural scenery on a still, quiet, slow, and peaceful spring day. The sun is not 
yet setting but is in the west.

2
i-:

1!
■ i

Si Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Travel. Persons. Insects.
The advance of the season may now imply advance of the hour in 2. Lice were 
thought to come out in warm spring weather and be a hazard of travel.

3

;

Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Travel. Products. Warriors.
Now we have a morning scene, and the traveler is scratching lice picked up 
during his stop for the night. The sword case involved is a kind of wrinkled 
leather bag worn over that part protryding from the clothes in order to protect 
it from inclement weather. The cover was used especially by travelers and by 
men going off to battle.

4
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Beneath the Boughs

(KO NO MOTO NI NO MAKI, 1691)

Flower-viewing

Beneath the boughs 
the soup with fish and vegetables 

flecked with cherry petals

Hanami

1 Ko no moto ni 
shiru mo namasu mo 

sakura kana 
Basho

Beneath the boughs 
the soup with fish and vegetables 

flecked with cherry petals 
the sun goes gently to the west 
extending the day's fine weather

Ko no moto ni 
shiru mo namasu mo 

sakura kana 
nishibi nodoka ni 
yoki tenki nari 
Chins eki

2

The sun goes gently to the west 
extending the day's fine weather 

the single traveler
walks on scratching where lice bit him 

as spring comes to a close

Nishibi nodoka ni 
yoki tenki nari 

tabibito no 
shirami kakiyuku 

haru kurete 
Kyokusui

3

The single traveler 
walks on scratching the biting lice 

as spring comes to a close 
not yet grown used to wearing 
his sword in a protective case

Tabibito no 
shirami kakiyuku 

haru kurete 
haki mo narawanu 
tachi no hikihada 
Basho

4
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I • • 5 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Persons. Night. Radiance. Court. 
The first Moon stanza comes in its formal place. As with the Taira in the Heike 
Monogatari or on other occasions, the court often was set up temporarily in 
a special place by royal edict. Here the atmosphere of the court contrasts with 
the single individual involved. The loneliness intensifies the loveliness of the 
anticipated moon.

6 Ground. Light. Autumn. Persons. Products. Cultivation. Peasants.
The stanza shares with 5 a season and some sense of emergency. But this is 
largely by juxtaposition, and the tonal contrast is very great as is the contrast 
in language. This ends the front of the first sheet.
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I 7 Design. Heavy-Light, Autumn. Animals. Products.

This seems to be another peasant scene, but no words authorize the classifi
cation. It is a fresh, happy stanza, since three-year-olds were thought the 
liveliest, and all feels right here. Basho's last line (in a third Autumn stanza) 
implies that the season of the horse's third year has come. The Introduction 
(jo) seems to end here.

?;
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8 Ground-Design, Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous.
In connection with 7, this suggests that we have shifted from such a sudden 
evening rain as characterizes summer to the erratic showers or drizzle of 
autumn. But the stanza generalizes on the whole year and the many Japanese 
words for rain. In renga, rain is a Falling Thing.

9 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Night. Waters.
The scene is in Shinano (present Nagano Prefecture, see figure 2). The sky is 
uncertain as to weather (in connection with 8) and it is the time between dusk 
and dark. Villagers and travelers, men, women, and children, bathe together, 
enjoying getting clean and winding up the day. A fine scene.

■
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 83

Not yet grown used to wearing 
his sword in a protective case 

and waiting for the moon 
the attesting official serves 

the temporary court

Haki mo narawanu 
tachi no hikihada 

tsuki machite 
kari no dairi no 

tsukasameshi 
Chinseki

5

Tsuki machite 
kari no dairi no 

tsukasameshi 
momiusu tsukuru 
soma ga hayawaza 
Kyokusui

Waiting for the moon 
the attesting official serves 

the temporary court 
so making up the rice huller 
the woodworker loses no time

6

In making up the rice huller 
the woodworker loses no time 

as he puts the saddle 
on his spirited three-year-old 

autumn has come

Momiusu tsukuru 
soma ga hayawaza 

kura okeru 
sansaigoma ni 

aki no kite 
Basho

7

As he puts the saddle 
on his spirited three-year-old 

autumn has come
the names for the rains keep varying 
as they fall in changing kinds

Kura okeru 
sansaigoma ni 

aki no kite 
na wa samazama ni 
funkawaru ame 
Chinseki

8

The names for the rains will vary 
as they fall in changing kinds 

women, all 
take pleasure in Suwa hot springs 

just before darkness

Na wa samazama ni 
furikawaru ame 

irigomi ni 
Suwa no ideyu no 

yumagure 
Kyokusui

9 men,



: 84 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCESI. 10 Ground. Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons.
Among the multiplicity there is one person focused on by Basho. A yamabushi 
is an ascetic pilgrim who has vowed to walk to certain holy places in the 
mountains and hills. Basho seems to think of yamabushi as rough or difficult 
people. See If Fine while Still Green, stanza 25. These two stanzas are not 
impressive as to rank but well illustrate the interest haikai often shows in 
genre scenes.
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1 11 Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous.
The scene of 9 cannot be continued, so we now have a group of ascetics, with 
one tall dominant one who thinks he knows everything and so will listen to 
no one else. The yamabushi had such a reputation.

.
12 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love.

After stanzas of relatively Heavy relation, Kyokusui effects a splendid haikai 
transfer and introduces love for the first time. The verb, "tsunoritsutsu," seems 
to suggest a woman's point of view and language in its inflection. The light 
air of comedy or of human limitation continues.

i

13 Ground. Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love.
Alarmed by the woman's loss of weight and enfeeblement, her mother or 
maids think she is ill and urge food upon her. It is not food she desires, 
however, but her lover. An excellent example of Heavy relation with a Ground 
stanza that maintains the interest of sequence. The last line gives a word used 
by townspeople and is common rather than poetic.

14 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Persons. Clothes. Night, Radiance. 
Chinseki effects a splendid transition to get the second Moon stanza in its 
appointed place. Dew (tsuyu), especially with sleeve (sode), is a metaphor for 
tears. By itself the stanza suggests that the tears are those of sensibility, but 
they fit well with the yearning woman of 13, whose lover had failed to come 
at the visiting hour of dusk. Dew is a Falling Thing in renga.i.-!
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THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES — 85

Men, women, all 
bathe as one in Suwa hot springs 

just before darkness 
and among them especially 
the tall pilgrim stands out the most

Irigomi ni 
Suwa no ideyu no 

yumagure 
naka ni mo sei no 
takaki yamabushi 
Basho

10

Among many especially 
the tall pilgrim stands out the most 

the language he uses 
given in such strong argument 

states only his views

Naka ni mo sei no 
takaki yamabushi 

yu koto o 
tada ippo e 

otoshikeri 
Chinseki

11

The language he uses 
given in such strong argument 

tends all to one end 
from such meager persuasions 
her love hopes keep increasing

Yu koto o 
tada ippo e 

otoshikeri 
hosoki suji yori 
koi tsunoritsutsu 
Kyokusui

12

From such meager persuasions 
her love hopes keep increasing 

now weakened by yearning 
she is told she must take food 

much against her will

Hosoki suji yori 
koi tsunoritsutsu 

mono omou 
mi ni mono kue to 

setsukarete 
Basho

13

Weakened by yearning 
she is told she must take food 

much against her will 
she looks at the moon through tears 
weighting down her sleeve with dew

Mono omou 
mi ni mono kue to 

setsukarete 
tsuki miru kao no 
sode omoki tsuyu 
Chinseki

14
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86 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES34
15 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Products. Waters.

Kyokusui continues the kind of narrative linking begun with 9 (though only 
two stanzas actually link), now moving from the interior scene of 14 to the 
out-of-doors and a new cause of weeping for an untried sailor. The agitation 
begun in 9 and continuing well suits the Development (ha).

16 Design, Light-Heavy. Autumn. Birds.
The narrative emphasis is now gone with this evocative speculation that the 
geese seen from the boat must be over places known from earlier poetry. Sky 
and land are involved, as well as sea in connection with 15, a broad panorama. 
The geese are those flying south in autumn from their warm-weather home 
in the north. The first instance of Named Places (nadokoro).
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Svm 17 Ground-Design, Light-Heavy. Spring. Buddhism. Cultivation,

Among various versions of such recitations, this is said to be a Jodo Buddhist 
practice of one hundred priests reciting for ten days. Ishinden is just south 
from the other Named Places in 16 and the name is appropriately Chinese in 
cast, as opposed to those in 16. The first Flower stanza comes in its appointed 
place. The flowers are cherry trees planted around the temple grounds.

18 
1 . ! 
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18 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Evanescence. Persons. Day. Radiance. 
It seems agreed that a traveler sees a marker for a pilgrim who had died on 
the way and, thinking of the impermanence of human life, assumes that another 
is meeting such an end. A "kagerd" is the gossamer shimmering of warm air 
in still sunlight. So ends the back of the first sheet.

s
yI 19 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Insects.

The simple language prevents this from having Design status. Basho won- 
uses the story of Chuang-Tzu's dreaming he was a butterfly and 

waking to wonder whether he or the butterfly had dreamt of the other. Basho 
has the butterfly dream, so that its reality is more dreamlike than the dream 
itself. See Poetry Is What I Sell, stanza 16.
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Tsuki miru kao no 
sode omoki tsuyu 

akikaze no 
fune o kowagaru 

nami no oto 
Kyokusm

She looks at the moon through tears 
weighting down her sleeve with dew 

the autumn wind 
makes her sea voyage frightening 

with the crash of waves

15

Akikaze no 
fune o kowagaru 

nami no oto 
kari yuku kata ya 
Shiroko Wakamatsu 
Basho

The autumn wind 
makes the boat trip frightening 

with the crash of waves 
the geese fly along the Ise coast 
toward Shiroko, Wakamatsu

16

The geese flew along the Ise coast 
toward Shiroko, Wakamatsu 

now at Ishinden
the chanting of a thousand texts 

with flowers at their height

Kari yuku kata ya 
Shiroko Wakamatsu 

sembu yomu 
hana no sakari no 

Ishinden 
Chinseki

17

While at Ishinden 
the chanting of a thousand texts 

with flowers at their height 
another pilgrim lies dying 
by the path where warm air shimmers

Sembu yomu 
hana no sakari no 

Ishinden 
junrei shinuru 
michi no kagero 
Kyokusui

18

Another pilgrim lies dying 
by the path where warm air shimmers 

more yet than its dream 
the butterfly's reality 

touches the heart

Junrei shinuru 
michi no kagero 

nani yori mo 
cho no utsutsu zo 

aware naru 
Basho

19
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88 — THREE EARLIER SEQUENCES
■

20 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love.
The reality-dream polarity is now i

sees something of her own fragile state in the butterfly. By itself an 
excellent stanza, this yet reminds us too much of 13, and another conception 
would have better suited the total sequence.

21 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Summer. Love. Persons. Products. Court. 
The shifting point of view assists in the agitation appropriate to the Devel
opment (ha). A lover's imagination is stirred by thought of a court lady, 
shadowed in her apartment, her dimly seen form in the light robes of summer 
As often, the Summer topic is given but one stanza.

charged with the meaning of love, as the
womani

£

1
S

22 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Court.
Once again the honorific in the last line designates a court person, now an 
effete nobleman whose strength hardly seems up to the rigors of travel. The 
light comic aura (as in 12) is very well handled, with further agitation in the 
sequential progress by shift in point of view.

%

$
.V 4sSi•! 23 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products. Court. 

Chinseki's powers rise. The barrier at Ki protected the capital from southern 
encroachment. The lord, apparently without permission to pass the barrier, 
finds new cause for tears. Like 22, this has a Named Place (nadokoro). This 
is the fourth Heavy-Light stanza in a row, but much else has been changing, 
and here (as rarely in haikai), Chinseki well introduces a pillow-word (ma- 
kurakotoba), "tazukayumi," heightening the waka-court atmosphere.

:
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24 Ground. Light. Persons.
Now we see the defects of the lower classes in this droll stanza. The contrast 
in tone between Kyokusui's two lines and especially the wry presumptive of 
"atama naru ran"—"it would appear," etc. are masterfully handled. Japanese 
have long thought, and still do, that heavy drinking leads to loss of hair at the 
fore of the head, a part that especially flushes with drink for some Japanese.
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More yet than its dream 
the butterfly's reality 

touches her heart 
even writing him a letter 
exceeds her weakened powers

Nani yori mo 
cho no utsutsu zo 

aware naru 
fumi kaku hodo no 
chikara sae naki 
Chinseki

20

Fumi kaku hodo no 
chikara sae naki 

usumono ni 
hi o itowaruru 

onkatachi 
Kyokusui

Even writing me a letter 
exceeds her weakened powers 

yet wearing thin silks 
and disdaining the light of day 

her form is ideal

21

Wearing thin silks 
and disdaining the light of day 

his form is noble 
"I wish to visit Kumano now" 
his lordship said along with tears

Usumono ni 
hi o itowaruru 

onkatachi 
Kumano mitaki to 
nakitamaikeri 
Basho

22

Kumano mitaki to 
nakitamaikeri 

tazukayumi 
Ki no sekimori ga 

katakuna ni 
Chinseki

"I wish to visit Kumano now" 
his lordship said along with tears 

the barrier guard at Ki 
brandishes his powerful bow 

stubborn and heartless

23

The barrier guard at Ki 
brandishes his powerful bow 

stubborn and heartless 
it would appear that his fine head 
has lost some hair from too much drink

Tazukayumi 
Ki no sekimori ga 

katakuna ni 
sake de hagetaru 
atama naru ran 
Kyokusui

24
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5!
$ 25 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Night.

A game somewhat like backgammon, sugoroku is played on a board with 
vertical and horizontal lines, their crossings being the "eyes" (me) mentioned 
by Basho. Such “eyes" and the player's rapt looking (nozoku) play well on 
each other. The light comic touch continues as the player, absorbed in playing 
and gambling, fails to see darkness is already falling.

26 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Buddhism. Residence.
Chinseki seems to strain to add this stanza. Perhaps he imagines a worshiper 
finishing the day with a prayer. The stanza itself entails a temporary or, 
probably, a modest little votive shelf, and a person who speaks his Jodo in
vocation of the Buddha (Namu Amida Butsu) instead of simply folding hands 
and genuflecting as might be expected. The fifth Miscellaneous stanza in a row, 
not exceptional but about as many as can be easily handled. We expect a change 
from Kyokusui.

27 Ground. Light-Heavy. Summer. Insects. Residence.
The Heavy element lies in the continuance of a humble indoor scene; the rest 
varies greatly. “Nakanaka ni“ gives the sense of something rather different 
from what was expected. This kasen has a good share of Named Insects (na 
no mushi). Again, only one Summer stanza.
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28 Ground. Heavy-Light, Miscellaneous.
Most Japanese consider a good name extremely important, and to be laughed 
at or ridiculed is something to be avoided strenuously. The speaker here is 
above such fears—or perhaps (in connection with 27) too tough-hearted to be 
flustered by the criticism his neighbors level against him.

29 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn.
The season is autumn, because “odori" designates the dancing for the Bon 
festival of the dead. There is some difficulty in determining the point of view 
here. The interpretation we favor is that the view shifts to that of the villagers 
who have been saying unkind things about the person of 28. There is a pun 
in "iranu" on “intruding" and being “not wanted."
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Sake de hagetaru 
atama naru ran 

sugoroku no 
me o nozoku made 

kurekakari 
Basho

It does appear that his fine head 
has lost some hair from too much drink 

the backgammon board 
so captivated his attention 

that dusk begins to fall

25

Sugoroku no 
me o nozoku made 

kurekakari 
kari no jibutsu ni 
mukau nembutsu 
Chinseki

The backgammon board 
so captivated his attention 

that dusk begins to fall 
as at the little Buddha shelf 
the worshiper recites aloud

26

Kari no jibutsu ni 
mukau nembutsu 

nakanaka ni 
doma ni suwareba 

nomi mo nashi 
Kyokusui

At the little Buddha shelf 
the worshiper recites aloud 

it seems after all
that he can sit on the earthen floor 

without fear of fleas

27

Nakanaka ni 
doma ni suwareba 

nomi mo nashi 
waga na wa sato no 
naburimono nari 
Basho

Anyhow how nice 
to sit upon the earthen floor 

without fear of fleas 
so what if throughout the village 
there are those who laugh at me

28

So what if throughout the village 
many of us will laugh at him 

although detested
he keeps intruding at the Bon dance 

wherever not wanted

Waga na wa sato no 
naburimono nari 

nikumarete 
iranu odori no 

kimo o iri 
Chinseki

29
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£ 30 Design-Ground. Light. Autumn Night. Radiance.
The previous five or six stanzas have concerned human affairs. By itself, this 
stanza only speaks of the moon ("tsuki" is used three times—a haikai gesture) 

rsing through the sky nightly till dawn. Kyokusui's shift is a welcome one. 
The previous stanza is the proper one for the moon on this side, so Kyokusui 
must introduce it here, as he does by poising his "tsukiyo" with Chinseki's 
"odori," the Bon dances being evening activity. So ends the front of the second 
sheet.
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31 Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Plants.
Of course the pampas plumes wave in the unmentioned wind of autumn, but 
Japanese think of the plants in personified terms (well connecting with 30), 
as if their down-up motion resembles the gesture of invitation or welcome. 
The withering is delicate and implies a slight tingeing of color in the plumes.
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32 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Residence.
Chinseki furnishes a fine stanza, since the withering of 31 is, by long asso
ciation, affected by moisture or cold—by the dew here- Withering (-garete in 
31) and dew (tsuyu) are associated words (engo). This completes a run of four 
Autumn stanzas, the last in the sequence, with a shift to spring required at 
least by 35, if the second Flower stanza is to come in its appointed place. Dew 
is a Falling Thing in renga.

1
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33 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous.
Kyokusui imagines that the hermitage of 32 is that of a recluse of such piety 
that people bring money—a thousarfd small coins. Not just the weight but also 
the earthly attachment implied make them a trouble to him, and he returns 
what he has been given.

34 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons,
By itself, this stanza has little connection with 33. But by juxtaposition, we 
are to imagine that the man who needs no money realizes that we are all fated 
to die and that the resources of medicine have little to do with the more earnest 
business of Enlightenment. We expect a rise in tone from this Ground stanza, 
especially since the next should provide the second Flower.
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Nikumarete 
iranu odori no 

kimo o iri 
tsukiyotsukiyo ni 
akewataru tsuki 
Kyokusui

Although detested 
he keeps intruding at the Bon dance 

wherever not wanted 
moonlight night after moonlit night 
they carry on into the dawn

30

Tsukiyotsukiyo ni 
akewataru tsuki 

hanasusuki 
amari manekeba 

uragarete 
Bashd

Moonlit night after moonlit night 
they carry on into the dawn 

the pampas grasses 
have waved too long to passersby 

and wither at their tips

31

Hanasusuki 
amari manekeba 

uragarete 
tada yoho naru 
soan no tsuyu 
Chinseki

The pampas grasses 
have waved too long to passersby 

and wither at their tips 
as the cold dew falls on the hut 
whose four walls make one small square

32

The cold dew falls upon the hut 
w'hose four walls make one small square 

the hermit declines 
"So many coins are a bother" 

and gives back the gifts

Tada yoho naru 
soan no tsuyu 

ikkan no
zeni mutsukashi to 

kaeshikeri 
Kyokusui

33

:

The hermit declines 
"So many coins are a bother" 

and gives back the gifts 
not for him the medicine 
that the doctor had prescribed

Ikkan no
zeni mutsukashi to 

kaeshikeri 
isha no kusuri wa 
nomanu fumbetsu 
Bashd

34
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'
35 Design-Ground. Light. Spring. Trees. Peaks,

Kyokusui gets the second Flower stanza in its proper place, but it takes a Light 
stanza to effect it. Chinseki's turn has been taken by Kyokusui, as if it was 
thought that Chinseki was not up to the task. Mount Yoshino south of Kyoto 
had been made famous for its cherry blossoms by the poems of Saigyo (1118- 
90), who is the person imagined here. He forgets religious regime, work, and 
all else as he seeks out the flowers. Another Named Place.

j§
$
S& 
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5S
if: 36 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Spring. Insects, Peaks.

Chinseki's ageku (last stanza) has less calm than usual and, we think, is too 
explanatory for 35—although the humor is amusing, and the stanza hardly 
violates the integrity of a sequence with so many Named Insects. "Yamanaka" 
is deliberate haikai diction: in waka we might expect "yamabe ni." So the 
sequence ends with an agitation proper to the Fast Close section (kyu) that 
seems to begin with 30 rather than with the formal beginning at 31.
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Isha no kusuri wa 
nomanu fumbetsu 

hana sakeba 
Yoshino atari o 

kakemawari 
Kyokusui

Not for him the medicine 
that the doctor had prescribed 

and when flowers bloom 
the cherries about Yoshino 

drive him all around

35

Hana sakeba 
Yoshino atari o 

kakemawari 
abu ni sasaruru 
haru no yamanaka. 
Chinseki

When flowers bloom 
the cherries about Yoshino 

drive him all around 
stung by swarms of gadflies 
at springtime in the mountains.

36
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The Monkey's Straw Raincoat

(SARUMINO, 1691)

As we interpret this "Kokinshu of haikai," it is an ordered and integrated 
collection like that first of the royal anthologies. As such, it follows a long 
line of waka, renga, and haikai collections, all of which were integrated in 
some fashion or another. Most principal renga and haikai collections before 
the school of Basho had followed as closely as possible the order of a royal 
anthology, using twenty books (or occasionally ten) which were divided 
into two parts by initial major groups of poems: poems on the seasons (in 
the order of Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter) beginning the first half, 
and those on Love beginning the second. No such order, or any single 
order, prevails in the seven titled anthologies that make up The Seven-Part 
Collection.(Shichibushu) that is in effect the official compilation of Basho- 
style haikai. It may prove of interest, therefore, to set down the titles and 
contents of all seven parts.

1. The Sun in Winter (Puyu no Hi)
Contents.

Five kasen, or thirty-six stanza haikai sequences.
2. The Sun in Spring (Haru no Hi)

Contents.
Three kasen.
One sequence fragment (iisute): six stanzas. 
Thirty-three hokku.

3. The Uncleared Moor (Arano)
Contents.

Preface by Basho.
Hokku-New Year; Early, Middle, Late Spring.
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Early, Middle, Late Summer.
Early, Middle, Late Autumn.
Early, Middle, Late Winter, Year's End.
Miscellaneous.
Named Places, Travel, Grievances, Love, Evanescence.
Buddhism, Shinto, Celebrations; supernumerary hokku.

Nine kasen, one hankasen (eighteen-stanza sequence).
Note; there are various irregularities in the eight parts preceding 

the nine kasen and one hankasen.

£t
■
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i 4. The Gourd (Hisago)
Contents.

Five kasen.
5. The Monkey's Straw Raincoat (Sarumino; properly, Sarumino Shu, 

. . . Raincoat Collection)
See the table of contents to this book.

6. A Sack of Charcoal (Sumidawara)
Contents.

Preface.
Two kasen, one hyakuin (one-hundred-stanza sequence), Hokku. 
Hokku, one thirty-two-stanza sequence, three kasen

7. The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, Continued (Zoku Sarumino)
Contents.

Five kasen.
Hokku.

■51r.

i
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Such a list shows that the seven collections are made up either of kasen 
(or similar sequences), or of such sequences with one or more parts of 
hokku. As our discussion of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat has suggested, 
the thirty-six-stanza kasen provides a kind of norm, affording a principle 
of organization, and with it goes a so-to-speak disordering principle ex
emplified by hokku, which throughout the seven parts (where they do 
appear) are set forth by various principles of ordering. Between 1684 and 
1694 (the year of Basho's death), these seven collections were obviously 
made with considerable, and varying, attention to the ordering that might 
be introduced. In achieving order out of deliberate disorder, The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat clearly holds a special place. In it, we discover disorder and 
a special apparatus of various accompanying sections (preface, Basho's prose

:
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essay concluding with a hokku, and compositions in Chinese) miraculously 
brought together in a way never again realized for a haikai collection.

Kyorai was certainly a compiler of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, and 
some records attribute the compilation solely to him. Various evidence 
exists to show, however, that he was materially assisted by Boncho, with 
Basho looking over their shoulders.

There are a number of textual problems in the collection, especially in 
the sixth part. Even earlier, it is not always clear just which reading of the 
Japanese text is to be preferred, and most of the annotated editions—with 
the most careful textual scholarship—offer only the first three kasen in 
Part Five. (For these, numerous editions exist with annotation and com
mentary.)

Given such problems, we have made certain decisions on the basis of 
more or less readily available editions. (See Bibliography for full citation.) 
The result is eclectic. For Parts One through Four, we have relied on ltd 
and Abe, usually following ltd, if only because he provides the fullest 
reasoning for his decisions. For Part Five, we have used two sources. For 
the first three kasen (Even the Kite's Feathers, Throughout the Town, and 
At the Tub of Ashes), we have used Renga Haikaishu, edited by Kaneko, 
Teruoka, and Nakamura, (It may be added that, although the text, trans
lations, and commentary of these three kasen are substantially as in Jap
anese Linked Poetry, some changes and corrections have been introduced.) 
For the fourth sequence. Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots, we have used 
Asano along with Komiya, et al. All four sequences are given in Basho 
Kushu, edited by Otani and Nakamura. For Part Six, in some ways the 
most difficult problem of all, we have relied chiefly on Abe, with some 
consultation of other sources. This adds up to a hodge-podge, but until a 
magisterial, variorum text is produced some such eclecticism seems inev
itable. Perhaps the order achieved amid disorder bears some resemblance 
to The Monkey's Straw Raincoat itself, although we would have preferred 
a neater solution.

We need only emphasize that in reading through this "Kokinshu of 
haikai," one should give attention to two matters. The collection is, in its 
strange fashion, an ordered collection, and one should therefore go from 
unit to unit (whether hokku, kasen, or whatever), appreciating each unit 
in its relation to the sequence of units. In addition, one should bear in mind 
the integral nature, odd as it may be, of the whole. In other terms, one
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can read it as the Kokinshu and later royal anthologies, from beginning to 
end, unit by unit. But in appreciating the whole, one must have a lively 
sense of the principle of haikai change governing the whole. When the 
footsore Basho (who compared a journey to a kasen), soaked with cold 
winter drizzle, composed the title stanza for The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, 
could he have imagined that before long his deep sympathy for a discomfited 
monkey would lead to this extraordinary collection and the peak of his 
poetic career?

I
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THE MONKEY'S STRAW RAINCOAT

MY PREFACE. BY KIKAKU.

It seems that in former as well as recent times people have compiled haikai 
collections to demonstrate the dignity of this art. The central principle of 
haikai composition is to create a vital spirit in a stanza, for otherwise it is 
as vain as dreaming of a dream. Haikai should be able to survive in this 
world appreciated by readers, at once forever unchanged and available to 
popular interpretation. It is not necessary to speak of the Five Virtues of 
haikai.1 But we must concentrate on our work and exert every effort to it. 
As that saintly Priest Saigyo wrote,2 he tried to make a human being by 
gathering up human bones. The creature he made resembled a person in 
form but lacked human voice, as if the sounds it made were like those 
blown from a cracked flute. Even if the creature had become otherwise 
human, its inability to speak syllables would not have constituted a revival 
of a spirit from the dead. If the true soul were called back to life, it would 
be able to pronounce human sounds so that the very syllables of words 
would reverberate and wonderful singing would result.

While our Old Master Basho was on his travels, seeking to revive the 
true soul of haikai, he was passing through the mountains of Iga, where 
he clothed a monkey with a straw raincoat and gave it the spirit of haikai.3

1 The Five Virtues are variously identified along traditional lines: for example, benevolence, 
morality, courtesy, wisdom, and fidelity. These were adapted to haikai as: using common 
language, avoiding praise of self, employing sudden shifts in relating stanzas, using conceptions 
easily understood by beginners, and using the classics in such way as to be understandable 
from widely diffused, familiar examples. Kikaku is at obvious pains to stress artistic dedication.

2 This refers to Senjusho, a work of prose vignettes no longer attributed to Saigyo (1118-

3 See the first stanza, and therefore the hokku, below: as the hokku, it provides the title
90).
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It instantly cried out with a heartbreaking voice that overpowered us with 
the fearsome nature of this secret art.

Making that poem our beginning, this collection has been given the title, 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. Something of that idea has been followed 
in my preface, and the same intention has been followed by Kyorai and 
Boncho in making this collection.

Late in the Fifth Month, 1691

=2.

Is1ss
■gs
1

Unchiku, scribe

Note: In Parts One through Four following, the identifications of poets' origins are 
glossed with modern equivalents, except for Iga (modern Mie prefecture, where 
Basho came from), Zeze (modern Shiga prefecture), and Edo (modern Tokyo). See 
figure 2 and the General Biographical Index of Poets.

3

i
$ for the whole collection, much as the first line of an opening stanza gives the usual title of 

a haikai sequence such as those in Part Five below and elsewhere in this book.
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3

1 Some question exists whether this was written when Basho was going to or 
from Iga. But the cold, bleak situation and the conception are clear, as Kikaku's 
preface points out, Everyone assumes one monkey is meant in this lonely scene 
that tells no little about the human condition in travel—and near Basho's 
native place. For the appearance of the stanzas opening the collection, see figure
3.

2 The speaker seems a leader of a small group. The "shigure" of these stanzas 
is a steady cold rain, not a downpour.

£
3 3 "Isasa" are not properly minnows, but goby, a small freshwater fish taken on 

Biwa and other such larger lakes.

I 4 One of the three great ancient bridges (it was called Chinese as well as long) 
and a perpetual strategic point for the capital. The bustle of 3 alters into haikai 
comedy in a nearer and yet more active scene. For Seta Bridge, see figure 4.1

J
■

5 They are part of a daimyo's procession. Their action is of more psychological 
value to them than to the purpose of keeping dry. Walking along the narrow 
road, they have a seemingly endless journey, unlike those running in 4. Again 
the speaker seems more privileged.

6 Hitori means one person: As Jack means large (cf. jackboot, jackknife), so 
Taro; "numa" means "marsh." The place (see figure 5) was famous for moon
viewing and cherry blossoms and lies to the northwest of Kyoto: obvious haikai 
change.

I
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PART ONE: WINTER

STANZAS 1-94

Basho

Hatsushigure 
saru mo komino o 

hoshige nari

1
The first winter drizzle 

the monkey too seems to desire 
a little straw raincoat

Kikaku
Are kike to 

shigure kuru yo no 
kane no koe

2

"Listen to it" he said 
through the drizzle just at nightfall 

the temple bell resounds

3 Senna
Shigureki ya 

narabikanetaru 
isasabune

Suddenly the drizzle 
they have trouble keeping aligned 

the minnow netting boats

Jdsd (Priest)
Ikutari ka 

shigure kakenuku 
Seta no hashi

4

How many are there 
at top speed through the drizzle 

on long Seta Bridge

Seishu (Of Zeze)
Yarimochi no 

nao furitatsuru 
shigure kana

5

The spear-bearers in file 
brace their weapons yet more firmly 

against the drizzle

Fumikuni
Hirosawa ya 

hitori shigururu 
Numa Taro

6
At Hirosawa Pond 

only one floats as it drizzles 
Jack Marsh the goose
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7 He thought of taking Seta Bridge, but the ferry boatman hucksters him into 
going by water, in more ways than one. Here the speaker is involved, as not 
earlier We shall be seeing such fluctuations.

Iga in Ise adjoined Nara, places Sora had visited earlier with Basho. See figure 
2. It is not clear whether this indicates his going in or out of Iga. The appeal 
presumably lies in the connection of Iga with Basho.

8..

■ :

1 9 "Kuroki" is a kind of homemade charcoal, then still made in Kyoto which, 
with its nobility, is shown behind the times. Nice haikai comedy. The light 
is of fresh panes or a lamp.

:
2:

10 The "yuku" (traveling) applies both to drizzle and the horse. See Senzaishu, 
18. 1170.

! .
11 First bright sky and stars, now drizzle. How much time passes and when is 

unclear, but "sayo" usually represents a late hour, and the synaesthesia is 
appealing. Uko is the first female poet to appear. See stanzas 70 and 91, below.

r:i
&

■

i 12 Marginal land and lack of proper fertilizer leads to this effort, made almost 
desperate in the cold rain.

%

1 13 Wind is not usually associated with drizzle, but in the case of a lake (here, 
Biwa) or ocean it may be.

:«
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Shohaku
Funabito ni 

nukarcte norishi 
shigure kana

7
Silenced by the boatman 

who insisted it would not rain 
first I board then drizzle

Sora
"On Crossing the Iga Border."

Natsukashi ya 
Nara no tonari no 

hitoshigure

Boncho
Shigururu ya 

kuroki tsumu ya no 
mado akari

8

Something to long for 
in this place adjoining Nara 

with one burst of drizzle

9
A moment of drizzle 

only the window shows some light 
in the charcoal shop

Otokuni (Of Otsu)
Uma karite 

Takeda no sato ya 
yuku shigure

10
At Takeda village 

I rent a horse to get on faster 
traveling with drizzle

Uko11
The stars that sparkled 

have now been put to silence 
drizzle in the night

Damasareshi 
hoshi no hikari ya 

sayo shigure

Shobo (Of Zeze)
Shinden ni 

hiegara kemuru 
shigure kana

12
On the newly cleared field 

the millet straw burns with a smoke 
filling with drizzle

13 Kyorai
Isogashi ya 

oki no shigure no 
maho kataho

How busy they are 
on the lake the wind-blown drizzle 

in foresail and sidesail
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£ 14 Somewhat exaggerated, but the direction gives a sense of the cold. The topic 
(dai) or seasonal word (kigo) has now changed to shimo, frost.:

£
g 15 The darkness is so entire that only frost is visible, a kind of white darkness 

or dark frost. Even more than 12, this is a genuine hokku in the sense of one 
that might be expected to initiate a sequence. Stanza 14 is impressive but not 
suitable to joint composition. Stanza 13 is much the same and lower in tone.

..
5i

§ 16 "Oyoru" is a polite word for sleep. The boat goes down the Yodo from Kyoto 
to Osaka. The diction approaches that of waka and renga, but the scene is 
distinctly haikai.

£_•
17 As people would in spring. Some cherry trees will put out a few blossoms in 

winter.*
;

18 Winter is represented by the tenth month, kannazuki (kaminazuki), so named 
because in the Edo period the native divinities were all thought to be off in 
Izumo. Here only the month is meant, however, with the unswept needles 
suggesting a deserted temple.

S '
J
i:

19 Even this vicious bird looks pitiable, so powerfully intensifying the feeling of 
winter already strong in 18.

[f :

20 Other interpretations are possible. This is followed as like Basho and illustrative 
of the shift in the ideal female face from the plump "shimobukure" of Heian 
times to the ideal oval "tamagogata" of Edo times.

3;r
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Hyakusai (Of Iga)
Hatsushimo ni 

yuku ya hokuto no 
hoshi no mae

14
Through the first frost 

my destination lies far on 
in the great dipper's stars

Yasui
Hitoiro mo 

ugoku mono naki 
shimoyo kana

15
One color to darkness 

and not a single thing that moves 
in the frostbound night

Kikaku
"By the Yodo/'

Hatsushimo ni 
nan to oyoru zo 

fune no naka

16

In this first frost 
what is it like to take your rest 

on a river boat

The Same
Kaeribana 

sore ni mo shikan 
mushirogire

17
Cherries out of season 

for them at least let us spread out 
some straw sitting mats

Boncho
Zendera no 

matsu no ochiba ya 
kannazuki

18
At the Zen temple 

the fallen brown pine needles 
the tenth month has come

19 Raman
Mozu no iru 

nonaka no kui yo 
kannazuki

There the shrike sits 
dismal on a stake in a field 

the first month of winter

Basho
Kogarashi ya 

hobare itamu 
hito no kao

20
The cold winter wind 

something painful swells the cheeks 
of her lovely face
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21 For this superb hokku, the answer is of course negative. This invites and bears 
comparison with Teika's famous "Miwataseba," Shinkokinshu, 4: 363.

g

■ss 22 A scene taken in an instant. Commentators insist that "kasanarifuseru" does 
not mean night after night, and Ito well argues that the deer lie in clusters, 
not one on the other as "kasanari-" seems to imply.

30'

g
23 The Tenth Month rites of Jodo Buddhism are referred to. Even then (late 

November) a few not wholly ripened fruit catch the eye with their color—no 
major insight but psychologically altogether just.1

B 24 Reishojo (Ling-chao-lii of the T'ang Dynasty) was famous for filial piety, for 
study, for beauty, and for not being loved because of a rather chilly personality 
Tea plants are one of the few to blossom in winter.•>:

3
£

25 Clearly, this stanza is included to effect a kasen-like shift from the metaphorical 
use of this plant in 24 to a literal here. Our translation follows the interpretation 
by Koda Rohan. Another possible reading is that someone has broken off the 
stalk for the flowers, failing to observe the bagworm that the poet sees. But 
it seems more likely that the worm's weight breaks the stalk, dooming it along 
'with the stalk.

I
:

.
i :! . 26 Since really old temples do not use the slatting (in an entry way, to drain and 

clean the footgear of visitors), this seems fictional. But Boncho finds something 
fresh to imagine in a wintry scene.

A ;
b ;
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Boncho
Suna yoke ya 

ama no katae no 
fuyu kodachi

21
Can the straw mats hold 

sandy wind from the fishers' huts 
near the wintry grove

Dohd (Of Iga) 
"At Nara."

Saoshika no 
kasanarifuseru 

kareno kana

22

The Nara deer 
lie down clustered together 

on withered fields

Kyodo (Of Zeze)
Shibugaki o 

nagamete torn 
juya kana

23
Puckery persimmons 

1 look at them each time I pass 
on the rites of ten nights

24 Etsujin
Cha no hana ya 

horuru hito naki 
Reishojo

The sad little tea flower 
lovely but desired by no one 

faithful Reishojo

Ensui (Of Iga)
Minomushi no 

cha no hana yue ni 
orarekeru

25
The bagworm itself 

weighing on the tea flower stalk 
breaks off with it

Boncho
Furudera no 

sunoko mo aoshi 
fuyugamae

26
The very old temple 

has floor-slatting showing green 
in cold mid-winter
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27 Since it is, this is auspicious. Here begin the translators' problems with details 
of food in Japan. For Otsu, see figure 4.

28 As this shows, kanbotan or fuyubotan produce their red blossoms before their 
leaves. The stanza really depends on the personification for its chilly effect.

:
:
:

i 29 Having the food (ubagamochi) for which Kusatsu is known, he recalls that it 
is the day of the Boar and so has one kind of "uba,” inokomochi, boar-mochi 
(solely in name, no meat; recalling The Tale of Genji), and so goes on his way 
past Kusatsu. The attention to words is tedious. For Kusatsu, see figure 4.:

■ 30 The divinities return this month. (See 18, above.) Hearing the busy tinkle in 
this post-town, Chinseki comically imagines that the divinities water their 
horses before tearing off home. A much more agreeable conceit than in 29.

S
5
Si:

31 Ryobon's Iga is so hemmed in by mountains that vegetables and fish were hard 
to get in winter. The poverty of some Edo peasants and low samurai is shown, 
although greater want will appear later.

i

1 32 The other, parched flowers are unable to blossom in winter. The location of 
Sakata makes Fugyoku one of Basho's more distant disciples, at least as to 
origin.
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Kikaku
"On Hearing of Our Old Master's Leisurely Stay at Katada [At 
the Genjuan in Otsu, Ninth Month, 1690)."

If the place is known 
for its vegetarian stew 

you will enjoy winter

27

Zosui no 
nadokoro naraba 

fuyugomori

Sharai (Of Iga)
Kono samusa 

botan no hana no 
mappadaka

Shohaku
"At Kusatsu [a Tokaido post-Station near Otsu]."

The day of the Boar 
I eat uba like inoko

passing by with the month

28
For all this cold 

the winter peonies in flower 
stark naked without leaves

29

Tsugomori mo 
sugiyuku uba ga 

inoko kana

Chinseki
Kami mukae 

Minaguchidachi ka 
uma no suzu

30
The bells on the horses 

maybe the homecoming spirits 
pass Minaguchi

Rydbon (Of Iga)
"The first day in the 11th Month."

Zen mawari 
hoka ni mono nashi 

akakashiwa

31

The whole table round 
there is no other kind of food 

rice with red beans

Fugyoku (Of Sakata in Ugo [Yamagata])
Minazuki no 

mizu o tane ni ya 
suisenka

32
In the heat of summer 

you took root with cool waters 
flowering narcissus
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B
i: Also meant as an Aesop-like emblem of the human condition33
b:

Sea cucumbers lack what we expect from marine creatures: a head and tail. 
These are eaten variously in Asia: in Japan raw, sliced, with condiments.

a 34

S'

I Although welcome as preserved food, the vegetables look thin and hurt by the 
wind. A bleak scene, well realized. The first line has an extra syllable.

35

3
!

I
Taga Shrine is in Omi by Lake Biwa, the general area of so many of these 
hokku. (See figure 4.) The first line implies a traveler's glance, not suggesting 
that this is a nationally famous shrine.

36

a
3a Only about twelve, Kio was admired and brought forward by Kikaku. "Tsu- 

metaki" instead of "samuki" for cold is unexpected, since it conveys touchable 
cold—as with everything in the teahouse except the fire for the water and the 
tea bowl.

37

i
a ■

Just as it at last gets into the open out of the snow where hunters were able 
to get after him, the stout boar falls. Obviously the observer is not one of the 
hunters.

38

)

Unlike the "horigotatsu" built into the room, this kind is moved from room 
to room as need arises. What serves this traveler also typifies him. An out
standing connection with 38.

39

j

:
)
i
-
.
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Tanko (Of Owari [present Nagoya])
Ima wa yo o 

tanomu keshiki ya 
fuyu no hachi

33

In the end like all else 
it must rely upon the world 

the wasp weak in winter

Kyorai
Ogashira no 

kokoro moto naki 
namako kana

34
The winter trepangs 

for all that they are uncertain 
in head or in tail

Tangan (Of Iga)
Hitoyo hitoyo 

samuki sugata ya 
tsurihoshina

35
Night after night 

vegetables drying at the eaves 
and so cold to the sight

Shohaku
Michibata ni 

Taga no torii no 
samusa kana

36
Beside the road 

the stone torii at Taga 
exemplifies cold

Kio (Of Edo)
Cha no yu tote 

tsumetaki hi ni mo 
keiko kana

37
No matter what the cold 

if it is tea ceremony 
practice continues

Bonchd
Sumigama ni 

teoi no shishi no 
taorekeri

38
By a charcoal kiln 

the much wounded wild boar 
at last collapses

Basho
Sumitsukanu 

tabi no kokoro ya 
okigotatsu

39
The essence of travel 

with no single place to settle 
foot-warming braziera
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40 Here is all the snugness absent from 39.

41 Zen temples especially gave their workers (the people of these houses) a free 
day at this time.

42 The second line can be read variously, but it has a genuinely comic cast in the 
haikai way.

r-.
Si• •
S
- * • •
w

;. •
: 43 It has chosen to perch on a pole made sticky with something like birdlime. 

There is no subjective human element such as the implied personification of 
the preceding stanza.Si

s!
33

si 44 The title and situation reflect a line in a poem by Tu Fu, Basho's favorite 
Chinese poet. Those—like itinerant or poor priests—who could not afford cloth 
clothing used paper garments.v:

1 45 “Mura-" implies a large number of birds in that comma design broken, it is 
implied, by the strong wind at the shore. With this hokku, the topic shifts to 
plovers (chidori).I

46 The scene implied is one of rocks, crashing waves, foam, cold, and the little 
red legs of the birds scampering along. After 45, the reduction in number 
intensifies the bleakness.

f

■ ;
Si
•i
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Kikaku
Negokoro ya 

kotatsubuton no 
samenu uchi

40
This is true sleeping 

under quilts warmed by a brazier 
unwakened at night

Boncho
Monzen no 

koie mo asobu 
toji kana

41
Before the temple 

the little houses have good fun 
at winter solstice

Kaikyd (Of Owari [present Nagoya])
Mimizuku ya 

omoikittaru 
hiru no tsura

42
The great horned owl 

sits with useless authority 
moon-eyed in daylight

Hanzan (Of Iga)
Mimizuku wa 

nemuru tokoro o 
sasarekeri

43
The great horned owl 

discovers that it has been caught 
where it chose to sleep

Joso
“Between Poor Friends."

Majiwari wa 
kamiko no kire o 

yuzurikeri

44

Between ourselves 
we share even bits and pieces 

of the thick paper cloak

45 Sora
With the wind in the bay 

the plovers' formation loses 
its comma design

Urakaze ya 
tomoe o kuzusu 

murachidori

46 Kyorai
Araiso ya 

hashirinaretaru 
tomochidori

The coast is so rugged 
used to running in bad places 

two or three plovers
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it
i 47 If we take the plovers as the subject of the stanza, their characteristic activity 

redeems the conception from its seeming exaggeration.

48 It is well observed that these birds will find their way into the smallest, most 
secluded place. But the contrast between the exit of the speaker from his house 
and the entry of the birds is not wholly natural.

.

si
::

l
■:

l
49 The birds seem to run hard but ineffectually to avoid the snow, crying the 

while. Instead of "mamirete," Senna gives the stronger sounding "maburete," 
an old or then dialect version.

I
1 50 Yada Moor lies in Echizen (now eastern Fukui Prefecture: see figure 2). Land 

and sea, stillness below and motion with sound above, make an effective scene.

K
51 The devotion of the male and female was an emblem of conjugal fidelity and 

long a subject of painting. The cutting word "ya" puts the caesura at the end 
of the second line.

:
52 After a long time under water, the bird rises, expelling air as if human, with 

a flustered, silly look. This is one of the few stanzas in Parts One through 
Four that ends with a cutting word (kireji) such as was formally necessary for 
a hokku, although Basho and his school commonly did without it.

53 The answer is, yes, since all is hushed and peaceful. The emphatic "mo" of 
the first line conveys as much.

.
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Fumikuni
Okami no 

ato fumikesu ya 
hamachidori

47
The wolf's footprints 

are written over and crossed out 
plovers on the beach

Joso48
Sedoguchi no 

irie ni noboru 
chidori kana

As I leave my back door 
into the little cove there fly 

a group of plovers

49 Senna
Itsu made ka 

yuki ni maburete 
naku chidori

"When will it end?" 
covered over by the snow 

the plovers cry out

Boncho
Yada no no ya 

ura no nagure ni 
naku chidori

50
The wide Yada Moor 

crossing it in flight to shore 
the plovers cry

Bokusetsu
Ikadashi no 

mikaeru ato ya 
oshi no naka

51
The heartless raftsman 

looks back where his course divided 
the mandarin ducks

52 Joso
As if it had plumbed 

the lake bottom and now come back 
the tiny duck's look

Minasoko o 
mite kita kao no 

kogamo kana

53 Rotsu
Toridomo mo 

neitte iru ka 
Yogo no umi

The various birds 
can they not sleep out the night 

upon Lake Yogo
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s
::: 54 "Misao," usually used for women, here suggests a warrior. Three poems in 

a row on the appearance of birds is fine for a hokku collection but would not 
do in a kasen, as not changing it enough.'

a* •
55 So cold, so bright the moon. Our first Moon stanza. A very fine haikai switch 

from 54 and comic. Perhaps not first person.S

ft 56 The tight chaining guards against incursion. Human imperfection is contrasted 
with natural beauty. A fine stanza.

c*
ft 57 Perhaps the speaker observes such a rider. A packhorse is meant, quilt for 

saddle, baggage in front and rider behind, so saving the cost of a second animal.

58 This is the first appearance of Chigetsu in the collection, and the second by 
a female poet (after Uko, 11). Her concern is obvious, and her observation 
perhaps indicates a similar situation in 57.

*
$

ii 59 He uses Basho's no doubt soiled travel quilt: proud to have it from the Master; 
to show off to others at the first snow, and opportunity. Shiko had written 
about Basho's coming from his trip.

:
;

*■ :
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Tanko
Shinuru made 

misao naru ran 
taka no kao

54
Even to the death 

his honor will be maintained 
the look on the hawk

Sampu
Erimaki ni 

kubi hikiirete 
fuyu no tsuki

55
Out of my muffler 

I pull and squeeze free my head 
and the winter moon

Kikaku
Kono kido ya 

jo no sasarete 
fuyu no tsuki

Bonen (Of Nagasaki)
Karajiri no 

futon bakari ya 
fuyu no tabi

Chigetsu (Nun of Otsu)
Miyaru sae 

tabibito samushi 
Ishibeyama

Chikuko (Of Mino [Gifu])
"When our Old Master gave me his paper quilt at the end of 
his journey, here curtailing the account [by Shikoj."

Putting my head out 
what a pleasure to see first snow 

with this paper quilt

56
At this castle gate 

the chainwork of the locks is tight 
in winter moonlight

57
The horse carries on 

only me and my padded quilt 
a journey in winter

58
My eyes follow him 

the traveler appears so cold 
toward Mount Ishibe

59

Kubi dashite 
hatsuyuki miba ya 

kono fusuma
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60 Sora had accompanied Basho on the trip—recorded in The Narrow Road 
through the Provinces—and insists on his priority. Kyorai and Boncho must 
have laughed over such childish squabble. But many moderns have worshiped 
Basho as blindly, admiring each trace of the master.

61 This picture of frustration seems to offer the compilers' comment on the 
preceding stanza.

62 This priest also forgets injunctions against taking life.

21
£

1
rj
5!

■

63 A kind of frozen rain is meant, and the attributive verb of the second line 
suggests that even the hail is respectful.

:::
3•:
i: 64 The same Falling Thing of renga, frozen rain, but here with different tone. 

The caesuras of this and 63 are light, at the end of the second lines.I<:jg 65 The translation reorders the entire original. The hail falls not from what was 
known as the Milky Way but as the Magpie Bridge, or the bridge of magpie 
wings connected as in the Seventh Night legends (Tanabata) to enable the 
noble parted star lovers (Altair and Vega) to effect their single annual meeting. 
See stanza 200.

im
ij

66 It seems that the speaker heard the vendor's cries but, in such weather, the 
vendor hurried on before he could be called to one's gate to buy fish

SHl
I
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Sora
"On Chikuko's paper quilt."

Tatamime wa 
waga te no ato zo 

kamifusuma

60

Its every folding
bears the mark of my handiwork 

your paper quilt

Tangan
Uo no kage 

u no yaruse naki 
kon kana

61
The shapes of moving fish 

the cormorant in a torment 
above the ice

62 ]6so
So great the silence 

that I give no thought to prayer beads 
netting fish in winter

Shizukasa o 
juzu mo omowazu 

ajiromori

Fumikuni
"On white sand spread at court."

Hizatsuki m 
kashikomariiru 

arare kana

63

On their outdoor mats 
they kneel attentive to their lord 

amid light hail

Yado64
The hemp palm's leaves 

blown violently by the hail 
in the winter storm

Shuro no ha no 
arare ni kuruu 

arashi kana

Shiho (Of Iga)
Kasasagi no 

hashi yori kobosu 
arare kana

65
The freezing rain 

falls with such force as if it comes 
from the Milky Way

Boncho
Yobikaesu 

funauri mienu 
arare kana

66
I called repeatedly 

but the carp-vendor had gone on 
into the freezing rain
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& 67 Either this is a statement of fact or of his eagerness for the meal, the coming 
of which puts thoughts of sleet from his mind. Not very interesting either 
way.

&
r't

: 68 Anyone with any sensibility would be out appreciating the scene, like the 
speaker. For Kikaku, a conventional conception.

69 The indicative/attributive verb suggests that the morning light also peeps, as 
it certainly lights the snow with its color.

illr.;
£
&£;2*
Si
• t

70 Uko was Boncho's wife and had become a nun (see stanza 352, below). Whether 
or not she is writing about their daughter Tei, Uko's use of "yaru" implies 
a mother's actions for her child, who here has been playing in the snow.y-

Si 71 Her fingernails, colored red with the juice of the balsam flower, tint the snow 
she plays with. This is excessively precious, particularly with the obsolete 
"wagimoko" for his girlfriend.

v\. J
? ■

72 After 71, this plain description looks even better than it is. For the real Boncho, 
see the next—such being the pleasure of setting off splendid with weaker 
stanzas.I

73 Not only black and white, motion and stasis, but lovely assonance with a 
beautiful visual scene. Today this is one of the most famous hokku in Japan, 
and a model of haikai seriousness.

srI!i

I?
i
1
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Gako (Of Zeze)
Mizore furu 

oto ya asage no 
dekiru made

67
The sleet falls on 

its sound was all I noticed 
till breakfast was made

Kikaku
Hatsuyuki ya 

uchi ni iso na 
hito wa tare

68
The first snow fall 

someone seems to stay indoors 
and who would do that

Fumikuni
Hatsuyuki ni 

takabeya nozoku 
asaborake

69
With the first snowfall 

he peeps into the falcon shed 
in dim morning light

Uko70
Where they are chilblained 

the mother blows her child's hands 
smarting from snow

Shimoyake no 
te o fuite yaru 

yukimaroge

71 Tangati
Wagimoko ga 

tsumabeni nokosu 
yukimaroge

Some of the color
of my sweetheart's rouged fingernails 

left on her snow

Boncho

Shimogyo ya 
yuki tsumu ue no 

yoru no ame

The Same
Naganaga to 

kawa hitosuji ya 
yuki no hara

72
Through lower Kyoto 

on the accumulated snow 
the night's soft rain

73
On and on it goes 

the river making one dark line 
across snowy fields
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After snow falls (furu), it can shake (chiru) from leaves when they are agitated 
by wind or touching. Presumably the snow stays on the grass-thatched shrine, 
if not on these uncut stalks. Compare Zokukokinshu, 5: 438, although a love 
poem. Shinano is present Nagano prefecture (see figure 2).

Kikaku's plain speaking reveals his close relation to Basho, his lack of worship, 
in a basic comic equality. Cf. stanza 59, above.

74.■

i
j,'
JU

:
•h 75:
2
V; It is not clear whose hat is meant: perhaps the speaker's. Now we have a 

Ground stanza again to set off the fine ones before.
76

5!
As realized conception, this is also unimpressive. But Ushichi himself was 
unwell and in Nagasaki had no snow. He is thinking with envy of travelers 
like Saigyo and Basho.

77S
*
K
Si Teshima matting is a coarse, inelegant kind. But it would provide some pro

tection.
78

:>
ii

Seia's child was still at its mother's breast. Hence the poem implies parents 
and child, death and life, past and present—and the future as well

79!
!
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Basho74
"On journeying along the Shinano Road."

Yuki chiru ya 
hoya no susuki no 

karinokoshi

The fallen snow
shakes from pampas grass uncut 

to thatch the local shrine

Kikaku
"Visiting the Master's hermitage while he was absent."

Suiro wa 
sudare mo agezu 

an no yuki

75

Feeble with old age 
he cannot raise his rattan blind 

his hut in the snowfall

Uritsu (Of Owan [present Nagoya])
Yuki no hi wa 

take no kogasa zo 
masarikeru

76
On the snowy day 

his bamboo hat accumulates 
more and yet more

Ushichi (Of Nagasaki)
Tare tote mo 

sukoyaka naraba 
yuki no tabi

77
Anyone at all

when enjoying robust health 
likes travel in snow

78 Kyorai
Hikkakete 

yuku ya fubuki no 
Teshimagoza

Shohaku
"In grief over Seia."

Chinomigo ni 
yo o watashitaru 

shiwasu kana

Jerking it around him 
he makes his way through the blizzard 

with Teshima matting

79

To his nursing child 
he has left behind his world 

in the year's last month
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'•I*

80 The ascetic is probably a hachitataki, as in the next. In the bitter cold, his body 
seems as pinched and wrinkled as the dried fish.

i 81 A hachitataki walked about, beating a gourd, incanting from sutras, and begging 
donations of cloth. This one has a face much less suggestive of pathos than 
are his actions and implements. Otokuni posits difference as Basho has posited 
likeness, a nice connection.

£
$
f.
S.)
d 82 For a loan of rice now, he expects the same later.s

83 The headnote declares this to be a dedication poem, and so it is taken by many. 
But it is unsuitable for presentation. It and the headnote represent Kikaku's 
acute if often skewed way of thought.i

l:*!
ill 84 The translation is free in the second line. Sekizoro dancers—or beggars— 

appeared between about the 22nd and 28th of the Twelfth Month. The speaker 
here is imagined to be poor—perhaps is hiding to avoid paying the debts due 
at year's end. Beggars are the last thing needed under the circumstances.

5

• ;
>■;!

:
! 85 Although the goods of the poor have no appeal, even humble households get 

ready to celebrate the New Year. Things are better than in 84, and although 
it may recall some Dutch painting, this certainly has a very Japanese conception.

:
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PART ONE: WINTER — 129 .
:

Basho

Karazake mo 
kuya no yase mo 

kan no uchi

80

The shriveled salmon 
the thinness of the ascetic 

in the bitter cold
li ;;

Otokuni
Hachitataki 

aware wa kao ni 
ninu mono ka

81
The wandering ascetic 

does not his face show less pathos 
than his beating his gourd I

li
82 ]dso

When the First Month comes 
you can then lend me some rice 

gourd-beating priest

Ichigatsu wa 
ware ni kome kase 

hachitataki i
i ;

Kikaku
"A presentation to the Sumiyoshi Shrine."

Yokagura ya 
hanaiki shiroshi 

men no uchi

183 H
In 'mliShinto rites at night 

the dancer's breath comes out white 
from holes in the mask

Juntaku (Of Iga)
Sekizoro ni 

mata nozomu beki 
koto mo nashi

84

Sekizoro dancers
they come by begging at year's end 

without hope for me i| 9
Yuho (Also of Iga) 

Ieie ya
katachi iyashiki 

susuharai

. 1:85
:House by poor house 

ugly furnishings put out 
for year's end cleaning

■
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86 A splendid haikai transition from 85. The translation draws from the situation: 
Basho stayed with Otokuni in Otsu late in 1690 after a period of travel. His 
compliment is true: he basked in good treatment and fretted with bad, as he 
shows in The Narrow Road. "Toshiwasure" (forgetting the year) is still used 
for year's end parties. The first line has an extra syllable.

87 Beggars' groups arranged with representatives of households that the gift of 
a certain amount of glutinous rice (mochi) entitled a house to a sign (fuda) 
saying it was alms free from other beggars at year's end. Busy-busy Kikaku 
will give what he can find at the moment, but he is not interested enough in 
the world's customs to lay in the requisite supply. Yet in a way this stanza 
becomes an alms free sign.

;
■

.
i
!

s 88 So busy with preparations for New Year's, the women of the house forget the 
old man. Asking and looking for him at last, they find him in a warm place, 
settled for the night. In waka we would expect a reading, "tamakura." Another 
reading, "oji" for "hiiji" would give "grandfather" but not otherwise alter the 
conception.

r
*
!

89 The translation is somewhat more explanatory than the original, but the met
aphor is dear.:

90 The women of the house keep long hours cooking Iseebi (lobster) and Kumano 
katsuo (bonito flavored dishes)—dishes auspiciously associated with famous 
shrines and that will be served as cold meats to callers during the first days 
of the New Year. Another, equally traditional, interpretation runs that, think
ing of the season, offerings are sent to the shrine. Our choice follows the 
implications of 88 and 89. Ise is present Mie Prefecture. Kumano is an area 
lying partly in Ise but more on the Kii Peninsula (now Wakayama)—see figure
2,

:
■i 91 Uko shows sympathy for debtors in hiding as year's end bills fall due. If they 

had money, their hands would be busy in preparations for the season, as ini 90.

92 In great poverty, they have somehow managed to pay their debts, but nothing 
is left over for new sleeping mats. Although townspeople and many samurai 
found themselves in such circumstances, the use of mats for quilts suggests 
farmers.

u■I!
K
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Bashd

"At Otokuni's new house."
Hito ni ie o 

kawasete ware wa 
toshiwasure

86

He lends me his house 
and my traveler's heart finds some ease 

with a year's end party

Kikaku87

Yoroboshi 
waga kado yuruse 

mochi no fuda

You who beg rice 
excuse my not giving you enough 

for your Alms Free sign

Choiva
Toshi no yo ya 

hiiji o kikeba 
kotemakura

88

The year's final night 
at last they think of great grandfather 

who sleeps on his arm

89 Kyorai
Usukabe no 

hitoe wa nam ka 
toshi no yado

Does such a thin wall 
part year's end from New Year's Day 

as at this busy house

The Same
Kurete yuku 

toshi no moke ya 
Ise Kumano

90
The old year ends

and for the New Year foods are cooked 
from Ise, Kumano

Uko91
The last day of the year 

they sit with hands upon their knees 
anxious in thought

Odoshi ya 
te no okaretaru 

hitogokoro

Kikaku
Yarikurete 

mata ya samushiro 
toshi no kure

92
Getting by as they can 

they seek warmth in their old matting 
as the year closes
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i: 93 The specific context is of course the kind of late year begging of alms as in 87. 

But Rotsu and Basho as well must have had experience in travel of being sent 
on their way when seeking food.

1
Sn;

:•
94 A hakama is a foot-length men's culotte or divided skirt. Here, instead of being 

properly hung on a wood frame, they hang in disorder, probably on a cord 
attached to the wall. So this sequence of Winter stanzas ends, its bleak picture 
of human life all but unrelieved, beginning and ending with a sense of suffering 
at odds with waka and renga poetry or, for that matter, many of the Winter 
stanzas in haikai sequences.

:
:
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93 Rotsu
Ine ine to 

hito ni iwaretsu 
toshi no kure

''Go away, go away" 
that is all that people tell me 

as I beg at year's end

Sampu
Toshi no kure 

yabure hakama no 
ikukudari

94
On the year's last day 

two or three tattered silk skirts 
hang along the wall
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:

::

Sometimes translated "cuckoo," the hototogisu differs in song and legend. 
This and the following stanzas on it provide marked contrast in tone with the 
Winter ones just ended- They also observe the waka treatment of prizing the 
seldom heard song of the bird. For contrast, see Basho, Poetry Is What l Sell, 
stanza 13.

95::
5;
3
...

-
i>:

Since haze is poetically associated with spring so strongly, summer (natsu-) 
must be designated here- There is a wordplay (kakekotoba) on kumoriyuku/ 
yukue (to increase in cloudiness of haze/to what place).

1
:•

96

I
This was composed for the groom of a horse when Basho was going toward 
Sesshoseki, as recorded in The Narrow Road, where the prose context gives 
a slightly different emphasis.

97i
The desire to share the experience shows a sensitive person like that expected 
in waka—whose diction that of this stanza closely resembles.

98

Although this is a highly descriptive stanza, the inappropriate setting of such 
fields has the genuine haikai combination.

99

Chigetsu cleverly alters the usual treatment of a person waiting to hear the 
bird. She depicts a bird in no special hurry to sing, so intensifying the usual 
conception by implying that her speaker has waited since dawn.

100

i
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PART TWO: SUMMER

STANZAS 95-188

Kikaku
Ariakc no 

omote okosu ya 
hototogisu

Bokusetsu
Natsugasumi 

kumori yukue ya 
hototogisu

Bashd
No o yoko ni 

uma hikimuke yo 
hototogisu

95
At last the light of dawn 

and in it one song lifts my gaze 
the hototogisu

96
In the summer haze 

to what place does it fly in song 
the hototogisu

97
Cutting across the fields 

draw still the horse you lead and hear 
the hototogisu

Shohaku98
The hototogisu 

only today I hear its song 
and no one with me

Hototogisu 
kyo ni kagirite 

tare mo nashi

Bonchd
Hototogisu 

nani mo naki no no 
mongamae

99
The hototogisu

it sings over the nondescript fields 
at the one handsome house

Chigetsu
Hiru made wa 

sanomi isogazu 
hototogisu

100
Until about noon 

it felt no special eagerness 
the hototogisu



i* 136 — THE MONKEY'S STRAW RAINCOAT::. 101 "Ko no ma" (among the trees) suggests the shade of trees rich in green leaves.

102 The implications are variously taken. Our interpretation suggests a lovely 
description of mingled sounds, rather than the bell sounding evanescence with 
the bird's song giving joy.

103 As in 102, there are two sounds, along with implication of a visual scene among 
tree-clad mountains. "Watari" may mean "in the vicinity of" as well as 
"crossing."

104 In the provinces, a daikan represented the authority of a government, powerful 
and arrogant. A very haikai conception.

105 Much learning has inquired into the identity of the poet. Several courtesans 
bore the name. It seems that she longs for the man she loves, while needing 
to give herself to others. As a clear Love stanza, this is one of many hokku 
that violate canons for opening stanzas—although none the worse for that.

.
5

'
y
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I
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iiia$
-B.1 106 Matsushima is the most famous beauty spot in Japan. It was famous for its 

cranes, each of which was thought to live a thousand years. If the two birds 
could be combined, a new perfection would be gained, one far greater than 
that imagined in the old poem. This is more ingenious than moving.

5
KJ

18
107 Basho uses another word for the hototogisu, his word representing deep human 

feelings rather than a bird of song. The loneliness sought is that of priestly 
meditation, of perfection of a religious state. As such, there is an aura of the 
priestly poet and traveler, Saigyo (1118-90), one of Basho's favored predeces
sors.

■
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 137

Fumikuni
Hototogisu 

naku ya ko no ma no 
sumiyagura

101
The hototogisu

it sings somewhere among the trees 
nestled in castle walls

Uko102
The temple bell at dusk 

reverberates with its singing 
the hototogisu

Iriai no
hibiki no naka ya 

hototogisu

103 Joso
The hototogisu 

up there above the waterfall 
it crosses in song

Hototogisu 
taki yori kami no 

watari kana

104 Kyorai
Kokoro naki 

daikandono ya 
hototogisu

The pompous magistrate 
lacks any taste for its singing 

the hototogisu

Oshu (A Courtesan)
Koishinaba 

waga tsuka de nake 
hototogisu

105
If I die of longing 

sing hereafter above my grave 
hototogisu

106 Sora
“On visiting Matsushima I wrote the following, recalling the 
lines, 'Can the plovers borrow, then, / Warm feathers from the 
cranes?' "

Matsushima ya 
tsuru ni mi o kare 

hototogisu

Basho

Uki ware o 
sabishigarase yo 

kankodori

Here at Matsushima 
borrow the body of a crane 

hototogisu

107
Beset by troubles 

make me know true loneliness 
hototogisu
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108 The implication is that the tree is attractive on three occasions—not just at the 
time of new leaves and of the turning to red or yellow, but also when the new 
leaves have become darker for summer. A Ground stanza.

..

..»
r- •

109 The flowers he would be bringing at the time of the year specified in the 
headnote would be such as irises and bell-flowers (kikyo)—white, blue, purple, 
and yellow. But the stanza alone would be a Spring and Flower stanza. Leave 
it to Kikaku for this kind of thing.

E
8
§
!

h

110 North American peonies are those that stand more vertically, what Japanese 
term shakuyaku, whereas the botan spoken of here are said to "sit," to droop 
more, and so its flowers may be obscured by leaves until they come into full 
bloom. Again irregular, since unmodified "hana" should designate Spring and 
a Flower stanza.

i:r.i
81 111 Poppies may fall even without a wind. The headnote and the stanza connect 

by positing fragility in human affairs as well (see 112). From 108 to here and 
beyond, we are following a run of stanzas on specific occasions broken as a 
haikai series with others on no specified human occasion.

;:yaHi ■UL:i
& : 112 Taking "chie" not as abstract wisdom but wise in insight into the ways of 

nature and therefore sensitive. In any event, this suggests the connection 
between flowers and the human world for 111

'I

113 A yet broader generalization on the harmony between flowers and the human 
world. For better work by Tokoku, see In the Month of Frosts, above. Suma 
and Akashi lie to the west of present Osaka and Kobe.

|
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 139

Kyokusui (Of Zeze)
"Visiting an old inn and seeing no plants in the garden,"

Wakakaede 
chairo ni naru mo 

hitosakari

108

The young maple tree 
also when its leaves turn dark 

has one fine season

Kikaku109
"Visiting my mother's grave on the 8th of the Fourth Month."

I change flowers and water 
and now they reflect the greenness 

of luxuriant trees

Hana mizu ni 
utsushikaetaru 

shigeri kana

Zempo (Of Edo)
Hagakurenu 

hana o botan no 
sugata kana

110
Not hidden by leaves 

the flowers show the peonies 
in their true outlines

Etsujin
"Parting from a priest."

Chiru toki no 
kokoro yasusa yo 

keshi no hana

111

At their time to go 
what readiness they show to fall 

the flowering poppies

Chinseki
Chie no aru 

hito ni wa miseji 
keshi no hana

112
To no one sensitive 

reveal how fragile is your state 
flowers of poppies

Tokoku (Deceased)
"Going to Suma and Akashi with the Old Master."

The changes all suffer 
are found in one poppy petal 

the village of Suma

113

Niawashiki 
keshi no hitoe ya 

Suma no sato
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114 "Aokusaki" conveys a quality of not being fully ripe, a youthful vigor that 

can be smelled (as well as seen), an aura of freshness. It is an ingenious 
conception

115 The middle line applies both to water (from a spring or artesian well head) and 
the flowers. The conception well exemplifies the Japanese sense of purity 
conveyed by water.

--
'

■
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116 Some naturally read the first line as "morning after morning." We favor the 
idea that even while still not fully alive to the day, the speaker is moved by 
the flowers. Some think the text should read "ugokazu" (the heart not 
stirred), which would give a strange conception.

S':

I
117 On Kyorai's hermitage, the Rakushisha, see 257, below, which also explains 

this headnote, and figure 5. Boncho contrasts the ordinary setting of an old 
house now put to humble use with the fame it acquires by Kyorai's presence 
and the event of the headnote.

gii. .s; :
;; 118 The claims of the stanza are solely those of an appropriate gesture of praise 

from a guest at Kyorai's place.i
119 The meaning is vexed. Some say paulonias are personified peepers. Others 

that the trees are not real but painted on sliding doors. That, like peeping deer, 
seems forced. We follow the view that passersby have their attention caught 
by the flowering trees ^nd then look in on the room where the speaker stays. 
"Neya" ("bedroom") instead of "heya" (room) may have romantic overtones. 
In any event, it is human to wonder if one is being looked at

;

;
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 141

Ranran
Aokusaki 

nioi mo yukashi 
keshi no hana

114
Smacking of greenness 

even their fragrance has appeal 
the flowers of poppies

115 Hanzan
1 no sue ni 

asaasa kiyoshi 
kakitsubata

Waters from the spring 
gentle in the purest shallows 

iris flowers sway

Senka116
"On a morning when I awoke, left the house, and was 
distracted by things."

Okioki no 
kokoro ugokasu 

kakitsubata

Just come from sleep 
I find that my heart is stirred 

by iris flowers

Bonchd117
"Written on the great fall of persimmons at Kyorai's country 
place in Saga. One of two stanzas."

Marne uru 
hata mo kibeya mo 

meisho kana

Where beans are planted 
along small fields and a woodshed 

the place is so grand

Sora [The second of two stanzas, with Boncho's, 117.]
The broken hedgewall 

left so on purpose for the fauns 
to go back and forth

118
Yaregaki ya 

waza to kanoko no 
kayoimichi

119 Senna
"Lodging at the southern capital."

Taso nozoku 
Nara no miyako no 

neya no kiri

Who peeks upon us 
our bedroom facing paulonias 

flowering at Nara
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;
120 A remarkably pretentious stanza: to set off the next.

121 The shoot represents Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-69), buried in the Toyokuni 
Shrine, which was later neglected on order of the victorious Tokugawa sho- 
gunate. Such indirect sympathy for Hideyoshi is about as explicit as criticism 
of the regime could be during the repression of the seventeenth century.

122 "Taro," in all or in part the name of an eldest son, is like John or Jack (Tanaka 
Taro is John Doe), and here probably some male of younger years. The name 
is opposed to "Ryotaro" or "Zentaro," "Good Taro."

■;
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jii
123 Basho's reference to his boyhood suggests that nature imitates art. But there 

is also an allusion (honzetsu) to the "Fireflies" chapter of The Tale of Genji, 
where ladies make "illustrated tales and such as an amusement" ("emonogatari 
nado susabi nite"). The strong contrast between the Heian-likc second and 
third lines with the humble image of the first gives a true haikai harmony of 
disparate elements. This ends a run from 117 associated with Kyorai's Ra- 
kushisha and Basho's Saga Diary.

■ :

Si
SiisL;bJ.,f
:{

124 Hyperbole, but an emblem of the strength attributed to boars by all cultures 
that have hunted them.

125 A famous stanza—from A Traveler's Book Satchel (Oi no Kobumi)—and re
lated only lightly to 124. Debate centers on which is central, the moon or the 
octopus now caught in the jar to be lifted the next morning. But there is an 
important contrast: vain dreams (shared by us with the octopus) and the pure 
reality of moonlight on the sea.

126 Accounts of the festival survive from Tales of lse (Epis. 120) and later accounts. 
These vary, but involve women promenading before men, each with an 
earthenware pot (donabe) inverted over her head. It is more curious than just 
that Etsujin takes each one's being so provided as a sign the world goes well.

} !
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 143

Hakushi (Of Owari)
Sentaku ya 

kinu ni momikomu 
kaki no hana

120
I do the laundry 

rubbing in with silken clothes 
persimmon flowers

Boncho
"At Toyokuni."

Takenoko no 
chikara o tare ni 

tatou beki

121

The great bamboo shoot 
has such strength as who can stand 

worthy comparison

122 Kyorai
Take no ko ya 

hatakedonari ni 
Akutaro

The bamboo shoots 
and near the rice paddies their thief 

that Bad Taro

Basho
Take no ko ya 

osanaki toki no 
e no susabi

123
The bamboo shoots 

they resemble those in pictures 
I liked in my youth

Seishii
Inoshishi ni 

fukikaesaruru 
tomoshi kana

124
The wild boar rushes 

with such a wind as to drive back 
the hunters' torches

Basho
"Stopping at night in Akashi."

Takotsubo ya 
hakanaki yume o 

natsu no tsuki

125

Asleep in its trap 
the illusory dreams of the octopus 

in summer moonlight

126 Etsujin
Kimi ga yo ya 

Tsukuma matsuri mo 
nabe hitotsu

How just is your reign 
at Tsukuma shrine each women 

has her festival pot
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Si

1
127 A fresh scene, observed in the bustle of moving. The haikai balance is main

tained by deliberate Chinese reading, "shobu," instead of the equally prosodic 
Japanese, "ayame"—the Japanese iris featuring in the Boy's Festival (tango 
no sekku) two days later.

128 The allusion to the second chapter of The Tale of Cenji builds a contrast 
between an aura of court ladies and dumplings typical of Basho's art but not 
really successful here. (Cf. 123.) Such dumplings can still be had at summer 
festivals in Kyoto.

sj

m:::
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1 129 Although many kinds of leaves were used—reed leaves being one of the first— 
some kind of bamboo is preferred for these dumplings, as it is also a Japanese 
favorite for decorating other foods.b:

Si 130 Our rendering avoids speculation as to which summer festival may be meant. 
Since it is not specified, Shohaku may have some shrine affair in mind, perhaps 
in Otsu, where his home was. A bit more impressive than 129.

ai
:5i

131 The anniversary for a death considered to be well past (onki) is any after the 
third. This is basically a private, nondescript poem, but it connects beautifully 
with the next and effects a transition from 130.

132 One of Basho's most famous hokku, this appears to yet more conspicuous 
advantage in the Hiraizumi section of The Narrow Road.

I
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 145

Kikaku
"At a house to which I had just moved on the 3rd of the Fifth 
Month."

Yanefuki to 
narabite fukeru 

shobu kana

127

As he thatches the roof 
he also decks it out with leaves 

of the blue iris

Basho
Chimaki yu 

katate ni hasamu 
hitaigami

128
Holding a rice dumpling 

with her other hand she smoothes out 
the hair by her forehead

Gano (Of Edo)129
The striped bamboo 

has broad leaves that are so lovely 
rice dumplings in them

Kumazasa no 
hiroha uruwashi 

mochi chimaki

Shohaku
Sabishisa ni 

marodo yatou 
matsuri kana

130
In this loneliness 

will no one come to visit me 
at festival time

Sengin (Of Iga)
"Offering services in the Sixth Month on the anniversary of my 
grandfather's death at the Battle of Osaka."

That Osaka strife 
a summer world I did not know 

fifty years ago

131

Osaka ya
minu yo no natsu no 

gojunen

Basho
"At Takadate in Oshu"

Natsukusa ya 
tsuwamonodomo ga 

yume no ato

132

The summer grasses 
the high bravery of men at arms 

an aftermath of dreams
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133 From the Obanazawa section of The Narrow Road not long after that of 132. 
Toads are not so repulsive to Japanese: two love poems arc said to lie behind 
this (Man'yoshu, 10: 2,265 and 16: 3,818).

■*;

8
134 From a Chinese story about two warring provinces as close as snails' horns, 

right fighting left, Basho derives the need for parting. From the "Suma" 
chapter of The Tale of Genji he takes the idea of creeping across (haiwataru) 
that makes the snail image appropriate. The poem stands without, but is 
enriched by, these associations, so being much superior to 128.

:::
5S
g.:

135 In seventeenth-century Japan, slugs were thought to be snails that had left 
their shells. That connects with 134 and introduces a new topic, early summer 
or monsoon rains (tsuyu).

i:
;
I 136 As in late classical waka, renga, and some haikai, "aji naki" relates what 

precedes and follows in a kind of yoking. Rice defines good food and clear 
weather.■S'I 137 The anxious travelers appeal to the man leading the horses for information 
about their tnp. His dire prediction is borne out.3

138 See The Narrow Road, the section on travel from Shiroishi to Iwanuma (early 
Fifth Month).

:
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 147 :

The Same
Haiidc yo 

kaiya ga shita no 
hiki no koc

133 !
Come creeping out 

under the silkworm nursery 
the croak of a toad

l
!

aSr
The Same
"About the two provinces they say are so close that one can 
almost crawl from one to the other."

Katatsuburi 
tsuno furiwake yo 

Suma Akashi

134

n■i

t
:O snail they are so close 

use your horns to put asunder 
Suma and Akashi

&
1
IBoncho

Samidare ni 
ie furisutete 

namekujiri

135
The summer rains 

the slug is happy to depart 
from its shell home

ri;v.
f;I ill
•c:Bokusetsu

Hinemugi no 
aji naki sora ya 

satsukiame

136
The cooked stale barley 

as unsavory as the sky 
the summer rains

Fumikuni
Umakata no 

iishidai nan 
satsukiame

137
The horse-leader's words 

proved to be the travelers' fate 
the summer rains ?!•

L; ’ sBasho
"On coming to Natori in Oshu and asking of the whereabouts 
of Sanekata's tomb, we were told that it lay at Kasashima about 
a league and a half off to the left; because of the heavy 
summer rains, we had to go on our way without seeing it."

Yes Kasashima
where does it lie in summer rains 

over the foul roads

138

I
&

Kasashima ya 
izuko satsuki no 

nukarimichi .

III ill V
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139 Kyorai plays on two meanings of "Hatenashi": endless and continuously under 
repair.

gj
iu::
-“.s 140 Rust and mold are the household problems in the monsoon season. Not a great 

stanza, but true enough to life.■m
1 141 Actually, the weight of rain in the flowers bends the stalks Basho often 

personifies plants.

I 142 We follow the most obvious interpretation: dampness has produced some mold 
on her clothes. The reason she has not worn them is that from 1682 to 1689 
sumptuary laws forbade people not of the aristocratic or warrior classes to wear 
certain kinds of dress. Perhaps a slight critical tone here?V

143 "Rokushaku" was the colloquial word for palanquin bearers (kagokaki), taken 
from the length of their carrying pole. These two took the doctor on his calls, 
earning good wages. Like the physician's house servants, they must now work 
harder for less, and on worse roads, muddied by the rams. A characteristic 
Kikaku stanza.
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 149

Kyorai
"At Hatenashi Slope, which is the border between 
Yamato and Kii, we travelers were asked to contribute to 
the repair of the road, and I wrote the following on the edge 
of the paper in which I folded some money."

What with road repair 
it really was the Endless Slope 

in summer rains

139

Tsuzukuri mo 
Hatenashizaka ya 

satsukiame

Boncho
Kamisori ya 

hitoyo ni sabite 
satsukiame

140
Yesterday's razor 

has rusted over in one night 
with summer rains

Basho

Hi no michi ya 
aoi katamuku 

satsukiame

141
2

Wherever the sun goes 
the hollyhocks bow over toward it 

in summer rains

Uko142
The embroidered dress 

though not yet worn already soiled 
by summer rains

Nuimono ya 
ki mo sede yogosu 

satsukiame

Kikaku
"When a physician over seventy died, his disciples were in grief 
and asked me to write a mourning stanza for them. Because I 
had never met the man, I could feel no sense of loss, and I 
answered that from ancient times it was rare to live to such an 
age. But I was forced to write a stanza."

Rokushaku mo 
chikara otoshi ya 

satsukiame

143

Although "six feet long" 
the sad palanquin bearers droop 

with summer rains
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144 The end of the Fifth Month. In the fields the barley is being cut. In the hills 
teapickers sing the songs that poets found moving. Only labor seems to connect 
this with 143.

5*

2
b\

: 145 At the border of Iga and Yamashiro, Shigaraki was in one of the major tea
growing centers of Japan. (See figure 2.)

146 The agitation of the grain suggests the struggle which when magnified would 
be warriors slashing and thrusting. "The games of children are the earnest of 
adults."

'

:'.
147 Her proposal is for a pastime then common to amuse children, and here the 

straw model will protect the frog. Behind the game lies a grandmother's concern 
for the child's security.

r'ti

it:

s 148 Barley harvest falls at the first and tastiest run of bomto, which is therefore 
expensive. This crop must have been enormous. There is the implied polarity 
of sea (katsuo, bonito) and land (the last line).

■■r

!

149 This was the first of the poetically famous places (utamakura) Basho and Sora 
visited in The Narrow Road. The implication is that Basho's full devotion to 
the uncertain life of travel also now begins. See the opening of The Narrow 
Road on the meaning of travel. Rice-planting songs survive from ancient times, 
and such rites led to the Sambaso figure in no as well as to many social and 
religious customs.

f:
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PART TWO: SUMMER — 151

Kyorai
Hyakusho mo 

mugi ni toritsuku 
chatsumiuta

144
As farmers begin 

harvesting the barley fields 
the teapickers' song

Seishu

Shigaraki ya 
chayama shi ni yuku 

fufuzure

145
At Shigaraki

off to teagroves in the hills 
go husband and wife

146 Yuto (Of Zeze)
Tsukamiau 

kodomo no take ya 
mugibatake

Grabbing each other 
the stature of children fighting 

just heads above barley

147 Chigetsu 
"Loving a grandchild."

Mugiwara no 
ie shite yaran 

amagaeru

148 Kakd (Of Edo)
Mugi dekite 

katsuo made ku 
yamaga kana

149 Basho 
"Crossing Shirakawa Barrier"

Furyu no 
hajime ya oku no 

taue uta

Let's use barley straw 
to make it up a proper house 

the tree frog croaks of rain

A great crop of barley 
they can even eat bonito 

at this hill farmer's house

The elegant places 
now begin in the provinces 

with rice-planting songs



152 — THE MONKEY'S STRAW RAINCOAT$
1‘.
i 150 These plants have flowers shaped like thistles and therefore like the brushes 

used to outline eyebrows. The flowers produced rouge for lips and cheeks, as 
also dye for clothes. This is one of three hokku written at Obanazawa in The 
Narrow Road.

E
151 The interpretation that rouge asters are growing near the statue seems unlikely, 

given the size of Horyuji and the fact that they were a Dewa specialty (as in 
150). An entry in An Account of Travel to Yaniato (Yamato Kiko) records 
that Shotoku was represented as in infancy. Only a child would wear such 
bright red clothes. On hakama, see 94.

: :

; ;
3-:
Si

152 To use the area to its fullest, beans are planted along the ridges used to divide 
fields (which kind of ridge is meant is disputed). Just there go the fireflies in 
a straight line. Boncho refused to let Kyorai include this stanza. Remembering 
that Banko had written something similar, Basho urged that it be included 
under the wrong name, as was done.

Kti
K
;

153 A surprisingly grand conception for small things, and of faint light on a clouded 
night. Kyokusui's Unreal Hermitage is the subject of Basho's record in Part 
Six. For its location, see Mount Kokubu in figure 4.:II 154 This was in 1691. Basho, Boncho, and others took a boat along the famous 
Hotarugadani (Firefly Valley) near Ishiyama Temple. (See figure 4.) There 
were rapid currents in the Seta River, and the child probably voiced fears also 
felt by adults.

155 Here is a proper adult worry to go with the child's on the same excursion as 
in 154.

I
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The Same
“Passing Mogami in Dewa."

Mayuhaki o 
omokage ni shite 

beni no hana

150

Cosmetic eye-brushes 
afford them the image of their shape 

rouge asters in flower

151 Senna
“Venerating the statue of Prince Shotoku exhibited at Horyuji."

The trousers he wears 
appeal for boyish pleats and hue 

rouge aster in color

Ohakama no 
hazure natsukashi 

beni no hana

Banko (Of Iga) [actually BonchoJ
Ta no une no 

mame tsutaiyuku 
hotaru kana

152
On the ridge between fields 

proceeding along the bean plants 
the lights of fireflies

153 Kyorai
“At Kyokusui's residence in Zeze.“

Hotarubi ya 
fukitobasarete 

Nio no yami

Boncho
“[One of] two stanzas on viewing fireflies at Seta.“

In the dark night 
a child suddenly cries in fear 

on the firefly boat

The lights of fireflies 
the wind has blown them in the darkness 

over Lake Biwa

154

Yami no yo ya 
kodomo nakidasu 

hotarubune

155 Basho
[The second stanza.]

Hotarumi ya 
sendo yote 

obotsukana

Out to see fireflies
the boatman takes us on while drunk 

in uneasy passage
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156 Fireflies show their lights in the depths of Eight Devil's Tails (Yakio) Gorge, 
suggesting an appalling dropping of land. The firefly poems here—including 
this by a nun—are remarkable for the uneasiness they convey.

157 The gulls cannot compete against cormorants, who take fish by torchlight, 
disgorging them when brought in by their masters by the cords that tie them 
to the boats. Editors agree on a Biwa scene. Today one sees such fishing in 
Gifu.

::1 
j :

S8

■ :

158 The diction is fresh and entirely Japanese, qualities difficult to represent, since 
no one would mistake this for part of a waka or renga. Like 109 and 110, this 
is a spoiled Flower stanza.

1
1

159 Recovering from illness, he attributes to the lilies a state like his own.
ei:

160 Very much a Ground stanza, this does yet represent the susceptibility of 
Japanese lilies to the slightest breeze.

3

m
;iiSi 161 This was part of an essay rather comic in nature, as haibun (haikai prose with 

verse) not seldom is. Against the rather low scene we must poise the pure 
Japanese diction, the "k" alliteration (softer in Japanese than English), and, 
with one exception, entirely "o" and "a" vowel sounds.

1m •
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Tagami no Ama (Of Nagasaki)
"When I went to worship at Mikumano Shrine/'

The lights of fireflies 
they are terrifying here 

at Yakio Gorge

156

Hotarubi ya 
koko osoroshiki 

Yakiodani

Shohaku
Anagachi ni 

u to seriawanu 
kamome kana

157
Against their desires 

they do not rival cormorants 
the gulls on Lake Biwa

158 Hainan
Kusamura ya 

yuri wa nakanaka 
hana no kao

In the green bushes 
the lilies exceed themselves 

proud as true flowers

Kasho (Of Osaka) 
“After an illness."

Soratsuri ya 
kashira furatsuku 

yuri no hana

159

Giddy and uncertain 
their large heads bowing in the wind 

the lilies in flower

Otokuni
Suzukaze ya 

ware yori saki m 
yuri no hana

160
The breeze is cool 

before it reaches me it stirs 
the lilies in flower

161 Ranran
“Making a short essay on 'Burning Mosquito Repellant.

The child cries at the breast 
and the mosquito also bites 

the sleeping mother

f ft

Ko ya nakan 
sono ko no haha mo 

ka no kuwan
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162 Much about this stanza is elliptical, with the headnote meaning more nearly 
like “Seeing off" and no person mentioned in the verses. It seems that the 
person presumed to be addressed wishes to make an early departure. Normally, 
one would wait for the maids to take down the netting, which filled a room, 
being hung from its four corners, and stow it as well as the bedding away. 
Perhaps the eager traveler has himself taken down the net and pushed it into 
a corner. The “mo" can be read to mean "even the mosquito net" or "the 
mosquito net also," referring to the bedding.

III

' ■

i
:: 163 From the Gikeiki (The Record of Yoshitsune), "Kichiji" is a traditional name 

for a rich man, as "kaja" designates a servant, especially in Kyogen a clever 
or cunning one given to creature delights: e.g., Tarokaja.

fed

164 This is comic—no doubt to the extent that someone else is involved. "Earhole"•2! is the precise British English equivalent of "mimi no ana." A fine tonal and 
temporal successor to 163. The first line is also read "Hima aku" and "Himaill!£* aki."

m3 165 As "locusts," cicadas normally sing up in trees. No doubt the stanza observes 
a fact, but the poetic point is small.

m
i

&. 166 Cicadas may move from tree to tree tc feed and sing—or so it may seem from 
a succession of crying insects in different trees.

167 Some older texts of this famous hokku read "keshiki mo," which is not accepted 
today. The difference is slight in any case. Basho suggests that summer is well 
advanced toward autumn.

■-

I



PART TWO: SUMMER — 157

Rito (Of Zeze)
"On seeing a person on his way."

Tatsu sama ya 
kaya mo hazusanu 

tabi no yado

162

You are ready to leave 
the mosquito net unremoved 

at this inn on your way

Kikaku
"In farewell to the servant attending a wealthy man on a 
pilgrimage to the Ise Shrines."

Mijikayo o 
Kichiji ga kaja ni 

nagori kana

163

Through the short night 
drinking with the golden man's 

clever factotum

164 J5so
A time of relief 

when the flea at daylight goes 
out of his earhole

Hima ake ya 
nomi no dete yuku 

mimi no ana

165 Ransetsu
Shitayami ya 

jimushi nagara no 
semi no koe

Under trees darkness 
and just as if some earth beetle 

the cicada's cries

Tanshi (Of Zeze)
Kyakubun ya 

ldokoro kayuru 
semi no koe

166
Like a free traveler 

always changing the place to stay 
the cicada's cries

Basho

Yagate shinu 
keshiki wa miezu 

semi no koe

167
It gives no sign 

that it knows its death is near 
the cicada's cry
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:•

I 168 Evanescence in the dew, death to the flax, and all by a blind person. All three 
are emblematic of the human condition, so there is less sympathy for the 
sightless person than there would be today. We do not accept (nor does Ito) 
the reading "mekuraasa," "blind flax," one of several varieties.

5:a
£

169 Fine poet that he is, Boncho here at least fails to impart the meaning Basho 
perceives in humble things.

V

l 170 We are not told what the husband does while the wife labors, but the song is 
attractive. Cf. Wordsworth's "Solitary Reaper."

•. 171 "Yudachi" are summer rains suddenly coming in the evening (resembling 
thunderstorms), and suddenly stopping. Now that the sun is down the speaker 
realizes that the noise of the rain prevented his hearing the temple bell.

$
iS

■

p 172 The lotus, itself with many Buddhist associations, resembles a yosutebito, a 
person who has taken orders and rejected the world: the shaven head is the 
ritual sign.

?;

g
173 The natural world suffers together. Basho would have made this involve the 

human condition.
&

174 The insects are so small that their features require a microscope to make out. 
But having multiplied, their mass is visible. Generations before insecticides.

5 1

li
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Kaishi (Of Iga)168
The full pity of it 

as a blind man cuts the flax 
spilling the dewdrops

Awaresa ya 
mekura asa karu 

tsuyu no tama

Boncho
Watarikakete 

mo no hana nozoku 
nagare kana

169
Crossing the bridge 

I peer at the duckweed flowers 
the current flows fast

170 Senna
Funahiki no 

tsuma no shoka ka 
nemu no hana

The boat-puller's wife 
sings as she tugs along upstream 

by flowering silk-trees

Fumikuni
Yudachi ya 

kane kikihazusu 
hi no yube

171
The summer downpour 

I missed hearing the temple bell 
and the sun is down

172 Ranran
"By Sodo's lotus pond."

Yudachi ya 
hasu ichi mai no 

sute atama

The summer downpour 
afterwards one lotus plant 

shaven of head

173 Otokuni
Hiyakeda ya 

tokidoki tsuraku 
naku kawazu

The drought scorched field 
from time to time the painful sound 

of the croaking frog

Boncho
Hi no atsusa 

tarai no soko no 
unka kana

174
A day of great heat 

at the bottom of the basin 
so many rice worms
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175 Whatever the weather, the tea ceremony must be performed: cf. 37, above. 
Minazuki is the Sixth Month, after the middle of our July.mm

176 "Hinooka," “Hill of the Sun," had a steep slope enclosed by hills that made 
it hot even by the standards of nearby Kyoto, as the poor straining beast shows.

jr.i

177 The sight of human hair, even in a shady place, makes him feci the hotter. 
Japanese do not find agreeable hair off the body. To be visible here it is probably 
a woman's hair, longer than a man's. Perhaps this should be treated as in the 
first person.

1
S
'V 178 It takes seven years or more for a bamboo to flower; the product is a hard, 

parched looking fruit.
W;

179 “Tsuraki" ("strain") governs both what goes before and comes after.

1 180 Many interpretations exist for this hokku. We follow one line and a psychology 
of seeking relief in green shade, much like that intended by the speaker of 
177.miI 181 Chine was Kyorai's younger sister, who died in 1688 while Basho was on the 
journey recorded in The Traveler's Book Satchel. It seems that in the summer 
dog days clothes were usually aired, Basho seems to imagine the grief felt on 
seeing the clothes of a dead person hung with those of the living. "Kosode" 
(little sleeves) is a synecdoche for the whole dress.

i
l

*:
<.

mi
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The Same
Minazuki mo 

hana tsukiawasu 
sukiya kana

175
The midsummer heat 

yet they sit there cheek by jowl 
in the small teahouse

Seishu
Hinooka ya 

kogarete atsuki 
ushi no shita

176
Breezeless Hinooka 

and hot to the point of burning 
hangs the cart ox's tongue

Bokusetsu
Tada atsushi 

magaki ni yoreba 
kami no ochi

177
Hot and only hot

for coolness he went near the hedgewall 
where someone left hair

Yadd
Jinengo no 

yabu fuku kaze zo 
atsukarishi

178
The bamboo in flower 

through the grove the wind is blowing 
with scorching heat

Ukd179
For some hot gourd soup 

the invitation is a strain 
in full summer heat

Yugao ni 
yobarete tsuraki 

atsusa kana

Hazan (Of Edo)
Aokusa wa 

yuiri nagamen 
atsusa kana

180
The green garden plants 

after a bath let us see them 
the heat is so great

Basho
“Sending a message to Kyorai from Mino on hearing that 
Chine had died."

Naki hito no 
kosode mo ima ya 

doyoboshi

181

She who is no more 
must have left fine clothes that now 

need summer airing
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'Ji
ss

182 The translation simplifies various possibilities of interpretation. It is odd to 
have yet another obscure stanza concluding the run of those on the great heat 
of a Japanese summer (from 173), but the last line does offer a nice transition.

183 The heat of daytime apparently has reduced the speaker to slovenly dress— 
probably to near nakedness. Lying down so, he quickly feels the coolness that 
comes with darkness.

53

rJ
■

•i
mKim 184 The grass mowed so early still glistens with dew before the heat of day comes 

on. Boncho's conception is the fresher for associating coolness with morning 
rather than evening, and the placing of this after 183 therefore works very

S5
*: i

well.•H
■

185 After biting his still wet brush while straining hard for inspiration in composing 
verse, the boy finds relief outside, probably as evening comes and the light 
fails. A memorable if not a great hokku.

: 186 The moon float was one of many in the Kyoto Gion Festival, presently begin
ning about the same time (July 17) as the seventh of the Sixth Month. Summer 
has some days yet to go. The boy, probably wearing a gilt helmet, sits aloft, 
but his good looks and slightly painted face are still visible in the fading light. 
Is there a touch of Love here?

■;

■:

::
;(■A . 

! :i 187 The purely descriptive style more resembles modern haiku than the Basho 
style. Here and in 188 "kumo no mine" (peaks of clouds) is the season word.

188 The range with Mount Hie lies north-northeast of Kyoto (see figure 4). Shidd 
wonders whether the clouds will lift to reveal similarly shaped mountain peaks. 
An unaffected but not profound conception. "Hie" (or "Eizan") was colloquial 
for "Hieizan" ("Mount Hiei"). So the Summer stanzas end, now bringing 
those of the two more prized seasons, again in reverse order.

j
{i

V,
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182 Raman
Minazuki ya 

asamcshi kuwanu 
yusuzumi

The hot Sixth Month 
I avoid eating from breakfast 

till the cool evening

183 Soji
Jidaraku ni 

nereba suzushiki 
yube kana

However untidy
going to sleep yet brings coolness 

coming with evening

Boncho

Suzushisa ya 
asa kusa mon ni 

ninaikomu

184
It seems so cool

the grass freshly cut at morning 
and borne to my gate

185 Senna

Kuchibiru ni 
sumi tsuku chigo no 

suzumi kana

His lips stained with ink 
the lad leaves his composition 

for the coolness outdoors

186 Sora
The parade's moon float 

the face of the lad upon the top 
lightly made up

Tsukihoko ya 
chigo no hitai no 

usugewai

187 Kyorai
Yugure ya 

hage narabitaru 
kumo no mine

The light of evening 
shows shapes of aligned bare mountains 

with high peaks of clouds

Skidd
"On first entering the capital."

Kumo no mine 
ima no wa Hie ni 

nita mono ka

188

The fine peaks of clouds 
does their present shape resemble 

that of Mount Hie
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I
1=5!sfi

Ji

ll 189 In the original the note is printed after the poem. The exception shows the 
editorial intervention, as deliberate as placing a hokku by Basho at the beginning 
and end. "Anonymous” (yomibito shirazu) suggests a waka collection and a 
desire to evoke the model in this "Kokinshu of haikai." The complex disposition 
of words suggests no untutored poet: was it by Sodo himself?

6si%
I;
g
t:
23 190 "Gakkuri to” (suddenly) also implies "gakkari to” (to my regret)—a realization 

that old age is at hand. The connection with 189 is unusually Light.T:-:
£

191 Presumably they get ragged, brown, and some may fall. The connection with 
190 is that heavier kind typical of this collection.

:
&
ffi:; 192 The folding of the arms may suggest thoughtfulness, personal habit, or—as 

here—a certain swaggering. This invites comparison with the first stanza in 
the collection. Basho's is obviously far more profound.

m
11:

193 Fallen ill in the remote area, Sora went ahead of Basho on the journey recorded 
in The Narrow Road, leaving this poem behind for Basho to read when he 
came by. Basho then recalled the Chinese proverb: "Parted for a night, parted 
by a thousand leagues." Sora handsomely attributes his sleeplessness to missing 
Basho, rather than to its real cause, illness.

!ii

i



PART THREE: AUTUMN

STANZAS 189-264

189 Anonymous
We think it Sodo in Edo from whom we heard of this stanza.

The autumn wind 
the lotus shows the strength it has 

with one flower erect

Akikaze ya 
hasu o chikara ni 

hana hitotsu

190 Sampu
Gakkuri to 

nukesomuru ha ya 
aki no kaze

To my sudden regret 
a first tooth loosens and is gone 

the autumn wind

191 Rotsu
Bashoba wa 

nani m nare to ya 
aki no kaze

The banana plant leaves 
resign themselves to their sad end 

in the autumn wind

Chinseki
Hito ni nite 

saru mo te o kumu 
aki no kaze

192
Just like one of us 

the monkey folds up its arms 
in the autumn wind

193 Sora
“Lodging at Zensho Temple in Kaga."

Yomosugara 
akikaze kiku ya 

ura no yama

Through the whole night 
sleepless with the autumn wind 

in remote mountains
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I 194 Although the birds could feed and cavort there during the day, they must go 
elsewhere to sleep. The speaker's imagination of daytime heightens the de
sertion of the present scene.

195 "Ukon" (Acanthopanax Sieboldanum) was used as a perfume base and for 
medicine as well as for dye. It grows about a meter high and has broad leaves 
and a large white flower in autumn, either of which could hold the dew 
mentioned.

m
• •

.■

& 196 Presumably the grass also rises after sunlight evaporates its dew. For some 
reason, as comparison with 195 may suggest, "hatsu-" (the first) is taken to 
be later in the season than dew not so specified. Similarly, "hatsushigure" 
(the first drizzle) is a season word for winter, although "shigure" (drizzle) may 
designate either autumn or winter. The same is true in renga.

197 Mount Hiei is not that high. The "6-" (grand) implies as much its holiness 
for such venerated temples as Enryakuji. For location of Hiei, see figure 4

&
iVJ

;■

.ii;
V;

:B
198 Recently the last (three) leaves (miwa) have fallen, showing that autumn has 

done its work. This is typical of Boncho in its close observation and leaving 
things unsaid.

:
•ii
g
■iiI 199 A jejune stanza for Basho, although it was a hokku for a twenty-stanza renku 

in 1689 and gains something from its context in The Narrow Road. Since it 
appears just before the famous hokku on the Milky Way streaming across to 
Sado Island, one wonders why that stanza was not chosen here: until one 
realizes with 200 the need for a transition from 198.

200 The stellar lovers—the Herd Boy (Altair) and the Weaver Maid (Vega)—meet 
only on the seventh night of the Seventh Month, crossing the Milky Way on 
magpie wings (see stanza 65). The stanza is variously interpreted. (But the 
soft seed leaves of the silk tree were thought to embrace and so were used as 
decoration for the Seventh Night festival.) Our interpretation follows one line, 
bidding people to leave alone the lovers who have only this one night, with 
the implication that the lovers have met and their starlight glistens on the 
leaves. "Hagoshi" means either to look through leaves or to gaze at the light 
of the moon or, as here, the stars.

j
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Sansen (Of Edo)
Ashihara ya 

sagi no nenu yo o 
aki no kaze

194
The deserted reed plain 

the busy herons gone off to sleep 
and the autumn wind

Boncho
Asatsuyu ya 

ukonbatake no 
aki no kaze

195
Heavy morning dew 

the field of saffron dye plants 
in the autumn wind

196 Kyorai
Hatsutsuyu ya 

i no fusu shiba no 
okiagari

The first heavy dew 
the boar's outline upon the grass 

where he rose from his sleep

Yadd 
Ohie ya

hakobu yasai no 
tsuyu shigeshi

197
Great Mount Hie towers 

loads of vegetables borne in 
all covered w'ith dew

Boncho
Miwa chirite 

ato wa kareki ya 
kiri no nae

198
The last few leaves go too 

leaving behind them withered trees 
paulonia saplings

Basho
Fumizuki ya 

muika mo tsune no 
yo ni wa nizu

199
First month of autumn 

the Seventh Night Festival eve 
is not like other nights

The Same
Nemu no ki no 

hagoshi mo itoe 
hoshi no kage

200
Do not peep through 

the embracing leaves of the silk tree 
as the star lovers meet
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*?*.

201 A child's conception of the issues—love being totally absent.

202 According to the Annual Rites (Nenju Gyoji) of the court, these wrestlers 
performed before the sovereign from the twenty-sixth to the twenty-eighth 
of the Seventh Month. Unlike actors and beggars, they had a real place in the 
world; ritual performances raised their humble role. Still, their huge size set 
them off from other people—and will surprise one even in Japan today.

■;:

jr.;

53• :
s\Si: 203 Cranes were deemed sacred birds that slept but briefly in early daylight. Just 

then the flower opens, shows its beauty, and shrivels. The bird's long life (a 
thousand years) and the flower's short glory are well poised in a comparison 
that implies the contrast. The second very Light connection in a row.'Hi

-i: 204 An excellent example of a Ground stanza used to set off the auspicious stanza 
just before and to effect a transition from the morning glory topic.'

1

iff* 205 "Mukuge" (Hibiscus Syriacus) has many petal shapes and colors. For some 
reason Japanese poets make little of it—not in waka or renga, and rare in haikai 
by men. Such may explain Ranran's odd tone.

man
Si'I 206 If a first-person scene, it signifies aesthetic compunction in an aesthetic person. 

But see 205, note. It is better read as observation of another person who is 
about to break off a branch of the speaker's bush, decides it better not to, and 
goes on—a fine haikai tone.

1!
207 Such lanterns varied. One kind memorialized the death of a direct feudatory 

of the shogun (hatamoto). Each seventh month and for seven years a lantern 
would be set up on a tall post. Its purpose served only at night, Senna finds 
it in the way during daylight. The second line is an expression used even today 
for those who work at night and sleep during the day—e.g., geisha. Beautiful 
by night decoration than anything else.more a

i

i\t1■it
•:5
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Tojaku (A Boy of Iga)
Tanabata ya 

amari isogaba 
korobu beshi

201
On the Seventh Night 

if they go in too much hurry 
they'll capsize their boat

Kyorai

Miyako m mo 
sumimajirikeri 

sumaitori

202

Even in Kyoto
they live mingled with other people 

the sumo wrestlers

Fubaku (Of Iga)
Asagao wa 

tsuru nemuru ma no 
sakari kana

203

The morning glories 
for the brief moment a crane takes sleep 

their moment of flower

Kyuken
Asagao ya 

nukago no tsuru no 
hodokarezu

204

The morning glories 
their runners move with yam roots 

and cannot be parted

205 Ranran
Warau ni mo 

naku ni mo nizaru 
mukuge kana

Not really laughing 
not really resembling crying 

the rose of Sharon

206 Sampu
Te o kakete 

orade sugiyuku 
mukuge kana

Taking a branch in hand 
he leaves it unpicked and proceeds 

the rose of Sharon

207 Senna
Takatoro

hiru wa mono uki 
hashira kana

The memorial lantern 
during daytime something useless 

in its proud pillar
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-
fk 208 Fumikuni applies the first line both to the currents and the rains, using the 

effect of the rains also as the cause of human uneasiness.: :
:r

209 As fact, this is contradictory. But in the cool wind that seems to come from 
the grove there is a sure sign that we arc at a new stage of autumn and can 
expect storms.

I::
'•

210 The phenomenon is obvious. The personification is all that enlivens the stanza: 
"totemo" (here, ''for some reason") and "ugoku" (decides upon shaking) are 
used instead of nabiku (bend) or soyogu (sway). For better personification of 
this plant, see the following two stanzas and Beneath the Boughs, stanza 31.

:•
.

211 This seems sentimental if just. But the frequent personification of these tall 
grasses is now in a manner reversed. The mother must take on the pliancy 
and readiness of the plant if she is to find her child

• *

212 As opposed to the Ohara-women (Oharame) from north of Kyoto, who bore 
twigs on their heads, this is a man with two bunches joined and carried at each 
shoulder. The grasses, mixed with the twigs, protrude and make the down-up 
motion for beckoning in Japan. The first line has an extra syllable.

n
r;::

:
213 They have parted in opposite directions. Ushichi must be waving among the 

tall plants that also wave (see the preceding). The "naru" is used as in waka, 
to designate what is supposed but cannot be directly ascertained—here because 
in all the waving of tall grass Ushichi cannot be seen.

!

i!
fl

:
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Fumikuni
Hate mo naku 

se no naru oto ya 
akishimeri

208
Will they never end 

the sound of the swollen current 
the long rains of autumn

Tanko
Soyosoyo ya 

yabu no uchi yori 
hatsuarashi

209

Gently gently 
out of the grove there rises 

the first autumn storm

Shiin (Of Mikawa [modern Nagoya])
Akikaze ya 

totemo susuki wa 
ugoku hazu

210
The autumn wind blows 

for some reason the pampas grass 
decides upon shaking

Uko211
Her child gone astray 

she worries with a mother's heart 
the wide pampas field

Mayoigo no 
oya no kokoro ya 

susukihara

Boncho212
"At Yase in Ohara for a haikai party, this was written with 
a brief prose piece about a twig-seller."

Manekimaneki 
ogo no saki no 

susuki kana

Beckoning beckoning 
preceding the twig-seller 

the pampas grass waves

213 Kyorai
"After parting from my nephew Ushichi at Himi Mountain 
on my return from Kyushu."

Kimi ga te mo 
majiru naru beshi 

hanasusuki

!
Your hand as well 

must be mingled with the waving 
the pampas grasses

;
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;

214 It is not clear whether a woman or man is addressed. The wordplay—"omoi" 
meaning “longing thoughts'7“heavy,,—is not typical of the mature Basho 
style. We see associations of love in “omoi" and in the dew image (cf. the 
Mower poems by Andrew Marvell). Yet Evanescence is also implied, and this 
is not a Love stanza.

i,

:
:

i;

1 215 In The Narrow Road, this precedes stanza 193, above. It is placed here to afford 
a transition from 214 to 216. The “Etsu Road" is termed “Sanctsu" for going 
through the three old "Etsu" provinces. Echigo, Etchu, and Echizen. (See 
figure 2.) What follows is one of the longest sustained peaks of the collection.

:::
:

216 Quails, whether wild or domesticated, do not sit on limbs, so that “Kiri no ki 
ni" refers to the area of the trees rather than they themselves. “Naru" implies 
the birds are heard but not seen. Perhaps Basho echoes a famous waka by 
Fujiwara Shunzei (1114-1204; Senzaishu, 4: 258).

:
i

1
■

217 This is one of the finest hokku in the collection for its ineffable combination 
of the cry of the ominous bird and a lovely but sad scene.1

■

::' 218 The first goose is that coming south for the winter The speaker seems to 
address a maid in an inn, wishing to stay up longer in hopes of hearing other 
geese.

s
t.!
I
:

219 He identifies himself with the goose. He was to live three years more and left 
behind as a kind of last poem . “Stricken in travel / over withered moors my 
dreams / turn about and about" (Tabi ni yande / yume wa kareno o / kake- 
meguru).
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Riyu (Of Hirata [a village in Omij)
Kusakari yo 

sore ga omoi ka 
hagi no tsuyu

214
Mower of grasses

do your longing thoughts grow heavy 
the dew on bush-clover

215 Sora
"In 1689 I accompanied the Old Master from Michinoku, and we 
set out on a pilgrimage over the Etsu Road; becoming ill in 
Kaga, I preceded him thence to Ise."

Izuku m ka 
taore fusu to mo 

hagi no hara

How far shall I get 
though I fall I shall be buried 

on a bush clover plain

Basho

Kiri no ki ni 
uzura naku naru 

hei no uchi

216
Near paulonia trees 

there the wild quails seem to cry out 
within the garden wall

Boncho
Mozu naku ya 

irihi sashikomu 
mematsubara

217
The shrike cries out 

the sinking sun sheds golden light 
on the stand of red pines

Rakugo (Deceased)
Hatsukari ni 

andon toru na 
makura moto

218
As the first goose cries 

do not yet take the lamp away 
from where I shall sleep

! Basho
"At Katada"

Yamu kari no 
yosamu ni ochite 

tabine kana

219

The goose stricken ill 
drops from the sky in cold darkness 

a life spent in travel
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220 The species of insect here differs from true crickets and make no sound. But 
they were thought crickets in Basho's time. The lonely season and sense of 
travel relate to 219.g

221 For fuller context, see the Komatsu episode in The Narrow Road. The helmet 
is that of the old warrior Saito Sanemori (1111-83), killed at the battle of 
Shinohara in this area. (For Kaga, see figure 2.) He dyed his white hair so that 
the enemy would not scorn to fight him.

:

:
■

I
I

222 A splendid stanza. Lines 1-2 suggest a daytime scene, line 3 night and coming 
extinction of the insects. Late vegetables are now in the second or seed leaf, 
so that the insects tell more of their approaching end than of the plants. In 
renga, unnamed insects may be used but once in a hundred stanzas.5i

223 This nocturnal insect gives a steady, rhythmical cry associated with the sound 
of a weaving shuttle. The "yo" ending the third line is primarily an exclamatory 
particle but also means moonlit night, "tsukiyo." Of course a Moon stanza.

ei
£
»

224 That is, they could take the Seta Bridge (see stanza 4 and figure 4). "Hazuki" 
or "hatsuki" is another word for "hachigatsu," the Eighth Month. The text 
is uncertain here, and we follow Ito. On Chine, see also stanza 181.

H

i
l 225 The verb of the last line seems to suggest that the shark has just taken hiding 

action. Japanese naturally enough consider sharks frightening and since they 
depict them singly in art, we have chosen the singular here.

;
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The Same
Ama no ya wa 

koebi ni majiru 
itodo kana

220
A fisherman's hut 

mingled with the drying shrimp 
are busy crickets

Basho [Again so specified]
"At Komatsu in Kaga, there is a treasure of the Tada Shrine, 
a helmet richly inlaid with an arabesque pattern, 
and there is brocade of a similar kind. Although these things 
belong to a distant past, I recalled the events that had 
happened not far away."

Muzan ya na 
kabuto no shita no 

kirigirisu

221

What a loss is here 
beneath the warrior's splendid helmet 

a chirping cricket

Shdhaku
Nabatake ya 

futaba no naka no 
mushi no koe

222
The vegetable fields 

from within the new-leaved plants 
the insects cry out

Fubaku
Hataon ya 

kabe ni kite naku 
yo wa tsuki yo

223
The little crickets

from in the walls they send their cries 
to the bright moonlit night

Chine (Deceased)224
"When I made a pilgrimage to Ise."

Hazuki nari 
Yabase ni wataru 

hito tomen

It is the month of leaves 
with waves rising at Yabase 

why wait for the ferry

Shi do225
The crescent moon shines 

on the sea where the shark's head 
is concealed from prey

Mikazuki ni 
fuka no atama o 

kakushikeri
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226 In poor upland farming areas, rice was an unknown luxury. These two humbler 
grains can be grown, however, and a good crop promises to see the household 
through the winter. It is a good harvest moon and another Moon stanza, as 
several following.

:
%
■:

227 This is Momoyama Castle, established by Hideyoshi just south of Kyoto. As 
in 121, here there is some criticism of the repressive Tokugawa shogunate. 
Moonlight on castle ruins provides a basis for a famous modern poem by Doi 
Bansui (1871-1952), "Haru koro no / Tsuki no en," particularly popular 
with its musical setting.

1
Rt

228 Not much of a poem, but it is a welcome to Basho with an apology for the lack 
of fancy goods.:iil

i::
229 The moonlight is imagined to pour between his hands down to his legs in the 

moment before he claps his hands together, a particularly evident form of 
Shinto rites. A Buddhist poem follows.

'

I
230 "Miokuru" (saw off) can also be read attributively for line 3. The friend goes 

to full rites—whether to east or west Honganji not being clear.8 .
*; 231 The moon shines on both sides in the course of going east to west, but wind 

may also be implied to turn the leaves. As the translation shows, we follow 
ltd in believing the stanza cutting (kukire) comes after line 2, in spite of the 
"ya" at the end of line 1.
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Hanzan
Awa hie to 

medetaku narinu 
hatsuzukiyo

226
Millet and deccan

were crops that bring some happiness 
as the new moon shines

227 Kyorai
Tsukimi sen 

Fushimi no shiro no 
sutekuruwa

Let us see the moon 
shining on Fushimi castle 

and abandoned walls

Doho (Of Iga)
"Giving lodging to the Old Master at my cottage."

Provide some pleasure 
by burning well you pine cones 

under faint moonlight

228

Omoshiro 
matsukasa moe yo 

usuzukiyo

229 Fumikuni
"On a pilgrimage to the Kamo Shrines—it is said that when 
the saintly Priest Saigyo worshiped here, he held to the 
railing of Tanako Shrine, composing a poem with the words, 
'How my tears fall upon the paper / Offered to the gods/ "

The moon shines brightly 
as I clap my hands in worship 

it streams on my legs

Tsukikage ya 
kashiwade moruru 

hiza no ue

Takutai (Of Iga)
"On a friend's going for first vows at Honganji."

There was his shadow 
as I saw off his uncut hair 

in the moonlit dawn

230

Kageboshi 
tabusa miokuru 

asazukuyo

231 Otokuni
Bashoba ya 

uchikaeshiyuku 
tsuki no kage

The banana palm leaves 
shone upon both sides as it goes 

the light of the moon
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‘Ji
232 This implies their meeting this year and asking about last, when they were 

not together.
r; i: :

.3 233 The moon is so bright and conspicuous, and like the wind so essentially au
tumnal. Obviously only one moon shines, but the stress heightens appreciation 
of it.

.

1 234 Just on the night of the full moon the dry period ends.
si. 235 He would also seem to have a bond with those watching the moon from the 

fine inn. In several respects the language and its flow in the last few stanzas 
are more characteristic of renga than of haikai.

:

■

i
236 From the Tsuruga episode near the end of The Narrow Road. The second 

archabbot brought sand to tidy the shrine, and his successors continued the 
custom. In The Narrow Road this happens the night before the full moon. 
Here the editors treat it as a full-moon night (jugoya). For Tsuruga, see figure
2.m

237 The moon is a common Buddhist symbol of enlightenment and religious peace.

ii

ah ii
V;
\
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232 )osd

Kyo Tsukushi 
kozo no tsuki tou 

so nakama

Kyoto and Kyushu 
asking about the moon last year 

as priests do each other

Bonchd
Fuku kaze no 

aite ya sora ni 
tsuki hitotsu

233

The chilling wind 
is its companion in the sky 

that single moon

Shohaku
Furikanete 

koyoi ni narinu 
tsuki no ame

234
It would not fall for days 

and now tonight here it has come 
the moon-hiding rain

235 Sora
With such a fine site 

that inn also looks out on the moon 
with which I share a bond

Muki no yoki 
yado mo tsuki miru 

chigin kana

Bashd
"In 1689 I looked at the moon in the harbor of Tsuruga and, 
visiting the Kei Shrine, I heard of the tradition of 
Archabbot Yugyo."

Tsuki kiyoshi 
Yugyo no moteru 

suna no ue

236

Holy the pure moon 
it was Yugyo who brought here 

the sand it shines on

237 Kyorai
"A full moon in mid-autumn at the funeral for my nephew."

Such nights I know 
when I have seen the moon as well 

farewell upon the moor

Kakaru yo no 
tsuki mo minikeri 

nobeokuri
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238 Zeze has many temples, but here just one is meant, with an insistence on its 
area (tokoro wa) and its groves. Tea trees are low, bushlike.

239 She implies that the women at their labor also see the moon. Fulling cloth 
with wooden blocks (to impart a lustre to it) was very humble labor and for 
many centuries had been taken by poets as a particularly sad activity known 
from its sounds.

£

;
I
&
&

‘

240 The meaning of the stanza is disputed. Some think it concerns the archbishop's 
sister fulling cloth as in 239, and its position after that stanza may imply that 
the compilers thought so also. Alternatively, they may have meant a more 
distant association, such as we favor, with the beating that to clean clothes. 
It is difficult to imagine a prelate's younger sister in such reduced circumstances 
as the other interpretation implies. We follow the interpretation that the stanza 
alludes to the Yamato Monogatori (173, Gojo no Onna), the story that Arch
bishop Henjo had a mistress in Kyoto who cleaned his clothes.

S
■ :

7J

g

af;

!si' 241 The autumn (or harvest) full moon, as in 238, is still presumed, for at that 
time the day flow of tides is at its heaviest, especially in Naruto in Awa 
(Tokushima; see figure 2), where they are the highest in japan. The express 
carriers (hikyaku) left at stated times to deliver news, etc,, particularly to 
authorities in Edo. Very Distant relation to 240.

;§

:
;

242 Ichinoe in Mutsu, far to the northeast of the capital, was famous for a breed 
of horse. About the middle of autumn specimens were brought to the capital 
to show the sovereign in the next New Year. One set of officials tended the 
horses as far as the Osaka Barrier; theirs are the clothes that suffer on the 
long journey with the spinted animals. The compilers manage a superb haikai 
connection with 241.

243 On deccan grass, see above, 226. Actual horses in 242 turn to simile here, 
another nice connection.

244 Land is being reclaimed from uplands or a river area. Persimmons squeezed 
for juice for dyeing or some such use have been reduced to pulp to fertilize 
fields that may be planted in a few years. We take the major pause to come 
after the first line.

i
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Shobd (Of Zeze)
Meigetsu ya 

tokoro wa tera no 
cha no kibara

238

The full moon shines 
the area shows a temple 

with groves of tea trees

Uko239

Tsuki mireba 
hito no kinuta ni 

isogawashi

As I look on the moon 
the women fulling cloth are heard 

at their busy work

Shohaku 
Sojo no

imoto no koya no 
kinuta kana

240

The fine archbishop 
keeps a woman who in her hut 

spends time beating clothes

Boncho
Hatsushio ya 

Naruto no nami no 
hikyakubune

241
The year's highest tide 

in the great waves at Naruto 
the express courier boat

242 Kyorai
Ichinoe ya 

kinu mo yabururu 
komamukae

From Ichinoe
their clothes grew tattered in the task 

of bringing the horses

243 Etsujin
Hie no ho no 

uma nfgashitaru 
keshiki kana

The well-eared deccan 
waves up and down like the tail 

of a bolted horse

Seishu
Shibukasu ya 

karasu mo kuwazu 
arahatake

244

The sour persimmon pulp 
not even crows will eat such stuff 

spread over rough fields
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245 Much ado about nothing? "Gigyu" (Pelteobagrus Nudicepas) is a small variety 
of catfish (named variously in parts of Japan) with spines that inflict a painful 
wound. A definitively Ground stanza.

246 Boncho well conceives a quiet, remote area, a sudden sound of something, and 
then the identification ("hitori" means "one person"). Thereafter the silence 
seems more intense, a conception important to Bashd-style haikai (and other 
Japanese poetry). See Diary, poems 2, 16, 32.

■-

I
x

247 So simple as almost to baffle, the stanza refers to a Shinto dance (kagura) of 
the Ninth Month—the beginning of winter. Its placement here shows that the 
compilers are having fun with an anachronistic stanza.

■

ii 248 The readiness of the deer (bumping into each other and the walls) to come so 
close suggests that the scene is Nara, where Chiri visited in 1685.si:

ft”.::
249 "Hato fuku" (making dove coos) was used in hunting to lure falcons. Here 

it implies the sport of someone enjoying, and completing with sound, the 
autumnal sight of orange-red persimmons and ripening grain. An upland or 
mountain scene.

■

i '•

: 250 The autumn sky is proverbial for change and activity. Boncho's conception in 
terms of cloud movements is fresh, and it is given the tension of the parallel 
orderliness of lines 1-2.

251 One kind of bass that goes from river to ocean is called "seigo" after one year, 
"futsuko" the next, and "suzuki" the third. The oldest fish seems to go seaward 
first, but about that time some of the youngest as well. The stanza holds 
interest for Western readers solely for its lovely connection with 250. But a 
fish-eating nation makes these distinctions (there being four names for yellow- 
tail, "buri," of different ages).

i

%
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245 Ranran
Ayamarite 

gigyu osayuru 
kajika kana

I made a mistake 
and was stuck by a catfish 

I took for a bullhead

Boncho
"Not a single bird sings, and the mountain is the more still."

A sudden sound
and in the quiet the one who fell 

was the scarecrow

246

Mono no oto 
hitori taururu 

kagashi kana

247 Sora
Mutsukashiki 

hyoshi mo miezu 
sato kagura

No hard thing at all 
to appreciate the rhythms 

the village shrine dance

Chiri (Of Edo)
Tabimakura 

shika no tsukiau 
noki no shita

248
Lodging in travel 

the deer antlers crowd the inn 
just under the eaves ■

Chinseki
Hato fuku ya 

shibugakibara no 
sobabatake

249
Playing with birdcalls 

and among not yet sweet persimmons 
the fields of buckwheat

Boncho
Ue yuku to 

shita kuru kumo ya 
aki no sora

250
The upper clouds go north 

and lower ones come to the south 
the sky in autumn

251 Hanzan
Seigo tsuru 

koro mo aru rashi 
suzuki tsuri

The fishing for seigo 
must begin about this time 

fishing suzuki
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252 The modular country mat "inakama" was about eight percent shorter than the 
capital mat (kyoma). The cold is heightened by the thin coverings on the 
country ones. The sense of being pinched by all this, by poverty, and by 
remoteness is, however, offset by the beauty of the flowers.

1v-
::
■ ■■

£
;;; 253 This is an experience that every gardener knows, but a very Ground stanza 

from Kikaku.ft
si

254 The tone alters greatly from 253.

v! 255 Doho, a high ranking samurai, wonders how his peasants are getting on. Well, 
it seems, but they are too busy with the good harvest to have time for thought. 
From 251 to here the compilers brilliantly show the art of stanza connection.

:
■;

-
s:
3
& 256 The child could be either a boy or a girl. There seems to be but one. If so, 

mother and child are young, finding the encounter a delight—no doubt a relief 
to the peasant mother after toiling in the fields.

a

257 "Rakushisha" means "The Hut of Fallen Persimmons," and "Arashiyama," 
"Hill of Storms." He gave the place its name when his forty persimmon trees 
all lost their fruit in one night, and from that he also took his poetic style, 
Kyorai, "He Who Comes After." The small house, or its successor, still stood 
at Arashiyama in 1960, although without forty trees. See also 117, above.

I i"
:

258 In this stretch there are some very Ground stanzas, with the art of connecting 
them giving us the pleasure. Leaves turn color about a month later in Japan 
than in North America, closer to winter, as the placement of this stanza implies. 
Ito terms this prose. We think it more interesting by reason of a very haikai 
contrast between the waka language of lines 1 and 3 and the rather comic 
second line. For Kaga, see figure 2.

i
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Shohaku
Inakama no 

usubcri samushi 
kiku no yado

252
The country style mats 

all thin and cold at the poor lodging 
amid chrysanthemums

Kikaku
Kiku o kiru 

ato mabara ni mo 
nakarikeri

253
I thinned chrysanthemums 

but in the field I left behind 
things looked much the same

Chinseki
Takadote ni 

hiwa no naku hi ya 
kumochigire

254
Along the dikes 

it is a day of goldfinch songs 
the clouds scatter

Doho255
Just at this season 

my mind is much preoccupied 
autumn ripe with rice

Kono goro no 
omowaruru kana 

ine no aki

Boncho
Ine katsugu 

haha ni demukau 
unai kana

256
Bearing rice sheaves 

the mother leaves the fields to meet 
her pony-tailed child

257 Kyorai
"I named my own hut 'Rakushisha.'

Kakinushi ya 
kozue wa chikaki 

Arashiyama

Jinsei (Of Komatsu in Kaga [Ishikawa])
Shiranami ya 

yuratsuku hashi no 
shitamomiji

The persimmon master 
the limbs are too close to storms 

at Arashiyama

258
The white waves break 

beneath the tilting suspension bridge 
the leaves have turned color
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259 The nearby sound of an axe striking into bamboo seems almost a wounding. 
The psychological chill of the listener seems enough to have turned the color 
of the leaves just a bit more. A masterly conception.

I
gg

S 260 The Kanda Festival was a great Edo affair, Provincial lords (forced by the 
government to reside in Edo or leave hostages) were no doubt happy to par
ticipate. An Edo man, Ransetsu prefers the plants to the bigwigs. Bunsoku was 
a friend of Kyorai, good at haikai writing with Basho, and an esteemed callig
rapher. It is not clear how much of the prefatory matter is by him. Ito sets 
"Bunsoku" after "the Kanda Festival," as does Abe

st
S
K

1
261 A run of prosaic hokku begins here, to be succeeded by problem stanzas from 

265, with Spring. The point of 261-64 
of deflation from so much that was moving, lovely earlier.

to be "haikai change" a degreeseems

Si
■ 262 A very haikai conception. In waka, the autumn wind was said to pierce the 

body. Boncho makes it seem more real, less aesthetic, and a shade comic.

263 This is much less interesting.::

264 Poorer people and those living in areas remote from the sea had to eat salt 
fish. The way it catches in the teeth contrasts with the ease of autumn ’s ending. 
Ito thinks this unnecessary after 261 and 262. We wonder instead if it might 
better have come before or after 262, with 263 dropped. So the Autumn stanzas 
end. Those on Spring, the stanzas usually making the first unit, come as the 
last part of the hokku sections.

i! ■
1

§
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Boncho
Hada samushi 

take kiru yama no 
usumomiji

259
A chill takes the flesh 

the hacking of bamboos in the hills 
as the leaves turn color

Ransetsu
"The Kanda Festival."

260

If so then they must / the rhythms of the back 
country / sound in such ways.

The sound of drum beats at the Kanda Festival. 
The rhythms seem to be those of Edo.

—Bunsoku
Like flowering pampas 

even daimyos come in hordes 
to the festival

Hanasusuki 
daimyoshu o 

matsuri kana

261 Josd
As autumn nears end 

in four or five days they wither 
the pampas grasses

Yuku aki no 
shigonichi yowaru 

susuki kana

Boncho
Tachiizuru 

aki no yube ya 
kazehoroshi

262
Going out of doors 

into the autumn evening 
the wind brings a rash

The Same
Yo no naka wa 

sekirei no o no 
hima mo nashi

263
Our frantic world 

like the wagtail's bobbing tail 
knows no moment's calm

Kakei
Shiouo no 

ha ni hasakau ya 
aki no kure

264
The salted fish 

stick in the teeth at dinner 
as autumn ends
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i
■
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£
'Li 265 The light cut comes at the end of the first line. Plum blossoms, even in snow, 

were taken as a first sign of spring. From centuries earlier the warbler was 
associated with the tree (291-95). It was the favorite flower of Heian Japan, 
being decisively replaced by the cherry only about 1500. Its quiet, pure beauty 
takes on haikai character here with the human emotions.

I
m
$8

266 Every reader must be discomfited by the self-abasement. The point of 265 and 
this is to declare a specifically haikai spring distinct from that of waka and 
renga, as is also implied by having the Spring stanzas come last.

£Till
V:|

I 267 This is a puzzle. Cows and oxen have no sense of smell. We take it that the 
horns are given some magical properties, and that the speaker (in the fashion 
of Chinese paintings) rides the animal. But it is not clear. Ito thinks the "horns" 
(fswno) a metaphor or mistake for "cry" [koe), but it is not clear how that 
explains matters.

i
Biii

! i 268 The gravel is for the garden where the plum trees flower. Freshness and order 
seem to be stressed.

269 Plum flowers were known as jeweled bones, cold bones, etc. from their white
ness. The contrast is understandable, but it is extraordinarily early on to have 
a butterfly: which seems to be the haikai point.

270 Drink and carousal gradually became part of celebrating cherries, colored leaves, 
and (here) plum blossoms. Ito therefore says this stanza is the first in the lot 
"properly to treat the spring of our own world." In other words, this is haikai 
or modern enjoyment, not waka or renga refinement; for the traditional con
ception, see 365.

i

it
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STANZAS 265-382

Rosen
Ume saite 

hito no ikari no 
kui mo ari

265
The plum trees flower 

and the anger that he felt 
now is repented

!
266 Kyorai

"On Visiting His Lordship's Residence in the Mountains."
The fragrance of plums 

on the mountain path I fawn 
like a hunting dog

Umegaka ya 
yamaji kariiru 

inu no mane

Kuku (Of Kaga [Ishikawa])
Umegaka ya 

wakeiru sato wa 
ushi no tsuno

267
The fragrance of plums 

making way into the village 
by my ox's horns

Doho
"Enjoying a garden."

Umegaka ya 
jari shikinagasu 

tani no oku

268

The fragrance of plums 
the gravel has been brought and spread 

from back in the valley

269 Hanzan
Hatsucho ya 

hone naki mi ni mo 
ume no hana

The first butterfly 
even this boneless creature goes 

to stiff plum flowers

Senso (Of Zeze)
Umegaka ya 

sake no kayoi no 
atarashiki

270
The plum trees in flower 

to fetch the drink to enjoy them 
we use our new credit
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271 This came at the end of eleven poems, affirming the solidarity of Basho's 
school. If that context is ignored, we should have "The flowering plum tree 
/ . . . / the butterburr pods." From this stanza we encounter highly affirmative 
stanzas as well as those showing downward haikai change or poise of qualities.

■

v:
■

:
272 The white of the flower represents the purity of the maidens and suggests the 

dress of shrine servants as well as paper used in ritual ways. The scene is the 
Great Shrines of Ise, the most venerable Shinto holy place, which Basho visited 
in 1688, as is recorded in A Traveler's Book Satchel (Oi no Kobinni).

S

1
I 273 Careful attention—pruning, fertilizing—yields little result because of the poor 

soil. A very Distant connection with 272.£

£ 274 The particular variety takes its names from the whiteness of its buds. We 
follow Ito in reading "urumu" as "to flower" rather than "resent," which 
makes little sense. Some explain the ashes as fertilizer. We take the image as 
a haikai contrast: the lovely flowers grow near a dumping place.

f.:

:.S

275 Burdock or other root plants have been preserved through the winter by 
burying in sand or some such. The best roots were taken first and now in early 
spring the remainders are in sad condition.

IB! : Si i
276 The headnote is a Chinese verse by Lin Po (967-1028).

:
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Kikaku
Ume no ki ya 

kono hitosuji o 
fuki no to

271
Our host's fine plum tree 

leads to the single fragrant line 
our butterburr pods

Basho
"On being told that there is a plum tree next to the shrine 
maidens' hall."

Okorago no 
hitomoto yukashi 

ume no hana

272

For the shrine maidens 
the pure loveliness of this tree 

the flowering plum

273 Senna
Yaseyabu ya 

tsukuridaore no 
noki no ume

The grove is sick
so little yield comes from all our pains 

with the plum blossoms

Boncho
Hai sutete 

hakubai urumu 
kakine kana

274
Where ashes were thrown 

the white plum opens its blossoms 
alongside the hedge

Shiyu (Of Zeze)
Hi atari no 

ume saku koro ya 
kuzugobo

275
Where sunlight falls 

at the time of flowering plums 
buried roots grow bad

Fubaku276
"Fragrance floats in darkness; moonlit blossoms tremble."

The temple bell at dusk 
rings and presses on the plum trees 

its reverberations

Iriai no
ume no narikomu 

hibiki kana
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£
■

g 277 He remembers sliding the window open a bit, but was it in a dream? The 
fragrance tells him what he cannot see, so also being dreamlike. The headnote 
of 278 shows how Close is the relation between this and the next stanza. 276- 
78 give a small run of stanzas with headnotes.

g
.*!

;.•
278 Ito justly complains of the ponderous headnote. Yet many poems associated 

some person in the past with floral fragrance. These begin with an anonymous 
waka (Kokinshu, 3: 139): "Waiting until June, / The orange trees now present 
/ Their fragrance to me, / With reminder of that person / Whose scented 
sleeves were once like it."

as
r;

:

:§
I

279 The "kane-" means also a temple bell whose reminder of evanescence had 
provided some temporary improvement of his life. Now he errs or wanders 
astray again after blossoms that can be smelled but not seen as they are carried 
on the capricious night breeze. With this the series of stanzas on plum blossoms 
(from 265) ends in a maze.

I
■

5:i
£

I; 280 The first Day of the Rat was auspicious and brought the year's first festival. 
Poems sometimes associated the day with ritual or directional pollution. That 
or travel is meant here.m :

:Si 281 Picking shoots was an activity of the Day of the Rat. The geese are those 
pausing on their way north to nest. Ito says that "gan" (rather than kari) 
designates geese in the water rather than the sky, which makes sense—even 
if it is hard to see how shoots can be picked in water.

!•
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Otokuni
"A half-awake dream in lodging while traveling to Edo."

Negurushiki 
mado no hosome ya 

yami no ume

277

Between dream and waking 
I slide the window just ajar 

plums in the darkness

Ranran278
"At the beginning of the Third Month of 1691 I went to 
Yoshino, and as it grew dark among the mountains, the 
fragrance of plum blossoms came powerfully. At that time a 
stanza by Ranso came to mind: 'The way unseen / will be 
shown by flowers or fragrance / if taken as a guide.' I had 
thought this hackneyed before, but I could now see that it 
suited the scene so well that I was near tears, and since I had 
seen him in his real form in a dream, I thought that, although 
dead, Ranso had not forgot his refined tastes."

I waken from the dream 
and again that person's fragrance 

from the plum at night

Yume satte 
mata hitonioi 

yoi no ume

Kikaku
Hyakuhachi no 

kanete mayoi ya 
yami no ume

279
A hundred eight passions 

once tolled away and yet I err 
the plums in darkness

280 Kyorai
Hitorme mo 

yoki yado toran 
hatsunenobi

Good sleep by myself 
or at least good lodgings on the way 

at First Festival time

Fumikuni
Nobatake ya 

gan oinokete 
tsumu wakana

281
How fine are the fields 

asking the geese to move aside 
I pick the new greens
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■:

::
282 The first vegetable market in Edo was a five- or six-day affair. The scene would 

be the Sumida or Kanda River, probably with two or three boats rather than 
one or a whole train.

I 283 The pause is deliberately left ambiguous. The rites are for a household's pros
perity and were brought from China long before. In Edo times, some kitchen 
instrument was struck on a cutting board, while facing the west (where at this 
time sun and moon set together) and chanting: "Seven grasses, rape flower;
/ Before the birds from China / And the birds from Japan / Can cross over 

/ Seven grasses, rape flowers." The words had long since lost any real

3S

$

&Si here
St meaning.

B 284 We have moved from the comic verge of haikai in the early Spring stanzas to 
the renga or waka seriousness. We have chosen Abe's otte rather than Ito's 
orite in line 1. Ito's reading gives wholly waka diction.

ss
Si
Hi ■

285 True haikai in conception (though refined in language). A beggar picks (but 
throws away) young shoots; like the refined, however, he will not tread on 
them. We presume a beggar is meant, both from commentaries and Rotsu's 
own mendicant condition.::

286 On the seven grasses, see 283.• :

287 Loaches are small, edible fish that—in days before insecticides—lived in streams 
and irrigation ditches.

288 Since parsley blossoms in summer, he sees a plant that looks like it but whose 
name he cannot recall. Winter, spring, and summer join here.

I
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282 Ranran
Hatsuichi ya 

yuki ni kogikuru 
wakanabune

For the first market 
through late snow there come rowing 

the boats with fresh greens

Joko283

Yoi no tsuki 
nishi ni nazuna no 

kikoyu nari

The moon at evening 
in the west "Seven Grasses" 

is tapped out in song

284 Ransetsu
"Thinking of the Old Master on his trip."

Suso otte 
na o tsumishiran 

kusamakura

Rolling up his hem 
he must be picking the young greens 

for eating in travel

285 Rotsu
Tsumisutete 

fumitsukegataki 
wakana kana

Throwing down what he picked 
the beggar cannot tread upon them 

the fresh green shoots

Kikaku
Nanakusa ya 

ato ni ukaruru 
asagarasu

286
The seven spring plants 

the morning crows play about 
after bringing them

287 ]oso

"It's my own business" 
said the loach as it fled off 

into the parsley

Waga koto to 
dojo no nigeshi 

nezeri kana

Kikaku
Usurai ya 

wazuka ni sakeru 
sen no hana

288

Amid patches of ice 
here and there bloom a few flowers 

of what looks like parsley
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289 "Hazed over" refers to the moon, although the syntax is ambiguous, involving 
the shapes of the pines. This is like 109 in being a stanza we might expect 
elsewhere. "Tsukiyo" (light of the moon) is strongly autumnal. Kikaku's first 
line gives the stanza its Spring status.

:

290 On "hachitataki," begging priests, see 80-82, above. He recalls that he has not 
seen them this while, and the evidence is a true spring night, warmish and 
hazed over.

■

£2

$ 291 The trees are plums, by tradition, and this a late snow after 289-90. Usually 
the bird's song is mentioned.

55

i
$ 292 This pert, self-satisfied warbler is an Edo bird, all right.

I 293 Juniors first call on seniors, and later the order is reversed. At last the warbler 
deigns to come, as if superior to them all. A nice Close connection with 292.

Si
tX

294 The song draws him outdoors, where above, the warbler sings as a sign of 
spring, and below, the mire reminds us of the recent winter.• :

Si HII
295 This may be descriptive of some other person. Someone, probably an older 

man or woman, burns the moxa as a seasonal preventive of disease—near the 
window in order to hear the bird better.

■
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The Same
Oboro to wa 

matsu no kurosa ni 
tsukiyo kana

289
Being hazed over 

the blackness of the pines aglow 
in the light of the moon

Kyorai
Hachitataki 

konu yo to nareba 
oboro nari

290
Gourd-beating priests 

they have not come begging lately 
and I find the night dim

Itto (Of Iga)
Uguisu no 

yuki fumiotosu 
kakiho kana

291
The warbler's changes

from branch to branch shake down the snow 
the hedgerow shows white

Keiseki (Of Edo)
Uguisu ya 

haya hitokoe no 
shitarigao

292
So the warbler comes 

right on time with a single song 
and a knowing look

Kikaku
Uguisu ya 

tomichi nagara 
reigaeshi

293
So the warbler comes 

it condescends to bring from far 
its New Year's wishes

Boncho
Uguisu ya 

geta no ha ni tsuku 
oda no tsuchi

294
The warbler in song 

the teeth of my clogs catch with mud 
along the small paddies

Gyojitsu (Of Iga)
Uguisu ya 

mado ni yaito o 
suenagara

295
The warbler's fine song 

by the window I cauterize 
myself with moxa
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296 Willow branches are the first to show spring green. The shape implies the 
usual conception: greening willows look finest when stirred by a gentle spring 
breeze. Cf. stanza 3 of A Hundred Stanzas by Three Poets at Minase (Minase 
Sangin Hyakuin): "In the river wind / a single stand of willow trees / shows 
spring color.” There is more late snow here, instead of the usual recurrent 
spring phenomenon, haze.

&
\

S

gj 297 The lump on the tree is so prominent before the tree is in leaf that it seems 
to belong elsewhere. The attitude toward monkeys is harsh, but the sentimental 
interpretation—that the lump would provide a monkey's seat—is inappropriate 
to the animal's habits.

8
%
?a
a*

33 298 Such is his mood on an early spring day, something he cannot explain any 
more than we, though it is perfectly natural.

SisSi The association of willows with streams is both poetic (see the renga stanza 
given with 296) and natural for such water-loving trees. But every last square 
meter of arable ground is in use and there is no place for such large trees.

299
I !

t'
Although as Ground as is imaginable, the diction is poetic. The stanza pause 
comes after shidare ya, as if " . . the pond; the carp.”

300;r
!

The method, still used, is to add water and a little salt (these are sea mollusks). 
The mud floor designates the kitchen, grounded with compacted earth. A good 
haikai connection between lines 1 and 2-3.

301

Now about the twentieth, what was so much waited for as a month of cele
brations has become tiresome.

302

;:!;i

1
l
c
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Tangan

Yabu no yuki 
yanagi bakari wa 

sugata kana

Bokutaku (Of Edo)
Kono kobu wa 

saru no motsu bcki 
yanagi kana

296
Snow in the grove 

where only the willow's shape 
colors with spring

297
This kind of swelling 

belongs to a monkey instead 
not to a willow

Ensui (Of the Same)
Kakigoshi ni 

toraete hanasu 
yanagi kana

298
From over the fence 

I seize hold and then let go 
a branch of willow

Shohaku
Yokotagawa 

uedokoro naki 
yanagi kana

299
The Yokota River 

it is difficult to locate 
a place to plant willows

Ittan (Of Iga)
Aoyagi no 

shidare ya koi no 
sumidokoro

300
Where the green willows 

hang down upon the pond the carp 
have chosen their place

Bokuhaku (Of the Same)
Yukijiru ya 

hamaguri lkasu 
niwa no sumi

301
The snow has thawed 

a pot of clams is kept alive 
at the mud floor's corner

302 Yosui
Matsu uchi no 

shogatsu mo haya 
kudarizuki

Fine while waited for 
by r.ow the First Month has gone on 

it is in its decline
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-3'

303 "Yatsuniru," “leads to haggardness/' relates to the barley meals and to love. 
The speaker and his cat alike are tired of eating barley, of course desiring rice. 
(Peasants seldom could keep the rice they grew, as earlier stanzas have shown, 
and poor samurai were often in the same straits.) That desire also represents 
the love yearning, including that of the speaker,

r.
:.
-

£
rj

■

304 After a night of noise, scratching, and mating, the speaker's tomcat has more 
composure than he does, This is yet more explicitly on human love than is 
303. Toms were thought to love in the spring.

:h
&

305 The situation clearly resembles that of 304, but without explicit reference to 
human love. Since, however, human lovers gaze pensively (nagame), the hu
man implications are clear. As in renga, here we have the usual minimum run 
of three Love stanzas. By this period, especially in haikai of other schools, a 
single Love stanza is common.

1• *

rill:■■

Bi
%■ 306 The season and the gentleness of the breeze suggest warmth and removal of 

the garment. The topic—and perhaps the shadow of trees or a nearby hill— 
work for a chill, however. A subtle poem for so young a poet.:•

. 307 The run of poems on plums had ended with 279. One may appear here under 
such circumstances as its not being in a garden and losing its flowers. Even 
so, it is a surprise, although it well explains the chill left in 306

308 The mats were used, especially in summer, to cover quilt bedding for a noon 
nap, etc. The servant may have been a man. The unclosable lid or door is an 
emblem of "haikai change": see Throughout the Town, 28, and Diary, 34.

i
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Bashd
"At a farmhouse."

Mugimeshi ni 
yatsururu koi ka 

neko no tsuma

303

Is our cooked barley 
what leads to haggardness with love 

my female cat

304 Etsujin
Urayamashi 

omoikiru toki 
neko no koi

How I envy them 
cats so easily relinquish 

the longings of love

305 Kyorai
Uki tomo ni 

kamarete neko no 
soranagame

Though his ferocious friend 
has left on him marks of biting 

he just looks at the sky

306 Kid
"Composing a poem on the topic, 'Remaining cold/ for a 
poetry party at Rosen's residence."

Harukaze ni 
nugi mo sadamenu 

haori kana

In the mild spring breeze 
unable also to decide 

to take off my coat

Shdhaku
No no ume no 

chirishio samuki 
nigatsu kana

307

In fields the plum flowers 
show by their falling how the cold 

marks the second month

308 Kid
The servant is replaced 

the trunk is now too stuffed to close 
with her sleeping mat

Degawari ya 
hitsu m amareru 

goza no take
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309 Ito thinks this first-person expression, which rings false to us. Either way, a 
child losing a familiar companion is initiated into experience of loss of what 
is loved.

.

£ 310 Such twigs might be gathered as fuel or for fertilizing fields. It is not clear 
which these are. Even more interesting than Boncho's fine observation is the 
connection with 309. See the comment on 269.

£
8s'; 311 As frequently with Kikaku, this poses problems of interpretation. We think 

the master of the house speaks: his nice fish is accompanied by the less tasty 
laver (nori, a much prized edible sea plant in many grades of quality) bought 
for the servants rather than his own special favorite. Light connection with 
310.

g;
Si
v!
S

1 312 Our translation adapts, filling in the second line with implications derived from 
similar poems and sayings. The variety of laver mentioned is especially prized, 
even today. A very Heavy connection after a very Light.Si'

b!
313 Complex wordplay is involved, dealing with the rapid nature of the growth 

of joint grass, or horsetail, once spring rains and some warmth come.!u:
fi ! 314 This is extraordinarily late for snow to appear—another haikai feature of the 

collection. A "kagero" is a "gossamer," a shimmering of light in warm air, 
which would be yet less stable over snow. An unusually high proportion of 
stanzas on this topic follows.

315 The basic spring toil of preparing earth here has a Kyoto-Osaka dialect word, 
"araokoshi," for what to the northeast is "aragure" or "araguri."

i

m
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309 Ransetsu
The maid's term is over 

the child's young heart grows familiar 
with human sorrow

Degawari ya 
osanagokoro ni 

monoaware

Boncho
Honeshiba no 

kararenagara mo 
ko no me kana

310
The bonelike twigs 

cut down while still lacking leaves 
some now show buds

Kiknku
Shirauo ya 

nori wa shimobe no 
kaiawase

311
Now for the whitebait 

but that maid has got confused 
her laver and mine

Sanhd (Of Owari [Near Nagoya])

Hito no te ni 
torarete nochi ya 

sakura nori

312
Only when in hand 

is one able to give its name 
cherry blossom laver

!

Genshi
Harusame ni 

tatakidashitari 
tsukutsukushi

313
I

In the spring rains 
pelted with moisture the grasses 

spring up joint by joint

Kakei
Kagero ya 

toritsukikanuru 
yuki no ue

314
A shimmer of warm air 

there is no counting it to hold 
upon the patch of snow

Hyakusai
Kagero ya 

tsuchi mo konasanu 
araokoshi

315
A shimmer of air 

the farmer works over finely 
the rough clods of earth
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K
ir 316 ''Horohoro'' (flicker by flicker) grammatically applies to the sparkling sand, 

but it also describes the shimmering warm air.£
i

I; 317 "Ito asobu," (with each filament at play) takes literally as Japanese, in another 
reading, the Chinese characters for "itoyu" (kagero). The grove is empty in 
the sense of not yet having filled out with leaves.

;; 
£

£
■

318 Obviously a finer mind is at work here. Boncho's Chinese characters for "ka
gero" ordinarily would mean "field horse," a learned gesture recalling a passage 
in the first chapter of the Soshi (Chuang-Tzu).

Si

&
319 There seems no Western counterpart of saiko, a plant with very thin leaves. 

It was used widely as a tonic. As in 317, but more subtly, Basho plays on 
possible Chinese characters for "kagero" or "itoyu."

1
aI
li 320 "Udo" (Buplenrum Falcatum) differs from asparagus in having longer roots, 

needing heavier covering (cf. line 2), and in growing taller. The heavy work 
contrasts with the lightness of the air, but it is not clear who is being addressed 
or why.

nr
a;

ill; 321 No amount of explanation will make this interesting, but edible plants are 
involved, bracken being liked more than fernbrake, which must be leached, etc.

322 To beggar-priests like Rotsu in seventeenth-century Japan, such details were 
the stuff of lives unknown to us today. This and 321 are very Ground. But 
the connections are interesting.

1
j

.
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Doho
Kagero ya 

horohoro otsuru 
kishi no suna

316
A shimmer of air

flicker by flicker down there streams 
sand from the cliff edge

Hyoko (Of Iga)
Itoyu no 

ito asobu nari 
karakodachi

317
A shimmer of air 

with each filament at play 
the empty grove

Boncho
Kagero ni 

kodomo asobasu 
kitsune kana

318
In a shimmer of air 

the fox cubs are allowed to play 
while the parent looks on

Basho
Kagero ya 

saiko no ito no 
usugumori

319
A shimmer of air

plays on the threadlike saiko leaves 
lightly hazed over

Hairiki (Of Iga)
Itoyu ni 

kao hikinobase 
tsukuriudo

320
In a shimmer of air 

strain your face to put in the roots 
planting asparagus

321 Ransetsu
Zenmai no 

chin ni eraruru 
warabi kana

As for fernbrake 
separate good from bad and keep 

bracken most of all

322 Rotsu
Higan mae 

samusa mo hitoyo 
futayo kana

Soon the equinox 
but this cold will last on a night 

or two nights longer
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323 Explanation is more interesting here. Apparently the speaker secs a bagworm 
in its cocoon. He then imagines that although (according to many legends and 
paintings) all people and animals wept at the death of Sakyamuni, wrapped 
up as it was, the bagworm could not see the event. Whatever allegorical 
interpretation might be sought, this is the sole Buddhist (Shakkyo) stanza in 
the four hokku parts, a strange thing, unless we take these hokku as genuine 
opening stanzas.

!
i

324 Difficulties vanish with this scene, contrasting stasis and movement.

325 Since they have just left Iga for return to nothern nesting grounds, they must 
be in neighboring Kii or Ise, just to the north. This is one of those stanzas that 
is just without being finally moving. See figure 2 for the places.

:
326 A commonplace phenomenon, and a decidedly Ground Flower stanza, although 

perhaps "ogusa ni / hana" technically excludes it from such a class. This Flower 
stanza appears long before the run of such in 361-74 Although that is part 
of the haikai fun (see 269, 291, 296, and 314), this stanza is also placed here 
to distinguish it from the later ones designating cherry blossoms. See also 109, 
157, 289 for somewhat similar irregularities.

;
;

327 Another line of interpretation reads lines 2-3: “leaving the mountain there 
above / is a gateway of clouds.”

328 The experience is genuine enough, but this is a weak stanza for Basho,

329 Tamino Island (near present Osaka) was a traditional place name (utamakura) 
associated with monsoon rains (samidare, nagaame) and cranes. Here earlier 
rains and humble fish offer a metaphorical recollection, bringing the waka and 
renga worlds into the haikai sphere: excellent haikai change. See also the 
introduction, pp. 25-26, above.
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323 Yasui
Minomushi ya 

tsune no narinite 
nehanzo

The bagworm alone 
is as usual in its cocoon 

as Sakyamuni dies

Boncho
Kura narabu 

ura wa tsubame no 
kayoimichi

324

White warehouses aligned 
and at their rear the swallows path 

to swoop and return

Takuchi (Of Iga)
Tachisawagu 

ima ya Ki no kari 
Ise no kari

325
Flying off with noise 

by now they are geese at Kii 
or geese at Ise

Ranko
Harusame ya 

yane no ogusa ni 
hana sakinu

326
The light spring rains 

on the roof thatch some small plant 
has come into bloom

327 Ensui
"Spending the night among high mountains."

The light spring rains 
as I emerge on the mountain 

clouds like a gate below

Harusame ya 
yama yori izuru 

kumo no mon

Basho328

Bushosa ya 
kakiokosareshi 

haru no ame

I felt so lazy
they called and called to get me up 

in light spring rains

329 Fumikuni
Harusame ya 

Tamino no shima no 
dojouri

The light spring rains 
Tamino Island comes to mind 

with this loach peddlar
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330 Uko contrasts the soft, noiseless rains with sound. Looking up to the sparrows, 
she finds to her surprise that the skies are clearing. A fitting ending to poems 
on spring rains (from 326), and an outstanding connection with the associations 
of Tamino Island. The stanza pause (kugire) comes in the middle of the second 
line with "ya."

■.

:
:
j-

■

331 Kyorai altered the last line to "azeutsuri," (moves into the pond). Basho 
criticized the emendation, saying the original was natural.

!:
:

332 "Komai" (tree dance) is a euphemism for plastering walls. At an old house, 
the walls have been stripped and bamboo strips laid for lath. Insects, here now 
dead autumnal ones, had long since been in the old walls. The wasp will start 
up a nest, as wasps will, at the insect droppings.

I
i
l
.
f , 333 It is a pity that the doll's festival (third of the Third Month) is not one of our 

customs, if only to clarify one of Kyorai's finest stanzas. The dolls are arranged 
in order of precedence, emperor downward—now from top to bottom, formerly 
back to front. The stanza of course symbolizes human behavior toward other 
people and tradition, the outmoding of what had been important, the rush to 
the new. Here Kyorai treads in Basho's footprints.

i!I

334 A rich girl, having good things catered in for the doll festival, sees their sleeves 
stirring gently in the breeze and is led to worry that the caterers may upset 
them. A descent from 333, but an excellent connection by the editors.

335 Having received so much in this line for the doll festival, the good-hearted 
child walks about to share things with her friends.

336 We see that Uko's stanza has provided a transition from the doll festival to 
peach trees considered separately.

•;
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Uko330
The light spring rains 

seem to lift so now the eaves 
have sparrows twittering

Harusame no 
agaru ya noki ni 

naku suzume

Fumikuni
Dorogame ya 

nawashiro mizu no 
azezutai

331
The snapping turtle 

near the water for rice seedlings 
it creeps on the field ridge

Shdbo332
A wasp alights and crawls 

in old lathwork to be plastered 
just at the insect dung

Hachi tomaru 
komai no take ya 

mushi no fun

333 Kyorcii
Furumai ya 

shimoza ni naoru 
kozo no hina

Such is our conduct 
we demote to lesser place 

the dolls of last year

Tekishi (Of Iga)
Harukaze ni 

kokasu na hina no 
kago no shu

334
In the light spring breeze 

do not overturn my dolls 
delivering your wares

Uko335
She goes to distribute 

extra peach flowers and willow strands 
a happy young girl

Momo yanagi 
kubari ariku ya 

onna no ko

Usd (Of Mikawa [near Nagoya])

Momo no hana 
sakai shimaranu 

kakine kana

336
The flowering peach trees 

at the border where no one can close 
the gateway through the hedge
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I 337 By itself trivial, this connects with 336 in a fine manner. The next should differ 
greatly from this sardonic humor.

338 Green onions are among the first crops in spring. The butterfly seems to have 
come as if from nowhere to dream on the plant. "Hitoyo" may be "ichiya," 
although the meaning is the same.

$
3
jTi
j£j 339 As the stanza's placement here suggests, kite flying is a spring pastime in Japan 

also. "Yukue" (its apparent end), traditionally suggests an uncertain desti
nation.I

340 "Even a mud puddle reflects the sky."
(Li6: 341 The parent (perhaps the cock) seeks food for chicks. This foretells Kobayashi 

Issa's (1763-1827) poetic concerns with small animals.f
I. 342 "Before" in the sense of being by the rear verandah, the family's private area, 

where the saddle has been left temporarilyI
343 Either unable to find their nests in the dark or, more likely, having had their 

nests destroyed by waves or winds, the birds' familiar cries are altered. The 
world seems hostile, unfathomable.i:

I

i

•i
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Ransui
Satobito no 

heso otoshitaru 
tanishi kana

337
Someone in the town 

seems to have dropped his navel 
here is a snail

338 Hanzati
Cho no kite 

hitoyo nenikeri 
negi no gibo

A butterfly came
and has spent the whole night sleeping 

on top of a scallion

Toyo (Of Yamanaka in Kaga [Ishikawa])
Tako kirete 

Shiranegadake o 
yukue kana

339
The kite breaks away 

and the peak of Mount Shirane 
its apparent end

Empu (Of Iga)
Ika nobori 

koko ni mo sumu 
niwatazumi

340
The kite flies aloft 

and can be found down here as well 
on puddles of rain

ya

Chinseki
Hi no kage ya 

gomoku no ue no 
oyasuzume

Dohd
Nigura fumu 

haru no suzume ya 
en no saki

341
The sun calmly shines 

searching over the rubbish heap 
the mother sparrow pecks

342
Over the pack saddle 

cross the sparrows hatched this season 
right before the house

343 Basho
Yami no yo ya 

su o madowashite 
naku chidori

Wholly black the night 
having been parted from their nests 

the plovers cry loudly
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•: 344 If withered, the tree must be fully grown, some thirty meters high. Each line 

makes the scene grimmer. In time-honored fashion this mountain scene is 
posed with the seascape of 343 in fine tonal relation. The journey (sec figure 
2) took them from present Toyama to Gifu prefecture.

5;
.i

a
345 The haze at a distance lies low. Above it swells a cloud in this shape. For waka 

and renga (and haikai), haze is a universal spring image, it alone appearing at 
any time, and in no other season for poetry. Such is the extreme haikai temper 
of this collection that this is the sole stanza included that mentions haze 
(kasumi) without a non-spring qualification.

g
Ei
s?:

■

I
346 A wonderful transition from 345 to 347. The "ko" may refer to the adult 

bird's chicks, but we take the scene to be a woman tending a child, trying to 
coax it—perhaps from crying—by drawing attention to the bird

£•
K
2I 347 A double contrast is implied. The larks above the low fields sing and gladden 

the heart; the pheasants in the hills cry out in sad, painful voice.sss
UK
I 348 Rather forced and sentimental, as also recollecting another stanza, this involves 

the speaker looking about the place (now leveled by fire) where Basho must 
have scoured his rice pot.

inr

?

Si
.
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Bonchd344
"In going from Etchu to Hida, we crossed many dangerous 
waterfalls by rope relays, sometimes losing our way in 
pathless mountains."

Washi no su no 
tabu no karee ni 

hi wa irinu

Where eagles nest 
on the withered camphor limb 

the sun slowly set

Sekko (Of Iga)345
Out of the spring haze 

a cloud seems to take on the form 
of a person's head

Kasumi yori 
miekuru kumo no 

kashira kana

346 Sarnpu
Ko ya matan 

amari hibari no 
taka agari

The child must wait 
the meadowlark lingers so long 

high in its flight

Basho
Hibari naku 

naka no hyoshi ya 
kiji no koe

347

The lark sings in flight 
and within its lengthy cadence 

screeches of pheasants

Kyokusui
"Inquiring after the old Basho Hermitage."

Violets in flower 
the washing of his little pot 

remembered in them

348

Sumiregusa 
konabe araishi 

ato ya kore

Santen (Of Edo)
Boke azami 

tabi shite mitaku 
no wa narinu

349
Wild quince and thistles 

such flowers are what I wish to see 
where fields have grown over
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350 It is not clear what the picture showed. Speculation in the Japanese spirit would 

infer one of yellow roses (a wild plant) owned by someone with Uji associations.:
;
1
I 351 Fresh purity and whiteness are emphasized. "Shiratama tsubaki" (pcarllike 

camellias) is the conventional expression.
j

5

352 The headnote modestly, indirectly tells us that she has become a nun. Since 
camellias fall as whole flowers rather than petal by petal, they were associated 
with the human head. The stanza is poignantly sad and yet combines beauty 
with religious resolution.

:
.:
:

353 This tepid stanza is placed here as a transition.
>:

354 Our translation adapts various interpretations, all assuming that the bird flies 
to the bush, its movement bringing down a loose flower from above, much 
like a head (see 352, comment). Basho has deliberately attenuated in haikai 
change the usual image of plum flowers as the warbler's hat. Such change 
explains why a warbler can be introduced so much later than usual in a se
quence; the camellia, with its associations, is the focus of attention.

;
;
;
>:

!
1
! i:

355 A very Ground stanza for one on cherry blossoms, this implicitly contrasts 
with camellias and their different way of falling.

! •
!i:.

*
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Basho

"Praising a picture."
Yamabuki ya 

Uji no hoiro no 
niou toki

350

Yellow roses in bloom 
at Uji the tea roasting kilns 

would be fragrant now

Sharai
Shiratama no 

tsuyu ni kiwatsuku 
tsubaki kana

351
Like so many pearls 

dewdrops shine along the edges 
of white camellia flowers

Uko

"Being weak in body and given to ill health, 1 thought 
how hard it was to tend my hair and so changed the style 
this spring."

Kogai mo
kushi mo mukashi ya 

chiritsubaki

352

The fancy hairpins 
along with combs are useless now 

camellia flowers fall

Sakagamishi (From Yamamoto in Tsu [Mie Prefecture])
A snail creeps on 

there falls as if for its cap 
a camellia flower

353

Katatsumuri 
uchikabusetaru 

tsubaki kana

Basho
Uguisu no 

kasa otoshitaru 
tsubaki kana

354

From above the warbler 
its hat falls down like a head 

the camellia flower

Risetsu (Of Iga)
Hatsuzakura 

mada oioi ni 
sakeba koso

355
The first cherry flowers 

and hereafter more and more 
will come into bloom
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356 Kikaku's headnote says that he went to Toeizan, "Eastern Mount Hiei," Ueno 
Park. Edo and other places tried hard to find equivalents of famous places in 
the capital.

m
..

39

1 357 To break it off violates injunctions against stealing flowers (sec 363, below). 
Not to take it violates aesthetic canons of a refined person from Heian times. 
A nice double vision.S'

358 The "mo" (also) suggests that some other sound suggests human habitation— 
a dog's bark, sounds of labor, etc, We are now in the hills, where the flower 
viewers find welcome pleasure in coming on signs of a village and fellow human 
creatures.

..
• •

1! 359 First to bloom, first to fall.
1::.-:l: 360 Our translation is meant to suggest that "hatsuhatsu" (bit by bit) applies both 

to the growing light and the blossoming. All the more so, since the growing 
light reveals more and more flowers—a psychological blossoming. This fine 
stanza is well set off by 359. The belated tree marks the end of named cherry 
blossoms. The next group of "plain flowers" (tada no hana) also designates 
cherries, but since "named flowers" (na no hana) do not qualify as Flower 
stanzas, the ensuing stanzas are grouped apart. But see also 157 and 326.

3
g- ,
3*
£
ii

% .

361 A priest like Senna had one day a month to take his evening meal with lay 
people (jotoki). Going from tree to tree (cherries are meant—see the last 
comment on 360), he forgets his priestly custom in sheer enjoyment of the 
blossoms.

362 In most legends, the divinity of Mt. Katsuragi is ugly (he built a bridge at 
night so as not to be seen). The first line and what Basho wrote of the charm 
of the scene may suggest that the god is handsome. Or is this haikai change, 
playing on both possibilities?

f; I
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Kikaku356
"Seeing cherry flowers at Ueno Park."

Kobozu ya 
matsu ni kakurete 

yamazakura

The novice priests play 
hidden either among dark pines 

or mountain cherry flowers

Shohaku357
Hitoeda wa 

oranu mo waroshi 
yamazakura

This one lovely branch 
even not to steal it would be wrong 

mountain cherry flowers

Boncho
Niwatori no 

koe mo kikoyuru 
yamazakura

358
The crow of a cock 

is also something welcome 
mountain cherry flowers

359 Joso
Massaki ni 

mishi eda naran 
chiru sakura

The initial branch
whose flowers we saw must be this one 

cherry blossoms fall

Fumikuni
Ariake no 

hatsuhatsu ni saku 
osozakura

360
As the light of dawn 

brightens bit by bit they bloom 
belated cherry flowers

361 Senna
Jotoki m 

hazurete kyo wa 
hana no ton

Our dining out time 
finds me much out of place today 

a bird seeking flowers

Bashd362
"Passing the foot of Mount Katsuragi."

Nao mitashi 
hana ni akeyuku 

kami no kao

I do wish to see it 
as in the flowers the growing light 

reveals the god's face
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363 The legend refers to the court of Empress Joto (988-1074). The flower war
dens—the scene is Basho's home province (Iga, see figure 2)—were to spend 
seven days a year ensuring that the trees were not damaged when in flower. 
As this shows, Japanese cherries bloom for a shorter period than when trans
planted in North America. Their short glory is the reason Japanese prize them 
so much.

364 This and the preceding two stanzas have headnotes with increasing narrative 
(monogatan) character.

365 One who really likes cherry blossoms for their beauty wishes not to be detained 
by acquaintances drinking sake and carrying on. (Cf. 270.) Kyorai puts it as 
a mental prayer: "awaji awaji to" (may I not meet them, may I not meet 
them).

366 The capital is of course Kyoto, with "hana no" designating both the capital 
of flowers and a gorgeous capital. The priest is variously identified. Ito criticizes 
the stanza on purely haiku grounds, but it could work well in a kasen.

367 The to him useless quiver serves to hold flowers. Now that warmer days have 
come the rats (or mice) above the ceiling clatter about. He barks at them 
harshly. A fine haikai scene.

! i! : •
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The Same
"Because it is said that Hanagaki Village in Iga was long ago 
ordered as royal land to protect the double cherry flowers 
brought from Nara."

Hitosato wa 
mina hanamori no 

shison ka ya

363

In this whole village 
do all those have flower wardens 

as common ancestors

364 Empu
"My father's tomb is at Yanaka in Edo, but I left there at twro, 
going down from the capital twenty years later to visit it. 
Having heard from my mother that a cherry tree had been 
planted before his grave, I sought it out, but found too many 
cherries blossoming and falling in the vicinity."

Magawashi ya 
hana su hachi no 

yukikaeri

It is all uncertain 
the very bees that live on flowers 

buzz around and around

365 Kyorai
Shiribito ni 

awaji awaji to 
hanami kana

There are many I know 
I hoped and hoped not to meet them 

as I went to see flowers

Boncho

Aru so no 
kiraishi hana no 

miyako kana

366
There once was that priest 

who was said to have hated flowers 
here in their capital

367 Hahzan
"At the house of a masterless samurai."

Nezumidomo 
haru no yo are zo 

hana utsubo

You rats in the house 
shut up for at least one spring night 

flowers in the quiver
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;•

368 "Namagusaki" also means to smell raw, but the other meaning gives the proper 
contrast with 367.:1

369 Yoshino, south of the capital, was long famous for cherry blossoms. Con
noisseurs went beyond the easy areas to remote places, as Sora does to the 
utmost verge, recalling a poem, Zokukokinshu, 1: 88.

I:
t-

!t
! 370 Climbing the mountain of that name, he thinks of the man whose given name 

it was. Some interpret the windy storm as the age of wars in Dokan's lifetime 
(1432-86). Perhaps so. But before then, now, and later it is in the nature of 
the wind to scatter flowers.

:

:
;

371 Many commentators treat the standing form as a woman's. But in illustrations 
of The Tale of Genji, a standing woman is very rare. Genji himself must be 
meant.

::
1:

! 372 This is one of a number of refined poetic expressions on just this occasion.;

373 "Kururu" has a number of interpretations. Ours holds it to designate a sliding- 
bar lock, agreeing with others that the doors are locked or sealed, a definitive 
human act poised against the fall of cherry petals. With this action, the Flower 
stanzas end, coming relatively just where the most important Flower stanza 
appears in a kasen, the thirty-fifth of thirty-sixth stanzas. Named flowers (na 
no hana) follow, as they had preceded, 361-73.

; 11

1 U
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Chobi (Of Iga)
Namagusaki 

hana saichu no 
yube kana

368
It feels good to be lazy 

when flowers blossom at their height 
on a fine evening

Sora369
" 'There are flowers beyond'—remembering the line, I 
composed this on my going to the depths of Yoshino."

This is the great peak 
here behind Mount Yoshino falls 

the limit of flowers

Omine ya 
Yoshino no oku no 

hana no hate

370 Ranran
"Climbing Mount Dokan"

Dokan ya 
hana wa sono yo o 

arashi kana

Yes Ota Dokan
the flowers now are like those you knew 

and fall before the wind

Uko371
"On seeing illustrations of The Tale of Genji."

On the balustrade 
as the flowers fall in the night 

he stands there radiant

Obashima ni 
yoru chiru hana no 

tachisugata

Hokushi (Of Kaga [Ishikawa]) 
"When my house burned in 1691."

Yakenikeri 
saredomo hana wa 

chirisumashi

372

All has burned down 
yet it happened after the flowers 

had totally fallen

373 Boncho
Hana chiru ya 

garan no kururu 
otoshiyuku

The flowers are falling 
the bar of the grand temple door 

is slid into place
I
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374 "Lady briars" (Arania, kaido) is a nonce translation for a plant of the briar or 
rose family compared in Japanese proverbs to beautiful women.

375 Although much prized by critics, this stanza has numerous interpretations. 
Ours follows those seeing in this echoes of The Tale of Genji and Po Chii-i. 
It had appeared in The Traveler's Book Satchel, and its revision of the first 
line (originally, "Hototogisu") is typical of Basho and his style of haikai. For 
Yamato, see figure 2.

376 In waka the tail of a copper pheasant was a traditional metaphor for lengthiness.

377 Lake Biwa is no doubt meant. This may be personal and optative: I wish I 
could see the image.

378 "U no hana" or utsugi (Deutzia Crenata) is not a hydrangea but a stark white 
flower whose petals group somewhat like hydrangea blossoms. As an early 
summer flower, its budding tells that spring is all but done.

379 Asian bullfinches sing at altitudes of two thousand meters or more. Their songs 
convince the speaker that he has walked far up. This effectively alters the 
temporal conception of 378 into a spatial one.

380 This alludes to a chapter, "The End of Kiso" in The Tale of the Heike, 9, 4. 
Properly Minamoto Yoshinaka (1154-84), he was impetuous, rude, and valiant. 
He died greatly outnumbered at the Battle of Awazu—near the Nameless 
Hermitage—on the eleventh of the First Month. Otokuni writes of visiting 
Yoshinaka Temple late in the spring. (See Yoshinakadera in figure 4.) The 
horse is gone, long since dead by the waterside, as is its master.

‘
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Fusen (Of Edo)
Kaido no

hana wa michitari 
yoru no tsuki

Basko
"While on a pilgrimage in Yamato"

Kutabirete 
yado karu koro ya 

fuji no hana

374
Upon the lady briars 

the flowers swell into radiance 
the moon at midnight

375

Exhausted by travel 
and just as we engage our lodging 

the wisteria flowers

376 Tangan
Yamadori ya 

tsutsuji yokeyuku 
o no hineri

The mountain pheasant 
to steer clear of the azaleas 

it twists its long tail

Chigetsu
Yamatsutsuji 

umi ni miyo to ya 
yuhikage

377
Azaleas on the cliff 

look at the image on the lake 
in evening sunshine

378 Sansen
Tokaku shite 

u no hana tsubomu 
yayoi kana

One way or other 
white hydrangeas are in bud 

and this has been spring

Shikishi (Of Iga)
Uso no koe 

kikisomete yori 
yamaji kana

379
The bullfinches' songs 

from first hearing them I knew 
this is a mountain path

380 Otokuni
"At Kiso's tomb in Otsu."

Sono haru no 
ishi to mo narazu 

Kiso no uma

Since the spring following 
not even a stone records its feats 

the horse of brave Kiso
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381 Someone prays for a benefit at the famous Kannon Temple within the larger 
Hase complex situated in Yamato (Nara, see figure 2). Sora seems to recall the 
visit by Ukon to the temple, which led to the discovery of Tamakazura in The 
Tale of Genji. The temple was particularly favored by women.

382 The first lines involve a contrast between "yuku haru" (departing spring) and 
"Omi" read as "au mi" (the meeting person, myself). Some think the stanza 
originally composed at Yoshinaka Temple (see 380). There is another headnote: 
"In giving voice to the regrets of many people over the passing of spring, when 
we were in a boat on Lake Biwa by Karasaki in Shiga" (see figure 4). It seems 
likely that Basho meant, by his Chinese headnote given here, to include as 
many possibilities as possible. The recollections seem to include Yoshinaka 
Temple, Ishiyama Temple with its associations of Murasaki Shikibu and The 
Tale of Genji (see 381), and maybe even the ancient capital at Karasaki.

!

-
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Sora381
On this brief spring night 

who is she at the Hase Temple 
in supplication

Haru no yo wa 
tare ka Hatsuse no 

dogomori

Basho
"Regretting the passage of spring while gazing out 
upon the lake."

Yuku haru o 
Omi no hito to 

oshimiken

382

The departure of spring 
with those I have met at Omi 

I have lamented its end

So the four books of stanzas on the four seasons in The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat end as they had begun, with a poem by Basho, beginning with 
loneliness and deprivation in winter, ending with company and the hap
piness of spring. As leader of his school, Basho thus takes pride of place. 
If the usual order of the seasons had been followed, a wholly different 
ordering would have been necessary to honor him, and the experience of 
reading the integrated collection would have been altogether different from 
beginning to end.
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PART FIVE: FOUR KASEN BY BASHO 

AND HIS FOLLOWERS

Although the hokku of the first four parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat 
are to be read sequentially, and although (as vve have proposed in the 
general introduction) those four books represent a gigantically enlarged 
version of a kasen, it is in this part that we find some proper versions of 
that thirty-six-stanza haikai sequence. There seems to be general agreement 
that the art of haikai sequences never excelled that found in the first three 
kasen given here.

In arranging these four kasen after the order of the hokku in the first 
four parts just preceding, Kyorai and Boncho had to take them out of their 
chronological order of composition.

Even the Kite's Feathers, winter 1690 
Throughout the Town, summer 1690 
At the Tub of Ashes, autumn 1690 
Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots, spring 1690

From this we can see that this fifth part corresponds to the unchronological 
model of the first four.

The last of the four sequences here hardly qualifies as a kasen in strict 
terms. But that is part of the point of the whole of The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat: "haikai change" effects its aesthetic of order by what looks like 
disorder, playing off actuality against an ideal norm inherited from count
less earlier sequences and collections. The fourth sequence. Plum Blossoms 
and Fresh Shoots, also constitutes a Fast Close (kyu) for all four taken 
together as yet another magnified kasen. In addition, it prepares the way 
for the yet more miscellaneous sixth part of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.
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Even the Kite's Feathers

(TOBI NO HA MO NO MAKI, 1690)

During 1690 Basho was living in one place or another away from Edo. As 
we have seen, and as is shown in Part Six below, he had gone to Kyokusui's 
Unreal Hermitage (Genjuan) not far from Lake Biwa to the east of Kyoto. 
In the Seventh Month he visited his native place, Ueno in Iga. Thereafter 
he returned to the Kyoto area, and this sequence seems to have been written 
there, probably at Kyorai's Fallen Persimmons Hermitage (Rakushisha) in 
early winter. Apart from the biographical evidence, Kyorai's authorship of 
the hokku suggests that he was host, and its seasonal terms suggest the 
time of year.

Even the Kite's Feathers introduces obvious poetic regularity for the first 
time into The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. It and the next two sequences 
allow us to catch our breath, to discover some order in the haikai world— 
although each of the three does so on quite different poetic terms. For 
although each is a kasen, each handles its thirty-six stanzas quite differ
ently. After its opening, this sequence is very regular—which is to say that 
it fulfills the expectations of its kind more fully than do the three sequences 
following.

The introductory stanzas (the jo, from 1 to 6 or so) introduce winter and 
autumn, with a sense of travel and the remote. In this lonely beginning, 
nature and its peace seem to prevail. The Development (the ha, ca. 7-29) 
runs through the seasons and a variety of people. Its climax comes toward 
its end with Love stanzas and echoes of The Tale of Genji altered first into 
military terms suitable to the Edo period and then into natural imagery. 
The Fast Close (kyu, ca. 30-36) joins human activity and nature, bringing 
in travel imagery once more, and settling at last into spring imagery.

For composing this sequence, Basho and Kyorai were joined by Boncho 
and Fumikuni. The four composed in sequence, in each successive set of 
four stanzas reversing authorship of the two in each pair, and to these sets 
of four adding a couple of stanzas at the end of the first sheet and the 
beginning of the second. This will be clearer if the poets are designated by 
letters:
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' C Boncho 
D Fumikuni

A Kyorai 
B Basho

With such designations, the order of composition can be set forth by sheets.
i
I

1. ABCD BADC ABCD BADC BA
2. CD ABDC BACD ABDC BACD

There is a bit of irregularity in the introductory stanzas, but it is very 
mild compared to what we have been seeing in the previous parts of The 
Monkey's Straw Raincoat. In fact, nothing in the whole collection is more 
observant of formal haikai canons and expectations than this sequence 
beginning with a bird sleeked down by the cold winter drizzle. An alter
native title, Hatsushigure (Early Winter Rain), of course comes from the 
third line of the hokku.

■

.
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1 Design. No relation. Winter, Birds.
Noun-ending rather than cutting-word such as "kana." "Hatsushigure" (early 
winter rain) designates winter, unlike simple "shigure" (a Falling Thing in 
renga), which may be either autumn or winter.

2 Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Trees,
As the drizzle had affected the kite's feathers, the single gust of wind works 
on the dead leaves, both those on the ground and those still on the branches. 
Then all grows hushed once more, leaving the scene yet more desolate to sight 
and bleakly still. In connection with 1 the scene is wintry, but no word justifies 
the classification.

3 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Clothes.
Since clothes imply a wearer, humanity is introduced for the first time, like 
the leaves being affected by the elements. The person may be a traveler or 
some villager on a task,

4 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Animals. Products. Peasants. 
Light bamboo is bent to spring forth and frighten away a badger who encounters 
it. Travel may be implied here, but no word justifies the topic. The person 
who has forded streams in 3 now comes on a house or a rural village scene.

Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Dwellings. Plants, Night. Radiance.
The first Moon stanza appears as formally prescribed in the fifth stanza. We 
move into the isolated house of those who set the badger ward, probably in 
some mountain area. A lonely but lovely moonlight filters through ivy-covered 
lattice, casting dim shadows.

i
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Even the Kite's Feathers

Tobi no ha mo 
kaitsukuroinu 

hatsushigure 
Kyorai

Even the kite's feathers 
have been tidied by the passing shower 

of early winter rain

1

Tobi no ha mo 
kaitsukuroinu 

hatsushigure 
hitofuki kaze no 
ko no ha shizumaru 
Basho

Even the kite's feathers 
have been tidied by the passing shower 

of early winter rain 
stirred by a single puff of wind 
the withered leaves grow still again

2

Stirred by a single puff of wind 
the withered leaves grew still again 

from morning onward 
his trousers have been wetted 

in crossing streams

Hitofuki kaze no 
ko no ha shizumaru 

momohiki no 
asa kara nururu 

kawa koete 
Boncho

3

From morning onward 
his trousers have been wetted 

in crossing streams 
and he sees the bamboo bow 
set to frighten badgers off

Momohiki no 
asa kara nururu 

kawa koete 
tanuki o odosu 
shinohari no yumi 
Fumikuni

4

Not far from the bamboo bow 
set to frighten badgers off 

and through lush ivy 
crawling over the lattice door 

comes evening moonlight

Tanuki o odosu 
shinohari no yumi 

mairado ni 
tsuta haikakaru 

yoi no tsuki 
Basho

5
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6 Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Persons. Trees,
The scene is still remote—perhaps a mountain village or temple—but the 
number of people grows. The "mo" of Kyorai's first line suggests that another 
person is referred to. So ends the first side of the first sheet, marked by 
consistent use of Light-Heavy relation and change in impressiveness of stan/as, 
ending with this first Ground stanza. It is difficult to say whether the Intro
duction (jo) ends here or—more likely—spills over into the next stanza, and 
side.

7 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn.
The translation interprets the succession of stanzas to mean that the stingy 
person is also the artist, perhaps overpreoccupied with his work. Perhaps he 
is even unaware that the season is ending.

8 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Clothes.
The translation follows one line of interpretation, closely identifying the per
sons in 8 and 7. Knitted (menyasu) toed-socks (tabi) became fashionable in 
the 1680s as an import and were worn in cold weather. Tabi were usually made 
from woven cloth or leather.

9 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.
The stanza provides a fine example of Light relation and of a Ground poem 
that is very plain in language without being simple. The mood of self-suffi
ciency is maintained, but the basis differs.

10 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Residences. Products. Peasants. 
Although one interpretation holds that the shell is blown by a member of a 
religious group to summon others on a pilgrimage, the appearance of a village 
suggests that the person of 9, perhaps someone walking meditatively, comes 
on the sounds and time of the phenomenal world. The contrast is remarkable.

u
:
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Mairado ni 
tsuta haikakaru 

yoi no tsuki 
hi to ni mo kurczu 
meibutsu no nashi 
Kyorai

Through the lush ivy 
crawling over the lattice door 

comes evening moonlight 
he will not give to anyone 
the pears for which the place is known

6

Hito ni mo kurezu 
meibutsu no nashi 

kakinaguru 
sumie okashiku 

aki kurete 
Fumikuni

He will not give to anyone 
the pears for which the place is known 

while he takes pleasure 
sketching pictures with brush and ink 

autumn nears its end

7

While he takes pleasure 
sketching pictures with brush and ink 

autumn nears its end 
and what a joy he has in wearing 
those fashionable knitted socks

Kakinaguru 
sumie okashiku 

akikurete 
hakigokoro yoki 
meriyasu no tabi 
Boncho

8

What a joy there is in wearing 
those fashionable knitted socks 

nothing that happens 
while he refrains from talking 

breaks his inner quiet

Hakigokoro yoki 
meriyasu no tabi 

nanigoto mo 
mugon no uchi wa 

shizuka nari 
Kyorai

9

Nothing that happened 
during the time without a word 

broke the great quiet 
just as the village comes into view 
a horn blows to tell of noontime

Nanigoto mo 
mugon no uchi wa 

shizuka nari 
sato miesomete 
uma no kai fuku 
Basho

10

:

;
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11 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
No words authorize the Summer classification this seems to deserve (see 12). 
Now a person summoned by the horn in 10 rests for a bit after his noon meal. 
The details acutely represent peasant life, even if no word justifies a Peasants 
classification.

12 Design-Ground. Light. Summer. Cultivated Things.
The many positive associations of the lotus hover in this stanza, making its 
connection with 11 one of contrast. The uncertainty as to connection of scene 
keeps the connection Light. Because the flower is given its name (is a na no 
hana), this is not a Flower stanza. (Sec 17.)

13 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Plants?
The association of a lotus pond with a temple is very natural; that and the 
general good feeling constitute the main connections. Laver is a sea plant dried 
and pressed into sheets cut as a condiment to other foods. Although "Suizenji" 
literally means "Suizen Temple," the name actually designated a highly es
teemed laver rather than any real temple There is, therefore, no Buddhist 
subtopic.

14 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous.
The connection with 13 exemplifies the narrative potential found in linked 
poetry. The person here had been waiting for the soup at the end of the meal 
and appreciates the host's kindness, but feels he must get on, as if business 
or returning home motivated him

15 Ground-Design Light Spring. Persons. Town.
Rodo, the T'ang poet Lu T'ung, was a minor poet and, like Fumikuni himself, 
a master of tea. The stanza is connected only by contrast with 14. Since there 
has been no Flower stanza thus far (see 12 and note), Fumikuni here introduces 
spring, making the stanza possible in 16 or 17.
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Just as the village came into view 
the horn blew to tell of noontime 

frazzled at the edge 
the straw coverlet from last year 

is smudged with his use

Sato miesomete 
uma no kai fuku 

hotsuretaru 
kozo no negoza no 

shitataruku 
Boncho

11

Frazzled at the edge 
the straw coverlet from last year 

is smudged with his use 
the petals of the lotus flowers 
fall one by one in splendor

Hotsuretaru 
kozo no negoza no 

shitataruku 
fuyo no hana no 
harahara to chiru 
Fumikuni

12

As petals of the lotus flowers 
fall one by one in splendor 

the soup of clear broth 
is given to us best of all 

with Suizen laver

Fuyo no hana no 
harahara to chiru 

suimono wa 
mazu dekasareshi 

Suizenji 
Basho

13

The soup of clear broth 
was given to him best of all 

with Suizen laver
but pleading that eight miles remain 
he sets off upon the road

Suimono wa 
mazu dekasareshi 

Suizenji 
sann amari no 
michi kakaekeru 
Kyorai

14

Because eight miles still are left 
they set off upon the road 

and this spring as well 
the men as loyal as Lu T'ung's 

work another term

Sann amari no 
michi kakaekeru 

kono haru mo 
Rodo ga otoko 

inari nite 
Fumikuni

15
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16 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Cultivation. Night. Radiance. 
Boncho solves a problem very well. The spring sequence begun in 15 must 
continue three stanzas, but a Moon stanza is needed, and that is usually 
autumnal. So he advances spring a bit and gives a spring moon, with tree 
imagery that sets up Basho for a Flower stanza. In the four stanzas concluding 
this sheet (15-18) we can see clearly into the process of linking stanzas.

17 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Products. Cultivation. Plants.
The first Flower stanza appears in the proper section and standard place. Need
ing to join a Flower to a Moon stanza in the developmental stage (ha) of the 
sequence, Basho must measure up without stopping things with too impressive 
a stanza. He gives a scene for viewing cherry flowers (always meant by "hana" 
in haikai) but without mentioning the people who would use the old basin.

18 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons.
The high tone of the preceding stanza is altered in fine haikai style by the 
mention of anger, but the tone is not deflated—the anger is past. Also, con
necting with 17, it seems that the speaker here has recovered his temper by 
working among the trees, perhaps as an attendant. The gamesome touch is 
very nice. Kyorai ends both the front and the back of the first sheet with 
Ground stanzas.fi

19 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.
The lack of details in setting or other images prevents closeness of connection, 
but Boncho intensifies the slight comic elements of 18. By writing the second 
Ground stanza in succession, he seems to put his successor on notice to write 
a Design-Ground or Design stanza.

20 Design. Light. Winter.
Fumikuni suddenly opens the scene to wide expanses and brings back winter. 
A very small group of people seems to be implied. This impressive stanza is 
particularly renga-like, even to the yoking by "samuki" (cold) of the nouns 
preceding and following, a technique rarer in Basho-style haikai. Snow is a 
Falling Thing in renga.

;

i
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Kono haru mo 
Rodo ga otoko 

inari nite 
sashiki tsukitaru 

tsuki no oboroyo 
Boncho

This spring as well 
the men as loyal as Lu T'ung's 

work another term 
the grafted trees reveal new growth 

in moonlight on a hazy night
16

Sashiki tsukitaru 
tsuki no oboroyo 

koke nagara 
hana ni naraburu 

chozubachi 
Basho

The grafted trees reveal new growth 
in moonlight on a hazy night 

covered with moss 
the stone basin stands to one side 

of flowering cherry trees

17

Koke nagara 
hana ni naraburu 

chozubachi 
hitori naorishi 
kesa no haradachi 
Kyorai

Covered with moss 
the stone basin stands to one side 

of flowering cherry trees 
his mind has now been relieved 
of the anger felt this morning

18

His mind has now been relieved 
of the anger felt this morning 

and in just one sitting 
he has bolted down the rations 

for two full days

Hitori naorishi 
kesa no haradachi 

ichidoki ni 
futsuka no mono mo 

kute oki 
Boncho

19

Ichidoki ni 
futsuka no mono mo 

kute oki
yukike ni samuki 
shima no kitakaze 
Fumikuni

In just one sitting 
they have eaten up the rations 

for two full days
the feel of snow brings on the cold 
as northern winds blow on the isle

20
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21 Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Dwellings. Radiance. Peaks.
Kyorai particularizes, focuses, specifies in another excellent stanza: made pos
sible in the larger economy by 18 and 19. This is haikai beauty in contrast to 
20; an ordinary lantern is lit, and the beauty of the scene is as much humble 
and desolate as affecting. With 20, the exile of Gotoba (r. 1183-98) at Oki or 
of Juntoku (r. 1210-21) at Sado seems to be meant, deepening the sadness.

22 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Summer. Birds.
Basho intensifies the haikai character of 21. In waka and renga the essential 
nature (hon'i) for "hototogisu" is that there be a single one whose song one 
listens in vain to hear. Yet he keeps the sense of problem: they will sing no 
more, suggesting that the summer designated by these birds is close to passing. 
Hence, this is the sole stanza spent on the season (appropriately enough for 
summer or winter).

23 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.
The sudden shift tells us that another stage in the Development (ha) has begun. 
In itself, this is wholly undistinguished, even prosaic. But for a sequence, 
Fumikuni's mastery is like that other kind shown by him in 15.

24 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Products. Residences.
The language itself is plain and does not justify a Love classification, which 
is conceptually confirmed by the allusion (honzetsu) to The Tale of Genji, 
where in "Yugao" the visit to a sick old woman leads to Genji's liaison with 
Yugao. The recollection raises the impressiveness of the stanza and perhaps 
suggests Court as a classification.

25 Ground-Design. Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons. Cultivation.
A clear-cut Love stanza, this is haikai in language but timeless in conception: 
the betrayed woman waiting, the lover who might come through the hedge, 
as Narihira and countless literary lovers did after him. Some see an echo of 
"Ukifune" in The Tale of Genji. The "k" alliteration is striking. Love appears 
two-thirds on in the sequence.

:
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Yukike ni samuki 
shima no kitakaze 

hi tomoshi ni 
kurureba noboru 

mine no tera 
Kyorai

The feel of snow brings on the cold 
as northern winds blow on the isle 

to light the lamp
at yet another dusk he climbs alone 

to the temple on the peak

21

!

Hi tomoshi ni 
kurureba noboru 

mine no tera 
hototogisu mina 
nakishimaitari 
Bashd

To light the lamp
at yet another dusk he climbed alone 

to the temple on the peak 
all the wood thrushes that he heard 
have finished their summer songs

22

All the wood thrushes that he heard 
have finished their summer songs 

wasted to the bones 
he still cannot summon strength 

to rise from his bed

Hototogisu mina 
nakishimaitari 

yasebone no 
mada okinaoru 

chikara naki 
Fumikuni

23

Wasted to the bones 
she cannot summon strength 

to rise from her bed 
her visitor finds the place is cramped 
and borrows carriage space next door

Yasebone no 
mada okinaoru 

chikara naki 
tonari o karite 
kuruma hikikomu 
Boncho

24

He used to find my place so cramped 
he borrowed carriage space next door 

his neglect is heartless 
if only he would come again to see me 

through my mock-orange hedge

Tonari o karite 
kuruma hikikomu 

uki hito o 
kikokugaki yori 

kugurasen 
Bashd

25
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26 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Military. Products. 
Lovers part in the morning. Kyorai alters the aura of court nobility in the 
preceding to a more contemporary scene, as the woman hands the sword to 
her lover, who had slipped in through the hedge of 25. It is not clear whether 
the "Ima ya" of farewell is imagined to be said/thought by the woman alone.

27 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light, Miscellaneous. Products.
Left by her lover, who will probably be long in returning, the woman feels 
great agitation. The stanza could hardly stand apart (and by itself does not 
concern Love; see 28), but is a splendid contribution to the sequence, both for 
its connection with 26 and the possibilities it leaves open.

28 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Military,
Fumikuni achieves a major change: in sex of the speaker and of the situation 
justifying agitation. Another interpretation holds that the person here is an 
Asura, one of the guardian demons in Indian and other Buddhism.

29 Design. Light. Autumn. Night. Radiance.
In a major departure—even greater in some ways than 23—Kyorai introduces 
autumn after six miscellaneous poems and gives the third Moon stanza in its 
approved position. His successor is put on his mettle. The moon fades into a 
lovely morning sky—has the warrior of 28 died gallantly?

30 Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Peaks. Waters.
Basho specifies the location of the scene in 29—some few miles from Kyoto 
(see figure 4), enough for imagination to play—one of the eight famous views 
of Lake Biwa. The joining of noun-elements by no particles recalls waka poetry 
in one of the styles of the Shinkokmshu, the eighth royal collection (beginning 
of thirteenth century). Frost is a Falling Thing in renga. The Fast Close (kyu) 
seems to begin here.

i •
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Uki hito 0 
kikokugaki yori 

kugurasen 
ima ya wakare no 
katana sashidasu 
Kyorai

His neglect was heartless 
but he went again to visit her 

through the mock-orange hedge 
now is the time of lovers' parting 
and she helps him put on his sword

26

Ima ya wakare no 
katana sashidasu 

sewashige ni 
kushi de kashira o 

kakichirashi 
Boncho

At the time of lovers' parting 
she helped him put on his sword 

left all restless
with her comb she worried her hair 

messing its lines

27

Sewashige ni 
kushi de kashira o 

kakichirashi 
omoikittaru 
shinigurui mi yo 
Fumikuni

In a restless state 
with his comb he worries his hair 

messing its lines 
summoning determination 
to hazard his life in battle

28

:

He summoned determination 
to hazard his life in battle 

in the chill blue sky 
the yet remaining moon dissolves 

in the light of dawn

Omoikittaru 
shinigurui mi yo 

seiten ni 
ariakezuki no 

asaborake 
Kyorai

29

In the chill blue sky 
the yet remaining moon dissolves 

in the light of dawn 
as autumn comes to Biwa Lake 
and to Mount Hira with first frost

Seiten ni 
ariakezuki no 

asaborake 
kosui no aki no 
Hira no hatsushimo 
Bashd

30

:
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Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn, Residences. Plants. Cultivation. 
The first line (of the original) continues the waka diction. A preoccupied poet, 
buckwheat, and a thief make a characteristic haikai combination. So the back 
of the second sheet begins. With stealthily quick movement outside, the last 
section of the sequence speeds up.

Ground-Design. Light-Heavy, Winter. Clothes.
Boncho accepts the scene and its preoccupied figure, but he moves the season 
ahead to winter. Since stanza 35 is the standard place for the last Flower (and 
therefore Spring) stanza, we anticipate a progress that gives us speed in the 
kyu or Fast Close.

Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Travel.
Basho not only introduces a traveler but has him well on his trip, so giving 
a sense of speed. The poetic diction of the third line contrasts with the lower 
language for the scene in the first and second, a technique characteristic of 
Basho and very hard to emulate successfully.

Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
What the travelers see at very early morning in a deserted area suggests a leap 
ahead several days beyond the time of 33, The changed location makes further 
development feasible. Clouds are Rising Things, as is smoke, in renga cate
gories.

Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Residence. Cultivation. Products. 
The second Flower stanza comes at its appointed place. The legacy from 34 is 
a deserted, humble place, but the beauty is there in a nice connection with the 
reddish clouds of 34. Boncho's stanza fits in very well. Comparison with Basho's 
first Moon stanza (5) will help distinguish the abilities of the two poets.

31

32

33

34

35

:
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Kosui no aki no 
Hira no hatsushimo 

shiba no to ya 
soba nusumarete 

uta o yomu 
Fumikuni

Autumn comes to Bivva Lake 
and to Mount Hira with first frost 

his buckwheat stolen 
the hermit in the wattled hut 

goes on writing poems

31

Shiba no to ya 
soba nusumarete 

uta o yomu 
nunoko kinarau 
kaze no yugure 
Boncho

His buckwheat stolen 
the hermit in the wattled hut 

goes on writing poems 
and will adjust to padded clothes 
now that cold winds come with the dark

32

Nunoko kinarau 
kaze no yugure 

oshiote
nete wa mata tatsu 

karimakura 
Basho

I shall adjust to padded clothes 
now that cold winds come with the dark 

jostled by others 
I sleep poorly and set out again 

on the rigors of travel

33

Jostled by others
they slept poorly and set out again 

on the rigors of travel 
the foundry foot-bellows makes clouds 
reddening the sky before dawn breaks

Oshiote
nete wa mata tatsu 

karimakura 
tatara no kumo no 
mada akaki sora 
Kyorai

34

The foundry foot-bellows makes clouds 
reddening the sky before dawn breaks 

they are making cruppers 
at the isolated house whose window 

looks on cherry flowers

Tatara no kumo no 
mad^ akaki sora 

hitokamae 
shirigai tsukuru 

mado no hana 
Boncho

35
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:: 36 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Cultivation.
Fumikuni closes with a double contrast in color—between the old and the new 
leaves of the loquat (an evergreen), and between them and the flowers of the 
cherry trees. But the connection with 35 is otherwise very Light. The sense 
of fresh green growth gives the sequence the usual positive ending.
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They are making cruppers 
at the isolated house whose window 

looks on cherry flowers 
against the old loquat leaves 
the new sprout luxuriantly.

Hitokamae 
shirigai tsukuru 

mado no hana 
biwa no furuha ni 
konome moetatsu. 
Fumikuni

36





Throughout the Town

(ICHNINAKA WA NO MAKI, 1690)

This sequence was almost certainly written in the summer of 1690, when 
Basho was staying for a time with Boncho. As so often, Basho takes the 
“guest's" position composing the second stanza (waki), following Boncho's 
in the host's position (the hokku). Fumikuni, who was to participate in 
Even the Kite's Feathers, is not involved here. Basho is seen with two of 
his closest adherents, the two who edited The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

Although by no means as unconventional as so much else in this col
lection, Throughout the Town is decidedly the least observant of custom 
among the first three kasen in Part Five. In this it contrasts markedly with 
its predecessor. Its variety and pacing are remarkable, and there are some 
gestures that make interpretation or classification difficult. Miscellaneous 
stanzas exceed the usual proportion of about half—as can be seen from the 
Introduction (jo, ca. 1-6) alone. The proportion of seasonal stanzas drops 
yet further in the Development (ha, ca. 7-30), where there are ten seasonal 
to fourteen Miscellaneous. In the Fast Close (kyu, ca. 31-36), the proportion 
grows yet more lopsided, with but two seasonal stanzas to four Miscella
neous.

After the initial Summer stanzas, the season is not introduced again. The 
other lesser season, winter, has but one stanza (10). Just before its midpoint, 
i.e., with stanza 15—the lengthy second section turns to alternation of 
Autumn and Miscellaneous stanzas. When a Spring stanza is introduced 
once more at the end, its beauties are very much in the haikai vein. The 
sequence is notable for sudden shifts and numerous surprises. The often 
low imagery creates a genuine and recognizably human world. As might 
be expected of three poets who knew each other so well, the sequential art 
is brilliantly handled.

The order of composition for three poets follows the simplest possible 
order in the alternation throughout of Boncho, Basho, and Kyorai.

The sequence is also known from the third line of the hokku, as Natsu 
no Tsuki (The Summer Moon).

See figure 6 for the first side (stanzas 1-6) of this sequence.
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1 Design-Ground. No Relation. Summer. Night. Radiance. Town.
Because of the season of composition, which is well realized here, and the fact 
that an otherwise unspecified moon belongs to autumn, Boncho uses the phrase 
“natsu no tsuki." A summer Moon stanza is unconventional for a hokku.

2 Ground. Heavy, Summer. Residences.
In connection with 1, this stanza imagines people everywhere coming out of 
their houses at night, complaining of the heat, and trying to find a breeze as 
well as to appreciate the moon. This is quite definitely a Ground stanza, which 
is unusual for a waki or second stanza. The hokku and waki are usually Design 
or Design-Ground stanzas.

3 Design-Ground. Heavy. Summer. Plants. Cultivation. Peasants.
The stanza ends as the third is supposed to, in "-te," but since the third usually 
lowers in impressiveness after the first two, the rise in this stanza above 2 is 
novel. The heat of 2 is considered as the nurture for an early crop,

4 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous.
Connecting with 3, this seems to presume people, probably peasants, readying 
a meal after inspecting or caring for the rice fields, There is not much fish, and 
the existing charcoal is made to do duty. But the connections are not very 
firm. Basho was reported to say that the fourth stanza should not have Heavy 
relation.

5 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
The provincial scene has not yet come to know the silver coinage that had been 
circulating in the urban areas and so still uses barter. Some read “gin mo 
mishirazu" for the second line. The sense of travel is very strong, but no 
words specify it.



Throughout the Town

Ichinaka wa 
mono no nioi ya 

natsu no tsuki 
Boncho

Throughout the town 
above the welter of smelly things 

the summer moon

1

Ichinaka wa 
mono no nioi ya 

natsu no tsuki 
atsushi atsushi to 
kado kado no koe 
Bashd

Throughout the town 
above the welter of smelly things 

the summer moon 
how hot it is, how hot it is 
says a voice at every house gate

2

How hot it is, how hot it is 
says a voice at every farm gate 

although the weeds 
have not been worked a second time 

the rice comes into ear

Atsushi atsushi to 
kado kado no koe 

nibangusa 
tori mo hatasazu 

ho ni idete 
Kyorai

3

Although the weeds 
have not been worked a second time 

the rice has come to ear 
the charcoal ash is shaken off 
the dried sardine broiled at noon

Nibangusa 
tori mo hatasazu 

ho ni idete 
hai uchitataku 

urume ichimai 
Boncho

4

The charcoal ash is shaken off 
the dried sardine broiled at noon 

but in this back country 
the use of coins is not yet heard of 

what a bother it is

Hai uchitakaku 
urume ichimai 

kono suji wa 
kane mo mishirazu 

fujiyusa yo 
Bashd

5
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6 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
The preceding stanza left little chance of connection. Kyorai appears to change 
the speaker of the preceding into the person carrying the sword here, and 
observe him from another person's viewpoint. So ends the front of the first 
sheet, with stanzas deliberately held toward the "Ground” impressiveness and 
fluctuating widely in relation.

7 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Insects. Plants. Night.
A delightful, witty addition to 6, this is yet on the Light side in connection 
because of change in topic to Spring and because there is no necessary close 
connection with 6. "Kawazu" (frog) is Spring in classification and, because of 
the Chinese character, is poetically an insect, not animal, "Yumagure" is the 
period between dusk and full dark. More of Boncho's humor lies ahead.

8 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Plants. Night. Radiance.
It is not clear how many people are involved or what their sex may be, but 
in poetry it is often a woman (although it may even be a sovereign) who picks 
shoots. The tone rises greatly, even in connection with 7. Cause and effect 
assist in making a Heavy connection.

9 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Buddhism. Trees.
A new kind of seriousness enters with a little accident in this world. The stanza 
continues the spring season, but seems to place it in the past. This first Flower 
stanza comes properly in the backside of the first sheet, but it is very early— 
toward its beginning rather than its end.

10 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Winter.
The move from spring to summer or autumn is more usual. The sense seems 
to relate well to 9, but, as 11 shows, it has no close connection to a religious 
subject. The "sumi-" of the second line rules out travel as a subtopic. Nanao 
was in Kaga (present Ishikawa prefecture, see figure 2).

Ir
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In this back country 
the use of coins is not yet heard of 

what a bother it is 
but he is an odd one to be talking 
and swagger with an enormous sword

Kono suji wa 
kane mo mishirazu 

fujiyusa yo 
tada tohyoshi ni 
nagaki wakizashi 
Kyorai

6

Tada tohyoshi ni 
nagaki wakizashi 

kusamura ni 
kawazu kowagaru 

yumagure 
Bonchd

He is an odd one to carry on 
swaggering with an enormous sword 

he quakes in fright 
from a frog croaking in the weeds 

as twilight thickens

7

She jumps with fright 
at the frog's croaking in the weeds 

as twilight thickens 
so in search of butterburr shoots 
her shaking hand puts out the lamp

Kusamura ni 
kawazu kowagaru 

yumagure 
fuki no me ton ni 
ando yurikesu 
Basho

8

While hunting butterburr shoots 
I shook the lamp and put it out 

my waking to the Way 
came long ago at that season 

of budding flowers

Fuki no me tori ni 
ando yurikesu 

doshin no 
okori wa hana no 

tsubomu toki 
Kyorai

9

His waking to the Way 
came long ago at that season 

of budding flowers 
now at Nanao Bay in Noto 
the winter cold is hard to bear

Doshin no 
okori wa hana no 

tsubomu toki 
Noto no Nanao no 
fuyu wa sumiuki 
Bonchd

10
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11 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Grievances.
It may be that this stanza is a category lower (Ground-Design), but this 
represents well the spirit of haikai, blending wry comedy with full seriousness. 
In his youth the speaker chewed fish unthinkingly. Grown old and toothless 
it is another matter. The Noto peninsula of 10 is well known for fish.

12 Design-Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons. Residence.
Kyorai effects a wonderful light movement from Grievances to Love. His 
diction is effective, and his conception fresh. It seems unnecessary to assume 
with some that there is an allusion to "Suetsumuhana" in The Tale of Genji, 
since the main details differ, and this does not require allusion to create its 
atmosphere. As with the earlier Moon and Flower stanzas, here Love makes 
an early appearance.

13 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
This and the next stanza present difficulties. We follow an interpretation ruling 
out Love, even if that topic usually gets a run of two or three stanzas in Basho- 
style haikai. We see a Heavy and comic relation with 12. The maids naturally 
want to see the visitor; and a toppled screen, like a mishung gate or warped 
trunk cover, offers the very essence of haikai change.

14 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Residences. Trees.
This is even harder to deal with, and interpretations vary widely. Basho seems 
to posit another, contrasting scene in the house: with drainboard for screen, 
absence for several people, and forlornness for comedy. In such fashion can 
an obscure stanza weak in itself yet connect? Light-Heavy?

15 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Plants (or Cultivation?).
After the uncertainties of 13 and especially 14, this renga-like stanza is welcome 
for its clarity. Joined with 15, it seems to pick up "wabishiki" (forlorn) as an 
attributive adjective for "uikyo" (fennel). The suggestion of fragrance is also 
welcome and is the first since the beginning of the sequence.
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Noto no Nanao no 
fuyu wa sumiuki 

uo no hone 
shiwaburu made no 

oi o mite 
Basho

At Nanao Bay in Noto 
the winter cold is hard to bear 

all that I can do 
is suck upon the bones of fish 

and think of old age

11

Uo no hone 
shiwaburu made no 

oi o mite 
machibito ireshi 
komikado no kagi 
Kyorcii

All that he can do 
is suck upon the bones of fish 

thinking of his age 
as he lets the mistress' lover 
through the side gate with his key

12

Machibito ireshi 
komikado no kagi 

tachikakari 
byobu o taosu 

onagodomo 
Boncho

The mistress' lover was let in 
through the side gate with a key 

stretching for a peek 
the young maidservants overturn 

the folding screen

13

As they stretch forward 
the young maidservants overturn 

the folding screen 
the split bamboo drainboard gives 
a forlorn appearance to the bath

Tachikakari 
byobu o taosu 

onagodomo 
yudono wa take no 
sunoko wabishiki 
Basho

14

The split bamboo drainboard gave 
a forlorn appearance to the bath 

and to the seeds of fennel 
that are all blown off their plants 

by the evening storm

Yudono wa take no 
sunoko wabishiki 

uikyo no 
mi o fukiotosu 

yuarashi 
Kyorai

15
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1
16 Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Persons. Residences.

The diction is quite unpoetic ("tera ni kaeru ka"), but the conception follows 
15 and its storm very well. The question stresses the presence of an observer 
of the lonely scene, while also entering into the experience of the solitary 
priest. A wonderful connection.

17 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Persons. Animals. Night. Radiance. 
This is not very clear as a connected stanza. One interpretation holds that the 
priest of 16 goes one way, the monkey master another. The usual interpretation 
is that all people must pass through the phenomenal world. This famous stanza 
is more moving than smooth as a development of 16. As the second Moon 
stanza, it comes in the standard place for a Flower stanza. The repetition of 
"saru" is unusual; and ''Aki no tsuki" is strange—a moon belongs to autumn 
unless otherwise specified. Basho himself joins in irregularity.

18 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Peasants.
Kyorai appears thrown off balance by 17. He contrasts a peasant of honest 
character with the vagabond life of the monkey master. The tone is growing 
sober (cf. 6-9), and one pleasure of reading on is seeing how a shift will be 
effected. This stanza ends the second side of the first sheet.
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19 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Trees. Waters.
This connects ever so slightly with 18 in the use of numbers and general 
poverty of the area. We are now to the grimmest stage of this subsequence, 
with no human creature in sight. The cutters of the logs go unmentioned, 
although the bleak scene does not promise well for their existence.

20 Ground-Design. Heavy. Miscellaneous. Clothes.
Some commentators appropriately enough classify this stanza as winter, but 
"tabi" (leather socks) apparently did not designate winter until later. (See 
Renga Haikaishu, p. 450, stanza 8.) A fastidious person (from the capital?) 
seems to have got his walking tabi soiled in the country.
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The seeds of fennel 
are all blown off their plants 

by the evening storm 
will the priest return to the temple 
as he feels the cold increasing

Uikyo no 
mi o fukiotosu 

yuarashi 
so yaya samuku 
tera ni kaeru ka 
Boncho

16

So yaya samuku 
tera ni kaeru ka 

saruhiki no 
saru to yo o furu 

aki no tsuki 
Basho

Will the priest return to the temple 
a6 he feels the cold increasing 

the monkey master 
ages with his monkey and the world 

beneath the autumn moon

17

The monkey master 
ages with his monkey and the world 

beneath the autumn moon 
each year it is but a peck of rice 
but the land tax is paid in full

Saruhiki no 
saru to yo o furu 

aki no tsuki 
nen ni itto no 
jishi hakaru nari 
Kyorai

18

Each year it is but a peck of rice 
but the land tax is paid in full 

where five or six logs 
still green from cutting lie asoak 

on the boggy ground

Nen m itto no 
jishi hakaru nari 

go-roppon 
namaki tsuketaru 

mizutamari 
Boncho

19

Where five or six logs 
still green from cutting lie asoak 

on the boggy ground 
his fine leather socks grow dirty 
as he walks along the muddied path

Go-roppon 
namaki tsuketaru 

mizutamari 
tabi fumiyogosu 
kuroboko no michi 
Basho

20
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21 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Animals. Military. 
The movement of 20 suddenly bursts forth in a superb connection, showing 
why the footgear in 21 are soiled. There is some problem as to point of view, 
but the scene is a splendid one along the roadside.

22 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Town.
Interpretations differ somewhat on just what happens in the encounter, much 
as in most accidents. But shock if not collision seems to affect the astounded 
apprentice as he walks around the corner of the house into the street.

23 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Residences. Town.
The action is stilled. The situation is bleak. Perhaps the location is nearby 22, 
but, after quite Heavy connections, Basho gives a model of Light connection 
that does not violate sequence as, for example, 17 does; and, as so often, he 
enlarges the scene.

24 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Cultivation.
In connection with 23, the scene remains austere, as if the peppers had been 
hung up at the eaves (pretty much what "tenjomamorT' means) of a deserted 
house to dry. But color, time, and autumn enter to enrich the stanza.

25 Ground-Design. Light. Autumn. Clothes. Night. Radiance. Products.
The humble occupation of one who seeks any means to eke a living is made 
possible and brightened by the autumn moonlight. This is a fine specimen of 
Boncho's capacity to break through to new poetic ground. The third Moon 
stanza usually comes four stanzas later.
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Tabi fumiyogosu 
kuroboko no michi 

oitatete
hayaki ouma no 

katanamochi 
Kyorai

His leather stockings grow dirty 
as he hurries along the muddied path 

the sword attendant 
is pulled off at breakneck speed 

by his master's fast horse

21

The sword attendant 
is pulled off at breakneck speed 

by his master's fast horse 
making the nearby apprentice spill 
the water bucket that he carries

Oitatete
hayaki ouma no 

katanamochi 
detchi ga ninau 
mizu koboshitari 
Boncho

22

Near where an apprentice spills 
the water bucket that he carries 

both doors and windows 
are covered over with straw mats 

on the house up for sale

Detchi ga ninau 
mizu koboshitari 

to shoji mo 
mushirogakoi no 

uriyashiki 
Basho

23

Both doors and windows 
are covered over with straw mats 

on the house up for sale 
when was it that its chili peppers 
took on their ripened color

To shoji mo 
mushirogakoi no 

uriyashiki 
tenjomamori 
itsu ka irozuku 
Kyorai

24

When was it that the chili peppers 
took on their ripened color 

stealthily stealthily 
he plaits straw into sandals 

in the bright moonlight

Tenjomamori 
itsu ka irozuku 

kosokoso to 
waraji o tsukuru 

tsukiyo sashi 
Boncho

25
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£ 26 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Insects. Products.
The main connection involves the idea that autumn nights are long, and so 
we move from waking to sleeping. The sex of the waker is variously given. 
The translation follows one line. Fleas ("nomi") usually designate summer, 
which is why Basho must specify autumn to connect with 25. Unimpressive 
itself, this stanza wonderfully connects in haikai fashion.

27 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Products.
A box set up to catch a mouse or rat falls without success. With 26, the sound 
wakes the sleeper to the sensation of fleas. The play on different senses in this 
part of the Development (ha) is very fine.

28 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
Another aspect of a misfitting household is shown, and in a lovely connection. 
This is the fourth Ground-Design. But the other characteristics have been 
changing steadily. As certain stanzas in Parts One to Four show, an unclosable 
trunk well represents the spirit of haikai. Another fine stanza by Boncho.

29 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Residences.
Basho himself was given either to locking himself up in his hermitage or 
returning to it only briefly before setting out again. Like the cover to the box 
in 28, this place does not fit the returned hermit.

30 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Court.
The old hermit of 29 is overjoyed to have lived long enough to be invited to 
submit his waka for the compiling of an official collection. The assessment of 
impressiveness and relation here depends on the interpretation that a poetic 
recluse like Priest Noin (998-?1050), Kamo no Chomei (1125-1216) or, most 
likely. Priest Saigyo (1118-1190) is meant.
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Kosokoso to 
waraji o tsukuru 

tsukiyo sashi 
nomi o furui ni 
okishi hatsuaki 
Basho

Stealthily stealthily 
he plaits straw into sandals 

in bright moonlight 
and shaking fleas from the bedcovers 
she wakes to early autumn

26

Nomi o furui ni 
okishi hatsuaki 

sono mama ni 
korobiochitaru 

masuotoshi 
Kyorai

Shaking fleas from the bedcovers 
she wakes to early autumn 

as the half-gallon box 
set up as a trap falls in the night 

with a hollow thud

27

The half-gallon box 
set up as a trap falls in the night 

with a hollow thud 
with its lid warped out of line 
the storage box cannot be closed

Sono mama ni 
korobiochitaru 

masuotoshi 
yugamite futa no 
awanu hambitsu 
Boncho

28

With its lid warped out of line 
the storage box cannot be closed 

at his hermitage 
he remains for a little while 

and then is off again

Yugamite futa no 
awanu hambitsu 

soan ni
shibaraku ite wa 

uchiyaburi 
Basho

29

At my hermitage 
I remain for a little while 

and then am off again 
happy in old age that my poems 
have won place in a collection

Soan ni
shibaraku ite wa 

uchiyaburi 
inochi ureshiki 
senju no sata 
Kyorai

30
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31 Ground-Design. Close. Miscellaneous. Love.
Boncho appears to imagine a poet as speaker—perhaps Ariwara Narihira (825- 
880), who was also a famous lover—so connecting with 30. The backside of 
the second sheet begins with the second Love sequence in this kasen This is 
very late and has the effect of intensifying this Fast Close (kyu) of six stanzas, 
in which Spring and Flower stanzas must yet appear.

32 Design. Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons. Court.
Ono no Komachi (fl. c. 850) was famous for her beauty and as a poet and lover. 
Her legendary wretchedness in old age was the subject of no plays and other 
literary treatment. This famous stanza also seems detachable, but unlike 17 
it contributes excellently to the sequence. For renga, the language here would 
probably entail a classification of Grievances.

33 Ground-Design, Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Grievances.
One reason is old age, and another the situation in 32. Effort will be required 
if anything like the usual positive ending of a sequence is achieved.

34 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Residences.
In connection with 33, the image of the empty house is very dispiriting. The 
actual language suggests a rather splendid place, however, and if Boncho has 
not done the usual thing and introduced spring here, he has set up Basho.

35 Design-Ground. Light. Spring. Persons. Insects. Cultivation.
The second Flower stanza comes as usual here. Like so much else in this kasen, 
however, the stanza is very much modified from usual simple beauty by the 
person's good-humored contemplation of lice on a fine warm day beautiful 
with flowers. Lice were thought to emerge from clothes when warm weather 
came. With 34, the person here must be some kind of caretaker during absence, 
a very Light connection, something Basho frequently uses in this sequence.

I il
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Inochi ureshiki 
senju no sata 

samazama ni 
shina kawaritaru 

koi o shite 
Boncho

Happy in my old age that my poems 
have won place in a collection 

now this and now that 
governed the circumstances 

of my love affairs

31

Now this and now that 
governs the circumstances 

when we are in love 
and the amorous world's end 
is Komachi grown a hag

Samazama ni 
shina kawaritaru 

koi o shite 
ukiyo no hate wa 
mina Komachi nari 
Bashd

32

The end of the amorous world 
is Komachi grown a hag 

but for what reason 
do one's eyes grow dim with tears 

even sipping gruel

Ukiyo no hate wa 
mina Komachi nari 

nani yue zo 
kayu susuru ni mo 

namidagumi 
Kyorai

33

What is the reason 
that his eyes grow dim with tears 

even sipping gruel 
while his lord is not in residence 
and the wide hall stands vacant

Nani yue zo 
kayu susuru m mo 

namidagumi 
orusu to nareba 
hiroki itajiki 
Boncho

34

While his lord is not in residence 
and the wide hall stands vacant 

under cherry flowers 
he watches as new spring lice 

crawl upon his palm

Orusu to nareba 
hiroki itajiki 

te no hira ni 
shirami hawasuru 

hana no kage 
Bashd

35

!
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36 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring.
Haze is an image for spring early or late. Here it hangs in the still, warm air 
and promotes drowsiness. It is a Rising Thing in renga. The "speed” of this 
last section is technical, with the crowding of Love and Spring and also with 
other variations. Only two Spring stanzas is rather unusual. Otherwise, the 
kasen ends in a drowsy stasis intensifying earlier agitation.
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Under cherry flowers 
he watches as new spring lice 

crawl upon his palm 
the warm haze hangs motionless 
at the drowsy noontime hours.

Te no hira ni 
shirami hawasuru 

hana no kage 
kasumi ugokanu 
hiru no nemutasa. 
Kyorai

i
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! PAt the Tub of Ashes
■

::
(AKUOKE NO NO MAKI, 1690) m:

i 1*^

IAll considered, it would be very difficult to choose a finer haikai sequence 
than this kasen. As the opening stanza suggests, the kasen was composed 
toward the end of the Eighth or the beginning of the Ninth Month. Basho 
was then at the Nameless Hermitage (Mumyoan) within Yoshinaka Temple, 
but for this sequence Boncho took the "host's" place in composing the first 
stanza, or hokku, and Basho came next, as the principal guest. Since his 
status as leader of his school often led to his furnishing hokku, his ap
pearance as author of the "guest" waki may suggest a liking for appearing 
second.

In contrast with Throughout the Town, the usual balance of about half 
and half between seasonal and Miscellaneous stanzas is here tipped in favor 
of the seasonal. There are but fourteen Miscellaneous, and all four seasons 
are represented: spring (8), summer (4), autumn, the time of composition 
(9), and winter (1). The high proportion of seasonal stanzas contributes to 
enrich the sequence, often with repose, and often with a kind of descriptive 
symbolism of human affairs. Half the Miscellaneous stanzas fall in the last 
third, and almost a third in the last sixth, thereby contributing to the sense 
of "speed" in the Fast Close (kyu).

It is clear that, just as all The Monkey's Straw Raincoat is exemplary 
of the conception held by Basho and his followers at this time, this sequence 
was meant to provide the acme of poetic quality. In the Haikai Dialogues 
(Haikai Mondo), Basho is reported to have urged his fellows: "Let's squeeze 
the juice from our bone marrow." The result is not merely splendid stanzas 
but more particularly a flawless sequentiality in adjustment of relation, 
impressiveness, topics, subtopics, and motifs. In one sense, this offers a 
golden mean between the two preceding sequences, fine as those are. In 
another, it contrasts markedly to the casual irregularity of the next se
quence.

The order of composition adapted by the four poets is the same as for 
Even the Kite's Feathers (see above, p. 230). There is one exception. Kyorai 
composed the second Flower stanza (35), leaving Yasui to compose the final
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stanza (ageku). As we note, Kyorai violates canons by naming a particular 
flower, and we may guess that he asked to compose out of turn in order 
to introduce his irregular stanza as a particularly haikai gesture in what 
is otherwise closer to renga than anything else in The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat. Basho's laughing approval seems to show that he appreciated 
Kyorai's irregular gesture and welcomed it to a sequence—otherwise flawed 
because too perfect? Such is the enduring Japanese distrust of symmetry, 
or rather such is the enduring Japanese desire to obtain a higher symmetry 
by introduction of an asymmetrical element. This sequence is truly above 
praise as a sample of haikai art. An alternative title, from the third line of 
the hokku, is Kirigirisu (As Crickets Chirp).

■
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1 Design. No Relation. Autumn. Insects. Products. Waters.
Ashes were kept in a tub outside the house for such uses as scouring or 
otherwise cleaning kitchen objects. During a dry period the tub ceases to drip. 
That silence is intensified by the sounds of the crickets. An excellent hokku, 
open to various development, it has a noun-ending rather than cutting word 
(kireji). The insects are named.

2 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Night. Products.
The scene moves indoors to one who might be listening. As the oil grows low 
(like the water ceasing to drip), he falls asleep for want of light to make activity 
possible. Autumn nights are proverbially long, so early sleep means lengthy 
sleep.

3 Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Residences. Products. Night. Radiance. 
The first Moon stanza comes two before its standard place, and the white light 
streams on the slightly green new mats, a beautiful image. The first three 
stanzas begin with a sounds.

4 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous, Products.
It seems that friends are gathering in the room of 3. Ten cups make up two 
sets. The host is pleased to be able to afford as much, as he apparently was 
not before. The positive mood is retained, but the language and imagery are 
less impressive as well as somewhat distantly connected and tinged with light 
comedy.

5 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Spring. Court.
The festive air of 4 is maintained, now at a celebration of the court. A poem 
by Priest Saigyo is recalled (Sankashil, 1259), but the diction here is not 
especially elevated.



At the Tub of Ashes

Akuoke no 
shizuku yamikeri 

kirigirisu 
Boncho

At the tub of ashes 
dripping sounds yield to stillness 

as crickets chirp

1 I

~

Akuoke no 
shizuku yamikeri 

kirigirisu 
abura kasurite 
yoine suru aki 
Basho

At the tub of ashes 
dripping sounds yield to stillness 

as crickets chirp 
in his lamp the oil grows low 
and autumn brings him early sleep

2

In the lamp the oil grows low 
and autumn brings him early sleep 

the floor matting 
freshly laid out in the chamber 

shines in the moonlight

Abura kasurite 
yoine suru aki 

aradatami 
shikinarashitaru 

tsukikage ni 
Yasui

3

The floor matting 
freshly laid out in the chamber 

shines in the moonlight 
the host beams over ten sake cups 
set out neatly for his party

Aradatami 
shikinarashitaru 

tsukikage ni 
narabete ureshi 
to no sakazuki 
Kyorai

4

What a joy to see ten sake cups 
set out neatly for a party 

to propose long life 
every good thing is called for 

in New Year's feasting

Narabete ureshi 
to no sakazuki 

chiyo fu beki 
mono o samazama 

nenobi shite 
Basho

5
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6 Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Birds.
Warblers are associated with snow on the boughs of plum trees in flower. Here 
the scene is wide, and the (named) bird cannot be seen. The front side of the 
first sheet has had stanzas of unusually consistent impressiveness. We can 
expect the Development (ha, 7-30) to show greater variety, Snow is a Falling 
Thing in renga. The Introduction (jo) appears to end here.

7 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Persons. Animals. Military.
The second part begins with a sudden burst of action and an element of broad 
humor lacking before. The contrast between the warbler and softly falling 
snow with this genre scene is very haikai-like.

8 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Peaks.
Yasui slows the action, not just with the clouds hanging but by naming the 
mountain where they are (near present Kobe) The scene once more opens up, 
but with a typical haikai modification by clouds obstructing the view. Clouds 
are a Rising Thing in renga.

9 Ground-Design. Light. Summer.
It is a humble scene, apparently close to the sea, and, according to one expla
nation, "kamasugo" (the fry of marine pike) is a dialect word in the Osaka 
area (as 8 is situated near Kobe). The stillness of 9 is slightly altered with the 
summer breeze.

10 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Summer. Insects.
"Kuchido" perhaps should read "kuido" or "kudoko" and seems to be low 
speech, but is otherwise mellifluous. The "k" alliteration in 9-10 involves the 
much softer Japanese pronunciation of consonants. The new scene moves inland 
from the seashore.
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Chiyo fu beki 
mono o samazama 

nenobi shite 
uguisu no ne ni 
tabira yuki furu 
Boncho

To propose long life 
every good thing is called for 

in New Year's feasting 
and with the warbler's song the snow 
comes down lightly over all

;
6 :

: jWith the warbler's song the snow 
comes down lightly over all 

galloping for a ride 
he finds his grip cannot restrain 

the young spring stallion

Uguisu no ne ni 
tabira yuki furu 

noridashite 
kaina ni amaru 

haru no koma 
Kyorai

7

Noridashite 
kaina ni amaru 

haru no koma 
Maya ga takane ni 
kumo no kakareru 
Yasui

Galloping for a ride 
he finds his grip cannot restrain 

the young spring stallion 
as there upon Mount Maya 
clouds hang on the lofty peak

8

Maya ga takane ni 
kumo no kakareru 

yumeshi ni 
kamasugo kueba 

kaze kaoru 
Boncho

While there upon Mount Maya 
clouds hang on the lofty peak 

at summer supper 
as he is eating saury minnows 

the breeze brings fragrance

9

Yumeshi ni 
kamasugo kueba 

kaze kaoru 
hiru no kuchido o 
kakite kimi yoki 
Bashd

At summer supper 
as I am eating saury minnows 

the breeze brings fragrance 
in scratching where the leech had bit 
there is something that feels good

10
l !:
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11 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Love.
This is an extreme example of Light relation. The connection lies in the stren
uousness of the service from which the woman now has a day or so of respite. 
The work and the longing had combined to exhaust her. This and the preceding 
stanza are easily assessed as to connection but in impressiveness may well be 
thought Design-Ground.

12 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Love. Persons. Military.
If we follow the interpretation that this recalls the first book of The Tale of 
Genji, the class is Court rather than Military. But this seems much more like 
various post-court stories and suggests the concubine of a military lord rather 
than the usual court situation in which the woman waits. The stanza well 
illustrates connection by narrative or monogatari means, which are used less 
often in the haikai by Basho and his followers than by the Danrin poets.

13 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products.
This stanza exemplifies a kind of connection that looks Heavy (by juxtaposition) 
but in fact is Light. It is desirable to have one or two such as these, but too 
many would disjoint the sequence, as too Heavy relation would make all seem 
the same. Lacking personal nouns, the Japanese of this stanza is obscure as to 
point of view and person described.

14 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Night. Radiance.
This second Moon stanza comes in the standard place. Since all Japanese like 
baths, someone who is specially said to bask in them must be an old person, 
a person with little work, or a dandy. But the moon each night is appreciated. 
A fine haikai combination.

15 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. «Autumn. Residences. Town.
In this fine, sombre stanza autumn seems to move right through the town past 
empty buildings that also (mo) hasten on—in time (fukeyuku). The passage 
of time is beautifully and sadly evoked.
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Hiru no kuchido o 
kakite kimi yoki 

monoomoi 
kyo wa wasurete 

yasumu hi ni 
Yasui

In scratching where the leech had bit 
there is something that feels good 

the pains of longing 
are such that she wishes to forget 

on a day free from service

11

The pains of longing 
are such that she wishes to forget 

on a day free from service 
but her return is demanded 
in a love letter from her lord

Monoomoi 
kyo wa wasurete 

yasumu hi ni 
mukae sewashiki 
tono yori no fumi 
Kyorai

12

Mukae sewashiki 
tono yori no fumi 

kintsuba to 
hito ni yobaruru 

mi no yasusa 
Basho

Her return is demanded 
in a love letter from her lord 

what complacency 
there is in hearing people say 

she is fortune's child

13

What complacency 
there is in hearing people say 

that one is fortune's child 
and basking in a fine hot bath 
each night with the moon in view

Kintsuba to 
hito ni yobaruru 

mi no yasusa 
atsuburozuki no 
yoiyoi no tsuki 
Boncho

14

Basking in a fine hot bath 
each night with the moon in view 

throughout the town 
autumn also hastens on 

by vacant buildings

Atsuburozuki no 
yoiyoi no tsuki 

chonai no 
aki mo fukeyuku 

akiyashiki 
Kyorai

15
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Ground, Light-Heavy. Autumn. Evanescence.
In itself, this stanza has only Autumn in common with 15, but Evanescence 
grows so well out of that stanza as to give some Heaviness of connection. This 
is the first Ground stanza, and has a certain flat moralizing to it, in preparation 
for a contrasting Flower stanza. Dew is a Falling Thing in renga.

Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Buddhism. Persons. Clothes. Trees. 
Using the religious emblematic status of dew rather than its seasonal emblem 
of autumn, Basho moves to spring from autumn, a somewhat violent move
ment, especially since the flower imagery works so strongly from the beginning 
of this stanza. This is the proper location for the first Flower stanza. After the 
positive nature of much earlier, this is very sober for this stanza.

Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Plants.
In 17 it seemed the speaker would become a recluse. Here he is on the road 
at a named place. Both stanzas regret the passing of an aspect of spring. 
Japanese pickle many vegetables, but this particular one seems to be a local 
specialty.

16

17

18

Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Birds, Peaks.
It appears to be assumed here that the traveler of 18 is going southwest and 
the birds are returning northeast—to what was thought their proper home. 
There are now five stanzas in a row alternating real and figurative motion.

Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Residences. Plants. Peasants.
Kyorai brings the action to rest at a mountain scene (the thatch is of twigs, 
not straw). Here is a human home in contrast to that for the titmice in 19. 
But since no human creature is mentioned as present, the scene appears very 
still. The stanzaic connection (tsukeai) continues in the brilliant fashion of 
what went before, and will go on—with ceaseless variety in what follows.

19

20
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Chonai no 
aki mo fukeyuku 

akiyashiki 
nani o mini ni mo 
tsuyu bakari nari 
Yasui

Throughout the town 
autumn also hastens on 

by vacant buildings 
all the world offers to our sight 
is covered with the moment's dew

16

All the world offers to our sight 
is covered with the moment's dew 

as cherry blossoms fall 
so I have reached the time for robes 

that tell of priestly life

Nani o miru m mo 
tsuyu bakari nari 

hana to chiru 
mi wa Sainen ga 

koromo kite 
Basho

17

As cherry blossoms fall 
so have I reached the time for robes 

that tell of priestly life 
in Kiso the pickled greens 
taste as if the spring is ending

Hana to chiru 
mi wa Sainen ga 

koromo kite 
Kiso no suguki ni 
haru mo kuretsutsu 
Boncho

18

in Kiso the pickled greens 
taste as if the spring is ending 

it seems the titmice 
fly home northward as they follow 

the loom of the mountains

Kiso no suguki ni 
haru mo kuretsutsu 

kaeru yara 
yamakage tsutau 

shijukara 
Yasui

19

It seems the titmice 
fly homeward as they follow 

the loom of the mountains 
the last twig thatching has been bound 
to the ridge pole on the cottage roof

Kaeru yara 
yamakage tsutau 

shijukara 
shiba sasu ie no 
mune o karageru 
Kyorai

20
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21 Design-Ground. Light. Winter.
The mountain atmosphere of 20 associates with the wind blowing from the 
north here, but the connection is Light. The stillness of the house in 21 has 
contrast in the violent sky seen over a considerable distance.

22 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Travel. Products. Radiance. 
After enduring the bitter weather of 21, the traveler arrives at lodging to find 
a considerate host. The lamp is probably a simple box with apertures for light 
and air, but the image of its light is very comforting.

23 Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Love. Persons.
The situation of the woman waiting in vain for a faithless lover is standard, 
but Kyorai skillfully uses 22 to his ends. The presence of both Love and 
Autumn in a Ground stanza is rather unusual, since they are both subjects of 
high price. The "mo" in the second line means women's as well as men's 
wisdom.

24 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Love. Animals.
The stag's cries are traditional, but the wolf is so novel as to make impres
siveness difficult to judge. Apparently the wolf's male wisdom helps no more 
here than the woman's in 23, but there seems some comic misogyny in the 
change to wolves. "Omoigusa" (wanton-flowers) are ominaeshi, patnnia, and 
designate autumn. But we agree with the editors of Renga Haikai Shu that 
the conception of the stanza implies a speaker in a Love situation.

25 Design, Heavy-Light. Autumn, Plants. Night. Radiance. Peaks. Court.
At a desolate site, but brightened with moonlight, the faithful guard waits out 
autumn and his life, hearing the wolf cry in the wilds. Basho introduces the 
third Moon stanza with great effect as the last of three Autumn stanzas but 
four before its usual place. The waka-like diction of the first two lines plays 
against the sinified word in the last.
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Shiba sasu ie no 
mune o karageru 

fuyuzora no 
are ni naritaru 

kitaoroshi 
Boncho

The last twig thatching has been bound 
to the ridge pole on the cottage roof 

the winter sky
has been shaken into disarray 

by the northern storm

21

The winter sky 
has been shaken into disarray 

by the northern storm 
as a welcome to the traveler 
the host brings a floor lamp for the night

Fuyuzora no 
are ni naritaru 

kitaoroshi 
tabi no chiso ni 
ariakashi oku 
Basho

22

To welcome her distant lover 
she brought a floor lamp for the night 

utterly useless 
her vaunted female wisdom 

also ends in nothing

Tabi no chiso ni 
ariakashi oku 

susamajiki 
onna no chie mo 

hakanakute 
Kyorai

23

Utterly useless 
her vaunted female wisdom 

also ends in nothing 
what feelings stir the wanton-flowers 
as the wolf cries out for his mate

Susamajiki 
onna no chie mo 

hakanakute 
nani omoigusa 
okami no naku 
Yasui

24

What feelings stir the wanton-flowers 
as the wolf cries out for his mate 

in the moonlit night 
by the reeds upon the hillside 

he guards the royal tomb

Nani omoigusa 
okami no naku 

yuzukuyo 
oka no kayane no 

gobyo moru 
Basho

25
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26 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Waters.
The desertion of the scene is intensified. The "mo" after "hito" may imply 
in connection with 25 that the guard does not use the water, and by itself that 
animals do not use it, or that no one at all uses it, stressing the absence of 
anyone at the scene.

27 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Persons.
This very Light linking uses little more than contrast to connect: between the 
objective, factual character and dreariness of 26 and the unbelievable tales told 
with such relish here. We now enter a new stage, the finest of this outstanding 
sequence.

28 Ground. Light-Heavy. Summer. Town?
The humor is very similar to that in 27, condescending but goodnatured. To 
compensate, a different person is implied, the impressiveness is changed, and 
a season is freshly introduced. The old-style sushi—fish pressed on rice— 
designates summer.

29 Design. Light. Summer. Cultivation. Peasants.
The stanza rises in impressiveness over recent ones, freeing itself with a Light 
relation to 28, but connecting by season and rice plants. This is a very Japanese 
scene. Boncho reveals a talent different from his humor in Throughout the 
Town; here begins the most memorable run of stanzas in this kasen.

30 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Shinto.
The prosaic quality of the stanza is a decorum for this kind of simple but, to 
a Japanese, impressive scene in a named place. Others might wish to give it 
a lower impressiveness. Its connection of the lovely rice in 29 with native 
divinities is very effective. The "yoki" means something like "rich with the 
divinity" not "fresh" as in 29.
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Yuzukuyo 
oka no kayane no 

gobyo moru 
hito mo wasureshi 
akasobu no mizu 
Boncho

In the moonlit night 
by the reeds upon the hillside 

he guards the royal tomb 
everybody has neglected 
the well holding brackish water

26

Hito mo wasureshi 
akasobu no mizu 

usotsuki ni 
jiman iwasete 

asobu ran 
Yasui

Everybody has neglected 
the well holding brackish water 

with his tall stories 
the tale-teller swaggers on 

amusing the hearers

27

Usotsuki ni 
jiman iwasete 

asobu ran 
mata mo daiji no 
sushi o toridasu 
Kyorai

With his tall stories 
the tale-teller swaggers on 

amusing us listeners 
again he brings out with a flourish 
the sushi that he thinks so grand

:
28

Again brought out with a flourish 
the sushi that is thought so grand 

far beyond the dike 
the lush green rice plants in the fields 

have fresh purity

Mata mo daiji no 
sushi o toridasu 

tsutsumi yori 
ta no aoyagite 

isagiyoki 
Boncho

29

Far beyond the dike 
the lush green rice plants in the fields 

have fresh purity 
the precincts of the Kamo shrine 
abundant with divinity

Tsutsumi yori 
ta no aoyagite 

isagiyoki
Kamo no yashiro wa 
yoki yashiro nari 
Basho

30
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31 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Persons. Town.
The high tone and peacefulness of 30 are altered. In connection with 30, this 
suggests a busy market at the entrance to the Kyoto shrine. By itself, it gives 
the tonal contrast. Japanese are as much given to abbreviation as Germans to 
compound nouns.

32 Design-Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Evanescence,
The thematic connection with 31 is clear. But the imagery sets it quite apart. 
The internal contrast is between Japanese and sinified diction in the two lines. 
Both recall Sogi's famous "shigure no yadori/' the hermitage in drizzling rain. 
Rain is a Falling Thing in renga.

33 Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Birds.
Again a thematic connection lightened by differing imagery. This symbol of 
peace and understanding of the Buddhist Law gives surprising stillness in the 
Fast Close (kyu) of the kasen. The stipulation of time and place in the sequence 
no doubt decreases the near sanctity of the image of a bird in water, on one 
leg, its head under its wing, free from phenomenal flow. The phrase of the 
first line, Basho's use of "totosa" elsewhere for religious purposes, and the 
connection with 32 (and its echo), all contribute to a symbol of religious beauty, 
of devotion and enlightenment.

34 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Plants. Waters.
The atmosphere of 33 continues, but now there is motion and less dignified 
language (shoroshoro). The imagery associates well with that in 33, but this 
whole stanza has new elements. The final "ran" has none of the old pre
sumptive meanings in waka and functions as a copula plus cutting word.

35 Ground-Design. Light. Spring. Trees.
Only Light relation enables Kyorai to make this stanza the Flower stanza it 
should be. He violates decorum by giving a named flower, which does not 
count in renga or haikai for a Flower stanza. Basho is said to have approved, 
because of the colloquial expression "hara ippai," a bellyful, which has not 
quite the associations of the image in English.
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Kamo no yashiro wa 
yoki yashiro nari 

monouri no 
shirigoe takaku 

nanori sute 
Kyorai

The precincts of the Kamo Shrine 
abundant with divinity 

the strolling peddler
loudly calls his wares in shortened names 

as he passes by

31

The strolling peddler 
loudly calls his wares in shortened names 

as he passes by
no more than cover from a shower 
is human life in ceaseless flux

Monouri no 
shirigoe takaku 

nanori sute 
ame no yadori no 
mujd jinsoku 
Yasui

32

No more than cover from a shower 
is this world in ceaseless flux 

sleeping at noon 
the body of the blue heron 

poised in nobility

Ame no yadori no 
mujo jinsoku 

hiru neburu 
aosagi no mi no 

totosa yo 
Basho

i
33 :

Sleeping at noon 
the body of the blue heron 

poised in nobility 
trickle trickle go the waters 
where rushes sway in utter peace

Hiru neburu 
aosagi no mi no 

totosa yo
shoroshoro mizu ni 
i no soyogu ran 
Bonchd

34

Trickle trickle go the waters 
where rushes sway in utter peace 

the drooping cherries 
have flowered in such loveliness 

as fills me to the top

Shoroshoro mizu ni 
l no soyogu ran 

itozakura 
hara ippai ni 

sakinikeri 
Kyorai

35
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36 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Night.
We end with spring at its height, the cherry blossoms of 35 dimly visible at 
dawn (a night word). The "sangatsu" instead of "yayoi" purposely lowers the 
tone, stressing the traditional beauty of spring dawn in a fresh way.
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The drooping cherries 
have flowered in such loveliness 

as fills me to the top 
spring glories in the third of months 
with dawn's first glowing in the sky.

Itozakura 
hara ippai ni 

sakinikeri 
haru wa sangatsu 
akebono no sora. 
Yasui

36





Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots

(UME WAKANA NO MAKI, 1690)

Any irregularities in the preceding three sequences of this Part Five are 
eclipsed by the hodgepodge of this sequence. Like them it is a kasen, but 
its thirty-six stanzas involve no fewer than sixteen poets. Basho took the 
“host" position in writing the initial stanza or hokku; he wrote two others 
(6, 9). Otokuni, in whose honor the sequence was written, properly enough 
wrote the second stanza (waki), and four others, making his five the largest 
number—and some of the finest—written by any one poet. Hanzan com
posed four, and in addition to Basho four poets wrote three stanzas— 
Chinseki, Sodan, Doho, and Empu.

Basho's hokku was written in the First Month of 1691 at Otsu beside 
Lake Biwa near Kyoto (see figure 4), as the sequence got underway in honor 
of Otokuni on his imminent departure for Edo. The rest of the first twenty 
stanzas were probably written on the same day. Stanzas 21-32 were com
posed, however, when Basho again revisited his home in Iga, even if he 
took no part in composition after the ninth stanza. The last four stanzas 
introduce as many new poets and seem to have been added later in Kyoto.

The result of such procedure is the introduction of the haikai irregularity 
of Parts One to Four into this Part—and anticipation of the yet odder 
gestures of Part Six. Nonetheless the more obvious haikai canons for a 
kasen are honored—the requirements for such things as Moon and Flower 
stanzas. Three groups of stanzas can in fact be read in the usual way: 1- 
6 (the Introduction or jo) and on to about 11 into the Development (ha); 
a Love sequence (22-24); and the last four stanzas (33-36, involving the 
Fast Close, or kyu). There are also pairs of stanzas that are well joined. 
But in places other than those mentioned the stanzaic relation is either too 
Light to continue sequence properly or too Heavy to afford development.

To complicate matters yet more, a second version was made, a sequence 
using the first twenty stanzas as we have them here but completed by 
sixteen quite different stanzas composed by some of Basho's followers. It 
would seem that just as Basho took the first twenty for completion to Iga, 
Otokuni took them to Edo.

Why should Basho have encouraged or at least allowed such irregularity

;
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in this sequence? And why, once it was composed, should Kyorai and 
Boncho have included it in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat? Why, moreover, 
did they include this version rather than that completed at Edo? Modern 
Japanese editors have not asked such questions, although they have in effect 
answered them by normally omitting from consideration Plum Blossoms 
and Fresh Shoots, along with all else from the collection except the three 
sequences preceding this one. It seems that the jolly gregarious mess of 
this sequence has not accorded with usual conceptions of the serious, great 
Basho, and that Japan's favorite poet has required tidying-up by omission.

One reason for inclusion of Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots is implied 
by Parts One to Four and Kikaku's "Preface." Basho, or at any event Kyorai 
and Boncho as editors, desired to include as many adherents of the Basho 
school as possible. The two versions of the sequence account for many of 
Basho's principal followers at the time, whether those in the kamigata area 
(the general Kyoto region) or in Edo. Because Kyorai and Boncho edited 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, they perhaps naturally chose to include the 
kamigata rather than the Edo version of this sequence, so allowing rec
ognition for their closer colleagues. The two versions of this kasen obviously 
total seventy-two stanzas, representing—on an average—just under three 
stanzas each by Basho and his most promising followers among those 
readily available. The poets we miss most from Parts One to Four are the 
unpredictable but brilliant Kikaku, whose absence is not easily explained, 
other than by his residence in Edo. But we do have that rare thing, women 
appearing in a haikai sequence—Chigetsu and Uko. Women were seldom 
allowed to exercise their literary talents in the so-to-speak public or formal 
occasions of composing sequences in the "group literature" (za no bungaku 
or za no geijutsu) so typical of poetic composition in medieval and Edo 
Japan. Such is the miscellaneous, ad hoc nature of this sequence, however, 
that for once it was possible.

The question remains why this version of Plum Blossoms and Fresh 
Shoots was included at all. Part of the answer is that some Spring sequence 
was wanted, and as the hokku to this shows, it does fill that bill. With a 
Spring sequence, the order of the kasen in this Part Five becomes that of 
the hokku sections in Parts One to Four: Winter, Summer, Autumn, Spring. 
But we know that other Spring sequences were written, and that therefore 
we must account for the choice of this one. Its three predecessors had 
obviously been chosen by standards setting quality as determinant, and by 
that standard this choice would not have been possible. One can only argue

:

i

.
:

I

i
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that this farrago simply allowed for the maximum possible representation 
from Basho's many adherents, much as with the earlier hokku parts and 
Part Six.

For Japanese, however, qualitative standards may involve more than a 
decision about an individual sequence (or some other issue considered solely 
in itself). For one thing, the hodgepodge nature of this fourth kasen height
ens our sense of the artistic mastery in its three predecessors. Anyone who 
does not appreciate that cannot appreciate haikai or that premise of asym
metry which lies at the foundation of Japanese aesthetics. There is also a 
particularly haikai aesthetic involved, both in this extreme instance of haikai 
change and in the adaptation of kasen design throughout The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat. That is, each of the four sequences in this part can be 
taken as one of the four sides of paper on which a kasen was set down. 
And, as it happens, that ordering well fits the jo-ha-kyu rhythm that we 
expect from any full renga or haikai sequence.

The very regular sequence, Even the Kite's Feathers, provides the peace
ful, stately preparation we expect from the introductory jo. The next two 
sequences—Throughout the Town and At the Tub of Ashes—represent the 
Development, ha. The general irregularity of Throughout the Town has 
been observed, with its high proportion of Miscellaneous stanzas being one 
symptom easy to recall. At the Tub of Ashes offers in itself an almost ideal 
combination of regularity and irregularity. But in the larger economy of 
the four sequences together, it plays a multiple role. It resolves, if but 
temporarily, the differing natures of Even the Kite's Feathers and Through
out the Town. It offers a new sense of momentary poising of highly unstable 
features that can only be balanced by relatedness. And, in its unusually 
large proportion of seasonal stanzas, it has its own errancy. Perhaps most 
important of all, but also most difficult to communicate, is the lively haikai 
sense that the finest sequence (considered in itself as an integer) should 
precede the one most suggestive of mess. The very patchwork quality of 
Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots makes it an ideal Fast Close to Part Five. 
To such a degree can a lesser sequence contribute—as a skillfully attached 
Ground stanza does—to a higher art. And if this is haikai change (as it 
certainly is), it is change in the sense of variation on a set pattern that 
would have been recognized and appreciated by contemporary readers, 
justifying well the collection's status as the "Kokinshu of haikai."

On such terms, the suitable epigraph for this sequence is Ranran's thirty- 
third stanza:
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Shapeless as they are 
we learned to draw the nice designs 

of Aizu lacquer trays

The shapelessness gives us the haikai character, the designs a larger or- 
donnance or pattern, especially for a Fast Close. The actual epigraph, or 
rather the headnote, for Plum Blossoms mid Fresh Shoots as included in 
this collection is set down in a Japanese version of Chinese that reads:

Otokuni no
A Farewell Celebration for Otokuni's Going to the East

The "Edo version" of the headnote (i.e., in Kanjincho) says much the same 
thing in more explicit Japanese:

Otokuni ga Edo e Omomuku Toki 
When Otokuni Was Going to Edo.

Katachi naki 
e o naraitaru 

Aizubon

Hanamuke suTobuko o
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1 Design-Ground. No Relation. Spring. Residences. Trees. Plants. Town. 
The Mariko post station lay a good way northeast on the Tokaido from Otsu. 
Tororojiru is a sticky yam porridge spiced and served hot. Mariko's was famous 
for it. Basho said of this stanza that it is "not a stanza with technique. It's one 
I just suddenly wrote and found was good later. It is hard to repeat a poem 
just as you wrote it." That is, for once he did not feel compelled to revise.

2 Design. Close. Spring. Products. Night.
Otokuni also thinks ahead, imagining himself on the road and the season a 
bit advanced beyond its beginning with plum blossoms while some snow re
mains. "Atarashiki" (new) applies both to the hat and to spring. In itself, 
"haru no akebono" has a deep resonance of waka.

3 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Birds. Peasants.
There must be the smell of spring in the earth. Certainly here is the first aural 
image.

4 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Shinto.
Planting rice seedlings is such work that traditionally no single household 
undertook it alone. (There were also Shinto and social rites involved.) We 
follow the interpretation holding that the giver is a landowner, the receiver 
tenants or hired workers; but villagers going from house to house might be 
meant. In the Shinto rite, glutinous rice balls would be handed out to those 
who helped. Perhaps this is third person.

5 Design-Ground. Distant. Autumn. Residences. Night. Radiance.
It is not clear who has the toothache. We choose a young woman, since they 
usually set out seedlings (see 4). Such combination with the moon (in its 
proper stanza) is very haikai-like.



Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots

Ume wakana 
Mariko no shuku no 

tororojiru 
Basko

Plum blossoms and fresh shoots 
enjoy them and the famous yam dish 

when you stop at Mariko's

1

Ume wakana 
Mariko no shuku no 

tororojiru 
kasa atarashiki 
haru no akebono 
Otokuni

Plum blossoms and fresh shoots 
I shall enjoy them and the yams 

when I stop at Mariko's 
with a sedge hat that is new 
and spring new with light of dawn

2 !

With a sedge hat that is new 
and spring new with light of dawn 

the larks are singing 
just at the time of moving earth 

to level the fields

Kasa atarashiki 
haru no akebono 

hibari naku 
oda ni tsuchimotsu 

koro nare ya 
Chinseki

3

The larks are singing 
just at the time of moving earth 

to level the fields 
at the rites of setting plants 
he grants us workers gifts of food

Hibari naku 
oda ni tsuchimotsu 

koro nare ya 
shitogi iote 
kudasareniken 
Sodan

4

At the rites of setting plants 
he gave the workers gifts of food 

off in a comer
her hand pressed to an aching tooth 

as the moon shines at dusk

Shitogi iote 
kudasarenikeri 

katasumi ni 
mushiba kakaete 

kure no tsuki 
Otokuni

5
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6 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Residences.
This may be Light. We follow the interpretation that the speaker is the owner 
or maid of an inn. After the guest leaves, her end of the house is silent and 
lonely. Another interpretation has it that the speaker is another traveler in 
the less expensive ground-floor room, who finds his upstairs neighbor has left 
before him. So the first side ends, a normal production except for unusual 
Lightness of relation and an opening stanza less impressive than the second.

7 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Birds.
The gesture seems to be one by a Buddhist freeing living creatures. With 7, 
it is the guest, and this scene heightens loss as the bird's prints vanish but 
their sad cries can be heard (see the waka quoted in 8).

8 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Summer. Cultivation. Peasants.
The Zenshii suggests that chikara naki (strengthless) applies both fore and after 
and associates quails (7) with the autumn wind by fields (8), as in Fujiwara 
Shunzei's poem (Senzaishu, 4: 258): "As evening falls / From along the fields 
the autumn wind / Blows chill into the flesh, / And quails raise their plaintive 
cries / In the deep grass of Fukakusa."

9 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Buddhism. Peaks. 
Suzukayama in Ise (now Mie) was one of the three principal barriers from 
ancient times. Getting there represented a difficult passage in life. Basho echoes 
Saigyo (Sankashu, 796): "Suzukayama— / I have thrown away the world / 
And all its pain; / But now what will become of me / Going on my uncertain 
way?" Basho would appreciate such self-questioning. A named place (nado- 
koro).

10 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Military.
This is not impressive as to formal judgment but remains one of the most 
memorable stanzas in the sequence. Otokuni is straining his nerves to do well. 
The Light emphasis continues, however.
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Katasumi no 
mushiba kakaete 

kure no tsuki 
nikai no kyaku wa 
tataretaru aki 
Basho

Off in a corner
her hand pressed to an aching tooth 

as the moon shone at dusk 
the guest upstairs is departed 
depriving me of all but autumn

6

Nikai no kyaku wa 
tataretaru aki 

hanachiyaru 
uzura no ato wa 

mie mo sezu 
Sodan

The guest upstairs departed 
depriving me of all but autumn 

the quails he freed 
have left behind no tracks to follow 

as now they cry

7

Hanachiyaru 
uzura no ato wa 

mie mo sezu 
ine no hanobi no 
chikara naki kaze 
Chins eki

The quails he freed 
have left behind no tracks to follow 

as now they cry
the rice leaves sway in their growth 
strengthless in a strengthless breeze

8

The rice leaves sway in their growth 
strengthless in a strengthless breeze 

entered on the Way 
for the first time I have made it 

past Mount Suzuka

Ine no hanobi no 
chikara naki kaze 

hosshin no 
hajime ni koyuru 

Suzukayama 
Basho

9

Entered on the Way 
for the first time I have made it 

past Mount Suzuka 
"Are you not Kura no Kami?" 
whose voice calls out from my past

Hosshin no 
hajime ni koyuru 

Suzukayama 
Kura no Kami ka to 
yobu koe wa tare 
Otokuni

10
ih
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11 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Day. Military.
"U" means between five and seven a.m. "Mi no te" is a winnow formation, 
somewhat like a U, with the open end toward the enemy. Konishi Yukinaga
(d. 1600)

12 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Trees.
Sodan conceives of a lull before battle, the hush being portentous, a reminder 
that noise and carnage will come shortly. An excellent addition to 11, it has 
(in juxtaposition) some Heaviness of conception, but is wholly Light in verbal 
relation.

13 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Plants.
It is still thought appropriate to attach a poem about bush clover to a plant of 
it, and so on. Only the poems tell of humanity: it seems otherwise a world 
of plants.

14 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Birds.
Shrikes represent autumn, as do the plants of 13, with which the bird has long 
poetic association. Chigetsu finally breaks the dominant Light connection. This 
is probably the most memorable stanza in the sequence, especially as the world 
of animal violence and movement rushes into the peace of the plant world. 
The moon appearing in 15 is a spilled over one (koborezuki) from here, its set 
stanza. The appearance of two women (Chigetsu, with Uko in 36) sets this 
sequence apart from others.

15 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Clothes. Night. Radiance.
The futokoro is that upper part of a kimono where the left side folds over the 
right. The syntax suggests a warm sensation from the moon The Zenshu 
shows that another sequence [Hi no haru o, 45) associates a shrike and an early 
rising moon. Boncho should not say "autumn moon," since a moon designates 
autumn unless otherwise qualified. Did Basho emulate this gesture in later 
composing stanza 17 of Throughout the Town?

defeated at Sekigahara by Ieyasu.was
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Kura no Kami ka to 
yobu koe wa tare 

u no koku no 
mi no te ni narabu 

Konishigata 
Chinseki

"Are you not Kura no Kami?" 
whose voice called out from the past 

in early morning
arranging troops from right to left 

in the Konishi line

11

U no koku no 
mi no te ni narabu 

Konishigata 
sumikiru matsu no 
shizuka narikeri 
Sodan

In early morning
arranging troops from right to left 

in the Konishi line 
with the fresh clear air the pines 
fallen into utter silence

12

With the fresh clear air the pines 
fallen into utter silence 

each bush clover plant 
each pampas plant has its own card 

with a suitable poem

Sumikiru matsu no 
shizuka narikeri 

hagi no fuda 
susuki no fuda ni 

yominashite 
Otokuni

13

Each bush clover plant 
each pampas plant has its own card 

with a suitable poem 
the sparrows huddle in their fright 
when the shrike calls out just once

Hagi no fuda 
susuki no fuda ni 

yominashite 
suzume katayoru 
mozu no hitokoe 
Chigetsu

14

The sparrows huddle in their fright 
when the shrike calls out just once 

I warm my hand 
by slipping it against my chest 

in autumn moonlight

Suzume katayoru 
mozu no hitokoe 

futokoro ni 
te o atatamuru 

aki no tsuki 
Bonchd

15
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16 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Waters.
Another interpretation holds that the tide cannot be assessed. The sight includes 
harbor waters that can be judged, but an offing whose condition cannot be 
known. In this respect a superb connection with the moonlit scene of 15.

17 Design-Ground. Light. Spring. Products. Trees. Night. Military.
Kyorai composes a Flower stanza in its set place, but his notion of connection 
with 16 is wholly unclear. A weakened man seems to brace himself with his 
inverted spear.

18 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Plants. Peasants.
Boncho seems unable to understand what Kyorai means. But he gets some 
Heavy element by keeping his scene out of doors; the other elements of relation 
involve people, spring, and action here contrasting with stasis in 17. By this 
point at the end of the first sheet, sequence as usually known hardly exists. 
The next sheet begins with stanzas too much alike, the opposite problem from 
that we have been seeing.

19 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Buddhism. Persons.
The monks have been together in a great hall, chanting together for some 
special grand rite. As it ends, they file out, each to his own study and (with 
18 and the first line here) getting a good glimpse of the spring scene. 
"Kyozukue" are stands for holding the sutras for reading: “and each to his 
stand." But of course the monks go from one rite or observation to another.

20 Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons.
As the monks broke assembly each for his study, so the servants of a great 
household (with 19, visiting the family temple) by turns go to the little food 
place. It is not so much a restaurant as a place where simple snacks can be had.
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Futokoro ni 
te o atatamuru 

aki no tsuki 
shio sadamaranu 
soto no umizura 
Otokuni

Warming their hands 
by slipping them against their chests 

in autumn moonlight 
no one can assess the sea 
that lies so broad beyond the coast

16

Shio sadamaranu 
soto no umizura 

yari no e ni 
tachisugaritaru 

hana no kure 
Kyorai

No one could assess the sea 
lying so broad beyond the coast 

the strength of his spear 
holds him standing in his place 

in a twilight of flowers

17

The strength of his spear 
held him standing in his place 

in a twilight of flowers 
now ashes are spread upon the fields 
to fertilize where mustard grew

Yari no e ni 
tachisugaritaru 

hana no kure 
hai makichirasu 
karashina no ato 
Boncho

18

Ashes are spread upon the fields 
to fertilize where mustard grew 

on the fine spring day 
the assembled monks end their chants 

and each to his sutra

Hai makichirasu 
karashina no ato 

haru no hi ni 
shimote kaeru 

kyozukue 
Seishii

19

On the fine spring day 
the assembled monks ended chants 

and each to his sutra 
one by one the master's men 
eat what food the shop affords

Haru no hi ni 
shimote kaeru 

kyozukue 
ten'ya mono ku 
tomo no tegawari 
Kyorai

20
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21 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
This may be Design-Ground. With 20, we imagine that the various servants 
can be recognized as belonging to one household by the common mark. If this 
is interpreted as representing someone in contrast to the servants of 20, the 
relation is Light-Heavy. Since 21-32 were written separately at Iga, Basho's 
native place, the mark may be Hanzan's joke: the Iga group has such a common 
sign.

22 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light, Miscellaneous. Love. Products. Birds. Peasants. 
This country Romeo and Juliet still find he has to leave her in the morning. 
It would seem that all the cackling unsettles him and he drops the telltale 
evidence of 21 behind. Real haikai comedy,

23 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Love,
Now our country suitor vows that a little noise will not keep him from visiting 
his woman at night, This sounds (with 22) like the kind of man's promise that 
is sure to be followed by his deserting the woman.

24 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light, Miscellaneous. Love. Products.
The woman has been deserted, for all his protestations. The simile implies the 
thickish Japanese paper, sheets of which almost seem to fuse when wet. She 
wishes to peel the sheet of her love from the sheet of herself—to forget her 
faithless lover.

25 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Products. Town.
If we assume a "narrative" connection (oh to part himself from love), the 
connection is Heavier. Certainly a sense of uselessness prevails and here also 
is a kind of (untranslated) metaphor. "Hamaguriba" means that the knife edge 
is like a clam: that is, not sharp, but rounded, dull. 21-25 alternate compo
sition by Hanzan and Doho—a miniature, regular duo (ryogin) in what is 
otherwise a mess.
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Ten'ya mono ku 
tomo no tegawari 

asenugui
hashi no shirushi no 

kon no ito 
Hanzan

One by one the master's men 
eat what food the shop affords 

sewn in the margins 
the mark proclaims their sweat towels 

in indigo thread

21

Sewn in the margin 
his mark proclaims his sweat towel 

in indigo thread 
their parting was a busy whirl 
raising hens perched on their roosts

Asenugui
hashi no shirushi no 

kon no ito 
wakare sewashiki 
niwatori no shita 
Doho

22

.
Wakare sewashiki 
niwatori no shita 

daitan ni 
omoikuzurenu 

koi o shite 
Hanzan

Their parting was a busy whirl 
raising hens perched on their roosts 

such was his boldness 
that he claimed no obstacle 

could hinder their love

23

Such was his boldness 
that he claimed no obstacle 

would hinder his love 
oh to part myself from love 
stuck like wetted sheets of paper

Daitan ni 
omoikuzurenu 

koi o shite 
mi wa nuregami no 
toridokoro naki 
Doho

24

Oh to part herself from love 
stuck like wetted sheets of paper 

dull is his knife's edge 
and in his box are other tools 

each also for show

Mi wa nuregami no 
toridokoro naki 

kogatana no 
hamaguriba naru 

saikubako 
Hanzan

25

:
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26 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Winter. Shinto. Night. Radiance.
With 25, this is a man whose poverty is such that he cannot afford good tools 
but nonetheless devotedly marks the end of the year. As the run of love poems 
(22-24) went a full three, this single winter poem also observes decorum, 
although another would also have been suitable.

27 Design-Ground. Light. Miscellaneous. Court. Waters.
Asano more closely unites this with 28 by reading this as, "having no news 
answering to my supplications." Juxtaposition produces that, but this could 
have been composed a year in advance for all the real connection with 26. 
Ensui's first line echoes the "Suma" chapter of The Tale of Genji. A named 
place (nadokoro).

28 Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Clothes,
A kataginu is a haori-like upper overgarment not broad enough to fold kimono 
style over the chest. Being cold and lacking other clothes, the speaker struggles 
to pull the sides over his chest and fold the left on the right for warmth. If 
this stanza does not imply a figure like the exile of 27, it is Light-Heavy.

29 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Summer. Products.
The ribs of the folding fan are held by a rivet axle. When that is lost, the 
traditional repair involves twisting paper into a string and tying the ribs to
gether, With 28, we find that winter or summer (and for several summers), 
life has been a straitened thing.

30 Ground-Design. Light. Summer. Night. Radiance. Town,
The soy makes this a summer moon, but at a time later than 29. This moon 
is a spilled over one (koborezuki) from 29, its set place With 29, we have a 
person who wishes to give the moon its due but only when work will allow. 
Like sake, soy sauce is not brewed at home but by specialists in towns. We 
are now in another run of stanzas too Light in connection.
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Dull is his knife's edge 
and in his box are other tools 

not of much use
on the year's last night he lights 
some candles on the votive shelf

Kogatana no 
hamaguriba naru 

saikubako 
tana ni hi tomosu 
odoshi no yoru 
Empu

26

On the year's last night he lights 
some candles on the votive shelf 

the waves keep coming 
but not with news the exile wants 

lonely at Suma Bay

Tana ni hi tomosu 
odoshi no yoru 

kokomoto wa 
omou tayori mo 

Suma no ura 
Ensui

27

The waves keep coming 
but not with news that I so want 

lonely at Suma Bay 
I try to fold around my chest 
the one short jacket that I have

Kokomoto wa 
omou tayori mo 

Suma no ura 
mune uchiawase 
kitaru kataginu 
Hanzan

28

I tried to fold around my chest 
the one short jacket that I had 

now this summer too 
I must cord through the rivet hole 

of my loosened fan

Mune uchiawase 
kitaru kataginu 

kono natsu mo 
kaname o kukuru 

yareogi 
Empu

29

This summer too
I had to cord through the rivet hole 

of my loosened fan 
leaving the soy sauce to ferment 
for a short time I watch the moon

Kono natsu mo 
kaname o kukuru 

yareogi
shoyu nesasete 
shibashi tsuki miru 
Ensui

30

i
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31 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Residences.
This may be pure Ground, but its lightness makes interpretation difficult. The 
enzutai is the end of the engawa or verandahlike hallway along the side of a 
house. The picture is one of small houses cramped together.

32 Ground-Design. Light. Persons.
This stanza deserves comment as an example of the very different ways many 
haikai stanzas can be taken. Our reading presumes minimal connection with 
31 and stronger connection with 33. But this may also be read ironically. The 
wife may be snuggling close to her husband in bed, while he (conscious from 
the cough in 31) shows with his face that parents or someone else nearby hear 
every sound the couple make: "the more intimate the wife / the more the 
husband's face is strained." Or perhaps better still, "the more intimate my 
wife / the more my face betrays the strain." Such a reading is very like one 
strong element in haikai but is difficult to connect at all with 33. On the other 
hand, Ranran does not seem to know what to make of this stanza, either. The 
ironic reading would give a Heavy-Light relation.

33 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Products.
The interpretation followed is Heavy to some extent in associating the hus
band's sincerity and the genuine if not very skilled style of folk lacquer. 
Another interpretation treats "naraitaru" as "grew accustomed": a poor artist 
grows used to his bad works and produces on and on like a Picasso for quantity. 
That would be Light.

34 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Winter. Products. Cultivation.
These last four stanzas, separately composed, hold together better than any 
run of such length in a long while, both conceptually and in terms of haikai 
sequentiality of variety and likeness. Snow is a Falling Thing in renga.

35 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Trees.
The speaker is a refined person of wealth and leisure. Each year he sponsors 
a flower-viewing party but finds himself a little behindhand this time. If it is 
conceived that he invites people to the cherry trees at his house, "hana" has 
a Cultivation class. But that seems most unlikely; he probably plans to go to 
some place famous for cherry blossoms.

36 Design. Heavy-Light. Spring. Products.
The second woman writing (see stanza 14 by Chigetsu) ends with the first 
Design stanza since 2 (waki). The third of the Third Month is the doll festival 
(hina matsuri). The dolls of the house are put out. The mother or father notices 
a slight stirring of the bright sleeves and fancies that such a color is brought 
by the gentle spring breeze. A nice conceit. In such peace and loveliness does 
this strange sequence end.
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Shoyu nesasete 
shibashi tsuki miru 

sekigoe no 
tonari wa chikaki 

enzutai 
Do ho

Leaving the soy sauce to ferment 
for a short time I watch the moon 

the sound of coughing 
as close as the neighbor's porch 

adjoining our own

31

Sekigoe no 
tonari wa chikaki 

enzutai
soeba sou hodo 
kokumen na kao 
Empu

Soeba sou hodo 
kokumen na kao 

katachi naki 
e o naraitaru 

Aizubon 
Raman

The sound of coughing 
as close as the neighbor's porch 

adjoining our own 
the farther that we walk along 
my husband's face grows more sincere

32

The farther that we walk along 
my husband's face seems more sincere 

shapeless as they are 
we learned to draw the nice designs 

of Aizu lacquer trays

33

Shapeless as they are 
I learned to draw the nice designs 

of Aizu lacquer trays 
dusted over with light snow 
my gardening clogs of split bamboo

Katachi naki 
e o naraitaru 

Aizubon 
usuyuki kakaru 
take no warigeta 
Fumikuni

34

Dusted over with light snow 
my garden clogs of split bamboo 

flowers bloom again 
and I have not yet decided 

on this year's companions

Usuyuki kakaru 
take no warigeta 

hana ni mata 
kotoshi no tsure mo 

sadamarazu 
Yasui

35

Flowers bloom again 
and I have not yet decided 

on this year's companions 
to the doll sleeves that it stirs 
the spring breeze lends its color.

Hana ni mata 
kotoshi no tsure mo 

sadamarazu 
hina no tamoto o 
somuru harukaze. 
Uko

36
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PART SIX: VARIOUS COMPOSITIONS

After the unusual fourth kasen in Part Five, we come to a close in this last 
part of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat with a variety of compositions re
lating to Basho's stay at the Unreal Hermitage of Kyokusui near Lake Biwa. 
The Old Master traveled about the area. Whether present or absent at the 
hermitage, he had a stream of visitors, poems, and gifts. It is fetching to 
think of the poetic center of Japan at that time as a small hut built by 
Kyokusui's unde, a priest who had given his name, Genju, the Unreal, to 
the small hermitage.

This last part begins with Basho's Record of the Unreal Hermitage 
(Genjuan no Ki), which combines praise of the place with a description of 
what Basho observed and did. This is followed by a composition in Chinese 
prose and verse by Kyorai's elder brother, Shinken, and thereafter we have 
The Diary by His Side (Kiyu Nikki), with a closing inscription or postscript 
in Chinese by Joso.

Basho's Record is enough like other prose compositions by him to require 
annotation rather than full discussion here. (But we may refer to figure 
4 for location of the places he mentions.) Shinken's Chinese composition 
reflects on the Record, which it seems Kyorai had shown him. In its Chinese 
prose and ensuing eight lines of seven characters each there is praise of 
Basho and the scenery, which are treated as complements to each other, 
each bringing the other into ideal existence. Of Shinken's performance 
itself, we find it difficult not to agree with the judgment made long ago— 
that both the prose and verse are insipid.

The Diary is not really a diary at all, even by the capacious Japanese 
definitions of what a literary diary may be. It consists of thirty-five hokku, 
an almost-kasen. If we add to them the hokku with which Basho concludes 
his Record, we have the proper thirty-six stanzas of a highly unusual 
sequence. On this interpretation, the sequence is a wakiokoshi, one in which 
the author of the hokku does not appear again; and Shinken's Chinese 
composition provides a haikai interval (ma) such as was thought suitable, 
even if the means employed here resemble the sinified gestures of Poetry 
Is What l Sell more than the usual procedures of haikai. Similarly, the

:
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Diary consists wholly of hokku, and those written by a single poet each, 
rather than of upper and lower stanzas in alternation by a few poets, as 
for haikai sequences properly considered—as we have seen in Part Five. 
This last part therefore maintains the highly innovative, radical character 
of the first four, using the kasen design as a principle honored as much in 
the breach as observance.

Basho revised and reused his Record, but the text for this part, like that 
of the texts of the other compositions in it, have no serious textual problems. 
(Students who wish to compare the six versions of his Record will find 
them in a popular text, Koten Haibungaku Taikei [Shueisha, 1970], 5, 540- 
48.)

So ends The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, the most famous of all haikai 
collections, with the same ordered disorder, or disordered order, that char
acterizes the whole. This sixth part combines the miscellaneousness and 
seriousness appropriate to the Fast Close (kyu) of a kasen, which we believe 
it was intended to represent, imparting to the whole collection a kasen-like 
order such as is represented in various ways by its major constituents (Parts 
One to Four, Five, and Six as integers). To such measure is this remarkable 
collection full of surprises and more or less hidden principles of coherence 
from beginning to end.



A Record of the Unreal Hermitage
I

(GENJUAN NO KI)

By Basho

Mount Kokubu stands in the depths of Ishiyama behind the rocky fastness 
of Ishiyama Temple, formerly called Kokubu Temple.1 Fording the narrow 
stream that flows along the foothills, traversing the path on its three twists, 
in some two hundred steps one comes to the Hachiman Shrine. The object 
of worship there is a holy statue of the Buddha. Only one house, dedicated 
solely to Shinto, does not favor worshiping the Buddha. But the divinity 
of the shrine is venerated by those who understand the coexistence of 
Shinto with Buddhism, and the gracious Buddha bestows benefits on those 
living on the earth.

In recent times so few people have come to worship that the place is at 
once rich in the aura of divinity and an area of great stillness for the grass 
hut of one who has turned his back on the world. Thick mugwort and 
bamboo enclose the hut, crowding even the eaves of the leaking roof. Inside 
the plaster has fallen, and the place has been a lair for foxes and raccoons. 
Such is the Unreal Hermitage. Its master was a certain priest, uncle of a 
brave warrior, Suganuma Kyokusui. The priest lived here eight years, now 
surviving solely in its name, Genju, the Unreal.

It is fully ten years since I left my life in the city and, as I approached 
fifty,2 I departed like the bagworm from its bag or the snail from its shell, 
walking along Kisa Bay in the north country with the hot summer sun on 
my face, sometimes injuring my heel on sand bars of the rough shore by 
that northern sea. As if a grebe floating in its nest this year on the waves 
of the lake nearby, seeking out a safe place for rest among the reeds, I have 
sought the shade of this hut, where I have renewed the thatch on the roof 
and worked to repair the fence. So it is that as the Fourth Month began

1 On Ishiyama, see the comment on Basho's concluding hokku in Part Four (382). On the 
places referred to by Basho, see Figure 3.

2 Basho was forty-five (forty-six Japanese count) during the trip he records in The Narrow 
Road through the Provinces. He did die at fifty (our count) in 1694.

I
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I thought to linger on this mountain, thinking like Saigyo at Yoshino, "I 
shall not leave this little while."3

The remembrance of spring was not yet old—azaleas were still in bloom 
and the mountain wistarias still hung from the pines. Shortly the hototogisu 
sang, and there was the kashi bird that will lend its nest.4 The woodpecker 
working on the wood of the hut excites my pleasure rather than resentment.

My spirit seems to run over the southeast, whether toward Wu or Ch'u, 
as if 1 were standing beside Lake Hsiao-hu or Lake Tung-t'ing. To the 
southwest, Mount Kokubu towers with the houses of villages on its slopes. 
It is cool here as the southern breeze comes down from that summit or as 
the northern wind blows across the lake. Mount Hie, the high peak of Hira, 
and the pines of Karasaki are all hidden in haze. Beyond there are Zeze 
Castle, Seta Bridge, and boats fishing on the lake. One can hear the voices 
of woodcutters going to Mount Kasatori and the songs of those setting out 
rice seedlings in the small paddies of the foothills. As fireflies trace through 
the darkened sky, the water rail taps its sound, and there is nothing for 
me to add in praise of the scenery.5

Amid all this, with Mount Mikami resembling Fuji in shape, 1 am led 
to recall my hut off in Edo and those who in ancient times left their remains 
here on Mount Tanakami. There are other mountains here—Sasaho, Senjo, 
and Hakamagoshi.6

As its name suggests, Kurotsu Village is thick with dark overgrowth and 
still possesses that elegance it was said to have by the Man'yoshu poet who 
wrote that here they fish with nets of wood and bamboo rather than of 
cord.7

Desiring to leave no part of the scenery of the area unseen, I struggled 
into farther recesses of the mountains, where I made a shelf of a pine 
branch, spread a straw mat for my seat, and named the place "The Monkey's

3 From Saigyo, Sankashii, 1122.
4 On the hototogisu, see Part Two, st. 95. The kashidori is here given as "kashi" or 

"lending" bird, based on wordplay and on Basho's echo of another poem by Saigyo, Sankashii, 
1962.

5 The syntax here and elsewhere in this Record recalls that of composition in Chinese.
6 In various old poems, the area was famous for its graves and shrines, the "remains" 

mentioned in the preceding sentence. Some would read "Tanokami" and "Sasafu" for the 
mountains mentioned. We follow the usual readings.

1 There is no such poem in the Man'yoshu. It is by the famous tea master and garden 
architect, Kobori Enshu (1579-1647). The name "Kurotsu Village" suggests darkness, because 
"kuro" means "black."
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Seat."8 I do not pretend to be Hsu Ch'iian who took his rest on an aronia 
stump, or Old Wang who set his hermitage on Chu-p'u Feng.9 I have just 
become a nap-taking denizen of the mountains, one leg dangling over the 
edge of the deserted precipice, tranquilly picking off lice.

From time to time, as the feeling prompts me, I draw water from a valley 
spring and cook rice. I know the anguish of "The springhead that drips its 
sound,"10 near this place with but one fire for cooking. In these surround
ings Priest Genju formerly lived his refined life without worldly affectation. 
His hut is now arranged with a division made by the Buddha's altar, and 
in the far part such things as bedding are stored.

There is a bishop at the temple of Mount Kora in Kyushu, the son of 
a certain Shinto priest called Kai no Kami at the Kamo Shrine. When he 
came up to the capital, I used the offices of an acquaintance to request some 
calligraphy from him. It was no trouble whatsoever for him to ink a brush 
and write out for me the three characters for "Unreal Hermitage." I have 
made it a keepsake of this grass hut.

These circumstances describe what people mean by living in mountain 
seclusion or in travel. Such life requires no elaborate equipment. On the 
pillar above my pillow hang only a cypress hat from Kiso and a sedge 
raincoat from Toyama.11

During the day I give my attention to people who visit me now and 
again—and sometimes to the warden of the local shrine, sometimes to the 
villagers with tales I had never heard—about the boar that ripped up the 
rice seedlings he fed among or about the rabbits in the bean fields. As the 
sun sets below the mountain rim, I peacefully sit waiting for the moon to 
rise. Finding it already shining, the shadow it casts, as later does my lamp, 
I make my companion, the two of us consulting about right and wrong.

As what I have said shows, I am not someone who simply likes seclusion 
or wishes to leave his traces on some mountain or field. But because I am 
not entirely in good health, I do not mix well with people and resemble

8 This place is referred to again in st. 25 of the Diary below. Numerous images are shared 
by this Record and the Diary. Had those poets read this essay, had he read their stanzas, or 
were they working from a common fund of talk during his residence at the Unreal Hermitage? 
Whatever the case, the "monkey's seat" obviously also glances at the title of the whole 
collection and therefore also at Basho's opening hokku in Part One.

9 Alluding to two Chinese verses.
10 Basho alludes to a poem then wrongly ascribed to Saigyo, as will be found also in The 

Travel Record of the Moor-Exposed Skeleton (Nozarashi Kikd, 1684-85).
11 See Diary, st. 26.
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a person who dislikes the world. Reflecting on myself over these months 
and years, I recall that I once envied those holding official positions and 
that I once thought of becoming a priest. But 1 drift to uncertain end like 
a cloud borne by the wind,12 devoting myself to poetry about this flower 
or that bird. For although it turns out that I have neither capacity nor 
talent, this one subject preoccupies me.

I have reflected: Devotion to poetry gave Po Chii-i pain throughout his 
body and made old Tu Fu haggard. There is no comparing my poor abilities 
with their literary genius, but do not we all live in the realm of unreality?13 
So I freed my mind of entangling thoughts and went to bed.14

1

For first inquiry 
there is at least an oak tree 

a grove in summer

Mazu tanomu 
shii no ki mo an 

natsukodachi

13 Various evidence shows that Basho actually liked company, on the right occasion. But 
he did not like to be pestered, and this may offer an oblique excuse to his Edo enthusiasts 
for staying on at Kyokusui's hermitage. The cloud image also features in the memorable 
opening to The Narrow Road ". . . Over the centuries many famous men have met death 
on the way, and I, too, though I do not know what year it began, have long yielded to the 
wind like a loosened cloud and, unable to give up my wandering desires, have taken my way 
along the coast."

13 Alluding of course to Kyokusui's Unreal Hermitage as well as to the Buddhist sense of 
this world's insubstantiality.

u The lying down may be ambiguous, whether as turning to the world of illusory dreams 
or to the world of enlightenment, as with the blue heron of st. 34 of At the Tub of Ashes 
in Part Five. For reasons given, we regard Basho's concluding verses to provide the hokku for 
an irregular kasen completed by the thirty-five stanzas of the Diary following Shinken's 
Chinese composition, and have therefore numbered it. Such a conception would properly give 
the kasen the title of A Grove in Summer (Natsu Kodachi). On "shii no ki" ("an oak tree"), 
see Diary, st. 18.

r



Shinken's Essay in Chinese 

Prose and Verse

On Our Old Master Basho's 
Record of the Unreal Hermitage 
at Mt. Kokubu

In no age has the world been without recluses, and in ours there is one 
whose spirit has imparted wisdom to the lonely place. Similarly, there is 
no place in the world without its lovely peaks and streams, and those of 
the place have taken on beauty by the cultivation of the person who beheld 
it. While reading our Old Master's essay on the Unreal Hermitage, I realized 
that he possesses the soul of reclusion and that in his writing the scenery 
has found a person to know it rightly. So it is that this person and the 
natural scene have taken on full existence in their mutual relation.

To the south of Lake Biwa there rises the peak of Mt. Kokubu 
Where old pines cluster and the green shade is fresh.
A modest hut stands there, no more than a few steps square,
And in it lives a superior person, nourishing his being.
His rich expression constantly brocades the hills and streams.
So that the scenery becomes spiritualized into a poetic castle.
This area has always been known for its famous places,
And now because of him this spot has unusual splendor.

On the day of the harvest moon, Eighth Month, 1690.
With all respect,

l

t

!

Shinken.
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Although some take the meaning to be the backs of the foothills and others 
the backs of us poets, we take the simpler interpretation: the bird is singing 
in flight beneath Mount Kokubu, where Kyokusui's hermitage stands. As with 
renga and haikai sequences, he begins, being host—except of course that to 
make the proper thirty-six stanzas for a kasen, we must include Basho's in his 
Record: hence we renumber, starting with that as 1, this as 2, etc. Basho's 
hokku has the same summer season as this.

2

Again, various explanations exist. We take this in general to illustrate the 
saying that when one bird cries the hills are more silent. And that, in this 
wooded area, even in summer, the coolness has caused someone to sneeze, 
intensifying the sense of quiet. This is a Basho-style aesthetic principle, as in 
his hokku at Ryushaku Temple in The Narrow Road: "In seclusion silence / 
striking into the mountain rocks / the cicada's rasp." See Part Three, Autumn, 
246; also 16 and 32 below.

3

"Barabara-" is an expression for cock cries used just at this time, apparently 
to mean "now and then," at various farmhouses in the vicinity. The "kuina" 
(railus aquataticus indicus) is obviously a water bird—so giving us the familiar 
land-waters contrast—sometimes called mud hen, or crake as well as rail. In 
literature it is traditional for what seems a tapping sound, as if someone at a 
door seeking attention, especially at night, as in 14.

4

Such darkness may not last long but seems ominous. As so often, a stanza by 
Boncho (like those by Basho and Kikaku) stands out. Here the waters-land 
contrast of 3 is explicit, and the order of imagery is reversed to sight and then 
sound.

5

The good farming land begins right next to the house, "Iwanashi" (sandberries) 
is a dialect word for a plant otherwise termed sunaichigo, the basis of our 
nonce translation.

6

There is no clear reason why he gives "yasumedokoro" instead of "yasumi- 
dokoro": maybe implying where others give you rest?

7



•:

The Diary by His Side

(KIYU NIKKI)

Kyokusui
Hototogisu 

senaka mite yaru 
fumoto kana

2
Hototogisu

I look down upon your back 
there in the foothills

Yasui
Kussame no 

ato shizuka nari 
natsu no yama

3
A sneeze from a chill 

and afterwards all is silence 
among summer hills

*
Kyorai

Niwatori mo 
barabaradoki ka 

kuina naku

4
Along with the cocks 

crowing now and then at dawn 
a rail raps its sound

Bonchd
Umiyama ni 

samidare sou ya 
hitokurami

5
From lake to hills

the summer rains bring on their way 
one sudden darkness

6 Senna
Noki chikaki 

iwanashi oru na 
saru no ashi

Here under my eaves 
don't break off my sandberries 

watch your feet monkeys

Chinseki
Hosohagi no 

yasumedokoro ya 
natsu no yama

7
With your thin legs 

here is a place for you to rest 
the hills in summer .
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8 Paper nets were cheaper than cloth ones and perhaps lighter to carry—also 
easier to write on.

9 The preceding Record has already implied that Basho carried with him a small 
image of the Buddha and (some say) an "ihai," a repository with the Buddhist 
names of his parents, which fits with 7. Rather than use dishes for his offering, 
Basho uses large leaves, such as those of the lotus.

10 So open is the hermitage that the same dew that beads the moss settles on the 
tatami mats.

11 On the flower, see Part Four, Spring, 378. This is somewhat reminiscent of 
Genji's remark in "Evening Faces" (Yugao) in The Tale of Getiji that the flower 
of the chapter title (a gourd flower, of summer as here) has a name reminding 
one of a person.

12 Both the uncertain light and the clogs make his ascent to the hermitage difficult.

13 An allegory, as in Part Four, Spring, 271: Basho is surrounded by his dedicated 
followers. The turn to the hototogisu ("kankodon") shows that the Summer 
stanzas from 3 to here are not rigorously integrated by seasonal progression.

14 In 13 many birds sing at one time; here there is a succession. Compare 4.
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Yakei
"On giving a paper mosquito net as present."

"Whatever you feel 
write it on this paper netting" 

I say with this present

8

Omou koto 
shicho ni kake to 

okurikeri

Rito9
When did he cook 

the rice placed on butterburr leaves 
here on the Buddha shelf

Itsu takite 
fuki no ha ni moru 

obuku zo mo

Otokuni
Hotaru tobu 

tatami no ue mo 
koke no tsuyu

10
Fireflies take flight 

over tatami mats that share 
dew upon mosses

Dosui (Of Zeze)
Kambase ya 

mugura no naka no 
hanautsugi

11
How like a human face 

there where the goose grass grows rampant 
white hydrangea flowers

Tanshi
Tadotadoshi 

mine m geta haku 
satsukiyami

12
With unsteady steps 

I walk to the hilltop in tall clogs 
the dark summer rains

Genshi
Gowa rokuwa 

io torimawasu 
kankodori

13
Five or six of them 

encompass the hut while singing 
hototogisu

Deido (Of Zeze)
Kitsutsuki ni 

watashite akuru 
kuina kana

14 T

The woodpecker begins 
as dawn at last brings a hushing 

of the rail's constant tap

!
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15 In the Record Basho mentions two hats hanging on the pillar. The wind blowing 
over the rich green outside seems to bring the color—which represents coolness 
in summer heat—into the room. As with 5, this shows the talent of a real 
poet.

16 Such is the location of the hermitage, that when looking for the moon to rise 
in the east-southeast, the lake was somewhat behind them, requiring one to 
look askew, backwards, "shirime ni." Well connected with 15.

17 The rusty chestnut leaf gives a degree of haikai change to what is otherwise 
fully beautiful. The original has remarkable assonance: "shizukasa," "shi- 
zumu," "shimizu."

18 Rice unblended with barley, millet, or deccan is a treat—as is eating "tomo 
ni," with Bashd and the rest. The tree, "shii," is pasania, a variety of oak, as 
also in 1 and 19.

19 Perhaps a single insect representing the visitor is implied, with Basho the hoped 
for tree, or perhaps Bokusui is one of several cicadas embracing the Master 
with song.

20 Seemingly smaller when seen from the mountain, Lake Biwa is treated as a 
stone basin for washing hands.

21 The rice needed hot weather to develop. Now that it is fully grown, the weather 
is cooler. Hanzan, like Basho, was from Iga, poor rice country, so he would 
be impressed.
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Fumikuni
Kasa aotsu 

hashira suzushi ya 
kaze no iro

15
The rainhats astir 

hanging on the cool pillar 
the color of wind

■Seishu
Tsuki matsu ya 

umi o shirime ni 
yusuzumi

16
We await the moon 

so the lake lies off to our side 
as the evening cools

!

Kyuin (Deceased)
Shizukasa wa 

kuri no ha shizumu 
shimizu kana

17
All is silence

a single chestnut leaf subsides 
into the spring

)okd18
I

Wonderful coolness 
with friends I eat unblended rice 

at the foot of the oak

Suzushisa ya 
tomo ni kome kamu 

shiigamoto

■

Bokusui (Of Zeze)
"On visiting and finding the person absent."

The trunk of the oak 
taken into their embraces 

the cries of cicadas

19

Shii no ki o 
dakaete naku ya 

semi no koe

Shiin (Of Tarui in Mino [present Gifu])
Me no shita ya 

te arau hodo ni 
umi suzushi

20
Here before our eyes 

as if set out for washing hands 
the cool lake water

I
21 Hanzan

"Written in a letter."
Zezemai ya 

sanae no take ni 
yusuzumi

I

The fine Zeze rice
you must have seen how it has grown 

to bring evening coolness

\
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22 This sweet barley was used in making country desserts.

23 This compliments Kyokusui as host as well as its principal object, Basho.

24 “Yudachi” is a sudden, heavy, short shower on a summer evening. The 
“strength" applies to the downpour and the odor.

25 Both the mountain and the place are mentioned in Basho's Record preceding 
this Diary. This stanza through 31 are Autumn; 32 is a problem but fits as 
a possible Autumn stanza; 33 and 34 are clearly Autumn; 35 is Spring; and 
36 returns to the Summer of 1-24.

26 A present to Basho. Ito no doubt rightly thinks this identical with the sedge 
hat from Toyama mentioned by Basho in the Record. The “mo" in line 1 
suggests that not just dew but other less elegant precipitation has not yet 
stained the hat. As so often, “yukue" (destination, “as it goes afar") implies 
uncertain end.

27 This is probably the actual scene, with the Master's footgear outside the her
mitage instead of in a clog cupboard of an ordinary house. A trivial observation. 
We follow Abe with “oikeri." Ito gives “haekeri."
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Shidd22
"Giving a present of parched sweet barley flour."

Hitofukuro 
kore ya Tobata no 

kotoshimugi

One bagful it is 
here you have from Tobata 

this year's parched barley !!

:Rochd (Of Nagasaki) 
"In a letter."

Ichige iru 
yama sabakari ya 

tabinezuki

23 M
To spend the whole summer 

in enjoyment of those mountains 
you like nights in travel

Kyiiken
Yudachi ya 

hinoki no kaza no 
hitoshikiri

24
IThe sudden summer rain 

with it comes the smell of cypress 
all in one strength

i

Shohaku
"Going up to the Monkey's Seat."

Akikaze ya 
Tanagamiyama no 

kubomi yori

Hokushi
"Presenting a sedge raincoat."

Shiratsuyu mo 
mada aramino no 

yukue kana

25

The wind of autumn 
down from Mount Tanagami's 

hollowed out top

26

The bright chill of dew 
has yet to settle on this coat 

as it goes afar

Bokusetsu
Bokuri nugu 

waki ni oikeri 
tade no hana

27
The clogs set aside 

and by them in profusion 
the nettles in flower

r
11
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28 The last line suggests autumn travel. At the time named Ogijo, Sen was a 
kept woman (from her name Ogijo probably a geisha) and later a nun. She 
first appears here in the last part, as the first of three female poets. The bush 
clover image recalls—editorially—Basho's use of it for prostitutes at Ichiburi 
and Sora's for death in travel near Zensho Temple in The Narrow Road.

29 This offering of rice flowers tells of autumn. It would be placed on the shelf 
mentioned in 8 and in Basho's Record. They would probably be eaten later, 
deep fried as tempura.

30 Perhaps illness prevented her going: see Part Four, Spring, 352. Perhaps she 
knew directly or from her husband, Boncho, of Basho's plans. See Part Four, 
Spring, 380 and 382. The Fast Close, or "kyu" of a kasen, seems to begin here.

31 The crickets (now called "korogi") have a pleasing, sad, incessant cry and are 
identified with autumn up to frost and their extinction. Here the sound of 
hoops snapping temporarily silences them. See Saigyo, Shinkokinshu, 5: 472— 
"The singing crickets: / With the quelling cold of night, / Autumn hastens 
on, / And gradually they seem to falter, / The voices traveling away,"

32 The villages must lie below the hermitage. Heat may designate not only 
summer, but also autumn and the heavy work of harvest, especially at the 
evening calm by the lake. The "wa" in the first line may be read to suggest 
the same heat at the hermitage or a contrasting coolness, probably the latter.

33 The "kitchen" is of course merely a cooking area in the hut. Etsujin implies: 
(1) to the extent that dust can build up, the cooking area is still; (2) true or 
poetic silence can be gamed only by addition of sound (see 3, above). As 
observed for Part Three, Autumn, 220, "itodo" are actually silent crickets 
although identified with "kirigirisu" (31, above) in the seventeenth century.

34 The small, seedlike fruit of lotus grows in clusters: see In The Month of Frost, 
26. On his way from Fukui—not a short walk—he fell in with Etsujin, here 
identified with the lotus fruit being brought as a present. The two sail across 
the landscape in eagerness to see Basho. Much of the stanza-connecting here 
is done by association of the poets, as this headnote shows, connecting this 
stanza with Etsujin's preceding, as in the run of stanzas by women, 28-30, etc. 
It is altogether unlikely that Kyorai and Boncho followed the actual order of 
composition or included all the hokku left or sent Basho in reclusion.
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Sen (Of Zeze)
"A letter with a sewn paper

Nui ni kosu 
kusuribukuro ya 

hagi no tsuyu

28
bag."

Sewn for presenting 
this medicine sack for travel 

the dew on bush clover

Chigetsu
Ine no hana 

kore o hotoke no 
miyage kana

29
The flowers of rice plants 

let me present to the Buddha 
this small offering

Uko30
Ishiyama ya 

yukade hata seshi 
aki no kaze

Ishiyama so near 
but after all I could not go 

now the autumn wind
!

Shdbd
Oke no wa ya 

kirete nakiyamu 
kirigirisu

31
The hoops on the tub 

when they broke so did the cries 
of autumn crickets

Kasho
Sato wa ima 

yumeshidoki no 
atsusa kana

32
The villages now 

at the time of the evening meal 
are filled with the heat

33 Etsujin
Naku ya itodo 

shio ni hokon no 
tamaru made

The crickets cry on 
dust on the salt in the kitchen 

builds up in silence

34 Tosai
"Meeting with Etsujin on this same journey."

With the lotus fruit 
I have flown along together 

to this hermitage

Hasu no mi no 
tomo ni tobiiru 

iori kana
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35 The problem is quite realistic for damp weather. The connection with 34 is 
outstanding. As the next stanza shows, Ranran and Sora called at the her
mitage when Basho was away in early summer, 1691. During the next two 
months the Master was staying at Kyorai's place near Kyoto, where he wrote 
his Saga Diary. In the sense of this Diary as a kasen, this should be a Spring 
and a Flower stanza. Obviously Ranran has the right season but no flower.

36 The very emphatic "sae" of line 2 is taken to show Sora's concern for Basho. 
Taking Basho's verses at the end of the Record as the opening stanza, this is 
the final stanza (ageku). So ends this altogether unusual "Diary" sequence, 
yet another and greater novelty among all the novelties of The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat.
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*

Ranran
"At the hermitage in the Third Month, 1691."

The spring rains fall 
the hut is not yet ramshackle 

though its warped door sticks

35 !i
!

Harusame ya 
arashi mo hatezu 

to no hizumi ;

Sora
"The same summer.

Suzushisa ya 
kono io o sae 

sumisuteshi

36

?11

\ :For all the coolness 
in spite of such a hut as this 

he left it behind
; n

I I
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Joso's "Postscript”

This last portion of the collection, a Chinese prose composition by Joso, 
emphasizes some matters that must have seemed important to the publi
cation of a full collection of poetry by Basho and his followers. (We are 
reminded that waka collections might be accompanied by Chinese as well 
as Japanese essays.) It exemplifies their style, distinguishing it (as Kikaku's 
Preface had done) from the styles of rival schools. Their group makes no 
pretense and lives in humble circumstances, but their fellows can be found 
around the country. The compilers have sought to represent people of all 
kinds and conditions who compose in their style. But since the collection 
is not as lengthy as one of the twenty-one royal anthologies or the Tsu- 
kubashu (the first significant renga collection), they have not included many 
poets outside the Basho school. As for Joso's other gestures, they turn 
either on usual matters of modesty or on haikai humor.

Postscript

Sarumino is a collection of haikai poetry by those people who follow the 
style of our Old Master Basho. We do not seek far-fetched comparisons 
to the story of the monkey who stole the robes of a priest but to show 
those ideas and feelings about haikai that have occupied us.

These two hermits in Kyoto, Boncho and Kyorai, have studied and care
fully followed the haikai style of the Old Master, living in a plain hut with 
bamboo lattice windows and surrounded by plum trees. It is there that 
their time has passed.

Without thinking that we have matured as haikai poets, we have put this 
collection together. Yet we can declare that this is something more than 
a fancy skin bag made of the white hair of a fox's armpit.

Many colleagues in our style have visited us from near and far in the 
country, composing hokku. Others, living at great distance, have sent their 
poems to us. There are many fine ones among these. Such poetry has 
gradually flourished, and the poets have written prose as well.

There have been some who have not participated in the collection, because

i
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their retirement from the world prevented our being in touch with them. 
Since we wished to include poems that reflected our style of haikai, we have 
included poems by women, by the very old, and by the young. If it be 
thought that they have not reached the peaks of poetry, neither have the 
rest of us.

Dividing the collection into hokku on the four seasons, we have only six 
parts in all. By reason of such a small collection, we have not gathered 
hokku widely from those who follow other styles.

In the Fifth Month of 1691, I stopped with my traveler's staff at an inn 
in Kyoto, where by coincidence I could join a haikai meeting attended by 
Boncho and Kyorai. They asked me to write this in explanation of the 
collection. In spite of the inadequacy of my writing, I consented to do so.

I hope that all readers will go through this sea of words like skillful 
fishers, taking out the best catch they can

■ ■

1

find.
i

With all respect, 

the vulgar priest }oso.

Shochiku scribe.

I

I
i •
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* IA Later Sequence ■
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In the last two years of his life, Basho was back in Edo much of the time 
and he propounded there to a number of new followers an ideal replacing 
the sabi of the immediately preceding years. The new ideal, karumi or 
lightness, is somewhat easier to understand than to explain.1 There is now 
less tension, conflict, extremity, less of the "dark shudder" that Buson 
admired in Basho. At least so it seems. Yet from his day to this, there has 
been debate about Basho's late style. What really changed—stanza style, 
stanza relation, stanza impressiveness? Did Basho live long enough to in
culcate understanding of the style in those who followed him? Above all, 
was the new development a mistake? Kikaku thought so and stalked away. 
Basho turns out to be one of those writers who devises a somewhat simpler 
style in his last years—writers such as Shakespeare, Dryden, and Yeats in 
England, or in Japan writers such as the waka poets Ki no Tsurayuki (884- 
946) and Fujiwara Teika (1162-1241), and even Ihara Saikaku (1643-93), 
who is almost Basho's exact contemporary. But‘there is no such agreement 
about what the new departure entailed for the Old Master.

To our minds, the new lightness involves no single simpler style and no 
single feature of what is new that determines all the rest. The most con
spicuous change, however, is that of the hokku of sequences. Here are some 
opening stanzas from kasen composed in the last two years of the poet's 
life, two hokku by him, two by others. (In each case the first line of the 
Japanese gives to the sequence involved its title: see Renga Haikaishu, pp. 
506, 521, 535, and 548.)

i
i:-

i!r
;

!
i:

h.

,i

1 For one explanation, see Tomiyama Susumu, "Shofu Haikai ni okeru 'Karumi/ '' Basho 
[vol. 1], Nihon Bungaku Kenkyu Shiryo Sosho (Yuseido, 1969), pp. 250-60. IV
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With plum flowers fragrant 
the sun pops up all of a sudden 

on the mountain road

Umegaka ni 
notto hi no deru 

yamaji kana 
Basho

Soramame no 
hana sakinikeri 

mugi no heri 
Ko'oku

Aki chikaki 
kokoro no yoru ya 

yojohan 
Basho

Sarumino ni 
moretaru shimo no 

shoro kana 
Sempo

Whatever else may be said of these opening stanzas, they do not exemplify 
sabi, and the diverting quality of okashimi is also mostly gone. Their 
removal seems to "lighten" the hokku.

Haikai involves far more than opening stanzas, however. It will be ob
vious that the last example alludes to the most famous of the collections 
of the Basho school. The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, and like Basho's hokku 
giving that collection its name, this is also on winter. (The truffles seem 
to have been protected by the raincoat.) Sempo's (or Sembo's) intention 
was no doubt to praise Basho's achievement over the years. In any event, 
this sequence was in the last of the "parts" of The Seven-Part Collection: 
The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, Continued (Zoku Sarumino). One of 
Basho's best followers, Etsujin, could not abide this last collection, writing 
of "the oldness of its stanzaic relation, the poorness of its method, the 
poorness of its diction and its sounds" [Renga Haikaishu, p. 546).

Our example, If Fine while Still Green, represents the transition from 
the old to the new style, much as Beneath the Boughs is a transition to 
the sabi style matured for The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. As Etsujin seems 
to suggest, the actual sequential art of stanzaic connection or relation ap
pears to have changed little. We still enjoy the pacing, the fluctuation of 
impressiveness and closeness of relation, the three-part rhythm of Intro-

All the broad beans 
have now come into flower 

the barley field's edge

As autumn approaches 
one's heart is filled with happiness 

the hut holds us four

On the Monkey's Raincoat 
the frost somehow settles through 

the autumn truffles

/ 4
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duction-Development-Fast Close, and indeed much else that makes If Fine 
while Still Green recognizably an example of Basho-style haikai. But as 
the changes in the hokku show, and as Etsujin recognized, there is some 
difference in "diction and sounds" of individual stanzas. His criticism of 
"method" seems to involve insufficient range. The readiest symptom of 
this is the decrease in Love stanzas. Basho may attempt one (9), but it is 
not followed up, as if it would agitate things too much. To consider other 
late sequences: With Plum Flowers Fragrant also has only one Love stanza 
(8); there are two in each of All the Broad Beans (9, 18) and As Autumn 
Approaches (20-21); and there is one in On the Monkey's Raincoat (29) 
(Sarumino ni no Maki from Zoku Sarumino, a sequence not to be confused 
with the collection making up the major portion of this book).

Some of these changes can be found in If Fine while Still Green: "The 
style is very thin, and there are many instances when the thought is but 
lightly connected" (Renga Haikaishu, p. 490). If our judgments are correct, 
there is indeed a new and unusual degree of lightness in stanzaic connection.

Heavy 0 
Heavy-Light 13

r

(13)

Light-Heavy 19 
Light 3

The reverse proportion might have been expected. There are not only no 
stanzas of Heavy relation, but just about two-thirds are Light and Light- 
Heavy. For comparison, here was what we discovered from that other 
transitional sequence, Beneath the Boughs.

Heavy 3 
Heavy-Light 16

Light-Heavy 12 
Light 4

In many other respects, however, the changes are not so great. The ap
proximately half-and-half ratio is maintained between seasonal stanzas (19) 
and Miscellaneous (17). The stanza impressiveness is a bit higher than 
usual, but not because of Design stanzas (2) so much as Design-Ground 
(17). There are still a goodly number of Ground-Design (14) and a suitable 
number of Ground (3).

(22)

(19)

(16)

IS
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The really symptomatic features of change are, then, the increasing 
lightness of relation and the depreciation of Love as a subtopic to assist in 
heightening and agitating the Development section.2 Perhaps in lieu of that 
a fair number of other stanzas give us one of two kinds of subtopics— 
Shinto (three stanzas) and Buddhism (three also). It also seems true that 
as we get farther into the sequence it begins to capture our attention more 
and more. The run from 21 to 33 is perhaps the finest in the whole for the 
manipulation of many factors of interest in haikai: individual stanzas, 
pacings and fluctuations, varying impressiveness and connection, and range 
of human experience.

The art of linked poetry certainly maintained its life in this sequence. 
Basho was, however, finding as much difficulty in teaching some of his 
followers how to use his late style as in convincing others of its merits. 
The results of this period, from the Fifth Month of 1692 to 1694, were 
published in The Sack of Charcoal (Sumidawara), the sixth in The Seven- 
Part Collection.

Restless as ever, perhaps disappointed with the lack of progress of his 
new style in Edo, Basho set off on the eighth of the Fifth Month, 1694, 
for a walking tour that he hoped would take him to the western and southern 
reaches of japan. Stopping in Nagoya, at his old home in Iga Ueno, and 
other places en route where he had disciples, he made his way to the Lake 
Biwa area, the scene of much that we associate with The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat. Later he visited Kyorai in Saga. At the beginning of the Seventh 
Month he went back to Ueno for about two months of autumn, the last 
visit he was to have. Some of his hokku from this time show that, at least 
in his hands, the light style could convey the mystery of our place in an 
empty world, or the mystery that seems to cut us off from the people we 
observe with our own eyes.

Kono michi ya 
yuku hito nashi ni 

aki no kure

This road stretches on 
there is not a person on it 

at autumn dusk

Aki fukaki Autumn is passing 
what is it that the man next door 

does with himself
tonari wa nani o 

suru hito zo:•.v-'

2 For detailed statistics on Love stanzas in the sequences by Basho and others, see Yamashita 
Kaiichi, "Koi no Basho/' ibid. [vol. 2] (1977), pp. 73-81.
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Early in the Ninth Month, Basho was back by Lake Biwa, where he 
composed sequences that went into The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, Con
tinued. Still determined to press on, Basho went as far as he was to get on 
this last journey, Osaka. One of his last hokku is justly famous.

Tabi ni yande 
yume wa kareno o 

kakemeguru

On the twelth of the Tenth Month, 1694, in the later part of the afternoon, 
he died.

Those who had followed him kept writing haikai on one scale or another, 
but without their Old Master it was not the same. Kikaku carried on in 
his grand way. Etsujin continued as a poet and a critic. Kyorai went into 
a kind of retirement, and to his various writings we owe much that we 
otherwise could not know about Basho. And of course to him and Boncho 
we owe The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. We believe that this last kasen. If 
Fine while Still Green, provides a suitable introduction to the poetry Basho 
was encouraging in his last twenty months or so, while it also remains a 
worthy successor to The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

Like At the Tub of Ashes, If Fine while Still Green is a yongin, or four- 
poet kasen. The alternation of composition is quite simple. If A designates 
Basho, B Chinseki, C Ranran, and D Yasui, the four poets alternate the 
ABCD order with BADC in successive units of four stanzas. Chinseki is 
named Shado throughout, that being another pen name. We have nor
malized to Chinseki to make more evident his contribution throughout 
various parts of this book.

Stricken in travel
and over withered moors my dreams 

turn about and about i.

iif
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1 Design-Ground. No Relation. Autumn. Cultivation.
The hot peppers (togarashi) turn scarlet in autumn, for which they are a season 
word. But this hokku is really much more Summer in character, the first sign 
of irregular handling of seasonal stanzas.

2 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Products.
The heavy new handle—and the hard work—make the tool seem heavy. "Aki 
no ara-" suggests early autumn.

3 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Trees. Night. Radiance.
Keyaki, zelkova, is a kind of elm. This is a "pulled forward moon" (hikiage 
no tsuki), two stanzas early. The first of a number of stanzas using lovely 
consonance.

4 Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Military.
The steward in tonsure (bozugashira) flourished in aristocratic (i.e., daimate, 
not old noble) houses as a superintendent of affairs. With 3, he seems to be 
the person responsible for the tidying up for later removal. Now he attends 
to the doings of host and guests.



I

If Fine while Still Green

I(AOKUTE MO NO MAKI, 1693)

•:Composing Haikai at 
Fukagawa at Night

If fine while still green 
why is it peppers that you feel 

you must change your color

-
Fukagawa Yayu

Aokute mo 
aru beki mono o 

togarashi 
Basho

1

Aokute mo 
aru beki mono o 

togarashi 
sagete omotaki 
aki no araguwa 
Chinseki

If fine while still green 
why is it peppers that you feel 

you must change your color 
in autumn the new mattock hoe 
weighs so heavily in the hand

2

Sagete omotaki 
aki no araguwa 

kure no tsuki 
keyaki no koppa 

katayosete 
Ranran

In autumn the new mattock hoe 
weighs so heavily in the hand 

the moon at twilight 
shines where bits of elm branches 

have been raked in a pile

3

The moon at twilight 
shines where bits of elm branches 

have been raked in a pile 
the tonsured steward of the house 
is first to rise to guide the rest

Kure no tsuki 
keyaki no koppa 

katayosete 
bozugashira no 
saki ni tataruru 
Taisui

4
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5 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Cultivation. Peaks.
The koshi is the first third up a hill or mountain. Since azaleas are cultivated, 
the hill here seems an artificial one in a garden, especially with 4. If so, there 
is only formally a Peaks classification.

6 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Products. Waters.
Now the scenery of 5 is taken as natural in a lovely scene, quiet except perhaps 
for the sound of the boatman's poling. Apart from 1, the Introduction (jo), 
which seems to end here, has been standard: three poems on one season, 
autumn, a Miscellaneous stanza, and now two poems on another season, spring, 
concluded with a third (7) on the back of the first sheet.

7 Design-Ground. Light. Spring.
The hot soup has a slight connection with charcoal in 6. On the fifteenth of 
the First Month women celebrate New Year's with such favored local dishes, 
the men having drunk earlier. We now return to a time of spring earlier than 
5 and 6, a great agitation such as we shall see more of.

8 Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons.
Her guests seem to have come earlier than expected. Her hair just arranged, 
she quickly dries and cleans her hands in bran. There is a problem here of the 
relation to 7. Perhaps we should read, "she serves soup of red beans," in which 
case that action follows the one depicted here in 8. Such "upside-down con
nection" (sakasazuke) was sometimes favored by poets of the Danrin school, 
but is hard to find in Basho-style haikai. We therefore seek, with some strain, 
to make out 7 as a generalizing stanza that is particularized by 8—a method 
standard in all schools. Ranran's stanza is more attractive for itself than for 
its relatedness (tsukeai).

9 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Love.
The woman of 8 is perhaps the attractive maid of a fine household. He sees 
her probably each quarter-day when bills fall due (depending on the class, 
sometimes semiannual times). Basho's introduction of Love is not followed 
through two or three stanzas common to his school of haikai.

.
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Bozugashira no 
saki ni tataruru 

matsuyama no 
koshi wa tsutsuji no 

sakiwatari 
Chinseki

The tonsured steward of the house 
is first to rise to guide the rest 

the pine-covered hill 
its lower part has azaleas 

blooming across it

5

The pine-covered hill 
its lower part has azaleas 

blooming across it 
with charcoal for firing tea leaves 
the boat moves down the river

Matsuyama no 
koshi wa tsutsuji no 

sakiwatari 
hoiro no sumi o 
kudasu kawabune 
Basho

6
i

With charcoal for firing tea leaves 
the boat moves down the river 

in celebration
when New Year's cold comes back again 

they serve soup of red beans

Hoiro no sumi o 
kudasu kawabune 

iwaibi no 
saekaeritaru 

azukigayu 
Taisui

7

In celebration
when New Year's cold comes back again 

they serve soup of red beans 
quickly wiping hands in bran 
she cleans them of her hair oil

Iwaibi no 
saekaeritaru 

azukigayu 
fusuma tsukande 
arau aburate 
Ranran

8

Quickly wiping hands in bran 
she cleans them of her hair oil 

the bill collector 
wishes he could stir her heart 

with ideas of love

Fusuma tsukande 
arau aburate 

kakegoi ni 
koi no kokoro o 

motaseba ya 
Bashd

i
9
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10 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Winter. Shinto. Residences. Products.
All except the chief priest (who lived in the shrine) lived just nearby (the scene 
is Kyoto), as under feudal laws all of one trade lived in a given area (silver 
workers in the ginza, etc.). The humble houses make a very dreary scene 
improved by the lovely sound of the first line and by associations with this 
Lower Kamo shrine. Sleet is a Falling Thing in renga.

11 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Birds. Products.
Another stanza by Ranran gives problems. How many birds? We choose one 
as tonally consonant with 10. We take "kan tosu" as indicated, although the 
more literal “through the cold weather” (as Basho Kushu glosses) might be 
better. Since cold brings us the New Year, the point is the same. Large titmice 
could be taught such tricks.

12 Ground. Light. Miscellaneous.
Now the more literal reading of the first line seems better for 11. It is not 
clear who is ill, but birds—now plural—and children seem to associate better 
than one bird and adults. Medicines ending -san are powdered, unlike the pills 
whose names end in -tan or -gan (e.g., Mankintan).

13 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons.
This could be read as for a man (see what follows). The position involves a 
daimyo house with a revenue of a thousand koku of rice per year, apparently 
a good rise in the world to be won by lovely eyes.

14 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Love? Products.
It is possible that both halves deal with the woman (see on 13). We interpret 
this combination as the woman clinging to her husband's stirrup as he goes 
off to war, or seeking to hold her lover back from departure. See Even the 
Kite's Feathers, 26. Basho either introduces a Love stanza as in 9, or prepares 
for one. But again, none follows, and Love appears in no subsequent stanza.

.
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:Kakegoi ni 
koi no kokoro o 

motaseba ya 
misu ni mizoruru 
Shimogamo no shake 
Chinseki

The bill collector 
wishes he could stir her heart 

with ideas of love
wetted by sleet through bamboo shrouds 
the Shimogama priest houses

10

F
Wetted by sleet through bamboo shrouds 
the Shimogamo priest houses 

to the end of the year 
the mountain titmouse in its cage 

keeps turning somersaults

Misu ni mizoruru 
Shimogamo no shake 

kan tosu
yamagara kago no 

chugaeri 
Ranran

i:
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Throughout the cold 
the mountain titmice in the cage 

keep turning somersaults 
taking the cough medicine 
the children's colds grow better

Kan tosu
yamagara kago no 

chugaeri 
shokisan nomu 
kaze no karusa yo 
Taisui

fi.•:
12 3

Taking the cough medicine 
her symptoms have grown better 

those great bright eyes 
got her a husband of such wealth 

and high position

Shokisan nomu 
kaze no karusa yo 

me no hari ni 
mazu sengoku wa 

shite yarite 
Chinseki

13

!
liHis great bright eyes 

won him his household of such wealth 
and high position 

almost expired with anguish 
she keeps clinging to his stirrup

Me no hari ni 
mazu sengoku wa 

shite yarite 
kiyuru bakari ni 
abumi osayuru 
Basho

i

14
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15 Design, Heavy-Light. Spring. Trees. Night. Radiance.
Taisui gives one of but two Design stanzas in the sequence by combining an 
early, or pulled forward (hikiage no), Flower and a Moon. It is, however, a 
little precious and not wholly combined with 14. Basho had done far better.

16 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Shinto. Peaks.
Warmth comes later to the mountains than lower levels, of course. But here 
again—even more in the next—we move backwards instead of forwards in 
time, which happens from time to time in haikai. (This is not the same as 
sakasazuke: see 8, comment.) A Named Place (nadokoro), Nachi in Kumano 
is sacred for its shrine. (On Kumano, see hokku no. 90, p. 131, above.)

17 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Spring. Persons. Products. Warriors.
Basho's deliberate move back to rites taking place on the seventh of the First 
Month shows his appreciation of the temporal agitation,

18 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Waters.
An exceptionally lively, fresh scene, well paralleling and contrasting with 17. 
Lacking docks, the men must load from the waters which, given the First 
Month of 17, must be very cold. So the back of the first sheet ends, effectively 
realizing the uncertainties or ironies implied by Basho's hokku

19 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Shinto.
After 17 and 18, it is necessary to get away from people. Ranran effects the 
shift brilliantly—to the middle of a town but no people: only the vermilion 
gate to a shrine just somehow stuck there blankly, almost absent-mindedly. 
It is not common in Basho-style haikai to have two Shinto and no Buddhist 
stanzas by this time. But the stanzaic connections from 18 forward are indis
tinguishable from other outstanding examples of Basho haikai.
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Kiyuru bakari ni 
abumi osayuru 

fumimayou 
rakka no yuki no 

asazukuyo 
Taisui

On the verge of expiring 
clinging in vain to the stirrup 

he wanders in a maze 
on the snow of cherry petals 

under the moon of dawn

15

He wanders in a maze 
on the snow of cherry petals 

under the moon at dawn 
at Mount Nachi's sacred place 
the warmth of spring is slow to come

Fumimayou 
rakka no yuki no 

asazukuyo 
Nachi no oyama no 
haru osoki sora 
Raman

1
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At Mount Nachi's sacred place 
the warmth of spring is slow to come 

the festival of bows 
finds the boys from warrior houses 

competing to excel

Nachi no oyama no 
haru osoki sora 

yumi hajime 
suguritatetaru 

musukodomo 
Basho

:v.
!’
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The festival of bows 
finds the boys from warrior houses 

competing to excel 
to unload their packs on boats 
the horsemen leap into the sea

Yumi hajime 
suguritatetaru 

musukodomo 
nitori ni mago no 
umi e tobikomu 
Chinseki

18

To unload their packs on boats 
the horsemen leap into the sea 

within the town 
the torii just stands there red 

as if unaware

Nitori ni mago no 
umi e tobikomu 

machinaka no 
torii wa akaku 

kyon to shite 
Ranran

19
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20 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Autumn.
The second Autumn run begins here, toward the opening of the second sheet, 
as three had begun the sequence. There will be no more, and in fact but five 
seasonal stanzas after this run: 23 (Summer), 28 (Winter), 32 (Winter), and 
35-36 (Spring). The valued Spring and Autumn stanzas are more sought after 
than found here, making them more valuable. Sec also the unusual arrange
ment in the hokku section of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

21 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Autumn. Products.
Tabi are mitten-toed socks. Leather ones were worn by travelers and people 
doing strenuous work. The character for snow in "jisetta" suggests winter is 
near. "Omoki" (heavy) applies both to the footgear and frost. "Shimo" (frost) 
is a Falling Thing in renga.

22 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Autumn. Residences. Night. Radiance.
For the third time we have a "pulled forward Moon" (see 3, 15). It seems a 
traveler or other nonresident comes to this once fashionable area just southeast 
of Kyoto. As a passage quoted from Saikaku shows (Renga Haikaishii, p. 497), 
the spring moon of the court and of Narihira's poem (Kokinshu, 15: 747) is 
gone. Basho again (see 17) moves the season backwards instead of forwards, 
here ironically as we sense time's inexorable movement. The sequence ripens 
for Buddhism or Evanescence and begins its finest run of stanzas.

23 Design. Light-Heavy. Summer. Cultivation.
As in 22, so here we have a Named Place (nadokoro). The associations from 
the courtly past grow yet more poetic, reminding us of poems by Fujiwara 
Shunzei (1114-1204) and others. (Shunzei also wrote on Fushimi in his favorite 
poem, Senzaishu, 4: 258). The loveliest stanza (although not the best con
nected), and the second of two of Design status in the sequence.

24 Ground-Design. Light. Miscellaneous. Buddhism. Products.
An excellent if Light connection by juxtaposition, deepening personal nostalgia 
as in 23 with the Buddhism anticipated by 22. Gong-striking by pilgrims is 
common to many sects, but this one is probably an adherent of the Pure Land 
(Jodo) faith.
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Machinaka no 
torii wa akaku 

kyon to shite 
fuki mo shikorazu 
nowaki shizumaru 
Taisui

Within the town 
the torii just stands there red 

as if unaware
instead of rising to a threat 
the typhoon winds grow quiet

20 ;
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Fuki mo shikorazu 
nowaki shizumaru 

kawatabi ni 
jisetta omoki 

aki no shimo 
Chinseki

Instead of rising to a threat 
the typhoon winds grew quiet 

with leather tabi
the stout footwear seems so heavy 

through autumn frost

rr21
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Kawatabi ni 

jisetta omoki 
aki no shimo 

Fushimi atari no 
furuteya no tsuki 
Basko

With leather tabi
the stout footwear seems so heavy 

through autumn frost 
and in the Fushimi area 
moonlight falls on old clothes shops

I;.i:

ii:22

Where in the Fushimi area 
the moonlight falls on old clothes shops 

to hear as in old poems 
"the seedlings of Tamamizu" 

reminds me of far fields

Fushimi atari no 
furuteya no tsuki 

Tamamizu no 
sanae to kikeba 

natsukashi ya 
Taisui

23

»
To hear as in old poems 

"the seedlings of Tamamizu" 
reminds me of far fields 

other pilgrims after me 
will sound their gongs when far from home

■Tamamizu no 
sanae to kikeba 

natsukashi ya 
waga ato kara mo 
shogo uchi kuru 
Ranran

;
t. i
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25 Ground-Design. Miscellaneous. Persons.
The agitation of the Development (ha) reaches its peak with this sudden shock. 
Beheading was the penalty for murder, counterfeiting, and similar offenses. 
Some see echoes of the no Ataka here. Basho seems to conceive of yamabushi 
as rough (see Beneath the Boughs, 10) and to feel the sequence in need of 
sterner matter. His were years of authoritarian government.

26 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Products. Warriors.
Chinseki leads us to reflect on the Sengoku period, when the chaos led to 
almost casual slaughter. The dead man may have committed no serious crime 
at all; or he may have been one of the war-making religious devotees who 
helped disrupt the country. Another finely connected stanza by Chinseki.

27 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Persons.
Various interpretations are possible. With 26, we assume that, now returned 
in situation to the Sengoku era of constant wars, we come on men with armor 
who find an interlude in which to get drunk together.

28 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Winter.
Another example of extraordinary consonance. The kind of "hail" involved 
is not that of summer but of frozen raindrops in winter. Hail is a Falling Thing 
in renga. The tone (excellently maintained here) continues to be grim, in spite 
of a hint of lifting in 27.

29 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Buddhism. Persons. Products. 
Whatever the weather, the priest seems to be thanking loyal members of the 
temple for their contributions. "Arukaruru" is written in kana and does not 
mean "walk" but "go about."
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Waga ato kara mo 
shogo uchi kuru 

yamabushi o 
kitte kaketaru 

seki no mae 
Basho

Other wanderers after him 
will sound their gongs when far from home 

the mountain pilgrim 
so they had his head struck off 

and shown at the barrier

h;
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iYamabushi o 
kitte kaketaru 

seki no mae 
yoroi motaneba 
naranu yo no naka 
Chinseki

The mountain pilgrim 
so they had his head struck off 

and shown at the barrier 
unless you had a suit of armor 
there was no getting on those days

!:
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!!•Unless you have a suit of armor 
there is no getting on these days 

all of us cronies
being such stout men at the cups 

can drink out the night

Yoroi motaneba 
naranu yo no naka 

tsukiai wa 
mina jogo nite 

nomiakashi 
Ranran

$i:
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All of those cronies 
being such stout men at the cups 

drank out the night 
ceaselessly ceaselessly onward 
the frozen raindrops pour on down

Tsukiai wa 
mina jogo nite 

nomiakashi 
sarari sarari to 
arare furu nari 
Taisui

28

H
Ceaselessly ceaselessly onward 
the frozen raindrops pour on down 

borne in his litter
the head priest makes rounds of houses 

expressing his thanks

Sarari sarari to 
arare furu nari 

norimono de 
osh6 wa rei ni 

arukaruru 
Chinseki

!:
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30 Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Buddhism.
With 29, haikai humor. The priest can enter or leave his palanquin freely. The 
Buddha (or the image) is boxed up and rarely freed. "Dainichi" is short for 
Dainichi Nyorai. This stanza takes us to the countryside (see also 31) and 
begins the Fast Close (kyu) a stanza early, as is common.

31 Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Persons. Products. Nights. 
Peasants. Waters.
The sense of 31 is now altered to one of conclusion in a splendid shift by 
Taisui.

32 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Winter. Persons.
Ranran obviously adds a second person. This one has been in a village or town. 
He has sold the goods he took in and now heads along, the mat for his wares 
in one hand, the main dish of the evening in the other. A genre scene like 31.

33 Ground-Design. Heavy-Light. Miscellaneous. Products.
Basho deliberately lowers things to heighten the rise we expea with a Flower 
stanza in 35. Most markets were allowed but a few days a year (as Yokkaichi 
in present Mie means ''Four-Day Market"). Chirifu in Owari, present Aichi 
Prefeaure (see figure 2), was one of the posts on the Tokaido from Edo to 
Kyoto. A Named Place (nadokoro).

34 Ground-Design. Light-Heavy. Miscellaneous. Residences. Trees.
The image is of a humble cooking area with a pot hanging from a chain. Getting 
fuel was sometimes thought a man's job, but cooking a woman's. The poor 
fuel gives us another genre scene. The quest for it contrasts with 34, advancing 
the "speed" of these stanzas.
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!Norimono de 
osho wa rei ni 

arukaruru 
tatekomete aru 
michi no dainichi 
Bashd

Borne in his litter
the head priest makes rounds of houses 

expressing his thanks 
as usual the doors are closed 
at the wayside Buddhist shrine

|
30

Tatekomete aru 
michi no dainichi 

hago agete 
mizuta mo kururu 

hito no koe 
Tciisui

As usual the doors are closed 
at the wayside Buddhist shrine 

he picks up the bird trap 
heading home as paddies darken 

and voices call out

31

He picks up the bird trap 
heading home as paddies darken 

and voices call out 
in either hand a vending mat 
and whale meat sagging as he goes

Hago agete 
mizuta mo kururu 

hito no koe 
mushiro katani ni 
kujira sageyuku 
Ranran

5

32

In either hand his vending mat 
and whale meat sagging as he goes 

the cotton market 
never closes at the post-town 

there in Chirifu

Mushiro katani ni 
kujira sageyuku 

fudan tatsu 
Chirifu no shuku no 

momen'ichi 
Bashd

33
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The cotton market 
never closes at the post-town 

there in Chirifu 
bearing a load of pine needles 
she starts the fire on the earth floor

Fudan tatsu 
Chirifu no shuku no 

momen'ichi 
go o kakaekomu 
doma no hettsui 
Chinseki

' 1hni*34
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348 — A LATER SEQUENCE

Design-Ground. Light-Heavy. Spring. Trees.
Ranran has to introduce spring; he ingeniously connects with 34 by means 
of rice that would gladden the hearts of the poor there Five sho (poised with 
one load in 34) make nine to ten quarts or litres. This Flower stanza is the 
only one of the Moons and Flowers in the proper place, as sometimes happens. 
One may contrast In the Month of Frost.

Design-Ground. Heavy-Light. Spring. Birds. Plants.
We are to imagine pheasants flapping their wings and crying but not seen as 
are the grasses. The season is serene even with such vying, and this much 
agitated sequence at last gains peace.

35

36
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A LATER SEQUENCE — 349

Go o kakaekomu 
doma no hettsui 

kome gosho 
hi to ga kuretaru 

hanami sen 
Ranran

Bearing a load of pine needles 
she starts the fire on the earth floor 

given so much rice 
it is time to make a party 

for flower viewing

:=
35
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Kome gosho 
hito ga kuretaru 

hanami sen 
kiji no hororo ni 
kiou wakakusa. 
Taisui

Given so much rice 
it is time to make a party 

for flower viewing 
in the fields fresh grasses vie 
with pheasants crying in the hills.
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i':-Apart from numerous reference works, a few texts have been of special 

importance to us, and others may be of use to readers without Japanese 
or new to study of haikai. Unless otherwise specified, the place of publication 
is Tokyo.

In English, there is Makoto Ueda, Matsuo Basho (New York: Twayne, 
1970). In addition to being the standard biography of Basho in English, it 
contains a wealth of detail about other poets, Basho's stylistic ideals, and 
numerous translations. There is also Earl Miner, Japanese Linked Poetry: 
An Account with Translations of Renga and Haikai Sequences (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1979). This may be consulted for details con
cerning Basho's place in the development of linked poetry, for his concep
tions of poetry, for his poetic ideals, and most particularly for the numerous 
conventions and canons of haikai sequences.
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The Monkey's Straw Raincoat

There are numerous excellent commentaries on the first three kasen in 
Part Five but very few commentaries on the rest of The Monkey's Straw 
Raincoat. For the hokku in Parts One through Four, we have relied exten
sively on Ito Gesso, ed., Sarumino Haiku Kanshd (Kokin Shoin, 1940). Ito 
has a decided independence of view, but he also sets forth the major earlier 
interpretations, which we have sometimes followed instead of his, as we 
have sometimes gone our own way. Shotnon Haikaishu, ed. Abe Kimio 
et al. (Part I, Koten Haibungaku Taikei, vol. 6; Shueisha, 1972) has pro
vided a text sometimes differing from Ito's and notes that offer some 
different interpretations. This edition has been useful, and we have some
times used its text and interpretations. It has also provided texts for the 
Preface by Kikaku and other segments of the whole, especially those in Part 
Six. We have also consulted the edition by Hagiwara Ragetsu, Haikai 
Shichibushu, vol. 2 (Nihon Koten Zensho, vol. 87; Asahi Shimbunsha, 
1952), although we have found it less useful.

There are half a dozen versions of Basho's Record (Genjuan no Ki)
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conveniently available in the fifth volume of Koten Haibungaku Taikei, ed. 
Imoto Noichi and Hori Nobuo (Shueisha, 1970), pp. 540-48. We have of 
course followed the version printed with The Monkey's Straw Raincoat 
rather than the others, some of which differ radically. Students with some 
command of Japanese may wish to refer to Bashd Bunshu, ed. Toyota 
Susumu (in Shincho Nihon Koten Shiisei, vol. 17, Shinchosha, 1978), pp. 
166-70.

For the first three kasen in The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, Part Five, we 
have used Renga Haikaishu, ed. Kaneko Kinjiro, Teruoka Yasutaka, and 
Nakamura Shunjo (Nihon Koten Bungaku Zenshu, vol. 32; Shogakkan, 
1974), an excellent edition, with Teruoka and Nakamura editors of the 
haikai. (The three kasen involved are Even the Kite's Feathers, Throughout 
the Town, and At the Tub of Ashes.) These kasen and Beneath the Boughs 
(the fourth in Part Five) will be found with somewhat prolix commentary 
in the edition by Asano Shin, Shichibushu Renku Sarumino Chushaku 
(Ofusha, 1967). This has given us our main commentary for Beneath the 
Boughs. All four kasen mentioned can be found in a good edition by Otani 
Tokuzo and Nakamura Shunjo, Bashd Kushu (Iwanami Shoten, 1962) in 
the series Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei, vol. 45. A distinctive and valuable 
criticism is that of Koda Rohan, Hydshaku Sarumino (Iwanami Shoten, 
1947, included in the Rohan Zenshu as well).

Our Biographical Index represents the first attempt in any language to 
give in one place information about all the poets included in The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat (as well as those others who appear in earlier or later 
sequences given here and not represented in that collection). We have drawn 
for the most part on the following sources. Bashd Jiten, ed. lino Tetsuji 
(Tokyodo, 1959). Bashd Shichibushu Sosakuin, ed. Yamamoto Tadaichi 
(Kyoto; Hozokan, 1947). Haikai Daijiten, ed. Ijichi Tetsuo et al. (Meiji 
Shoin, 1957). Inoue Toshiyuki, Kasen no Sekai: Shomon Meibo, ed. Ya
mamoto Kenkichi (Kadokawa Shoten, 1970). Nihon Haisho Taikei, vol. 16, 
Haisho, Jimmei, Chimei, ed. Kanda Toyoho (Nihon Haisho Taikei Kankokai, 
1928). Tomiyama Susumu, Iga Shomon no Kenkyu to Shiryo (Kazama 
Shoin, 1970). It will be discovered that often very little is known—perhaps 
only the name and the place with which the poet is associated, and some
times the name alone. Even knowing how to read a name is often very 
difficult. We have followed the authorities just mentioned, and when more 
than one reading is more or less standard, we have given alternatives with 
cross-references to a single entry. On the other hand, for several of the 
chief poets so much is known that we have simplified, reducing the infor-
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mation to what seems most relevant for the purposes of this book. A 
corollary of this principle is that there are numerous other poets associated 
with Basho at earlier and later periods and not represented either in The 
Monkey's Straw Raincoat and the sequences added to it in this book.

;
•;

Other Sequences, Etc.

Our chief text for the four kasen not from Sarumino has been that of 
Renga Haikaishu. (These kasen include Poetry Is What 1 Sell, In the Month 
of Frost, Beneath the Boughs, and If Fine while Still Green.) See also Basho 
Kushu, mentioned above.

Another text including the first three kasen from Sarumino and other 
sequences is that edited by ltd Masao, Haikai Shichibushu Basho Renku 
Zenkai (Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 1976), which is, however, not as complete 
as its title might seem to imply.

The authoritative variorum text for Basho is Teihon Basho Taisei, ed. 
Ogata Tsutomu et al. (Sanseido, 1962). For Basho's hokku, we have also 
consulted the very richly annotated edition by Iwata Kurd, Basho Haiku 
Taisei (Meiji Shoin, 1967).

A remarkably complete and compact edition with commentary of haikai 
sequences in which Kikaku participated (and therefore Poetry Is What I 
Sell) is that by Nomura Kazumi, Kikaku Renku Zenchushaku (Kazama 
Shoin, 1976). This is in fact one of the most complete annotated editions 
of haikai sequences.

Sugiura Shoichiro and others wrote Mukai Kyorai (Nagosaki: Kyorai 
Kenshokai, 1954), an appreciative biography for the 250th anniversary of 
Kyorai's death, and this contains, on pp. 579-701, examples of Kyorai's 
hokku and his participation in haikai sequences.
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Other Japanese Works Drawn Upon and Useful

Some other references are given in our commentary, but the chief aux
iliary sources are the following.

Ando Tsuguo, Basho Shichibushu Hydshaku (Shueisha, 1973). Brilliant
on a number of the

R:
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Iand often quite independent commentary by a poet 

sequences included here as well as on other haikai.
Basho in Nihon Bungaku Kenkyu Shiryo Sosho, vol. 1 (Yuseido, vol. 

1, 1969, vol. 2, 1977). A compilation of standard critical essays.
Basho Bunshii, ed. Tomiyama Susumu (Shinchosha, 1978).
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Basho Shu in Koten Haibungaku Taikei, vol. 5, ed. Imoto Noichi and 
Hori Nobuo (Shueisha, 1970).

Fukumoto Ichiro, Basho ni Okeru "Sabi" no Kozd (Takama Shobo, 1973). 
Iwata Kurd, Basho Haikai Taisei (Meiji Shoin, 1967).
Konishi Jin'ichi, Haiku: Hassei Yori Gendai Made (Kenkyusha, 5th print

ing, 1973).
-------- > Sogi (Chikuma Shobo, 1971). Nihon Shijinsen series.
Kuriyama Riichi, Haikaishi (Hanawa Shobo, 1971).
Matsuo Basho Shu, ed. Imoto Noichi and Hori Nobuo (Shogakkan,

1972).
Namimoto Sawaichi, Bashd Shichibushu Renku Kansho (Shunjusha, 

1964).
Ueda, Makoto, Kawazu Tobikomu—Sekai Bungaku no Naka no Haiku 

(Meiji Shoin, 1979).
Shida Yoshishige, Sarurnino Renku Hydshaku (Furukawa Shobo, 1977). 

Commentary on stanzas of the four sequences in Part Five of The Monkey's 
Straw Raincoat.

I

Some Works in English

Blyth, R. H., Haiku, 4 vols. (Hokuseido, 1950-52).
-------- , Edo Satirical Verse Anthologies (Hokuseido, 1961). A study that

will be increasingly respected.
-------- , Senryu: Japanese Satiric Verse (Hokuseido, 1949).
Ichikawa Sanki, ed., Haikai and Haiku (Nippon Gakujutsu Shinkokai, 

1958). One of the best introductions.
Keene, Donald, World within Walls (New York: Norton, 1976). The 

chapters on haikai provide an authoritative context for considering the 
poetry of Basho and his followers.

Konishi Jin'ichi, "Association and Progression: Principles of Integration 
in the Anthologies and Sequences of Japanese Court Poetry, a.d. 900-1350," 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 21 (1958), 67-127. This now classic 
article gives the background in waka that made renga and haikai possible.

-------- , Image and Ambiguity: The Impact of Zen Buddhism on Japanese
Literature (Tokyo University of Education, 1973). Although hard to come 
by, this monograph is a kind of primer for reading Japanese poetry.

Miner, Earl, Japanese Poetic Diaries (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Uni
versity of California Press, 1969, 1976). Includes Basho's most famous
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'
Itravel diary, Oku no Hosotnichi (The Narrow Road through the Provinces). 

See also Yuasa.
Terasaki, Etsuko, "Hatsushigure: A Linked Verse Series by Basho and 

His Disciples," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 36 (1976), 204-39. Very 
valuable in itself, and an excellent alternative to the version of "Even the 
Kite's Feathers" given in our version here.

Ueda, Makoto, Literary and Art Theories in Japan (Cleveland: Case 
Western Reserve University Press, 1967).

-------- , Zeami, Basho, Yeats, Pound (The Hague: Mouton, 1970).
Yuasa, Nobuyuki. Basho: The Narrow Road to the Deep North and 

Other Travel Sketches (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1966). Contains a trans
lation of Oku no Hosotnichi and other travel accounts. See also Miner.

-------- , Issa: The Year of My Life (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1960). This gives a translation of Issa's Oraga Ham 
with insight into haikai poetic and prose composition at a stage not long 
before its evolution into modern haiku.
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To facilitate use by readers without knowledge of the technical Japanese,
descriptions come
important Japanese terms. For a fuller account, see Miner, Japanese Linked Poetry,
as in its Bibliography and Glossary, pp. 361-67.

Beginning stanza. See hokku.
Cutting word. Kireji. In the restricted sense, this refers to certain particles of an 

emphatic kind (ya, kana) or verbal terminations (-keri) that isolate or terminate 
in the syntax what has gone before. In a larger sense, the term refers to ter
minations that may employ other means—a finite verb, elements isolated by 
sense, etc. The result is kugire, stanza cutting, a pause or caesura that sets one 
part of a stanza off from the rest. Cutting words are supposed to conclude the 
opening stanza, hokku, but especially in the larger sense will be found in many 
stanzas. Hokku were supposed to end with such a cutting word as kana. But 
Basho favored hokku that seemed only semantically cut or complete, saying 
somewhat dauntingly, that if one did not understand such things naturally, one 
would not understand them at all.

Danrin. The haikai school originated by Nishiyama Soin (1605-82). Following the 
Teimon (school of Matsunaga Teitoku) and preceding the Shomon (school of 
Basho), it was financially and popularly the most successful of haikai schools. 
Many distinguished poets belonged to it (including Basho for a brief time). This 
school allowed great freedom in diction and regarded conceptual connection (ko- 
korozuke) to be the basis of stanzaic art. Further study in haikai will probably 
center chiefly on this school, even if its lasting popularity depended more on its 
commercial talents than its poetic canons.

Dokugin. See solo composition.
Duo composition. Ryogin. Composition of a sequence by two poets working in 

some order of alternation to produce the desired number of stanzas. See se
quences.

Haibun. Prose writing of an artistic kind by a haikai master. See, for example, 
Basho's Record in Part Six of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

Haikai. Abbreviated from "haikai no renga" or "haikai renga," the word designates 
a kind of poetry that developed from renga, by introducing less purely Japanese 
subjects, sinified or low diction, and less elevated conceptions. Hence it was

most
under English entries. But cross-references are also made from
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termed haikai, nonstandard, in some sense unserious, even comic. In the course 
of time, however, poets like Basho saw the possibilities of new seriousness in the 
larger if lower realm of language, imagery, and experience afforded by haikai. 
The term designates in another sense both the various sequences (now termed 
renku) that were written and the hokku (opening stanzas) that sometimes were 
written or collected in exemplary fashion, and that otherwise achieved a special, 
all but independent status. Sequences are included in this book along with hokku 
in the first four parts of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat.

Haiku. Derived from "haikai no ku" in the eighteenth century, this term was not 
widely used till the late nineteenth century. It implies an independent poem 
identical in most respects with a hokku in haikai- Such complete independence 
is anachronistic in reference to Basho, who of course never used a term devised 
in the century after him. His consistent term is "haikai."

Hokku. Beginning stanza. That is, the first in a sequence, or one like it in having 
three lines of 5-7-5 syllables, specifying a season, and reaching a degree of stanza 
impressiveness. See stanzas.

Hon'i. The principle, derived from waka and renga criticism, of the essential char
acter of poetic imagery and diction. The principle is at once codifying, so that 
spring rain (harusame) is conceived to be a light, gentle fall, even if hard rains 
may fall in spring; and classifying, so that a given image or word such as uguisu 
(warbler) classifies a stanza as Spring in topic, longing (omoi) the subtopic of 
Love, and moon (tsuki) the motif of Radiance. What is involved is a kind of 
decorum, a belief in the most conspicuously poetic nature of something. The 
principle enables poets to master complex rules governing stanza classifications 
and principles of stanza relation (tsukeai).

Impressiveness of stanzas. In a sequence, much of the pleasure of reading derives 
from stanza relation (tsukeai) that constantly varies. The line of interpretation 
followed here distinguishes four degrees of impressiveness in descending order: 
Design (mon), Design-Ground (monji), Ground-Design (jimon), and Ground (ji). 
The rhythm of a sequence required that the first few stanzas, especially the first 
or hokku, be impressive, as also most Moon and Flower stanzas. See relatedness 
of stanzas, rhythm of a sequence, sequences, and stanzas.

Jo-ha-kyu. See rhythm of a sequence.
Kireji. See cutting word.
Kugire. See cutting word.
Relatedness of stanzas. In a sequence, much of the pleasure of reading derives from 

stanzaic connection (tsukeai) that constantly varies. Besides variation in impres
siveness of stanzas, variation was required in closeness of conceptual and verbal 
relation. The line of interpretation used here distinguishes four degrees of de
creasing relatedness: Heavy (ju), Heavy-Light (jukei), Light-Heavy (keiju), and

;
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Light (kei). In rcnga and in some other haikai styles, or interpretations, these 
four are spoken of as Close (shin), Close-Distant (shinso), Distant-Close (soshin), 
and Distant (so). Too much lightness or distance would break down a sequence, 
and normally Basho and his followers use such relation rather sparingly. On the 
other hand, monotony had to be avoided by not using stanzas too consistently 
Heavy or Close. See rhythm of a sequence, sequences, and stanzas.

Renga. Linked poetry, the more elevated, serious, or standard kind from which 
haikai developed. See haikai.

Rhythm of a sequence. From renga haikai inherited a patterned rhythm developed 
by analogy with court music (gagaku). This so-called jo-ha-kyu rhythm (also 
shared with no) relates to divisions in a sequence marked by the sides and sheets 
on which sequences were composed. For the thirty-six stanza kasen which Basho 
and his followers practiced as their consistently favorite length of sequence, two 
sheets of paper were folded for writing stanzas on the outsides of the sheets. On 
the first and fourth of the four sides, six stanzas were written down. These were 
therefore the front of the first sheet and the back of the second. On the second 
and third sides (the back of the first sheet and the front of the second) twelve 
stanzas each were set down. Formally speaking, the jo or Introduction consisted 
of the six stanzas of the front of the first sheet. The ha or Development consisted 
of the twenty-four stanzas of the back of the first sheet and the front of the 
second. The kyu or Fast Close was represented by the six stanzas on the back 
of the second sheet. In practice, the Introduction often spilled over a stanza or 
two into the Development, and the Fast Close often began a stanza or two early 
at the end of the Development. The Introduction tended to a larger number of 
seasonal stanzas and to a degree of elevation. The Development tended to have 
greater agitation, with more miscellaneous stanzas and the introduction of emo
tional subtopics such as Love. The Fast Close achieved its metaphorical sense of 
speed by various means, as for example by introducing a series of place names 
that made the scenes appear to move with rapidity over a considerable geographical 
expanse. Because the sequence was expected to end with a degree of affirmation, 
particularly with the last Flower stanza (almost invariably the thirty-fifth in a 
kasen), the "speed" of the Fast Close tended to issue into a degree of repose in 
a run of Spring stanzas. Such a rhythm imparted a unity of design to a sequence 
in which any given stanza is linked in thought solely to its predecessor and 
successor. The rhythm also harmonized or ordered the constant fluctuations of 
stanzaic connection in degrees of impressiveness and relatedness. See impres
siveness of stanzas, relatedness of stanzas, sequences, and stanzas.

Ryogin. See duo composition.
Sangin. See trio composition.
Sequences. From renga, haikai inherited a variety of named sequences or units of 

related stanzas. For Basho, much the most important was the kasen, thirty-six
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stanzas (named after the sanjurokkasen, or thirty-six famous waka poets). He 
also composed hokku-waki, or first-second verse sequences, the shortest possible, 
involving an upper stanza of 5-7-5 syllables as for a hokku, and a lower of 7-7 
syllables as for a second or waki, Other lengths favored by him were the half 
kasen (hankasen), or eighteen stanzas, and the miscellaneous number (iisutc). 
He participated also in hundred-stanza sequences (hyakuin), but chiefly at early 
stages of his career. Other poets sometimes wrote in such multiples of a hundred 
as a thousand-stanza sequence (senku). It is remarkable that Basho was not given 
to solo composition of sequences. See impressiveness of stanzas, relatedness of 
stanzas, rhythm of a sequence, and stanzas.

Shofu. The Basho style, or the style of Basho at a given time. The term normally 
distinguishes Basho's kind of haikai from that of the Danrin and Teimon. Because 
his "style" undergoes evolution, it should probably be considered pluralistically. 
See Shomon.

Shomon. The haikai school of Basho, as opposed to the Danrin school of Nishiyama 
Soin and the Teimon of Matsunaga Teitoku. By common consent, the Basho 
school was the most serious of these three, even if it often included wit, humor, 
and certain oddities. It is the kind of poetry that most Japanese feel themselves 
closest to, whether for sentimental or long considered reasons.

Solo composition. Dokugin. Not favored by Basho, who chose to work with one 
or more fellow poets in writing sequences.

Stanzaic connection. Tsukeai. This is an essential feature of linked poetry, of renga 
as well as haikai, and of collections of hokku as well as of sequences composed 
at a sitting. The nature of a given connection may defy analytic description— 
one of Basho's terms was nioi, fragrance. But after a time, readers come to 
recognize and appreciate what they may specify only with difficulty or not at all. 
Connection may involve words (kotobazuke), or conception (kokorozuke), or 
both. A few examples of kinds of connection may be given, in each instance 
involving the connection between the added stanza (tsukeku) and its predecessor 
(maeku). There is sometimes a causal connection, giving the effect or cause. 
There may be a temporal, establishing or developing the time. Sometimes the 
person or other circumstance is established. Sometimes the addition gives a sense 
of plot or narrative (monogatari), an effect favored less by Basho than such others 
as Ihara Saikaku (1642-93). Sometimes the addition enlarges the scope of con
ception, reference, or view, a technique much favored by Basho. Often the con
nection is more tenuous. Light, sometimes so much so that the stanza seems to 
be an "escaper" (nigeku, yariku). Above all, it should be understood that in 
Basho's practice logical causality is rare as being too simple, that the art of 
connection is (in that sense) less analytical than synthetic, and that constant 
variety in connection, as in impressiveness and other matters, is essential.

Stanzas. Ku. In a sequence, the first stanza is in the form of the upper stanza (kami
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no ku) of a court poem (tanka) in consisting of 5-7-5 syllables. The second stanza 
is in the form of a lower stanza (shimo no ku) in consisting of 7-7 syllables. 
These arc alternated through some number of stanzas into sequences. Within 
the sequence, certain stanzas have special names, the first or beginning stanza 
is a hokku; the second a waki; the third daisan; the fourth daiyon; and the last 
ageku. Any except these (or in some usages any except the hokku or the first 
three) is an ordinary stanza (hiraku). Each stanza after the first is also an attached 
or linked stanza (tsukeku) to its predecessor. Depending on the length of a 
sequence, a certain number of special stanzas were also required. (See rhythm 
of a sequence.) In principle, there was one Moon stanza (tsuki no ku) per side 
and one Flower stanza (hana no ku) per sheet according to stipulated locations.
In both a kasen and a hundred-poem sequence (hyakuin), the last Moon stanza 
is normally omitted, so stressing the importance of the last Flower stanza. See 
rhythm of a sequence, waka.

Teimon. The school of Matsunaga Teitoku (1571-1653), the first major haikai school 
to develop, and in which Basho began. Reacting against the license of some earlier 
haikai masters, Teitoku emphasized rules, sequence integrity, and linguistic or 
word connections (kotobazuke) between stanzas; as also poetry enlivened by 
verbal play and other kinds of wit.

Topics. Dai. Each haikai stanza was required to deal with a topic, and after the 
pattern of renga these were of two kinds: either a season—Spring (haru). Summer 
(natsu). Autumn (aki), or Winter (fuyu)—or Miscellaneous, nonseasonal (zo). 
Sequences tend to consist of about half and half seasonal and Miscellaneous 
stanzas. The opening stanza or hokku had to specify a season; Flower stanzas 
were invariably Spring stanzas; and Moon stanzas were Autumn stanzas unless 
a specific other season was specified—as for example the summer moon (natsu 
no tsuki). Spring and Autumn were the most prized seasons, and in theory should 
go in runs of three or more, whereas a single Summer or Winter stanza might 
suffice, even if a run of two or three would also be permissible. The practice of 
haikai is, however, freer than that of renga, so that numerous exceptions may 
be found. There was no fixed number of a run of Miscellaneous stanzas, but after 
three or so, a seasonal stanza is expected. Both seasonal and Miscellaneous stanzas 
might have subtopics. These include: Love (koi). Buddhism (shakkyo), Shinto 
(jingi), Travel (tabi). Evanescence (mujo), and Grievance (jukkai). Although poets 
of other haikai schools often contented themselves with one Love stanza, Basho 
preferred a run of two or three. Stanzas might also contain motifs that 
grouped into kinds: Persons, Animals, Birds, Insects; Residences, Clothes, Human 
Products; Plants, Trees, Cultivation (as opposed to untended plants and trees); 
Night, Daytime, Radiance; and Peaks and Waters. For other complexities consult 
Japanese Linked Poetry. See also sequences, and stanzas.

Trio composition. Sangin. Composition of a sequence by three poets in some manner
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ft of alternation to produce the requisite number of stanzas. In a kascn, the three 
almost always compose a dozen each. In a hundred-stanza sequence (hyakuin), 
one of three poets usually composes thirty-four and the other two thirty-three. 
To effect the right number and to avoid monotony, the poets commonly switch 
the order at the end of one sheet (see stanzas).

Waka. The term designates Japanese poetry as distinct from Chinese, and therefore 
in theory includes all classical poetry written in Japanese. In practice, however, 
usage is more restricted and designates, as in this book, the poetry of the court 
and the poetry continued to be written in its forms. These forms arc the so-called 
long poem (choka) which alternates lines of 5 and 7 syllables, ending with a 
couplet of 7s; and the short poem (tanka) which is a brief version of the other 
in being 5-7-5-7-7. In Basho's time waka really meant this latter, shorter kind. 
A corollary is that haikai held doubtful status as a true art of literature in Basho's 
time, even if he regarded it as a fully serious art, revising his beginning stanzas 
(hokku) almost compulsively or reusing them until satisfied that their potentiality 
had been realized.
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iINDEX OF POETS IN KASEN

Because many of the most important poets of the Basho school are represented in 
the kasen included in the main collection or the earlier and one later sequences, 
students of Japanese poetry will wish to know where various poets have had a hand. 
Such an interest is likely to be most lively in people who read Japanese. For that 
reason, and also for brevity's sake, the references in what follow are given to the 
titles in Japanese. We omit the final "no Maki" (sequence) of the titles. But we 
also include the quasi-kasen, those hokku in Part Six of the main collection, Kiyu 
Nikki, and in what immediately follows we give the English titles for the Japanese. 
The order of notice here is that of appearance in this book. Since the Japanese titles 
are those entered under the poets' names, they are given first.
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The "Earlier Sequences"

Shi Akindo. Poetry Is What I Sell 
Shimotsuki ya. In the Month of Frosts 
Ko no Moto ni. Beneath the Boughs 

From Part Five of Sarumino (The Monkey's Straw Raincoat) 
Tobi no Ha mo. Even the Kite's Feathers 
Ichinaka wa. Throughout the Town 
Aku Oke no. At the Tub of Ashes 
lime Wakana. Plum Blossoms and Fresh Shoots 

From Part Six of Sarumino 
Kiyu Nikki. The Diary at His Side 

The "Late Sequence"
Aokute mo. If Fine while Still Green

Basho. In all these sequences, 
presuming as we have that the 
hokku ending "Genjuan no Ki"
("The Record of the Ideal 
Hermitage") is in effect the hokku 
for a modified kasen, Kiyu Nikki 

Bokusetsu. Kiyu Nikki 
Bokusui. Kiyu Nikki 
Boncho. Tobi no Ha mo, Ichinaka wa,

Aku Oke no, Ume Wakana, Kiyu 
Nikki

it
ii
sIChigetsu. Ume Wakana, Kiyu Nikki 

Chinseki. Ko no Moto ni, Ume 
Wakana, Kiyii Nikki, Aokute mo 

Deido. Kiyu Nikki 
Doho. Ume Wakana 
Dosui. Kiyu Nikki 
Empu. Ume Wakana 
Ensui. Ume Wakana 
Etsujin. Kiyu Nikki 
Fumikuni. Tobi no Ha mo, Ume 

Wakana, Kiyu Nikki
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Genshi. Kiyu Nikki 
Hanzan. Ume Wakana, Kiyu Nikki 
Hokushi. Kiyu Nikki 
Joko. Kiyu Nikki 
Jugo. Shimotsuki ya 
Kasho. Kiyu Nikki 
Kikaku. Shi Akindo 
Kyokusui. Ko no Moto ni, Kiyu Nikki 
Kyorai. Tobi no Ha mo, Ichinaka wa, 

Aku Oke no, Ume Wakana, Kiyu 
Nikki

Otokuni. Ume Wakana, Kiyu Nikki 
Ranran. Ume Wakana, Kiyu Nikki, 

Aokute mo 
Rito. Kiyu Nikki 
Ryuin. Kiyu Nikki 
Seishu. Ume Wakana, Kiyu Nikki

Sen. Kiyu Nikki
Senna. Kiyu Nikki
Shido. Kiyu Nikki
Shiin. Kiyu Nikki
Shobo. Kiyu Nikki
Shohaku. Kiyu Nikki
Sora. Kiyu Nikki
Taisui. Kiyu Nikki
Tanshi. Kiyu Nikki
Tokoku. Shimotsuki ya
Tosai. Kiyu Nikki
Uko. Ume Wakana, Kiyii Nikki
Uritsu. Shimotsuki ya
Yakei. Kiyu Nikki
Yasui. Shimotsuki ya, Ume Wakana, 

Kiyu Nikki
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Our aim is to identify the poets represented in this book. For many, little 
information is available, and what exists is often conjectural. Poets are 
entered by their best-known style or pen name when several are known 
(as for Basho), with their dates, with any surname (that being complex and 
not universal in seventeenth-century Japan), and a given name if well 
known. Because the sociology of the Basho school holds considerable in
terest, where possible we have given places of birth and residence according 
to seventeenth-century designations (and commonly with modern equiv
alents) as well as the class or occupation of the poet. It will be clear that 
several distinct groups are represented, the three chief being of a number 
of mostly lesser poets from Basho's birthplace at Ueno in Iga, "Iga Ueno"; 
the Kyoto group, especially people from Omi (Shiga prefecture) and the 
Kyoto area in general; and Edo. Important but less well-represented groups 
include those from Owari (modern Nagoya) and Kaga (Ishikawa prefecture), 
particularly Kanazawa. The class and occupational status includes some 
samurai—although only very few of high rank—merchants, physicians, and 
some of very humble occupation. There are also a number of women. From 
this it can be seen that haikai did not have high contemporary esteem as 
an art.

In The Monkey's Straw Raincoat (that is, excluding our earlier and later 
sequences), there appear 118 poets, or 119 if Shinken is counted for his 
Chinese verse. Of them, 113 were still alive at the time of compilation. In 
this respect (as Joso's postscript implies), we must think of that collection 
as one of people then alive who were of the Basho school. (The five who 
had died had done so only recently, so that they represent only a seeming 
exception.)

The hokku section of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat has 382 stanzas. 
Two poets appear much the most often: Boncho with forty-one stanzas and 
Basho with forty. Next come Kikaku and Kyorai with twenty-five each. 
Poets with between ten and fifteen stanzas include: Shohaku (14); Fumikuni 
(13); Joso, Sora, and Uko (12); and Ranran (10). Those with four to nine
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A
•S stanzas are: Senna, Hanzan, Otokuni, Doho (also Toho), Chinseki, Ran- 

setsu, Sampu, Chigetsu, Tangan, and Bokusetsu (in decreasing order of 
frequency).

Some seventy-one poets are represented by only one stanza in the whole 
of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat. From the hokku collection, eleven are 
knovyn solely for having one stanza and for nothing more (including, date, 
place of origin, etc.).

One of the features of this collection is the presence of six women poets. 
The most important is Uko (her husband is Boncho who, as we have seen, 
was the most fully represented of the men). Chigetsu is also represented 
among those who appear with some frequency. In addition there are: Chine 
(Kyorai's sister, who had died), Oshu, Sen, and Tagami no Ama (or the 
Nun Tagami).

It is particularly telling that upwards of twenty percent of the poets (18 
of 118) are substantially unknown. (The Autumn hokku begin with a poem 
labeled "Anonymous," but that may be a joke.) Poets who were important 
enough to participate in the kasen are of course better known. But in the 
hokku section of The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, seven are wholly unknown 

y otherwise (Chowa, Genshi, Ranko, Ransui, Ryuin, Soji, Yosui). Five are 
known simply as being from Edo (Ensui, though not the famous one, Kako, 
Keiseki, Sansen, Zenho), another five as being from Iga (Chobi, Ichitan, 
Juntaku, Risetsu, Sekiko), and four from Zeze (Bokusui, Deido, Senso, 
Shiyu). There is one from Owari (Kaikyo) and another from Mikawa 
(Shiin). Given the problems with reading pen names, it will be clear that 
it is particularly difficult to make certain the names of these obscure people. 
In social terms, it is more significant still that so many people were included 
whom history has cast into obscurity as being of no known consequence.

Other collections of the seven thought canonical for Basho-style haikai 
would give a somewhat different cross-section of the society of the time, 
although the differences would not be extreme. There might be fewer 
people otherwise unknown and fewer women. But the earlier generalization 
would still hold: the poets are mostly of middling social origins and more 
of low than of higher rank. It was people such as these who contributed 
to make their generation one of the great periods of Japanese poetry.

An asterisk precedes the name of people particularly important as poets 
or otherwise significant to Basho and his school.

For the sake of brevity, the entries use Japanese titles (with one or two
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exceptions) for major works and collections. These include the following, 
given aphabetically by title and with English equivalents as elsewhere in 
this book. In the following list, a dagger precedes the title of each of the 
seven canonical Basho collections.

i

•; =
Akuoke no. At the Tub of Ashes (a kasen)
Aokute mo. If Fine while Still Green (a kasen) 

tArano. The Uncleared Moor (a collection)
Arisoumi. The Sea by the Rough Coast (a collection)
Basho Shichibushu. The Basho Collections in Seven Parts (the major 
canon of the Basho school; the constituent collections are designated 
by an initial dagger)

tFuyu no Hi. The Sun in Winter (a collection) 
tHaru no Hi. The Sun in Springtime (a collection) 
tHisago. The Gourd (a collection)

Kareobana. The Withered Pampas Grass (a collection memorializing 
Basho)

Kasshi Ginko. See Nozarashi Kiko 
Ko no Moto ni. Beneath the Boughs (a kasen) 

fMinashiguri. The Hollowed Chestnuts (a collection)
Nozarashi Kikd. The Moor-Exposed Skeleton Travel Account (a poetic 
diary); also known as Kasshi Ginko 

Oi no Kobumi. The Traveler's Book-Satchel (a poetic diary)
The Narrow Road. Oku no Hosomichi. The Narrow Road Through 

the Provinces (a poetic diary)
Saga Nikki. The Saga Diary (a poetic diary)
Sarashina Kiko. The Travel Account of Sarashina (a poetic diary) 

tSarumino. The Monkey's Straw Raincoat (the present collection; 
properly Sarumino Shu, The Monkey's Straw Raincoat Collection) 

Shi Akindo. Poetry Is What 1 Sell (a kasen)
Shimotsuki ya. In the Month of Frost (a kasen) 

tSumidawara. A Sack of Charcoal (a collection)
Tobi no Ha mo. Even the Kite's Feathers (a kasen)
Umoregi. The Wood in the Bog (a collection)
Zoku Minashiguri. The Hollowed Chestnuts, Continued (a collection) 
Zoku Sarumino. The Monkey's Straw Raincoat, Continued (a col

lection)
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Biographical Index

Banko (?-1724), called jirodaiu. Born in Iga Ueno. A wealthy merchant, 
he received Basho in his house on a visit in 1691 and thereafter was taken 
to belong to the Basho school. After representation in Sarumino, he ap
peared in later collections of the school. A member of the Iga branch of 
the school, he is not a principal poet of the time: Boncho proposed to omit 
him altogether from Sarumino, but Basho appreciated Banko and prevailed 
on Kyorai and Boncho to include him.

*Basho (1644-94). Surname Matsuo. He was born in Iga Ueno (Mie). 
About the time his father died (1656), he entered the service of Yoshitada 
(pen name Sengin, as entered below), the third son of a local samurai 
magnate and but two years older than our poet. They studied Teimon style 
haikai and were taught by the great poet-scholar, Kitamura Kigin. From 
about 1666, when Yoshitada died, to 1672, Basho's doings are uncertain, 
but he became familiar with Danrin styles. He seems to have gone up to 
the capital, and some say that while in Kyoto he entered into relations with 
a woman known by her later religious name, Jutei, who later visited him 
in Edo with children who may or may not have been fathered by him. 
Certainly he was in Edo around 1672 and in under ten years collected a 
group of poetic followers. By 1680 he had published a selection of poems 
by "Twenty Disciples of Tosei," the poetic style he then used. As he settled 
in 1680 into his first Banana Plant Hut—the Bashoan from which he took 
the name by which he is now known—he was a poet and critic of some 
consequence. If he offered no popular rivalry to the well-established Danrin 
and Teimon schools of haikai, he had outgrown the wordplay and other 
features of his earlier years. In 1682 he just escaped with his life from a 
fire that suddenly destroyed his hut, an event to which many attribute his 
lasting seriousness, his concern with life under the shadow of time, death, 
and other human contingencies.

Kyorai later divided (following Basho's retrospective view?) the master's 
mature art into three stages that comprise his last fourteen years. The first 
stage may be said to begin in 1680 with his hokku on a crow come to perch 
on a withered branch in autumn evening and his evocation of the ideal of 
sabi. (See the books referred to at the end.) Kyorai sets its close with the 
trip of The Narrow Road. It is a time from the years of the first Bashoan, 
includes the first major collection of the school, Minashiguri (1683), from 
which we have taken Shi Akindo, and involves his first years of extended 
travel. In 1684-85, he revisited his native place in a journey written up as
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Nozarashi Kikd. Thereafter he stopped in Nagoya, a stay that led to the 
five kasen of Fuyu no Hi, from which we have taken Shimotsuki ya. Going 
back to Edo, he was soon off on various journeys, including those recorded 
in Oi no Kobumi and Sarashina Kikd. By the autumn of 1688, he 
again in Edo. In 1689 he published Arano and then set off on his longest 
journey, that elaborated in his masterpiece of poetic diaries. The Narrow 
Road Through the Provinces (Oku No Hosomichi).

The second stage distinguished by Kyorai holds most relevance to this 
book, since it led to the compilation of Sarumino. After the journey of The 
Narrow Road, Basho went again to his native Iga Ueno in 1689, departing 
for Nara and then the area of the capital, staying first with Kyorai and then 
going to Zeze in Omi (Shiga) by Lake Biwa at year's end. Early in the new 
year, he walked off once more to Iga Ueno, and then yet again to the Omi 
area, where he participated with others in composing the poetry included 
in Hisago, from which we have taken Ko no Moto ni (1690). One of the 
participants in that sequence, Kyokusui, had inherited from an uncle his 
Unreal Hermitage (Genjuan) in Ishiyama near Lake Biwa, a place Basho 
more or less made his headquarters during the latter half of 1690. He did, 
however, travel about the area, seeing famous places, visiting disciples or 
being visited by them. While with Kyorai at this time, he wrote his Saga 
Nikki, and in 1691 Sarumino was compiled, by Kyorai with Boncho's 
assistance and supervision by Basho. This was the fifth, by common consent 
the greatest, of the seven collections in the Basho Shichibushu. At the end 
of the year he returned to Edo.

His last three years make up Kyorai's third stage. In 1692 the third 
Bashoan was built. In 1693 he shut his door on the world for a time, but 
his fame made lengthy seclusion impossible, and in fact his final years were 
the most productive of poetry, especially of sequences, of his entire life.
In 1693 he had published Fukagawa, from which we have taken Aokute 
mo, and in 1694 Sumidawara. In this stage he advocated not so much the 
ideal of sabi as of karumi or lightness. (Again, see the books mentioned 
at the close.) The new style put off Kikaku and some others; Boncho had 
already gone his own way for his own reasons. Restless for travel to the 
end, Basho set off on his last journey, which he thought might take him 
to Kyushu. Arriving in Osaka, he fell seriously ill, and on the afternoon 
of the twelfth of the Eleventh Month he died. By the end of the year, in 
a handsome, pious act, Kikaku with others compiled Kareobana, which 
includes memorial verses by many hands and poetic sequences such as 
Basho had made the foundation of his art of haikai.
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No brief explanation is possible, either of the man or his poetry—of the 
poet Japanese of all conditions regard as their greatest and most loved. All 
that can be said here is that he knew his literary inheritance and used it 
to fashion his own understanding of his own varied life and an age of 
oppression in ways that combine high and low, objective with subjective, 
tragic and commonplace. His work has endured radical vicissitudes of taste 
in his own country and has appealed to countless people in others of which 
he could have known nothing. If many Japanese have romanticized or 
sentimentalized his extremely complex personality—and if others have 
reacted against that—he remains the poet whom all Japanese know, the one 
no subsequent Japanese poet can avoid engaging with.

For further information in English, see (as in the Bibliography) Makoto 
Ueda, Matsuo Basho; and Earl Miner, Japanese Linked Poetry.I:

Bokuhaku. See Mokuhaku.

Bokusetsu, also Mokusetsu (?-d. before 1722). Surname Mochizuki. Born 
in Otsu, he became a physician. His first poetry appeared in the collection 
Koshd. He visited Basho at the Unreal Hermitage and in 1694 received him 
in his house for composing a kasen. He hurried to Osaka on hearing that 
Basho had fallen ill. His character was appreciated by Basho, who followed 
his medical regime. After the master's death Bokusetsu often dedicated 
stanzas to him.

Bokusui. Known only as a Zeze (Shiga) poet.

Bokutaku (1654-1745). Surname Mukai. Lived in Edo. He was on close 
terms with Kikaku and Ransetsu. His poetry appears in Tdsei Montei Do- 
kugin Niju Kasen (Twenty Solo Sequences by Disciples of Tdsei [Basho]) 
and in Hanatsumi (Gathering the Flowers) edited by Kikaku in 1690 as 
well as Sono Fukuro edited by Ransetsu in 1694 and other collections.

*Bonchd (?-1714). Surname Nozawa. Born in Kaga (Kanazawa), he went 
to the capital, where he practiced medicine. About 1688 he joined the school, 
and in 1689 his poetry appeared in Arano, acquiring a new depth from 
tutelage by Basho. In 1691 he assisted Kyorai in compiling Sarumino, in 
which his forty-one hokku constitute the largest number by any single 
poet. He also participated in three of the kasen in Part Five: Tobi no Ha

\
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••3mo, Ichinaka wa, and Akuoke no. Yet about this time he began to withdraw 

from the school for reasons not clear, perhaps for differences between him 
and Basho. From near the end of the century he seems to have lived mostly 
in Osaka, and in the following years brought out several books of poems. 
Etsujin termed him "a man of strong character," and this strength—with 
agility, variety, and suppleness—marks his poetic style as well. (See hokku 
73, 217, 259 in Sarumino.) His abilities tend to make his hokku stand out 
in a fullness of realization somewhat resembling those of Kikaku and of 
Buson later. To that degree, his hokku seem complete, less suited for 
linking. Yet he had great insight into sequential development, as his par
ticipation in kasen with Basho shows. He masters an extraordinary range 
of tone, from humor to desolation, from objective natural description to 
human predicaments. If his style is not as brilliant or as unexpected as 
Kikaku's, he pays more attention to the world we know and the people in 
it. Depending on tastes, either he or Kikaku is the first haikai poet of the 
age—after Basho, who saw human life more profoundly and sympatheti
cally. In such matters, he occupies a middle ground between Basho and 
Kikaku, partaking not a little of the genius of both while remaining true 
to his own gifts.

Bonen (1658-1727). Surnames Mukai, Kume, Takagi. Brother of Kyorai 
and Rocho, he was born at Nagasaki into a family of haikai poets. He held 
office as a machidoshiyori (head of citizens, an office in Edo, Kyoto, Osaka, 
and his own Nagasaki). He received his poetic education from Kyorai and 
achieved skill in Chinese verse as well. His first haikai appears in Sarumino. 
Other stanzas appear in Arisoumi, Infutagi, Zoku Sarumino, etc.
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Chikuko, also Chikuto. Dates and surname unknown. A blacksmith in 
Mino Ogaki (present southern Gifu prefecture) and a disciple of Joko. On 
the way back from the journey dealt with in The Narrow Road, Basho 
taken care of by the smith, who massaged his pained shoulders. Later Basho 
sent Chikuto his used paper quilt as a token of appreciation of his good 
treatment. See the hokku on this little episode included in Sarumino, 59-
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I*Chigetsu (?-d. after 1708). Surname Kawai. Mother of Otokuni, she 
born in Yamashiro (the southern part of present Kyoto) and lived in 

Omi. It is said that she served at court when young; after her husband Iwas
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died she became a nun. She met Basho in 1689 and saw him often during 
the next couple of years. When he left for Edo in 1691, he gave her a copy 
of The Record of the Unreal Hermitage as a memento. She performed 
memorial services after his death. She has a stanza in Umc Wakana, a 
kasen in Sarumino. She is one of the major poets represented in the hokku 
sections of Sarumino.

Chikuto. See Chikuko.

Chine (?-1688). Surname Shimizu. Born in Nagasaki, and sister of 
Kyorai, Rocho, and Bonen, she lived in Kyoto and died there aged twenty- 
five or so. In lse Kiko there are stanzas composed by her and Kyorai on 
a visit to the lse Shrines. Basho provided the collection with a postscript 
including appreciation of her stanzas. Her first collected stanza appears in 
Zoku Minashiguri. Others are in Arano, Itsu o Mukashi (Sometime in the 
Past), and Sarummo.

*Chinseki (?-?1737), also Shado. Surname Hamada. Said to have been 
a physician, he lived in Zeze in the Omi area. He became acquainted with 
Basho about 1689 and visited him at the Unreal Hermitage. With Etsujin, 
he compiled Hisago in 1690 and, in 1693, another major collection of the 
Basho school, Fukagawa. By then he was in Edo. His poetry is represented 
in Ko no Moto ni, in Aokute mo, and in Sarumino.

Chiri (1648-1716). Surname Naemura. Born in Yamato, he came to live 
in Edo. His earliest published poetry was included in Kazoazu Awase (A 
Match of Frogs, 1686). In the following year he accompanied Basho on the 
trip recorded in Nozarashi Kiko, taking the master to the house in which 
he was born. In Basho's account, Chiri is praised as a trusted, forthright 
friend.

Chobi, Known only as an Iga (Mie) poet.

Chowa. Known solely for appearance in the Sarumino hokku section.

Deido. Little is known, except that he was a Zeze (Shiga) poet and 
participated with Basho in a kasen included in Hisago.
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i
■■*Doho (1657-1730), also Toho. Surname Hattori. Born in Iga Ueno in 

a family of high-ranking retainers of the samurai lord Todo, from about 
the age of ten he knew the then young Basho. In 1685 he met Basho again 
and began to devote himself to haikai, becoming a disciple from 1688. His 
hermitage, Minomushian, had contemporary fame, and in it he entertained 
Basho. He first appears as a poet in Sarumino, both in the hokku section 
and in Ume Wakana. In addition to his invaluable setting down of Basho's 
poetic ideas in Sanzdshi, he produced a collection of Basho's stanzas. Shod 
Kushu, his own Minomushian Shu, and other compilations.

Dosui (dates unknown). Surname Takahashi. Born in Zeze, Omi, and 
a younger brother of (Suganuma) Kyokusui, he was adopted into the sa
murai Takahashi family of Zeze. A member of the Hisago group, his poetry 
is represented in most of the Basho-style collections after Sarumino. His 
closeness to Basho involved a common interest in Chuang-tzu and is oth
erwise testified to by their correspondence.

*Empu (dates unknown). Surname unknown. At Iga he participated with 
Basho in Ume Wakana, and he is represented by hokku in Sarumino. He 
is one of the important poets associated with Basho's later years.

*Ensui (1640-1704). Surname Kubota. Born in Iga Ueno of a merchant 
household. One of Basho's oldest friends, he knew the poet while he still 
was serving Sengin, the son of the lord of Iga Ueno. When Basho returned 
to his birthplace in 1694, he, Ensui, and other Iga poets wrote a kasen. 
Intimacy enabled Basho to confide in Ensui as in few others. Ensui's poetry 
is represented in Sarumino, both in the hokku and in Ume Wakana.

Ensui. Known only as an Edo poet, and not to be confused with the 
preceding.

*Etsujin (1656-?more than eighty). Surname Ochi. He was born in North 
Etsu but later lived in Nagoya, where he was a dyer. His acquaintance with 
Kakei seems to have led to his attachment to the Basho school about the 
time Fuyu no Hi was published. In Haru no Hi, he is represented with 
other Nagoya poets. He accompanied Basho on the journey to Edo recorded 
in Basho's Sarashina Kiko. He established his importance in the school by
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poetry in Arano. He was among those who visited the master at the Unreal 
Hermitage in 1690. Although he has six hokku in Sarumino he later stopped 
writing poetry for a time. When he began again in 1715, he returned to 
school of the dead master, playing the role of a leading representative of
it.

Fubaku (?-1700). Surname Ogawa. He was born in Iga Ueno of a samurai 
family. Basho is known to have visited his house at least twice, in 1688 
and in 1690, on the latter occasion for a haikai party. His first published 
poetry is in Sarumino.

Fuchiku. See Shido.
■

Fugyoku (?-1697). Surname Ito. A physician, he served the lord of 
Sakata, having been born in Ugo Sakata, present Akita prefecture. When 
Basho visited Sakata on the journey recorded in The Narrow Way, Fugyoku 
entertained him as a house guest and thereafter officially entered the Basho 
school, although he also practiced in other styles. He sent Basho kasen for 
correction in 1693, one of the rare occasions in which Basho taught by 
letter. Fugyoku edited Kuzu no Matsubara with Shiko.

*Fumikuni, the characters also pronounced Shiho (dates unknown). Sur
name Nakamura. He was born at Inuyama in Owari (near Nagoya). By 
profession a physician, he also served for a time in Kyoto at the palace. 
Subsequently he went to Edo, but he was introduced to Basho by Kyorai 
in 1690, so entering the school. He is represented here not only by hokku 
but also by participation in Tobi no Ha mo and Ume Wakana, two kasen 
in Sarumino, Part Five, where he shows creditably with masters like Basho 
and Boncho. "Fiimikuni" is a rare if not unique instance of a haikai poet 
being known by the Japanese rather than the sinified pronunciation of the 
characters for the name.

Fusen, also Kaiga (1652-1718). Surname Sao. Born in Nara, he moved 
to Edo, where he was a merchant and an intimate of Kikaku. His first 
poetry appeared in Shiki Senku. He had many haikai meetings with Basho, 
and his poetry is represented in Zodanshu, edited by Kikaku and others.

Gako (dates unknown). Surname Honda. Born in Zeze (Shiga), he seems
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to have been a samurai. In 1691 he participated with Basho in a kasen 
composed at the house of Shobo (Masafusa), and he was one of the stronger 
members of the Basho school in the Omi area.

Gano (dates unknown). Surname Tagaya. An Edo poet, he was described 
by Kikaku as being very religious, and his son (Kio) is also represented in 
Sarumino.

■

I-I
Genshi. Known solely for appearance in the Sarumino hokku section. !.-l

§r.\
Gyojitsu (?-1753). Surname Nishizawa. He was born in Iga Ueno, where 

he remained as one of the poets in Basho's school there. His poetry is 
represented in Sarumino, Arisoumi, Zoku Sarumino, and other collections 
of the school.

;

I!igliill."J
i:;fHairiki (1653-1732). Surname Sugino. He was born into a middle-rank

ing samurai family in Iga Ueno. He entertained Basho in 1689, when the 
poet returned to his birthplace, participating also in the last sequence Basho 
wrote in his home town. He is first represented in Sarumino; later poems 
appear in Arisoumi and other collections.

;:

Hakushi (dates unknown). Surname unknown. He is thought to have 
been a priest from Owari (present Nagoya area).

iHHanabeni. See Kako.
!:m*Hanzan (1654-1726). Surname Yamagishi. Born of samurai family in 

Iga Ueno, he is one of the principal poets of the Basho school in the master's 
own birthplace. He was one of the master's oldest adherents, a loyalty 
shared by his father and his son. Basho often visited Hanzan, who partic
ipated with him in kasen as early as 1676. His name appears with poems 
from Zoku Minashiguri and in numerous later collections of the school. 
His closeness to the master is clear from an entry about Umoregi in Basho's 
testament: "this is left at Hanzan's." His poetry is found both in the hokku 
sections and Ume Wakana in Sarumino.
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Hazan (dates unknown). About all that is known of him is that he was 

of Edo.
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Higun. See Hyoko

Hokushi (?-1718). Surname Tachibana. Born in Komatsu in Kaga, he 
lived in nearby Kanazawa, working as a sword-sharpener. He had practiced 
haikai of other styles, but he followed Basho's after meeting the master 
on his visit to Kanazawa recorded in The Narrow Road. Although the two 
never met again, Basho praised verse Hokushi wrote when his property 
went up in a fire. And Hokushi played an important role for the school in 
Kanazawa. His other poetry is represented in such collections as Utatsushu.

Hyakusai (1668-1705). Surname Nishijima. He was a nephew of Sengin, 
the young lord served by Basho in his early years, and so also of the highest 
social class in Iga Ueno. He invited Basho to his house in 1689 and 1690 
for haikai meetings, and his poetry is represented in Arano, Kareobana, 
and Zoku Sarumino as well as Sarumino.

Hyoko, also Higun (?-1734). Surname Matsumoto. A wealthy merchant 
of Iga Ueno, his poetry is represented in Sarumino, Hatsusemi, Zoku 
Sarumino, and other collections.

Ichitan or Ittan. Known solely as an Iga (Mie) poet.

Ichito, also Itto (dates unknown). Surname unknown, but he was called 
Gonuemon and the name of his shop in Iga Ueno was Kyoya, Later he 
moved to Osaka. His poetry is included in Arano, Sarumino, Zoku Saru
mino, and other collections.

Jinsei (?-still alive in 1728). Known as Muraiya, he was a merchant in 
Kaga, present Ishikawa, and he joined the school after meeting Basho on 
the visit to Kaga recorded in The Narrow Road. His hokku appear in 
Sarumino, Zoku Sarumino, etc.

*Joko (?-1706). Surname Kondo. He was born in Mino Ogaki (present 
Gifu prefecture) of a samurai family. Ogaki was so situated that Basho 
often visited it, as on the journey in 1684 recorded in Nozarashi Kiko, and 
in 1689 on the return from the journey recorded in The Narrow Road. He 
also met Basho in the Nagoya area during the travel recorded in Oi no 
Kobumi, and later he visited the master at the Unreal Hermitage. Joko was
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one of the most important members of the school in Ogaki, and although 
he has but two hokku in Sarumino both are excellent, with number 280 
being one of the finest in the collection. He is otherwise represented in 
many sequences and collections.

■

si-I

ll*Joso (1662-1704). Surname Naito. Born at Inuyama near Nagoya of 
a samurai family, he was led by physical weakness to cede his rank to a 
brother, devoting himself to study of Chinese and practice of Zen meditation 
while still young. Taking orders as a priest, he went to Kyoto, staying with 
Fumikuni, who introduced him to Basho, whose school he thereafter fol
lowed. Besides his hokku in Sarumino, he is represented by the Postscript 
in Chinese. He participated in composing sequences with Basho, with Kyorai 
and Fumikuni, and others. After Basho's death, Joso's light style with its 
undercurrent of seriousness was much respected by other members of the 
school.
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Jugo (1654-1717). Surname Kato. Born in Owari (Nagoya), he was a 
lumber merchant. At thirty he participated in sequences represented in 
Fuyu no Hi. Other poetry by him is in Haru no Hi, Arano, and Sarumino. 
He was a close friend of Etsujin.

Juntaku. Known only as an Iga (Mie) poet.

Kaiga. See Fusen.

Kaikyo. Known only as an Owari (Nagoya) poet.

Kaishi (1669-1731). Surname Nakao. He was born in Iga Ueno of a 
middle-ranking samurai family. His poetry is first represented in Sarumino 
and thereafter was published only in Kareobana and Zoku Sarumino. But 
he is known to have participated with Basho in composing sequences, and 
from the numerous letters to Kaishi, it is clear that Basho felt warmly 
toward this fellow townsman.

*Kakei (1648-1716). Surname Yamamoto. He was born in Owari (Na
goya) of a doctor's family. Although formerly an adherent of Teimon 
haikai, he followed Basho's style after meeting the master on his return 
from the journey recorded in Nozarashi Kikd. He later left the Basho
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school. He is a gifted poet, represented here by stanzas in Shimotsuki ya 
and hokku in Sarumino.

Kako, also Hanabeni. Known only as an Edo poet.

Kasho (?-1731). Surname unknown. He was a pharmacist born in Osaka. 
By chance he met Basho while staying at the same inn in Kanazawa on the 
journey recorded in The Narrow Road, and later he visited him at the 
Unreal Hermitage. His poetry appears in Sarumino, Nishi no Kumo, and 
other collections. But because it is represented in none of the collections 
of the school appearing after Onoga Hi in 1692, he is presumed to have 
stopped writing about that time.

Keiseki. Known only as an Edo poet.

*Kikaku (1661-1707). Surname Enomoto, later changed to Takarai. One 
of the few most important haikai poets of the age, he was born in Edo in 
a physician's family. While only thirteen, he joined the school of Basho 
(then known as Tosei), and by twenty he participated with Basho (Tosei), 
Saimaro, and Yosui in a kasen. In some ways he is the most dazzling haikai 
poet, also learned and refined—as Shi Akindo here shows. His relation with 
Basho differs from that of other followers. Basho would chide him in verse 
for excessive drinking, and Kikaku held to an independent spirit. With 
some justice Kyorai reported (Kyorai Sho) that Kikaku resembled Fujiwara 
Teika, the great waka poet of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Kikaku 
edited numerous collections including Minashiguri, Kareobana (honoring 
Basho soon after his death), and others of the school. He had taken issue 
with Basho's late stylistic ideal of lightness (karumi), however, and grad
ually defined his own style with elements from the Danrin style. Kikaku 
was always something of an aesthete, a brilliant stylist, and an Edo man, 
just as something of the provinces is present in Basho. His late writing 
became even more showy, and although he often seems more impressive 
than Basho, he is neither as profound nor as able to create meaningful 
sequence. Such is his importance that after his death a seven-part collection 
of his kind of poetry was edited (Kikaku Shichibushu), just as had been 
done for Basho.

Kio (1677-?). Surname Tagaya. An Edo poet, son of Gano. At the age
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of thirteen he composed a hundred stanzas imitating Kikaku, who admired 
the talent of the boy and brought him to public attention, as a few stanzas 
in Sarutnino show.

Ko'oku (dates unknown). Surname Koizumi. Born in Edo, he worked 
at the Echigoya, a large draper's shop. With Yaba and Rigyu, he edited 
Sumidawara, although before the work was finished he left Edo for Kyoto. 
His poetry is found in Arisoumi, Zoku Sarumino, and other late collections 
of the school. Although not a Sarumino poet, or involved in the additional 
sequences given here, we include this notice because he is quoted in the 
introduction to "A Later Sequence."

Kuku (thought 64 or 65 in 1712). Surname unknown. A Kanazawa priest, 
he was one of the people Basho met there on the journey of The Narrow 
Road in 1689. From the meeting he turned from Danrin to Bashd-style 
haikai. In 1691, he visited Basho when he was staying at Yoshinakadera 
(Gichuji) in Omi. Basho gave him two stanzas that he used as hokku for 
sequences in his own collection, Soanshu (The Grass Hut Collection, 1700). 
With Hokushi and Akinobo, he played an important role as a member of 
the Kanazawa branch of the school.
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Kyodo (dates unknown). Little is known of him except that he lived in 
Zeze in Omi.

*Kyokusui (?-1717). Surname Suganuma. He is often referred to as 
Geki. He was born at Zeze in Omi of a high-ranking samurai family. While 
on service in Edo, he was introduced to Basho by Kikaku, who included his 
first published poetry in Zoku Minashiguri. He is central to Sarumino in 
that during this crucial period Basho was staying much of the time in his 
Unreal Hermitage, as Basho sets forth in the Record of Part Six. Corre
spondence between the two testifies to their close relations. Besides his 
hokku in Sarumino, he participated with Basho in the kasen, Ko no Moto 
ni. In 1717 he committed suicide after killing one of his retainers in a 
dispute over unjust behavior.

*Kyorai (1651-1704). Surname Mukai. Born in Nagasaki among eight 
other children, he moved to Kyoto and studied the martial arts. But in his 
twenties or so "threw away the bow and arrows" to devote himself to
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poetry. Going once more to Kyoto in 1684, he met Basho by Kikaku's aid, 
and in 1686 composed in Edo a kasen with Basho and Ransetsu. Earlier in 
the year, he and his younger sister. Chine, wrote a poetic diary on their 
trip to Ise (Ise Kiko; see under Chine). Sometime during this year he 
acquired his hermitage in Saga, to the west of Kyoto, and in 1689 gave it 
the name Rakushisha for reasons made clear in hokku 117 and 257 of 
Sarumino. With Boncho's assistance and close advice from Basho, he com
piled Sarumino in 1691. The next three years involved him deeply with 
Basho, who had placed him in charge of the school for the western thirty- 
three provinces, as Sampu the thirty-three eastern. In 1694 he hurriedly 
took a night boat from Kyoto to Osaka to be present at Basho's fatal illness. 
He had supported the master's late poetic ideal of "lightness" (karumi) 
against strictures by Kikaku and others, and after Basho's death he largely 
retired from active life. Rather than claim the mantle of Basho, he modestly 
concerned himself with editing various works, including The Narrow Road 
and Arisoumi. Much of our knowledge about Basho's ideas of poetic theory 
and practice derive from his Kyorai Shd [Kyorai's Poetic Notes) and in
formation he otherwise set down. He was not of the poetic stature of Basho, 
Boncho, or Kikaku, but in the rank just after. He acquits himself well in 
kasen composed with Basho, and he may be said to have been a cause of 
poetry by others. This is true for Basho during visits with him, and it is 
true for his brothers (Rocho, Shinken, and Bonen), for his wife Kana (or 
Kanajo), as also for others from Nagasaki and in the Kyoto area. He seems 
to have held a major responsibility for the organizing conception of Saru
mino. He died at his hermitage on the tenth of the Ninth Month.

Kyuken (dates unknown). Surname unknown. Born at Zeze in Omi. His 
poetic career began as a member of the group represented in Hisago. In 
1691 he participated in a kasen with Basho, who called him the Old One, 
no doubt indicating years more numerous than Basho's. His poetry appears 
in a few other collections besides Sarumino.

Masafusa. See Shobo.

Masahide. See Seishu.

Mokuhaku or Bokuhaku; also called Taiso (?-1710). Surname Okamoto. 
A samurai of Iga Ueno (Mie), he was visited at his Hyochikuan or hermitage
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by Basho and Tokoku for about twenty days in 1688. He participated with 
Basho in kasen in 1689 and 1694. ur

Mokusetsu. See Bokusetsu.

~Ogijo. See Sen.

Oshu (dates unknown). She was of the licensed quarters, either Shi- 
mabara in Kyoto or New Yoshiwara in Edo. Little is known of her life or 
her connection with the Basho school. a

si?
*Otokum (dates unknown). Surname Kawai. Born at Otsu in Omi, he 

was a wealthy merchant. He was one of the people whom Basho met in 
Kanazawa during the trip of The Narrow Road, and although he had written 
in another style earlier, he came to write in Basho's, especially when Basho 
was staying in various places in Omi. He gave Basho financial support and 
propounded the tenets of the school. The kasen, Ume Wakana, in Sarumino 
celebrates Otokuni's departure for Edo, and he has hokku in the collection 
as well.
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Rakugo (?-1691). Surname Yasukawa. He was a merchant in Mino 
(Gifu). He visited Basho when he was staying with Kakei in Nagoya in 
1687. The next year he had Basho as a guest in his house and there composed 
haikai. His poetry is included in Arano, Sarumino, Genroku Hyakunin 
Ikku, and Oi Nikki.

Ranko. Known solely for appearance in the Sarumino hokku section.

*Ranran (1647-93). Surname Matsukura. He was a samurai but later left 
service to devote himself to haikai, living in the Asakusa area of Edo. With 
Kikaku and Ransetsu, he is one of Basho's three most important Edo ad
herents, and he followed Basho's styles from about 1675, and in that year 
was published as a disciple of Basho (Tdsei) in a collection of twenty solo 
kasen. He participated in kasen in Minashiguri; and in Sarumino he is 
represented in Ume Wakana as well as in the hokku section. Basho ap
preciated his forthright honesty and wrote a memorial on his death.

*Ransetsu (1654-1707). Surname Hatton. Of a samurai family, he was
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born in Edo and served several daimyo. After Kikaku he was among Basho's 
first disciples, from about 1675 or 1676. Like Ranran, he was recognized 
as a poet in the twenty solo kasen by twenty followers of Tosei, as Basho 
was then known. In addition to his appearance in Sarumino, he has nu
merous poetic connections with Basho. He participated, for example, in a 
1682 kasen that appears in Minashiguri and in 1689 in a duo kasen. When 
he compiled and published Wakanashu in 1695, he dedicated it to the 
memory of Basho. An adherent of Zen Buddhism, he has some of the 
playful eccentricity that is often found among such people and that was 
fostered perhaps by his acquaintance with Kikaku.

Ransui. Known solely for appearance in the Sarumino hokku section.

Risetsu (dates unknown). Surname Nakano. A poet of Iga (Mie).

Rito (dates unknown). Neither his surname nor occupation is known. 
He was born at Zeze in Omi, and his poetry first appeared in Shiki Senku. 
A poet identified with others who appeared in Hisago, he also participated 
in a kasen with Basho in 1691 and appears in various later collections of 
the school.

Riyu (1662-1705). Surname Kono. He was a priest at Hirata in Omi. 
Although it is not clear when he met Basho, some say he was introduced 
by Shohaku. He was first published in Itsu o Mukashi, edited by Kikaku 
in 1690. The next summer he visited Basho at Kyorai's hermitage near 
Kyoto, and in October welcomed the master to his temple. Having been 
acquainted with Kyoriku, he joined him in editing two works after Basho's 
death. His poetry is represented in Sarumino, Sumidawara, and Zoku 
Sarumino. Although not considered one of the outstanding poets of the 
school, he was respected for the seriousness of his study.

Rocho (1656-1727). Surname Mukai. Kyorai's younger brother, he was 
a Confucianist, a scientist, and an officer in the government at Nagasaki. 
Although better known for his waka and Chinese verse, he studied with 
Kyorai and corresponded with Basho. He appears in such collections as 
Sumidawara and Zoku Sarumino as well as Sarumino.

Rosen (1655-1733). Surname Naito. The second son of the lord of Taira
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in Iwaki (present Fukushima prefecture), from his youth he followed his 
father (a daimyo whose pen name was Fuko) in association with Danrin 
and Teimon poets. When only eight, he met Soin, a famous renga and 
haikai poet, founder of the Danrin school, gaining instruction directly from 
this important poet, with whom Ihara Saikaku was also associated. He met 
Basho about 1684, as Basho wrote in Oi no Kobumi, 1687, when they 
composed haikai at Rosen's house. There was at least one other meeting. 
Rosen is a rare example of a person from a daimyo family who participated 
in the Basho school.
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Rotsu (1649-1738). His surname is unclear; some say Yasomura, some 
Imbe. His place of birth is also uncertain, whether Mino (present Gifu), 
Kyoto, or Tsukushi (Kyushu). While an alms-seeking priest, he met Basho 
in 1685 at Otsu, near Kyoto. Going to Edo in 1688, he approached Basho 
for instruction, and the next year he welcomed the master to his place in 
Tsuruga (Fukui) on Basho's progress in the journey of The Narrow Road.
In 1691 he visited Basho in the capital and nearby. For some reason, he 
forfeited Basho's confidence, but he was reconciled to the school at the 
master's death and later published a book on Basho and had other books 
of poetry published.

Ryobon (1676-1730). Surname Tomoda. He was born in Iga Ueno of a 
rather high samurai family. His wife, Shofu, was also a haikai poet, and 
they welcomed Basho to their house to compose a kasen in December, 1689.
His first published hokku appeared in Sarumino.

Ryuin. All that is known is that he was dead when Sarumino was edited. ‘G.

Sakagami (dates unknown). This was his proper name, and his pen name 
is unknown. He was of Yamamoto in Tsu (presently Ise, Mie prefectures).

Sampo, also Sanho. Almost nothing is known of him except that he was 
from Owari (Nagoya).

^Sampu (1647-1732). Surname Sugiyama. Born in Edo into a wealthy 
merchant's house, he practiced Danrin haikai under his father's guidance, 
meeting Basho in 1672 when he came to Edo. He provided the master with 
the small hut called the Bashoan (Banana Plant Hermitage), from which
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Basho took his best known pen name, and Basho enlisted him in the effort 
to create a new poetry. In 1679 the two composed a duo hyakuin, and 
although some people have looked on him as little more than a financial 
backer of Basho, the master regarded him highly as an exemplar of his 
style. His poetry is found throughout the seven parts of the Basho Shi- 
chibushu. Basho appointed him as arbiter or magistrate of the school for 
the eastern provinces, as Kyorai of the western. Respected by other fol
lowers of the school, he is of course one of the main poets in Sarumino.

Sanho. See Sampo.

Sansen. Known only as an Edo poet.

Santen (dates unknown). Of unknown profession, his surname was Ishi- 
kawa, and he lived in Edo. For Basho's last journey in 1694 he composed 
a duo kasen with the master as part of a farewell. Most of his known poems 
appear in a collection edited by Fumikuni in 1696.

Seishu, also Masahide (1657-1723). Surname Mizuta. Born at Zeze in 
Omi, he is variously described as having been a samurai or a merchant and 
later a physician. While young, he practiced waka. He had the Nameless 
Hermitage (Mumyoan) made for Basho to stay at Gichu Temple (or Yoshi- 
nakadera) in Omi, and assisted Basho in other ways. The two participated 
with others in an eight-person kasen while Basho was staying with him 
in 1691. His hokku are included in Sarumino, as a stanza is also in Ume 
Wakana.

j

Sekiko or Sekko. Known only as an old friend of Basho's in Iga (Mie).

Sempo (died ca. 1732, probably more than 70). Born in Edo. Surname 
Hattori. He was the third son of a family heading one of the principal 
schools of no actors (Hosho). He served the Tokugawa shogunate. He was 
on close terms with Rosen, the second son of lord of Taira in Iwaki, where 
he lived a brief time. In 1693 he participated in a kasen with Basho. His 
poetry appears in Zoku Sarumino and other late collections of the school. 
Although not a Sarumino poet, or involved in the additional sequences 
given here, we include this notice because he is quoted in the introduction 
to "A Later Sequence."
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Sen (?-1763) or Ogi-jo. Surname Hamada? She was born in Zeze, and 
it has been suggested that she was Chinseki's sister. Her hokku appears in 
The Diary by His Side in Sarumino, Part Six, with a note, and apparently 
while still a girl.

Sengin (1642-66). Surname Todo, personal name Yoshitada. He was born 
in Iga Ueno two years before Basho as the third son of a samurai general 
of the Todo clan. Being weak in health, he devoted himself more to poetry 
than the martial life. When only ten Basho was appointed to serve Sengin 
(Yoshitada), who had by then practiced poetry with Matsunaga Teitoku, 
and the two boys were educated together by the scholar, waka poet, and 
haikai master, Kitamura Kigin. It is presumed that the two lads were on 
very close terms, and Basho is thought to have felt great loss when Sengin 
died so young after more than a decade of acquaintance, and thereafter to 
have sensed that uncertainty of life that gives darker shades to much of 
his writing. Much in all this may be somewhat romanticized. But when 
in 1688 Basho returned to Iga for his father's memorial service, he met 
with Sengin's son, Tangan, and composed a haikai duo with him. Although 
not a major hokku, Basho's bespeaks the memories the experience brought 
him.
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So many things 
crowd in upon the memory 

cherry trees in bloom

Samazama no 
koto omoidasu 

sakura kana !*rt!
;• 1The fragile flowers give an appropriate and auspicious recollection of the 

friend who had died twenty-two years before.

Senka (dates unknown). The surname is also unknown, but he was of 
Edo. He first appeared in Minashigun and thereafter in Zoku Minashiguri, 
Sarumino, Sumidawara, and other collections of the school. He often par
ticipated in haikai composition with Basho. In 1686 he compiled Kawazu 
Awase, a haikai matching of stanzas on frogs written by him and Basho. 
For the first round Basho provided his most famous hokku (written earlier), 
which has been so much discussed and which remains untranslatable still.

The old pond is still 
a frog leaps right into it 

splashing the water
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Furuike ya 
kawazu tobikomu 

mizu no oto
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Whatever else may be said of this, the slightly comic element unites with 
the aesthetic principle that the quality of an experience is heightened by 
addition of its opposite: the sound accentuates the stillness.

Senna (1651-1723). Surname Mikami. He was born at a temple in Omi 
(Shiga) and later became a priest. While young he practiced the Danrin 
style. He allied himself with Basho's school after meeting the master in 
Omi on his return from the trip of Nozarashi Kikd. About 1692, he left 
the school for a time with his friend Shohaku but on Basho's death joined 
others in writing memorial verses.

Senso. Known only as a Zeze (Shiga) poet.

Shado. See Chinseki.

Sharai (1674-1733). Surname Yamagishi. He was born in Iga Ueno, son 
of Hanzan and grandnephew of Basho. Following his grandfather and 
father, he helped establish haikai as the traditional art of the family.

Shido, also Fuchiku (1659-1712). Surname Kimoto. Born in Osaka, he 
was a pharmaceutical merchant. He first practiced the Danrin style and 
later became on close terms with Uejima (or Kamijima) Onitsura. In 1689 
he joined the Basho school, visiting the master at the Unreal Hermitage 
as also later at the Nameless Hermitage and at Kyorai's Rakushisha. On 
his last trip, Basho fell ill while staying at Shido's residence, Fuchikutei. 
He was important for the Osaka branch of the school. His poetry is included 
in Sarumino and later collections of the school as also in such of his own 
collections as Awajishima.

Shiho. See Fumikuni.

Shiho (dates unknown). Surname Ueda, and a given name Gonzaemon. 
A poet of Iga Ueno, he is represented in Sarumino and later collections of 
the Basho school. Not to be confused with Fumikuni (also pronounced 
Shiho).

Shiin (apparent reading of the name; ?-1722). Surname Takahata. He 
was born in Iga Ueno of a samurai family. His master was the father of
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Sengin, whom Basho served. With Sengin and Basho, he began by prac
ticing the Teimon style in his youth. He retired early—his pen name means 
"hidden in the town." But in The Diary by His Side the note identifies 
him as a person from Tarui in Mino (Gifu).

Shiin. Known only as a Mikawa (Aichi) poet. Not to be confused with 
the preceding.

Shikishi (1671-1731). Surname Hama. He was connected by birth with 
the Todo family in which Basho served when young. Like Kaishi, he was 
on close footing with Basho and participated in composing sequences in 
1689 and 1690. He is known to have received at least three letters from 
Basho, and a few of his stanzas are collected in Sarumino, as also in Ka- 
reobana.

II
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Shinken (1649-1712). Surname Mukai. He was an elder brother of 
Kyorai, was born in Nagasaki, and was a physician. He is represented in 
Sarumino, Part Six, by a Chinese composition in prose and verse. His 
known haikai includes only a memorial stanza for Basho.

j;f,'

Shiyu. Known only as a Zeze (Shiga) poet.

Shobo, the name also being read Masafusa (?-?1729). Surname Isoda; 
profession unknown. He is said to have followed Basho's styles from the 
end of 1689, and he was on close terms with the master during the stay 
at the Unreal Hermitage. Letters by Basho reveal his warm concern for 
Shobo's wife during her lengthy illness in 1691-92. A close friend of Seishu, 
he was well known for his waka under the Masafusa reading of his name.

*Shohaku (1650-1722). Surname Esa. Born in Ise, he lived in Otsu, 
where he practiced medicine. While young, he followed other haikai schools, 
but became acquainted with Basho at Otsu. Being a fairly well-known poet 
already, he was able, on entering the Basho school, to introduce to the 
master such other Omi area poets as Senna, Seishu (Masahide), Otokuni, 
Kyoriku, and Chinseki. His acquaintance with Basho mostly dates from the 
time of stay at the Unreal Hermitage, but he traveled with him to Osaka, 
and they composed sequences together. Parting from the school in 1692, 
he seems not to have liked Basho's late "light" style. Although his stanzas
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are thought rather flat and lax, he was admired by his contemporaries and 
has fourteen hokku included in Sarumino. He was among those who 
mourned Basho in verse on his death.

Soji. Known solely for appearance in the Sarumino hokku section.

Sonan, also Sodan (dates unknown). Surname unknown. He is said to 
have lived in Edo, but he is known as a poet only for the three stanzas he 
contributed to the early part of Ume Wakana, showing perhaps no more 
than that he was in Omi at that time, perhaps that it was where he then 
lived.

*Sora (1649-1710). He had two surnames, Iwanami and Kawai, the latter 
generally used today. Born in Kami Suwa in Shinano (Nagano), he was 
a samurai who served under Lord Nagashima. He subsequently moved to 
Edo, where he lived near Basho's hut and offered the master many services, 
becoming attached to his school about 1685. His poetic importance is some
what exaggerated by the inclusion of twelve hokku in Sarumino, but he 
is of great importance to students of Basho by his accompanying him on 
the journey of The Narrow Road and for keeping a diary of the trip, 
recording actual fact that shows Basho's artistic departures in writing The 
Narrow Road. None of his other writings holds such importance today.

Tagami no Ama (1644-1719). Surname Minoda. Like Kyorai, she was 
born in Nagasaki. She was the wife of Kume Toshinobu. She later became 
a nun ("The Nun Tagami"). Ushichi was her nephew; Bonen and other 
haikai poets were also relatives. She managed the Chitosetei in Nagasaki. 
Kyorai left an account of staying in that inn (Chitosetei Ki), and it was 
visited by such Nagasaki poets as Ushichi, Rocho, Izen, and Shiko. Her 
first published poetry appeared in Sarumino. Later compositions appeared 
in Arisoumi and Zoku Sarumino.

Taiso. See Mokuhaku.

Taisui (dates unknown). Surname unknown. Like Sora, he lived close 
to Basho's hut in Edo, so having considerable biographical importance for 
Basho, with whom he participated in haikai composition from 1687. His 
poetry was first published in Zoku Minashiguri; thereafter he appeared in
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Sumidawara and later collections. He edited Kiso no Tani, whose last part 
is Basho's Sarashina Kikd. :

£
Takuchi (?-1693), Surname Yamauchi. He was born in Iga Ueno; his 

occupation is unknown. In 1689, he participated with Basho in a fifty-stanza 
sequence for which he wrote the hokku. After Sarumino, his poetry appears 
in Arisoumi, Zoku Sarumino, and other later collections.

I
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a
j|3jTakutai (1659-1706). Surname Kaimasu. He was a merchant in Iga Ueno. 

Although his first published verse appears in Sarumino, he participated 
with Basho in a sequence composed in 1689. On Basho's death in Osaka, 
he went there with Doho, ritually taking some of the dead man's hair to 
Iga for a memorial service at Basho's family temple, Aisen'in.

sU
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Tangan (1666-1710). Surname Todo. He was the son of Sengin, whom 

Basho had served in his youth and a general of samurai in the Todo clan, 
as also lord of Iga Ueno. On one of Basho's returns to his native place, 
Tangan joined him in a sequence, composing the second stanza. His poetry 
is found here and there in Arano, Sarumino, and Zoku Sarumino.

Tanko (?-?1735). Surname Sugita. He was born in Owari (Nagoya). He 
was a confectioner or an acupuncturist, or both. He was a friend of Kakei, 
Etsujin, and Tokoku. He first appears as a poet in Haru no Hi. Later poetry 
appears in Arano and Sarumino, more importantly in the former.

::Tanshi (dates unknown). Born at Zeze, his surname and occupation are 
unknown. He was on close terms with Seishu and with Shobo. When Basho 
visited him in 1691, they participated in a kasen. He is represented in other 
collections besides Sarumino.

!:•!!•
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1Tekishi (1673-1729). Surname Tsuji. He was born in Iga Ueno of a 
samurai family. He is first represented in Sarumino, and in Kyoraishd 
(Kyorai's Notes), Kyorai reported Basho's praise of hokku number 334. 
Later poetry is included in Zoku Sarumino and other collections of the 
school.

I
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:I;Toho. See Doho.
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Tojaku (?-1729). Surname Tsuchida. He was born in Iga Ueno of a 
samurai family. He is designated as "A boy of Iga" in Sarumino. His 
poetry appears in later collections as well. In 1700 he had Doho's hermitage 
rebuilt, and he was on close terms with other poets of the school as well.

*Tokoku (?-1690). Surname Tsuboi, later Minami. He was a rich rice 
dealer and a figure of importance in Nagoya. After following the Teimon 
style, he entered the Basho school, becoming one of Bashd's closest friends. 
He accompanied Basho on the journey of Oi no Kobumi. He participated 
brilliantly with Basho in five kasen included in Fuyu no Hi. Basho was 
distressed to hear of his death, which occurred enough before the publication 
of Sarumino for him to be designated "deceased."

Tosai (?-?before 1700). Surname Kambe. He lived in Echizen (Fukui). 
A poet well represented in Teimon collections, he is almost unique in being 
represented in Sarumino although not of the Basho school. Basho none
theless admired him and sought him out on the journey of The Narrow 
Road, as he reports there. Basho stayed with him two nights and visited 
a famous beach scene with him. He in turn visited Basho at the Unreal 
Hermitage in 1690.
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Toyo (1676-1751). Surname Hasebe. He was born at Yamanaka in Kaga 
(Kanazawa) and was owner of a hot springs inn. In 1689, on the journey 
of The Narrow Road, Basho stopped at the inn, and although but thirteen 
years old, the lad so impressed Basho that he gave him the pen name by 
which he is known. He appears in some collections as "a boy from Ya
manaka" and in various collections of the school following Sarumino.

*Uko (d. ca. 1716-35), lay name Tome. Surname unknown. She was 
born in Kyoto, lived in Osaka, and married Boncho, taking orders as a 
result of ill health and perhaps for freedom of movement as a poet. In 1689 
she appeared as a poet in Arano. Her care of Basho while at Kyorai's 
hermitage moved the master to comment in his Saga Nikki. Although not 
the poetic equal of her husband, she is one of the finest poets in Sarumino 
and suitably appears in the Ume Wakana sequence as well as in the hokku 
parts.

Uryu, also Uritsu (1644-1726). Surname Takahashi; his pen name is 
taken from his father. His occupation is not known, but from his popular
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name, "Tachibanaya," he was probably a merchant, innkeeper, or some
thing of the kind. He first appears in Fuyu no Hi and later in a kasen in 
Haru no Hi as well as hokku in Sarumino.

Ushichi (1663-1727). Surname Minoda. He was born in Nagasaki of a 
low-ranking samurai family. He was taught by Kyorai and esteemed by 
Basho. After first appearing in Sarumino, his poetry is included in various 
collections.

i:

i
Uso (1669-1724). Surname Kato. He was born in Mikawa (Aichi) and 

about 1700 was living in Kyoto. He was a physician. Basho met him in 
1688, and although he stopped writing poetry after a time, he was the first 
from his district to participate with Basho. After Sarumino, his poetry 
appears in Arano Koshu (The Later Arano) and other collections.

i:
ii

I
IYado (?-1701). Surname unknown. He was born in the capital, where 

he served at court. He was particularly close to Kyorai, with whom he 
participated in haikai composition, as he did also in 1690 or 1691 with 
Basho. He appears in other collections following Sarumino. He was spec
tacularly killed by a bolt of lightning.

I:

Yakei (dates unknown). Surname unknown. He lived at Zeze in Omi, 
where he probably served as a samurai. A member of the Hisago group, 
he participated in a kasen with Basho at Shobo's house in 1691. He first 
appeared as a poet in Kikaku's collection Hanatsumi and subsequently in 
various collections of the school.

i*Yasui (1658-1743). Surname Okada. Born in Owari (Nagoya), he was 
a wealthy merchant and a representative of the townspeople. Although he 
first adhered to the Teimon style, he participated fully in the poetry of 
Fuyu no Hi. He visited Basho both at his Edo hut and the Unreal Hermitage. 
He also gained distinction in the tea ceremony. His poetry is represented 
in two kasen in Part Five of Sarumino (Akuoke no, Ume Wakana) and in 
Part Six.

I:
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!
!.Yosui. Known solely for appearance in the Sarumino hokku section.

Yuho (1632-1710). Surname unknown. He was born in Iga Ueno and 
well-to-do merchant going by the name of Hachiroemon. After first
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appearing in Sarumino he appears in other publications of the school in
cluding the memorial poetry of Kareobana.

Yuto (dates unknown). Surname unknown. He was born at Zeze in Omi 
and is thought to have been a no actor. In April, 1691 he participated in 
a kasen with Basho at the house of Shobo, and toward the end of the 
master's life often participated in such composition at Osaka. After ap
pearing in Sarumino, he had stanzas included in later collections.

Zenho or Zempo. Known only as an Edo poet.
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